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NOTE  ON  THE  METHOD  OF  PUBLICATION 

The  method  of  publication  follows  that  adopted  in  Part  XXV.  As  there,  the  dots 

indicating  letters  unread  and,  within  square  brackets,  the  estimated  number  of  lost 

letters  are  printed  slightly  below  the  line.  Corrections  and  annotations  which  appear 

to  be  in  a  different  hand  from  that  of  the  original  scribe  are  printed  in  thick  type. 

Square  brackets  [  ]  indicate  a  lacuna,  round  brackets  ( )  the  resolution  of  a  symbol  or 
abbreviation,  angular  brackets  <  >  a  mistaken  omission  in  the  original,  braces  {  }  a 

superfluous  letter  or  letters,  double  square  brackets  O  a  deletion,  the  signs  '  '  an 
insertion  above  the  line.  Dots  within  brackets  represent  the  estimated  number  of 

letters  lost  or  deleted,  dots  outside  brackets  mutilated  or  otherwise  illegible  letters. 

Dots  under  letters  indicate  that  the  reading  is  doubtful.  Letters  not  read  or  marked 

as  doubtful  in  the  literal  transcript  may  be  read  or  appear  without  the  dot  marking 

doubt  in  the  reconstruction,  if  the  context  justifies  this.  Lastly,  heavy  Arabic  numerals 

refer  to  Oxyrhynchus  papyri  printed  in  this  and  preceding  volumes,  ordinary  numerals 

to  lines,  small  Roman  numerals  to  columns. 

The  abbreviations  used  are  in  the  main  identical  with  those  in  Liddell  and  Scott, 

Greek-English  Lexicon  (ninth  ed.).  It  is  hoped  that  any  new  ones  will  be  self- 
explanatory. 



NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

2438.  Life  of  Pindar 

The  following  account  of  Pindar  constitutes  the  main  contents  of  a  tall  and 

narrow  strip  of  papyrus  which  also  preserves  the  ends  of  the  first  six  lines  of  a 

preceding  column  in  a  different  hand,  apparently  referring  to  something  military 

(crpa,  1.  2).  The  two  columns  may  have  formed  part  of  a  single  book,  which  would 

presumably  have  been  a  collection  of  lives,  but  a  possibility  which  I  think  should 

not  be  forgotten  is  that  the  ‘IllvSapoc — the  form  of  heading  used  in  the  biographies 
of  1800  is  7 repl  (tov  Setvoc) — is  an  isolated  piece  having  no  connexion  with  the  rest 
of  the  roll  and  perhaps  even  written  on  a  strip  tom  from  the  roll  before  being  used. 

However  that  may  be,  this  piece  is  to  be  compared  with  those  known  as  vita 

Ambrosiana  { Scholia  vet.  in  Find.  carm .  i  p.  1  Drachmann),  vita  Thomana  (ibid.  p.  4), 

vita  metrica  (ibid.  p.  8),  and  the  entry  in  Suidas  (i  p.  132  Adler).  (Eustathius,  prooem. 

§§  25  seqq.,  iii  pp.  296  seqq.  Drachmann,  is  negligible.) 
Its  structure  is  simple  and  logical:  nationality  and  parentage,  date,  family, 

death,  works,  characterization.  There  are  none  of  the  picturesque  insertions  which 

occur  in  the  other  accounts  (though  Suidas  has  only  one).  It  agrees  with  one  or  more 

of  them,  as  might  be  expected,  in  a  considerable  number  of  details,  lacks  certain 

details  (for  example,  name  of  mother  and  teachers)  which  they  supply,  but  on  the 

other  hand  offers  a  number  of  facts  (11. 2  seqq.,  8  seqq.,  21  seqq.,  29  seq.,  35  seq.,  38  seqq.) 

which  they  do  not  contain.  It  is  remarkable  that  though  it  refutes  a  date  of  death 

adopted  by  some — it  is  that  found  in  the  vita  Thomana — and  the  age  at  death  they 
associate  with  this  date,  it  substitutes  no  alternatives  of  its  own,  though  it  incidentally 

fixes  496/5  as  a  year  when  the  poet  must  have  been  more  than  ten  years  old. 

In  col.  i  the  writing  is  a  small  neat  angular  uncial  of  the  common  type  assigned  to 

the  late  second  or  third  century.  In  col.  ii  it  is  larger,  coarser,  and  more  sloping,  but 

not,  I  think,  appreciably  different  in  date.  As  I  have  remarked  below,  it  varies  con¬ 

siderably  in  different  tracts  of  this  single  column. 

B  8259 

B 



2 NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

(a)  Col.  i 

j.wAi? 
].’crpa 

]p£ 
]ov 

5  hreP°v > 

10 IS 

20 

25 

3° 
35 

40 
45 

Col.  ii 
■mvSapoc 

mvSapocoXvpLKOCTroerjTi]CTope[ 

i]v6r)flaiocvioc8eKaTap.cvKop[ 

KaieTepacnoirjTpiaccKOTreXeivol 

'oyc-Af[crouc7rDtT}rac3aiVinrr[ 

«vS  CKararanep  cueavecorep  oc ,  f 

repuicificuptSrjemfSaXXujvTOVTl 

j  yoVTeca/Jptuvocop^oi'TOcairo.f 

]  vaiirevTijKovTaeTwvovTaayvo ,  [ 

]  n,apxtouyap7}yaificraiet'a07;vai[ 
]  fia)KaeveveiKi}KevoSeafipiuva[ 

]  ouecTtvTecapaKocTOctuereaSwf 

]  .  ,v§«KaeT£tivauTo>>?;ywi’ic0a[ 
]ou^aTroTeflp7jKei'e0a^pa)VOc[ 

]c^[ ,  ]$oiaiToa.ftpa)VOCxaipetf)[ 

(6)  >/i[  . KO.TaTT)VOy$OT)KOCTT]y[ 

Jf,[.  Je0pi7ri7(ui/iau/xfCvei/caKa[ 
JmvdapocyeypartieveyKU) .  [ 

] ,  f Xa-n]pvTTepTaTef3povTa.c[ 
].Si;a7rore0>'[.].aj[.]. . ,[ 

]veniVfLKOvce[' ,  >].’uiot'/t[ 
]c/<aranvaca)v[ . ]atap ,  [ 

]cKaraSeTt)'a[  ] .  a .  [ 

]avqyvo-qce[  ],r[ 

].flev..otc.[  ],<)>[ 

l..W“[ 
]uya[.]ep(ov8.[ 

]..!\.«^oi<,[  ]..[ 

>  Bvyarepac, .[  ].[.  .M.IXV . 

I'WVfLV t]pov,[  ]7)a»8j)7jc.a.[ 

Jyerac/teKaAetxf  ] . , .  Ato .  [ 

].  Seevapyecp[ 

}j>  ,yevopi,ev[ 

].ecraro[.]eTi8’.[ ] .  Kararrjpjr  _  17]  civ  t  [ 

J.T/pjjTaiSe... ].[ 

]oucetc/?ij8Atai£8i0[.].a.  ,coi'.[ 

],/?fraia>'aj)'d7ra[,]0ei'[>  ,]a)v7[ 
]>'SevK£u/iuoi<a£i{i]Ka.[. ,], ,[ 

] ,  curauf ,  JopxTjixaTwvad .  [ JaivmKoAetajvKatTrf,], .[ 

].  ftaran/cnotT/f  ].«yo.[ 

].  voc(fai[.].,[,]iiiei£a,/ra,[ 

].  apfia-TLKa.LTTavTCU7]<j>ucU'[ 

]Kalr  D,UTaeia)0e>iai[]i^£i>m[ 
JAaetSoc  <j>  uaptatfovreeSM ,[ 

2438.  LIFE  OF  PINDAR 
3 
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IJivSapoc  6  XupiKoc  TTOiTj -njc  to  fie[v  yevoc 

fjV  OrjSaloc  vloc  8e  Kara  pev  K6p[cvvav 

Kal  ii-epac  Trorqrpiac  SKOire AiVo[u  Kara  8e 

roue  rrXcLCTOuc  TroLprac  AatddvT.ov.  yeyo- 

vev  Se  Kara  ra  IlepciKa,  vetLrepoc  nfpec/Su- 

repan  CifiwvlSrji  emfiaXXaiv.  tovt[o  Se  ol  Xe- 

yovrec  lifdpivvos  apyovro;  awoTfefftTjKe- 

vai  TrevTTqKOvra  Itwv  ovra  dyvoofuciv.  e- 

■n  Apylou  yap  ijytovtcrat  iv  AOr/valc  SiBupdp.- 

jStut  Kal  vevticr]Kev.  o  Se  Hjdptav  a[sr’  Apyi- 

ov  eertv  reccapaKOcroc,  mere  a8uV[aro'v  ec- tlv  Scica  eredv  avrov  pyiovlcdah.  on  Se 

ovk  a7TOTe6vT]Kev  e<f>’  14Spcovoc[ 

]c  pt[a]f?ot,  and  Hflpaivoc  Xaipe<j>[dvTjC 

efi[S]opoc  Kara  rrjv  dySor/KocTpv] 

.]«,[  rJeBplmriM  Wavpuc  vlkSi  ko[ 
]IIlvSapoc  yeypa<j>ev  eyKcdp.[iov 

o5  Tj  dpx]rr  iXarrip  vireprare  fdpovracl Wv  d7TOTe0r[^]#cdi[c  ] . . .  [ 
]v  imviKovc  e[, . .],  viov  ft[ 

]c  Kara  nvac  wv[ . ]atap, 
]c  Kara  8e  nva[c  ].a.[ 

]ou  r/yvo Tjcef  ],r[ 

7ra]pSev€i'otc  .[  ].<£[ 

11  p  \uir oiidypc  ic[at  EvfnjTLSoc 

B]vya[T~]ipwv  S,[ ],tpv  aSeX<j>ov  ,[  ],o[ 

]v  Buyarepae  J’  e[  lip] ip[ro]p[a]x>) P  {([at  EvpLT)- 

rt]p  cuv  fivr)fiovf[vei  ev  r]^t  ilnSiji  ijc  ij  ap[y^-  d  Moi- 

cajyerac  pee  KaXel  ̂ [opdjcat  jn-pAAoi ,  [ 

].  Se  ev  “Ipyet  /t[ 

y>.  yevopev[ 

].ccraro[.]  Irt  8’.[ 
],  Kara  tt)V  wotijetv  ,[ 
S]njtpi)rat  Se  auTfop]  t[  ].[ 

!  „  ]ouc  eic  ftiflXla  e£  SiB[v]pdfijlu)V  §[  irpocoSi- 

a)]v  ft  7raidvmv  a  7Ta[p]Bev[et\u)V  y  [emviKt- 

a)]o  S  eyKtapUov  a  e^[.}Ka, [, v- 

pi]ywv  a  v[7r]opxT}pedriiiv  a  Bp[rjv(av  a 
]cav  veiKoXeiwv  Kat  tt[  .  ] . .  [ 

]fpart  rrjc  Troit][c.  9  litt.  ].eyo.[ 

].VOC  Kal[_], ,  .eifa.Ka.f 

J.appaTt  Kat  oravrat  ij  ̂dcet.[ 

]koI  r[]aura  etaiffei'atQi^ajvetfv  coijioc  6 

tToA]Aa  et’Stbc  <f>vai  p. aBovrec  S[e]  A[a^pot  iray- 

yXco\clai  KopaKec  wc  dxpavTa.  yapv p[tov  Aide 

orpAc]  opv tya  Betov. 



4 NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

Fr.  ( b )  is  placed  at  the  beginning  of  11. 15  seq.  on  the  strength  of  the  general  resemblance  of  t
he 

papyrus  and  the  writing  (see  below)  and  also  the  congruence  of  the  contents  of  the  first  li
ne  with 

what  is  required  by  the  sense.  But  I  cannot  verify  this  location  by  either  the  vertical  or  the  hori¬ 

zontal  fibres  and  the  contents  of  the  second  line  do  not  obviously  fit  any  of  the  forms  of  words  which 

might  be  expected. 

Fr.  ( c )  is  placed  at  the  end  of  11.  27  seqq.  on  the  strength  of  the  suitability  of  the  contents.  Th
e 

front  is  too  much  damaged  for  the  fibres  to  be  traced  with  assurance  from  (a)  to  (c).  The  intervals 

above  and  below  ( c )  are  too  great  for  the  fibres  of  the  back  to  afford  unequivocal  guidance  with  regard 

to  horizontal  location.  The  ‘joint’  near  the  right-hand  edge  visible  above  1.  28  cannot  be  certainly 

picked  up  again  till  1.  41.  Col.  i  is  in  a  different  hand  from  col.  ii.  Col.  ii  is  all  by  one  and  the  same 

writer  but  the  script  has  a  different  appearance  in  11. 1-13  and  11. 14-28.  From  1.  29  onwards  it  is  much 

the  same  as  in  11.  1-13,  except  that  the  last  five  lines  are  more  cursive.  There  is  no  sign  of  a  slope  to 

right  in  the  upper  part  of  the  column,  but  I  cannot  be  certain  that  I  have  divided  the  supplements 

correctly  between  lines  in  the  lower  part. 

Col.  ii  14  x  apparently  made  out  of  8,  itself  written  on  some  other  letter  16  .[,  the  middle 

part  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  to  right  1 p  written  on  another  letter  (perhaps  a  partly  made  c) 

19 ).  .[,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  e.g.  a,  followed  by  the  foot  of  e  or  c,  and  this 

by  a  dot  on  the  line  20  ].’,  perhaps  the  upper  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  8,  the  base  being 

represented  by  a  dot  on  the  line  below  21  .[,  the  middle  part  of  an  upright,  perhaps  with  a  trace 

of  a  cross-stroke  through  its  lower  end,  followed  by  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters;  perhaps 

two  letters  represented  22  ].,  a  hook  to  right  on  the  line  perhaps  A  or  the  left-hand  apex 
of  v,  but  a  damaged  c  may  not  be  ruled  out  23  ] . ,  the  top  of  a  tall  upright,  perhaps  v  24  ] , , 

parts  of  the  right-hand  side  of  a  or  A  26  .[,  the  lower  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line, 

v  acceptable  27  .  [,  the  top  of  a  circle  ] . ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line 

29  The  first  written  on  c  31  p,  apparently  made  out  of  another  letter  32  Either  j  or 

#.]b  e.g.  ̂ [e]i,  <t{6] t  33  ].,  a  hook  to  right  on  the  line,  e.g.  e,  v  38  After  ko.  apparently 

part  of  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  the  circle  and  the  upper  part  of  the  central  stroke  of  </>.  The  traces 
to  the  right  of  this  are  on  the  underlayer  39  The  traces  after  0  do  not  suggest  p,  but  I  cannot 

say  are  irreconcilable  with  it  41  ]f  represented  only  by  the  overhang  and  a  dot  below  it  on  the 
line  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  ,[>  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

42  ].,  the  top  of  a  slightly  concave  stroke,  perhaps  having  a  trace  of  a  stroke  descending  to  left 

from  its  top  ]. .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  followed  by  an  upright  off  the  line  and  an  upright  on  the 

line;  perhaps  ]v,[,  but  three  letters  may  be  represented  the  base  of  a  circle  on  the  line  fol¬ 
lowed  by  a  stroke  rising  to  right  and  the  start  of  a  second  Between  a  and  k  a  median  dot  .[, 

prima  facie  v,  but  r  may  be  intended  43  ].,  an  upright,  perhaps  having  a  trace  of  ink  on  left 
of  its  foot  .[,  a  stroke  starting  vertically  from  the  line  and  then  inclined  to  right 

Col.  ii  2  seqq.  The  name  of  Pindar’s  father  is  given  variously  as  Scopelinus,  Daiphantus,  and 
Pagon(i)das.  The  authority  is  left  vague  except  here.  If  Corinna  was  a  contemporary  and  acquain¬ 
tance  of  Pindar,  as  some  ancient  writers  assert  (and  has  been  inferred,  I  think  without  any  justification, 

from  a  fragment  of  one  of  her  poems,  fr.  21),  it  is  hard  to  suppose  that  her  statement  could  be  ques¬ 
tioned. 

‘Other  poetesses’  may  perhaps  mean  ‘Boeotian  poetesses  besides  Corinna’.  We  know  of  Myrtis, 
and  she  and  others  may  be  represented  in  papyrus  fragments  containing  verses  which  exhibit  the 

characteristic  orthography  but  are  not  in  the  metres  known  to  be  affected  by  Corinna. 

The  antithesis  between  ‘other  poetesses’  and  ‘the  majority  of  poets’  is  strange  and  may  have 
no  particular  significance.  As  far  as  I  can  discover  no  ancient:  poet  has  anything  to  say  about  the 

parentage  of  Pindar. 

4  seqq.  yiyovev  .  .  .  J7«f/ia/<rd :  Suicl.  in  V.  IJlvOapoc  has  yeyond) c  /card  rr)rJ  fc  '  OXvfimdSa  /cal  /card 
ri)v  Sfyiou  crpmetav  &v  irSlv  fi,  which  can  be  taken  as  agreeing,  if  yiy ovev  in  our  text  is  interpreted 

as  Tjupate  (i.e.  more  or  less  equivalent  to  tBv  irctiv  /x)  but  ye.yavwc  in  Suidns  as  ‘born’.  The  vita  Thomana, 
which  has  in  one  place  /card  tt)v  8ip£ov  Kardpaciv  ij/</xa£e  T-ijt  ijAwfai,  has  in  another  yiyovc  8i  /card  rode 
xpdvouc  AicxdXov ...  /cal  T<fflw?/cer  ore  /cal  rd  IJepcu< d  ij/c/xajoj/,  of  which  the  last  clause  is  plainly  unusable. 

The  metrical  life  puts  him  contemporary  with  Marathon,  Salamis,  and  Aeschylus. 
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vemnpoc .  .  .  imfiaXAwv :  the  vita  Ambrosiana  corresponds  closely,  <-W/?aAAe  Se  rote  xpdvaic  Zipio- 

vldov,  fjt  vtuiTcpoc  TTpecfivTepcoi.  The  vita  Thomana  similarly,  vetorepoc  Si  i)v  UipxovlSov,  npecflvTepoc  8e 

BaKXvMSov. 
6  seqq.  tovto  can  hardly  be  taken  otherwise  than  as  the  object  of  ayvoovciv  and  as  referring  to  the 

statement  just  made.  The  argumentation  is  rather  obscure.  The  evidence  which  follows  purports 

to  show,  first,  that  Pindar  cannot  have  been  50  years  old  in  the  archonship  of  Habron,  for  then  he 
would  have  been  only  10  when  he  won  a  competition  in  Athens  (8  seqq.) ;  secondly,  that  he  cannot 

have  died  in  that  archonship,  for  he  wrote  a  poem  on  a  victory  won  six  years  later  (12  seqq.).  If 

Pindar  had  been  50  in  the  archonship  of  Habron,  his  age  in  480  could  be  calculated  as  28. 1  I  do  not 
know  whether  this  would  have  been  considered  quite  incompatible  with  the  phrase  yiyovev  Kara  ra 

ITepciKd.  In  any  case,  the  calculation  is  not  made  explicit  and  the  date  of  his  death  is  irrelevant. 

7  j-lfipwvoc  apx ovtoc  :  the  relations  established  forward  (1.  14)  and  backward  (1.  10,  see  1.  9  note) 
make  it  clear  that  the  archon  of  458/7  is  meant  (not  a  homonym  of  518/7  invented  by  Wilamowitz, 
Arislot.  u.  Athen.  ii  302).  The  correct  form  of  the  name  was  supplied  by  IG 11  v  971.  The  vita  Thomana 

gave  Afiiaivoc  (BUvtoc  G),  from  which  Eustathius  took  it,  Bitov  Diod.  xi  79. 

aitonOvriKevat :  the  controverted  statement  appears  in  the  vita  Thomana  in  the  form  ridvrjKe  Si  6 

77.,  ef  /cal  e'fy/covTa  irwv  yeyovcLc,2  in  1  Afiptovac  apx  ovtoc  /card  tt\v  oySo-pKOCT^v  ’  OXvp.md.Sa  (for  so  the 

last  clause  may  now  safely  he  read  instead  of  ini  Afiicovoc  a.  k.  t.  czcttjv  /cal  d.  ’0.).  The  substitution  of 

the  age  of  66  for  the  age  of  50  disables  the  argument  founded  on  the  victory  ‘in  Apylou'.  The  argu¬ ment  from  the  existence  of  a  subsequent  poem  holds  good. 

anoTtQvT}Kivai :  the  writer  shows  a  fondness  for  this  compound,  which,  after  the  Odyssey,  dis¬ 

appears  till  late  writing,  e.g.  Plutarch. 
8  nevrrjKovTa. :  the  nearest  figure  to  this  in  the  other  biographies  is  the  55  of  Suidas,  but  since  in 

his  text  ve  is  followed  by  a  word  beginning  with  e,  as  nevri^KovTa,  for  that  matter,  is  here,  there  is 

a  possibility  that  the  view  adopted  by  Suidas  and  the  view  rejected  by  this  writer  are  identical.  The 
vita  Thomana  says  66,  the  metrical  life  80. 

9  seqq.  Proceeding  upwards  through  the  list  of  archons  we  find  as  the  thirty-ninth  name  from 
Habron  in  496/5  Hipparchus  (Dion.  Hal.  antiq.  vi  1).  In  spite  of  the  discrepancies  in  the  numeration 
and  the  form  there  seems  to  be  little  doubt  that  this  is  the  person  referred  to.  (Though  it  is  irrelevant, 
it  may  be  noted  that  an  Archias  appears  in  the  list  in  419/8.) 

Sidvpap,  makes  rather  a  long  line  but  cannot  be  doubted. 

12  The  sense  is  clearly  something  like  c58e  or  paiblaic  dv  tic  padoi. 

14  Chaerephanes  was  archon  452/1  =  01.  82,  1.  I  do  not  see  how  all  the  necessary  supplements 
are  to  be  accommodated  at  the  end  of  1. 15  and  the  beginning  of  1. 16  but  there  is  no  doubt  that  what 

should  have  been  said  is  ‘in  the  82nd  Olympiad,  in  which  Psaumis  won  the  chariot-race  .  .  The 
poem  referred  to  is  01.  iv.  Is  it  to  be  inferred  that  this  was  the  latest  date  in  the  life  of  Pindar  that  the 
writer  was  able  to  fix? 

The  adjective  eyKtoptioc  is  used  by  Pindar  himself  with  reference  to  epinician  odes. 

19  seq.  I  should  guess  something  like  ‘If  he  were  already  dead,  how  could  he  have  been  writing 
epinicians?’  Pyth.  viii  is  assigned  to  446. 

20  It  is  difficult  to  think  of  anything  more  likely  than  e[cxe]  S’  V'L°V ■  But  it  is  plain  that  in  the 
following  lines  there  are  recorded  divergent  views  about  something  and  there  is  no  divergence  with 

regard  to  Pindar’s  son  in  the  hitherto  known  sources,  unless  there  is  counted  as  such  his  being 
named  Daiphantus,  like  his  grandfather,  in  the  metrical  fife,  but  Diophantus  in  the  vita  Ambrosiana 

and  Suidas.  This,  then,  constitutes  an  objection  to  proposing  wv[6p.acr]ai  'AP.[  in  1. 21  and  interpreting 
23  seq.  as  below.  And  as  far  as  the  first  is  concerned  it  is  not  difficult  to  think  of  a  quite  different 
line  of  supplementation  (c5>>[scti  /c]al  74/>,[). 

22  ].a.[:  AaC]<f>av[rov  can,  I  think,  be  rejected  with  certainty. 

1  We  know  from  Pindar’s  own  words,  fr.  193,  that  he  must  have  been  born  in  the  third  year  of 
an  Olympiad.  He  could  not,  therefore,  have  been  50,  55,  or  66  in  458/7.  He  could  have  been  60, 

born  in  518/7  =  01.  65,  3,  and  40  years  old  in  478/7=01.  75,  3.  This  would  make  him  22  or  more  at the  date  indicated  in  1.  9.  . 

2  A  wrong  punctuation  of  this  sentence  accounts  for  the  statement  of  Eustathius  that  Pindar 

was  born  in  Habron’s  archonship.  Wilamowitz,  l.c.,  appears  to  have  overlooked  this. 
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23  seqq.  1 }ywfy«[ :  I  should  presume  that  this  refers  to  a  view  propounded  by  some  person  which 

is  inconsistent  with  a  piece  of  evidence  next  adduced.  If  it  were  a  view  about  Pindar’s  son,  the  piece 
of  evidence  might  be  the  Sa^vTjcjiopiKov  &tcp.a  which,  we  are  told  in  the  vita  Ambrosiana,  Pindar  wrote 

for  him.  I  cannot  verify  8]a<j>[vr)<l>opLK6v  in  1.  24,  but  it  is  consistent  with  e’]p  r[ofc  . . .  \na]pOevdou,1  and 
‘of  Protomache  (and  Eumetis)  . .  .  daughters  . . .  brother  .  .  .’  in  the  next  lines,  in  spite  of  the  width 
of  the  gaps  between  the  words,  may  well  be  a  definition  of  a  son  of  Pindar. 

25  seqq.  The  names  of  Pindar’s  two  daughters,  Protomache  and  Eumetis,  were  already  known 
from  the  Lives.  It  is  possible  that  they  were  obtained  from  the  source  specified  in  29  seq.,  but  I  do 

not  think  we  can  count  on  it.  Pindar’s  ‘mention’  may  have  been  of  the  same  sort  as  at  Pylh.  iii  78 
Kovpai .  .  .  fJL&irovTat,  on  which  the  scholiast  comments :  xoGpai  Se  at  rou  Thvbdpov  Ovyaripec  rjpwTOiidxri 

K at  Evp,r) tic  rj  al  Nvp.<f>a  1. 

29  seq.  0  .  .  .  xopeOcai :  Pind.  fr.  116,  quoted  as  a  specimen  of  IJivSapiKov  evSacacvXXapov  by 
Hephaestion  p.  44,  12  Consb.,  cf.  pp.  253,  372. 

31  Pindar  ‘died  in  Argos’.  The  same  fact  is  implied,  though  not  directly  stated,  in  tire  epigram 
at  the  end  of  the  vita  Ambrosiana. 

33  I  suppose  a  superlative,  ,]f<?cTaTo[c]  or  JpecraTofc]  rather  than  -to[i']. 

35  8]njipi;rat  8£  pvjfoju  r[d  ■noi'/jfmTa  in'  Apiero<j>dv]ovc  or  something  of  the  sort  appears  acceptable. 
The  vita  Thomana  says  of  01.  i  nporiraKrat,  ino  ApLcro<l>dvovc  tov  cuvrd$avroc  rd  IjLvSapLKd. 

36  seqq.  71, :  the  same  number,  17,  is  given  by  the  vita  Ambrosiana,  the  vita  Thomana,  and  Suidas. 
The  list  in  the  first  apparently  agrees  pretty  closely  with  what  is  found  here  (though  the  order  is 

different),  but  (a)  it  separates  the  IJapOtvELa  into  napOevtwv  /3,  <IAperai  8e  ;<-ai  y  S  imypd<j>erai  KeywpL- 

cpevcov  (-p.i :vov  Snell)  napOevlwv,  (b)  it  counts  two  books  of  'Ynopyrtp-ara,  (c)  it  omits  the  category  which 

seems  to  have  stood  in  the  present  list  between  'Eynw/u a  and  “Y/avoi  as  well  as  the  category,  if  it  is 
another  category,  which  follows  Qprjvoi, 

(a)  is  of  no  consequence,  With  regard  to  (b)  it  is  to  be  observed  that  no  ancient  quotation  refers  to 

the  vnopy^ara  as  if  there  were  more  than  a  single  book :  ev  inopyij/xaci  Erotian.  in  ati&p,  schol.  hlhm. 
i  21,  ev  rote  i.  schol,  Theoc.  vii  103,  schol.  01.  xiii  25;  he  rwv  IJivbdpov  6.  schol.  Aristoph.  Av.  926; 

Ihv&dpov  vmpxrjpdTuiv  Stob.  4,  iC,  6;  4,  9, 3.  I  am  therefore  disposed  to  accept  the  testimony  of  the 

papyrus  and  suppose  that  the  total  was  made  up  to  17  by  a  single  book  of  ’&[,]««.[.  But  wlmt  kind 
of  poem  these  letters  represent  I  can  make  no  guess  and  find  no  help  in  Suidas,  who  enumerates 

’ EvOpovtcpol ,  Baicx"<d,  AatlivrjtjiopiKd  (but  sec  note  on  23  seqq.  above),  and  CkoXul,  besides  those  which  he 
has  in  common  with  the  other  two  sources.  This  solution  still  leaves  the  difficulty  touched  on  in  the 

second  part  of  (<?).  ]<uv  m/< oXeiwv,  though  it  has  no  cardinal  attached,  looks  as  if  it  were  a  specifica¬ 
tion  parallel  to  those  which  precede,  but  there  is  no  room  for  it  in  the  total  of  17,  there  is  nothing  to 
correspond  in  the  other  lists,  and  the  form  of  the  word  is  incomprehensible.  As  to  the  last,  I  have 

1  I  transcribe  here  the  relevant  part  of  a  marginal  note  contained  in  a  stray  scrap  of  papyrus 
which  I  cannot  attach  to  any  text,  It  tells  us  a  little  more  about  the  IlapOivaa  than  was  known. 

>Aip’<rx[ 

yPraKeyaipicfra-i ,  [ v«aive<pai[,].  ,to,[ 

<j>p.vraiebnj<jArw ,  [ 

piKiDVnapOeveuo[ 
Xei(reovoni<aK ,[ 

OevnaemyPovSaijivA 

napdevciaovroiS'a ,  [ 
CVfifUKTOtavSptoV .  [ 
napOcviav  [ 

[  «brt yp(a  )  rd  Kcxwpicp.(d')a  r(wv)  n[apOe~ vdwv  «(/)(«[,],  ,7-0, [ 

<l>q.VTai.  «8ei  y(dp ),  f/o?(a),  no v  [Sai/a'rj'/jo- 

piKibv  napOeveiui\  v 
Xeicrdov  on  «d/<f[rra  van- 

Oiveta  Amyp(d<t>erM),  ou  8a<livt][<l>opiKb 
napOI veta.  our ot  (8i)  oi  fyopoi 
ai/r/21/CTOi.  dvSpahqf  K al 

napOdvwv. 

2  seqq;  I  am  not  sure  what  we  are  being  told  about  rd  KEyviptc/seva  rwv  rrapOevdwv,  which  was 

an  alternative  title  to  IlapOevdwv  y,  vit.  Ambros.  p.  3  Dr,,  cf.  schol.  Pylh.  iii  139,  schol.  Theoc.  ii  xo. 
(For  the  meaning  of  the  title  see  schol.  Nem.  ix  inscr.  airai  8i  al  tuiSo.1  oiWrt  iVe/xemAfaic  del 
yeypappdvar  8 id  KeywpicpivaL  <j>4povrat.) 

5  seqq.  The  point  seems  to  be  that  some  scholar  made  an  assertion  in  relation  to  what  ho 
called  the  Sai/)Vi^>opu<6.  irapWma.  He  must  be  told  that  the  title  of  these  too  is  simply  riapOiveia. 

without  the  ' SaifivrirjiopLKd' , 
9  seqq.  The  Partheneia  were  sung  by  mixed  choruses  of  men  and  girls. 

speculated  on  the  possibility  that  NlkokX€lwv  is  meant — an  Aeginetan  Nicocles  is  referred  to  in 

Isthm.  viii — but  see  no  particular  reason  for  believing  that  this  is  on  the  right  lines. 

Somewhere  about  1.  40  there  starts  the  general  characterization  of  Pindar’s  poetry.  The  last  of 
the  difficulties  raised  above  may  be  due  to  inability  to  recognize  exactly  at  what  point. 

43  seqq.  These  lines  plainly  contain  an  observation  of  the  same  kind  as  schol.  Nem.  i  49  ad  6 II. 
inaivet  rove  (fivcei  poXXov  rwv  in  8iSa yrjc  nepiyivopivwv,  schol.  Nem.  iii  75  Sia  navroc  Se  0  77.  fiSXXov  ra  ix 

tjivcewc  dya8d  rwv  eV  SiSaacaAtac  napayivo/ievuiv  npoxpiva,  but  correction  seems  necessary  to  elicit  it. 

44  I  am  not  sure  whether  ravra  or  rfotjaura  was  written.  I  should  guess  that  elwBev  a2[et]  <£.  was 
more  likely  than  dwdevai  [  ]  <j>. 

45  seqq.  01.  ii  94  seq. 

2439.  Pindar,  Isthmian  Odes 

It  is  known  that  there  are  Isthmians  missing  after  the  eighth,  which  is  now  the 

last  complete  in  the  fourteenth-century  codex  which  contains  it.  When,  therefore,  four 

scraps,  written  in  one  and  the  same  hand  and  with  writing  also  in  one  hand  on  the 

back,  are  found,  of  which  one  exhibits  part  of  the  eighth  Isthmian,  it  is  a  reasonable 

conjecture  that  the  other  three,  containing  unidentifiable  verses,  represent  one  or 

more  lost  Isthmians.  The  identification  would  be  of  no  great  value,  considering  how 

little  remains,  and  I  cannot  make  it  certain. 

The  writing  is  a  rather  mannered  uncial  which  I  do  not  think  is  likely  to  be  later 

than  the  first  half  of  the  first  century. 

Of  the  piece  on  the  back  I  cannot  make  out  more  than  a  few  disconnected  words, 

but  these  suggest  the  possibility  that  it  too  was  literary.  It  is  written  in  a  cursive 

apparently  still  within  the  first  century. 

Fr.  1 

Col.  i  [Isthm.  viii) 

(7)  ]KaKCOV 
] 

]tT€1 

]Aac 

5  Jv7rapari.ee 
> 

]aS[  Jpox^ovaAAe Jrrapoxyoyevwv 

Je/iepijuvav 
10  ]ovaiei/3Ae77eu' 

(14)  ]iOV 

Col.  ii 

[ 
 ’ 

[ 
[ 
[ 

[ 
[ 

(36)  v[ 

(37)  X?[ 

<t[ 
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Col.  i  5  A l6o]v.  Bergk’s  alteration  not  supported. 

7  seq.,  dAA’  epol .  .  .  itapoixopivtov  codd.  The  conjectures  of  Boehmer  and  Bencdictus
  not  sup- 

^  io  aid  codd.,  after  which  immediately  xPVIjLa  KT^-  The  lacuna,  recognized  by  E.  Schmid,  ha
s  been 

filled  in  various  ways,  but  /3A eireiv  is  not  recorded  among  the  conjectures. 

Col.  ii  8  w>[  by  no  means  suggested  by  the  ink,  two  dots  level  with  the  top 
 of  the  letters. 

Fr.  2 

M.W[ 

]  _  vnavta[ 
]  [  ].[M  ].^p«Aa».[ 
|  xavvaaKV/xarocaK ,  |_ 

5  ]  epopOojLdpoiJ.auflaO[ 

]  cc(j>u/\'  oXonvocoL  [ 

]  [  ]wre[.]oe[  ].F°[ 
]Kaopu.[ 

JffrW.l 
io  .]oipe[ 

M 

Fr.  2  Rubbed  and  stained. 

2  ].,  in  the  line  the  top  of  e  or  less  probably  c  (though  there  is  now  no  trace  of  the  cross-stroice) ; 
above  to  left  of  this  letter  an  upright  too  close  to  be  part  of  </>  or  i //  3  ].[,  the  lower  part  of  an 

upright  descending  below  the  line  .[,  a  small  hook  on  the  line,  compatible  with  A  but  not  excluding 
other  possibilities  4  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright;  p  perhaps  acceptable  but  not  attractive  7  ]., 

the  lower  part  of  a  strolce  descending  with  a  slight  curve  from  left ;  a,  8,  A,  /*  equally  likely  8  y 

damaged  but  A  not  acceptable  For  y  a  damaged  71  might  be  possible  9  l't  does  not  look  as  if there  was  room  before  for  anything  but  1  ,[,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

Fr.  2  2  Various  articulations  can  be  thought  of.  for’  awa[  seems  as  likely  as  any.  ciWfa  is  not 
recorded. 

3  In  the  context  some  form  of  AafAai //  is  acceptable. 
4  vda  instead  of  vaOr  new  for  Pindar, 

5  The  possibility  of  -ev  (e.g.  Oe,  TrAejcn)  must  be  borne  in  mind. 

6  oAa»  v6i»i  presumably  attaches  to  the  subject,  not  the  object,  of  <k</ia A«,  Cf.  h<  war-rclc  v6o v  Hdt. 
viii  97. 

7  seq.  wr6[p]t!e[-.  A  recollection  of  Pylh.  ii  22  (ev  mepievn  rpoxan)  and  iv  215  (*V  dXiirui  kJkXuh) 
might  tempt  one  to  look  for  kij|kvW,  but  that  was  not  written. 
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Fr.  3 

].i  [ 

]  [ 

]oiue/LieaK[ 

3. 
 [ 

 ’ 

5  ]°.ap[ 

]yXao _ [ 

Fr.  3  Stained 

1  ].,  the  foot  of  e  or  c  4  ].,  perhaps  the  upper  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  v  or  ai 
5  Before  a  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  6  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright 

Fr.  4 

‘  ].f.[  ’ ]?f..C 
]eca[ 

]vfxa,[ 

5  ]8.[ 

Fr.  4  1  the  foot  and  part  of  the  cross-stroke  of  y  or  r  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  with 

serif  to  left  2  . .[,  the  base  of  e  or  c.  followed  by  the  top  of  a  very  faint  tall  upright,  turning 

over  to  left,  perhaps  k  4  .[,  a  short  curved  stroke  on  the  line;  A,  p.  among  the  possibility  s 

5  .  [>  apparently  the  foot  of  an  upright  at  a  greater  than  normal 
 interval 
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2440.  Pindar,  Paeans 

The  authorship  of  the  following  fragments  is  amply  guaranteed ;  and  that  the 

source  of  two  of  them  is  the  Paeans  follows  from  coincidences  with  1791,  841,  and, 

if  I  am  not  mistaken,  2442.  It  is  probable,  though  not  certain,  that  the  third  came 

from  the  same  book.  As  far  as  I  can  see,  no  fresh  light  is  thrown  on  the  order  of  the 

pieces. 

The  hand,  though  it  has  a  peculiarly  formed  0  and  y,  belongs  to  the  common 

angular  type  and  may  be  assigned  to  the  late  second  century.1  Some  of  the  lection 

signs  appear  to  be  original,  others  have  been  added  in  a  lighter  ink. 

Fr.  i 

].[ 

]  yovofi[ ] 

J  Xynev[ 

S  ]  *«l>Pe.[ /cAo77a[ 

I  i  /cAeoeef 

db  — 

J  j  n 
j  a,7roAAo[ 

io  |  cheat, '[ 

]  P*.4.[ 

j  7raiav[ 

]  <™/;[ 

]  *>ec[ 
iS  ]  p?po[ 

1  aPX°lli 

]  yp<*>t[ 

]  /ce/\aS[ 
Fr.  1  s  .[>  a  dot  on  the  line  io  .[,  a  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  ti  Between 

a  and  4  a  headless  long-tailed  letter;  r  possible  ,[,  n  long-tailed  letter  with  a  flat  top ;  p  not  sug¬ 
gested  but  perhaps  admissible  14  Above  the  first  «  perhaps  a  rough  breathing  by  the  hand  of 
the  text 

1  I  should  judge  that  P.  Rondel  Harris  21  is  of  about  the  sanro  date,  not,  aa  the  edl  tor  estimates, 
of  the  third  or  fourth  century. 

2440.  PINDAR,  PAEANS 

Fr.  2 

11 

]'..[ 

]  eX?[ 

]  &.[ 

J  ckoA[ 

S  ]  ofu[ 

]  XalA. ]?r.[ 

].[ 

M 

10  '  ]A[ 

>e.[ 

].».[ 
\avejioc\_ 

15  Jcppoi.arf M 

For  the  interpretative  transcript  see  p.  45 

Fr.  2  3  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  5  Of  £  only  the  ends  of  the  base,
  but  not 

8,  A,  or  x  '  7  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright  8  The  lower  part  of  a  stroke
  descending  from  left 

10].,  perhaps  traces  of  the  right-hand  parts  of  ft,  but  I  am  uncertain  whethe
r  some  of  the  ink  does  not 

belong  to  the  tail  of  <f  above  12  ].,  perhaps  a  damaged  t,  but  the  appearance  is  now  oft  .u 

the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  13  seqq.  1791 1  seqq.  15  The  stop  is  not  prima  facie 

the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  r 

Fr.  3 

].vS’e^>[  ]  [ 

]  _  araf'CwroAAov  ; 
]a [levy  apevyo  fiat  [ 
]0AovTi8opev  [ 

S  ]  dwafiLcapieei  [ 
]pt,97]cde6i/a  [ 
]vcoTaTocep/i£v  [ 

]/xa[.]flaT[. .  X.0LVCL-  t 

]pv8’  e</>[ 

]  _  avac;  HttoXXov ]a  pev  yap  evyofiai 

]0eAovTi  So/xev 

]  Svvapuc  apKcl 

KaT£K]pi8r}c  Se  6v a- t ole  aya]va)raToc  ep/iev 

]pa[.]var[. . .]  Wa, 
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Fr.  3  i  The  apostrophe  is  uncertain.  It  might  be  part  of  an  interlinear  lette
r  or  one  in  the 

previous  line  There  is  an  unexplained  stroke  passing  through  the  left-hand  end
  of  the  loop 

of  2  ].,  the  top  of  a  slightly  concave  upright  5  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  6  seq. 

Pind.  fr.  149  '  8  Below  the  breathing  a  rounded  angle  which  resembles  neither  e,  0,  nor  p  of  this 
hand  The  last  letter  apparently  a  headless  p  or  u  rather  than  t 

Fr.  1  I  do  not  much  doubt  that  11.  5-18  of  this  fragment  are  to  be  combined  with  2442  fr.  14  i 

1-12  in  such  a  way  that  5-7  form  the  beginnings  of  the  verses  of  which  2442  fr.  14  i  1-3  !ire  Llle  c
nds 

and  9-18  the  beginnings  of  the  verses  of  winch  2442  fr.  14  i  4~12  are  the  ends.  1  he  result  of  the 
 opera¬ 

tion  will  appear  as  follows 

]</>  t  etc 
Jva\q0T]i4ou\|<«u8q 

1

 

 

f’/tfAeoucetfarf 

lOTjCiopoXiravt 

,
[
 
 

3 

]  [  ]aic  etcfrrjAof  3a 

]
"
“
 

3  5 
3 

].[.]. 

Jeuavfleoc 

3. 
p]av  10 

x]wv 

]vouc],JfcAa87jcal9u/ii'Ouc. 

One  objection  is  at  once  visible,  the  failure  of  ««Ao8  to  fall  in  the  same  verse  in  the  two  sets  of 

lines,  but  I  do  not  attach  very  great  weight  to  this  in  view  of  the  fact  that  in  2442  fr.  14  there  is 

certainly  space  for  more  than  one  verse  between  8  and  xo  (though  not  enough  for  two  written  the 

normal  size),  so  that  quite  possibly  KeXaSricaOupvovc  should  be  displaced  one  verse  downwards.* 

The  congruities  I  see  are :  ̂ Aovra^  AAr|0rj  sal  06  \|/«u8fj,  since  icXdirreiv  means  ‘to  deceive1  us  well 
as  ‘to  steal’,  c.g.  Pyth.  iii  29  j  *Airfe«|V--  KfoowMart  ,  to  be  identified  with  Pind.  fr.  308  (of.  Nan,  iii  end), 
where  a  like  relation  between  KXc(i)oGc  and  KXeoc  is  found  in  the  MSS.  and  a  similar  dubiety  about  tire 

accentuation ;  title  ~  title ;  awoAAo[>,  cb<at.[,  as  far  ns  they  go,  correspond  metrically  to  the  beginning 

of  the  antistrophe  preserved  841  fr.  16,  16  seq.  dpol  Si,  [/c.vj  a- ;  ct<s(/>[  ]ei5ai'0<foc  fy)nec[i  e.g.  <I>oIvikoc 

are  a  suitable  collocation;  *«AaS['--'  v.l.  KcXadijcaO'  vpvovc, 

3  seq.  If  To-Aimee[,  its  first  appearance  in  Pindar,  but  there  are  other  possibilities. 
6  Neither  xXom  nor  kXovoSoc  hitherto  attested  for  Pindar.  From  the  scliol.  in  2442  fr,  14  I  infer 

that  a  negative  was  expressed  or  implied. 

7  KXeoc  ckhti :  Kara  wjieciv  roO  u,  tic  Kal  to  KXeidc  P,  II,  KXedc  B,  KXdoc  0,  atari,  owl  roD  KXewDc 
scliol,  Nem.  ii  17  (Pind.  fr.  308), 

9  seqq.  Alrro AAor  ...  A  Kal  rdv  .  .  .  pardpa?  Cf.  Pind.  fr.  89a  ftaOdtuiviv  re  Aarih  Kal  Ooav  iwruov 
eXdreipav  deicai. 

14 1  can  find  no  justification  for  ep-.  Ilesychius  \u/>epvoOvrec  appears  to  be  a  mistake  for  <l>iXepv. 

Fr.  2  12  tuy[  seems  out  of  the  question. 

1  I  have  added  where  they  are  available  the  few  additional  letters  that  accrue  from  841  fr.  16. 
2  There  appears  to  bo  disagreement  hereabou  ts  also  between  2442  and  841  fr.  16  but  1  can  got  no 

light  from  it. 
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Fr.  3  2  seqq.  The  general  tenor  seems  to  be :  Grant  my  request,  Apollo,  since  you  can,  if  you 

wish, -  and  you  are  always  esteemed  most  kindly  to  human  beings. 

8

 

 
fidpvar-  seems  very  probable  but  I  can  offer  no  particularly  plausible  interpretation  of  the  end 

of  the  line. 

1792  (Pindar,  Paeans ;  ?  other  books).  In  the  course  of  other  work  I  have  re¬ 

examined  the  fragments  published  in  1792  and  can  contribute  the  following  correc¬ 

tions.  The  new  combinations  are  numbered  1-16,  the  new  unattached  fragments 

from  fr.  69  onwards,  continuing  the  numeration  of  the  original  publication. 

Snell  ( Hermes  73,  431)  identified  1792  as  Paeans  of  Pindar  on  the  strength  of  the 

coincidence  of  fr.  16  with  Pae.  vi,  134-6,  though  the  colometry  of  1792  must  have 

differed  from  that  of  841  and  PSI 147  (on  which  the  text  rests).  The  identification  is 

corroborated  by  the  coincidence  of  15  (fr.  60-j-a  new  fr.)  below  with  Pae.  vi,  128-31. 
A  similar  colometrical  divergence  is  manifest. 

There  are  further  coincidences  of  1792  frr.  24;  55  QciA[  not  ]a/x[  in  1.  1) ;  and 

perhaps  83 ;  84,  1  with  2442  fr.  32  col.  ii  and  1792  fr.  31  with  2442  fr.  32  col.  i  6-10, 
which  may  be  Paeans  though  poems  of  other  categories  are  found  written  by  the  same 

hand,  and  of  1792. 8  and  perhaps  fr.  69  with  2441  fr.  1  col.  ii  12-19  and  ?2i  seq.,  which 

may  be  a  irpociEiov. 

1.  Fr.  i+fr.  3+fr.  17+fr.  52+3  new  frr. 
LI.  1-5: 

3  [ 

]jue[  ]a>vto[ 
]otctvewe[  jccnc  [ 

JaAaSaprep  _  [  ]  _  aj'tovac[ 

_  ]xocaii(f>erro[  ]0earotd[ 

5  ~\  jiv7]CL0cBp£Trr]i'  0a/xaSe  [  kt\. 
Apparently  the  top  of  a  column.  On  the  gap  at  the  beginnings  of  11. 3  seqq.  see  the  commentary. 

3

 

 

.[,  a  rather  than  S  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  joining  the  top  of  to,  prima  facie 

y  or  r,  but  other  
letters,  

e.g.  A,  c,  not  ruled  
out  

5  .[,  p  rather  
than  

<t> 

L.  1 1 :  Kopv<f>aicLvuTrepO  £(f)vXa^q.iTr\_ '  ]ovo  _  [ 

LI.  21-24:  ]m apavTOTapaKTaivovToy[ ,],[ 

] .  [  3 .  ^Vyovavhpal 
]Vpacop X...]  [ 

]...[ 

]  [  ktA. 

21  ] . ,  on  the  line  the  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  Of  y  only  the  upright,  w  not  impos¬ 

sible  ] .  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  22  ] .  [,  the  top  arc  of  a  circle  ] . ,  the  right-hand  end 

of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  an  upright,  perhaps  parts  of  two  letters ;  above,  a  dot  with  the 
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rirfit-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  above  it,  apparentl
y  an  interlinear  letter  23  [,  the  left-hand  a

rc 

of  a  circle  24  The  surface  is  that  of  the  unde
rlayer  and  the  traces  ink  which  has  soaked  thr

ough 

To  obtain  the  same  alignment  in  11.  3-8  as  is  visible  
in  11.  9-16  it  must,  in  nay  judgement,  be 

assumed  •  that  one  complete  letter  is  missing  at  the
  beginning  of  1.  3, _no  complete  letter  at  the  begm

- 
assumea  •'•natoinc  1  more  than  onc  but  not  tw0  0f  normal  width  at  the  beginnings 

ofll  4  6,  aSs!  If  my  Estimate  is  correct  Ae]  wou
ld  project  slightly,  No]  and  Kv)  appreciably  in

to 

the  left-hand  margin.  These  supplements  must  t
herefore  be  suspect,  though  the  internal  suitabil

ity 

of  the  last  particularly  makes  it  impossible  to
  reject  them  on  the  external  ground. 

To  fill  the  gaps  within  the  lines  I  should  say  there 
 were  required  c.  4  letters  m  1.  2,  c.  2  letteis  m 

1.  3,  c.  4  letters  in  1.  4. 

3  tyrlp :*I  find  it  hard  to  accept  8  as  a  reading  of  the  last  le
tter,  dprepla  is  attested  late  but  has 

been  nronosed  in  Pindar  (for  irpepLa)  at  N cm.  xi  1
2. 

lZ  .  the  uncertainty  of  the  first  letter  lea
ves  the  door  open  to  many  guesses.  I  ment

ion  only 

yla]™  n  right  in  preferring  ,C\Xac  to  Ae]xoc,  pel-\i]Xoc  ty,^<?woj>ea  is  one  of  the
  considerable 

choice  of  possibilities  which  results  that  may  be  worth  
mentioning.  If  not,  Aa\nolov  .  .  .  A^oc  ap4- 

eV°[lWilhSreagardVto  acCri't^ mty  ̂'relevant  to  recall  that  Leto’s  sister  was  fer^fa  and  gave  one  of  its 
previous  names  to  the  island  of  Delos,  or  again  that  Sxrpov  

is  applied  to  islands,  841  1  ae.  vi  125  seq. 

(Aegma^Pmd. &,} Oea  ™a[>W  ipr^ewe  hpimp  I  feel  some  confidence. 

Cf'  “fP^^cTiotthe  formation  (for  which  Pindar  shows  quite  a  fondness,  though  its  prolife
ration 

comes  late  and  in  prose)  cf.  Xopedcioc  841  Pae.  vi  9,  pap
poptf toe  2442  fr.  32  1  0. 

5  seq.  Oapa  8’  t.p[Xovrm  ... .  Ovd[au  [xct<u,  if  requir
ed,  would  also  be  l  mdaric. 

1]  sc qqf°Why  not  o'A[  |  KaJreAofi^owa-  [  ]  |  i^0iv(avro  8’
?  ‘Festal  celebrations 

I  take  the  articulation  to  be  ],apae  t6t  dp  AktoIvovto,  but  it  is  to  be  said  Un
it  the  middle  of 

AktoW  (rare  enough  in  the  active)  occurs  nowh
ere  else  except  as  a  doubt:  ul  reading  mb  , 

 Dud.  w  v. 

fde  Stef  n  76)  and  apparently  as  a  variant  of  the  mysterio
us  vrrepucratvavTo  (Horn.  CM.  xxm  3)  1 

Hesych.  LlLhvno  mi  lit.  Mag.  779, 10.  It  is  note
worthy  that  one  interpretation  of  the  Homeric 

word  (Hesych.  in  iv^KtaUavro,  lit.  Mag.  l.c.  ad  fin.)  ha
s  the  phrase  8m  r Vv  Xapav,  but  1  cannot 

verify  Xapdv  here.  And  a  different  articulation  is 
 conceivable. 

2.  Fr.  2  4- a  new  fr. 

]aveu ,  et[ 

]|U,oAot.,a>[ 

If?1-  [ 
s  >.[ 

Perhaps  to  be  attached  to  fr.  x  below  the  extant  part  of  1.  24.  Fr.  4.  lo
oks  as  if  it:  might  stand  on 

ltS  n?hf!  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  Between  u  and  <  perhaps  the  left-hand  end  of  the 

cross-stroke  and  a  trace  of  the  upright  of  r  3  Between  1  and  a  the  right-hand  end  or  a  cross¬ 

stroke,  e.g.  yore  5  .[,  perhaps  o.  There  is  a  dot  above,  which  may  be  a  high  stop  
or  the  leit- 

hand  part  of  a  trema  over  a  vowel  to  the  right  of  0 

1792.  PINDAR,  PAEANS 

15 

3.  Fr.  io-fa  new  fr. 

it 
]oure/J,[ 

]  _  eSov[ 

]evai£n[ 

]  [ 

1  .[>  a  tab  upright,  7]  equally  possible  with  1 
2  ].,  on  the  line  the  tip  of  a  stroke  descending from  left 

5

.

 

 

Fr.  194-2  new  frr. 

] 
 [
’ 

W 

].fd 

]wu  [ 

2  ] . ,  perhaps  the  tip  and  foot  of  the  right- hand  stroke  of  v  For  a  perhaps  8  3  Or  ]y 

8.  Fr.  304- fr.  654-a  new  fr. 

[ 

]pvca)ir[ 
]axeiac[ ]tcu7t[ 

K}K]  [ 
S  ]arLTepn[ 

]a6avar[_ 

]ocdyov[ 

]yepio[ 

Now  found  again  in  2441  fr.  1  ii  12-19 

Frr.  45  and  69  look  as  if  they  might  be  closely 
connected  with  the  above  and  the  letters  con¬ 

tained  in  69  recur  in  about  the  same  positions  in 
2441  fr.  1  ii  21  seq. 

4.  Fr.  114-3  new  frr- 

'  ]  [  ‘ 

]recu8[ 

/  [  ] 

] .  A  iccf)pacL[ 
]vu/xevoi  .[ 

M 

Fr.  16.  See  15  (fr.  60 4-)  below. 

6

.

 

 

Fr.  204-a  new  fr. [ 

>/*.[ ]..[ 

2  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 
and  a  trace  on  the  line  below,  n  possible  but  not 

verifiable  3  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of a  circle  below  the  line  4  The  upper  part  of 

a  stroke  descending  sinuously  from  left  to  right, 

followed  by  an  apex  as  of  a  or  8 

7

.

 

 

Fr.  254- fr.  62 

’  3  [’ 

]  [ 

]  _  ovcov  [ ]  [ 

].H! 

i  ] . ,  the  right-hand  side  of  p  or  ̂   3  ] , , 

perhaps  the  overhang  of  the  right-hand  stroke 
of  v 
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9  Fr  ,,4-a  new  fr.  10.  Fr.  36.  I  believe  fr.  53  joins  immedi- ‘ 130  ately  above. 

].
[’
 

]/iav[ ]VA».[ 
.  ,  ,  1  uo  [  ictA. 

X  ].,  perhaps  part  of  the  right-hand  u
pper  J 

side  of  o  3  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of 

the  letters  and  the  end  of  a  stroke  descending 

from  left  on  the  line  below  it,  k  or  x  suggested 

11.  Fr.  37+fr.  43++  44+5  new  frr. 

]e_  ,nav7r[ 

]aye77pof/>a[ 

JarotSaivI' 
5 

]...[  ].<■>. .1 
jjuoatmpAvceVrl 

]avoroLT£K€Tra\[ 

J^ocoSovt-.  .....[ 

10  ] .  £X0P0VV'nePraT[ 

]xa/>tvA[.]. .  .M 

]€/Lt7ref/At ,  ouca[ 

]_  .vracoiyepf 

x  1  on  the  line  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  f
rom  left  Of  f  only  the  lower  hook,  but 

-  less  nrobable  a  Of  f  only  the  lower  hook,  but  c  less  probable.  After  this  t
he  surface  is  rubbed 

and  a  narrow  letter  may  have  disappeared.  The  two  letters  
before  »  arc  represented  by  a  dot  below 

the  line  and  the  right-hand  part  of  a  stroke  descending  from  
left  to  the  middle  of  the  left-hand  stroke 

of  v  4  seq.  I  am  not  sure  that  the  ends  of  these  lines  are  not  in  fr.  74  
5  H>  on  ,llp  und®r“ 

layer ;  possibly  the  top  of  the  left-hand  stroke  of  r  6  Perhaps  ]8«jU  but  the  surface  is  badly 

mbbedP  After  co  either  v.[,  w.[,  or  .o[  (e.g.  yo)  might  be  eli
cited  8  Below  «  what  looks  like  the 

right-hand  end  of  a  paragraphs  9].,  the  right-hand  en
d  of  a  cross-stroke  level  wi  h  lie  tops  of 

the  letters  The  next  letter  but  one  after  r  was  e  or  c,  the  last  two  are
  represented  by  the  lower  part 

of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  and  the  lower  left-hand 
 arc  of  a  circle.  In  the  interval  there  is 

only  scattered  ink  which  might  represent  a  single  broad  lett
er  10  ].,  the  right-luind  end  of  a 

cross-stroke  touching  the  back  of «  above  the  middle  it  After  A  no  letter  may  he  lost;  after  the 

gap  there  is  the  bottom  hook  of  a  curved  stroke  closely  followed  
by  the  foot  of  an  upright  and  at  an 

interval  the  foot  of  another  upright  12  After  p  the  surface  largel
y  destroyed ;  eA  or  oA  perhaps 

suitable  13  ]  ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touchi
ng  the  top  arc  of  a  circle 

I  should  judge  it  not  improbable  that  fr.  7  came  from  the  same
  neighbourhood 

].vku[ 
]  [ 

3.cr[ 

1792.  PINDAR ,  PAEANS 

12.  Fr.  40+a  new  fr. 

‘  ].».[  ’ 

]XPV1 
>°[ 

].<“.[ 

s  ]m.[ 

1  ].,  a  long- tailed  letter,  e.g.  p,  <f>  2  ,[, 
the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  .[,  the  lower 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  5  .[,  the  left-hand 

part  of  the  loop  of  a  or  S 

14.  Fr.  48+2  new  frr. 

]im . .  [ 

]i0aptvr[ 

]Ae/IOV77[ 
fr..K 

x  _  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending 
below  the  line  and  the  base  of  a  circle  4  If 
there  are  two  letters  between  77  and  p  the  second 
will  be  i.  Of  the  first  only  the  upper  part  of  a 

stroke  descending  to  right  remains,  perhaps  v 

Fr.  58  can  hardly  be  rightly  assigned 
to  this  MS.  It  is  written  across  the  fibres. 

16.  Fr.  68+a  new  fr. 

17 

13.  Fr.  46 a  new  fr. 

~\<JjpdvTrOKp[  ktX. 

Top  of  a  column 1  Only  the  tops  of  the  letters.  6  might  be  0, 

a  perhaps  8  or  A,  ?  parts  of  two  letters.  The  last 
visible  ink,  which  forms  the  lower  left-hand  arc 
of  a  circle,  is  what  has  soaked  through  on  the underlayer 

15.  Fr.  6o4-a  new  fr. 

]va£o ,  [ 

]77O0ev[ 

]V°-Pe7[ 

Since  this  evidently  contains  parts  of  Paean 

vi,  128-31  and  is  therefore  separated  from  fr.  16 

(parts  of  134-6)  only  by  the  equivalent  of  132-4 

(part),  it  is  probable  that  it  stood  nearly  at  the 
bottom  of  the  col.  preceding  that  of  which  fr.  16 

appears  to  contain  the  top 

]/civ8w[ 

]ve(j>eXa ,  c[ 

]  Karepya>[ ) . c 

2  Between  a  and  «  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  close  t
o  a;  y  suitable  but  there  are  other ̂ possi¬ 

bilities  3  Perhaps  1  v,  but  not  normal  and  two  lett
ers  may  be  represented  4  J.  >  perhaps  v, 

SSZ,  ktterlW  l  ™y  >*  •  -S  P'**PS  »  f»“  b/'°'X  “d  lh“  by  ’  “ 
but  of  the  last  there  is  only  the  upper  tip  of  a  stro

ke  descending  to  right 

B  8269  C 
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Unattached  fragments.  The  n
umbering  is  continued  from  1

792. 
/v  Fr.  71 Fr.  69 

‘  M  ' 

]verr[ 

See  8  (frr.  30+65+a  new  fr.) 

Fr.  70 

]  [ 

]..o.[ 
]  t 

]  [ 
H 

][ 

ji  ̂ i  trace  on  the  line  and  the  r
ight-hand 

arc  of  a  circle,  perhaps  ca,  apparently
  not  p 

[  a  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  t
he  letters  and 

another  below  it  on  the  line,  perhaps  v 
 or  r Fr.  74 

*  >  C  ’ 
]  t 

See  11  (frr.  37-I-43  etc.,  h.  4~5) Fr.  75 

].
C 
 ’ 

]....[ 
>v.[ 

Rubbed 

2  Perhaps  ]  Jp  or  the  like.  At  the  end,  an 

upright  with  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-
stroke 

to  the  right  of  its  top  and  a  trace  on  the  l
ine 

below  this  3  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

].[ ]vep/x[ 

].»  [ 

].0ecc[ 

5  }vtuv[ 
1  Perhaps  the  left-hand  upright  of  v  3  ] . , 

a  short  curve  open  downwards  touching  «  jus
t 

above  the  middle,  e.g.  v  4  ].» tlie  ,0*-  a 

or  A  5],,  perhaps  the  end  of  the  tail  
01  a 

Fr.  72 

].ip4 

]eac[ 3M 
M 

5  [  ] 

].[.M 
]...[ 
]vy[ 

Rubbed  and  partly  stripped 

1  1  ,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  
with 

a  short’  stroke  emerging  downwards  from  its 

middle ;  0  not  ruled  out,  though  it  does  not  ac¬ 

count  for  all  the  ink  4  p[  perhaps  possible 

6  For  P[  perhaps  «,  0,  or  a  second  c  possible 
Fr.  73 

]ocu[ 

K[ 

2  .[,  the  left-hand  side  of «  or  possibly  0 

1792.  PINDAR,  PAEANS 

Fr.  76 

Fr.  77 

].^°r[ 
]P°.[ 

].[ 
>.[ 

1  ].,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending 1  .[,  the  upper  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  to 
from  left  2  The  upper  part  of  a  tall  up- right  2  .[,  perhaps  a  or  8 

right 

Fr.  78 

Fr.  79 

’
 
 ].[ 

• 
M 

Fr.  80 W 

>4 
2  Above  and  to  right  of  i  interlinear  ink 

].«.[ 

Fr.  81 

2  ].,  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

3  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  part  of  v? 

Fr.  82 

Fr.83 

‘
m
 

].«“[ 

]  [ ]  [ 

].*"[ 

].[ 
Perhaps  the  itjwp.viov  of  2442  fr.  32  ii.  See 

introduction . 
1  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  hooked  to  right 

Fr.  84 

2  ].,  perhaps  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle, but  this  may  be  illusory 

'  Kf  ’ 

Fr.  85 

3$  C 

’]...[ 

Perhaps  the  end  of  2442  fr.  32  ii.  See  intro- 
duction 

1  .[,  the  left-hand  loop  of  a  would  suit 
1  Four  letters  might  be  represented 
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Fr.  86 

’
 
 ].[ 

]  
[ 

].a?[ 

x  An  upright  with  part  of  a  cross-bar  to  left 
of  its  top  2  ] . ,  the  tip  of  a  stroke  ascending 
from  left,  v  among  the  possible  letters 

Fr.  88 

]/r[ 

].,  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  or  A  ?[  is 
written  unusually  low 

Fr.  go 

]..[ 

M 
]VT.[ 

Fr.  92 

]lxiov[ 
]  [ 

W.[ 

].*..[ 

3  .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  ] . ,  a 
dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  . .[,  the 

top  of  an  upright  followed  at  an  interval  by  the 

top  of  a  loop ;  I  should  guess  *rp,  but  I  cannot 
rule  out  other  possibilities 

Fr.  87 

’  ]  [  ' ]Aan[ 

]’  [ 

]  c 
Fr.  89 

’
>
[
 

M 

]  [ 

1  Of  y  only  the  feet,  17  might  also  suit 

Fr.  91 

].[ 

].7ref[ ]  _  c Stripped 

5  ]cac.[ 

M 

5  .[»  e  or  6 

Fr.  93 

m
’
 

]ayvav[ 

]  t  (f>aoca>[ 

2  Of  91  only  the  tail  ligatured  to  y  3 1  . , 

perhaps  traces  of  the  right-hand  arm  of  v 

1792.  PINDAR,  PAEANS 
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Fr.  94 

].
[’
 

]°oV[ 

].[.].  vuuS.[ 
] .  ot.act8a/i,[ 

1  The  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending 
well  below  the  line  3  ].[,  a  comma-like  rem¬ 
nant  on  the  line  ].,  a  short  arc  from  the  top 
right-hand  side  of  a  circle,  perhaps  e  T,  a 
trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  perhaps 
from  the  top  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  4  ]  , 
the  right-hand  stroke  of  5  or  A  There  is  room 
for  a  narrow  letter  between  a  and  c  but  no  trace of  ink 

Fr.  95 

>cS.[ 

].4[ 

1  .  [,  i  or  p  2  ] . ,  perhaps  the  right-hand 
angle  of  ■n-,  though  rather  low.  The  right-hand 
stroke  of  A  is  rather  high  and  turns  upwards 
towards  the  end,  but  I  think  v  less  probable 

Fr.  100 

]  covp[ 

]  ...c.[ 
]  oict  _  ey[ 

]apeoi«:_[ 

If  there  was  ever  ink  before  the  first  letters 

of  11. 1-2,  it  has  completely  disappeared.  Though 
the  surface  may  be  rubbed,  this  seems  unlikely. 
On  the  other  hand,  1.  3  and  still  more  plainly  1.  4 

do  not  start  on  the  same  alinement  as  11. 1-2 

2  .[,  a  or  possibly  8  3  Between  1  and  e 
among  other  letters  k,  v,  tt  seem  possible  4 

.[,  a  short  arc  of  the  top  left-hand  side  of  a  circle 

Fr.  96 

].°?f 

]c8[ 

1  ].,  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  97 

Ju.oivJ 
]y<c«au:,[ 

]vcovtto[ 
]/«™.[ 

1  Between  v  and  <p  a  trace  on  the  line  suit¬ 
able  in  its  appearance  and  distance  from  v  to  the 
hook  of  7 r,  but  >[.]f  is  an  alternative  possibility 
.[» the  left-hand  side  of  7  or  77  2  perhaps 

simply  t,  but  the  surface  is  disordered 

Fr.  98 

*].*.[  ‘ ]weAa[ 

x  ].,  what  looks  like  the  right-hand  part  of 
the  cross-bar  and  upper  part  of  the  right-hand 

upright  of  17,  but  not  the  normal  17  of  this  hand 

.[,  possibly  traces  of  A,  but  perhaps  delusive 

Fr.  99 

’  ]  [  ‘ 

]  [ 
]ct«a£[ 

'].[ 
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Fr.  101 Fr.  102 

i.h; 

]<nn  [ 

],  7 roTttce[ 
3  [ 

3e..H3 
]eci>Lo[ 

']Aeo.[ 

1  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  2  ],,  the  top 

right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  with  a  dot  above 
(?  mark  of  cancellation)  >c  rather  anomalous 
but  so  would  A  and  x  be.  For  ?  possibly  6  3 

4  .[,  an  upright  with  traces  on  frayed  out 
fibres  to  right,  v  possible 

After  <r  a  circular  letter  followed  by  the  middle  of 

a  letter  apparently  ligatured  to  t 
Fr.  104  vacant 

Fr.  103 

3.  ,fOV*[ 

Fr.  105 

]..,  traces  suggesting  the  lower  part  of  a 
stroke  descending  from  left,  followed  by  the  top 

3.43 

WK 
of  a  circle,  presumably  <r 

Fr.  106 1  ].,  the  tail  of  a,  A,  or  the  like  ligatured  tot 

t[,  I  cannot  rule  out  p 

]aAA<X7r[ 

Fr.  107 

Fr.  108 

’]..[ 

]l'ac.[ 

3e»4 

].«4 

.[,  a  dot  touching  the  overhang  of  c,  e.g.  r 
1  The  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending 

below  the  line  followed  by  a  hook  open  to  right 

Fr.  109 on  the  line  3  ].,  a  horizontal  stroke  touch¬ 
ing  the  tip  of  the  loop  of  a,  e.g.  r 

’]  4  * 
Fr.  no 

3  4 

3  A[ 
]£«*.[ 

• 
m 

Fr.  in 

3  yxp[ M 

>Ao[ 
1  .[/the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

1792.  PINDAR,  PAEANS 
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Fr.  112 

]o/ce[ 

Frr.  m-12  may  join,  o  standing  below  k 

Ft.  113 

1  A  horizontal  stroke  apparently  too  near 
the  next  line  to  be  the  base  of  a  letter  and  there¬ 

fore  presumably  a  paragraphus  or  the  like 

2  ].,  the  end  of  a  ligature  touching  the  top 
of  I  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  o  or  c  3  ]_, 
perhaps  the  right-hand  edge  of  a  loop  4 
the  top  of  an  upright 

Fr.  116 

/'-'N 
/  55  \ 

/  3 

'  5  Z\  ].,  the  tail  of  a  or  A 

n  ° 

g ;  |  ►  Fr-  «9 
►6  5  . 

vl/  ]-a-[ 

]  [ 

Fr.  117 

Of  <j>  only  the  tail,  p  not  ruled  out  .[,  the 

top  of  a  stroke  slightly  above  the  top  of  r 
Fr.  118 

]cot[ 

1  .  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to  right  or the  left-hand  lower  part  of  a  loop,  e.g.  a  3 
A  horizontal  stroke  suggesting  a  mark  of  length 
rather  than  a  letter,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of 
a  stroke  descending  from  left 

1  Written  on  the  underlayer;  1  may  be 
delusive  and  e.g.  p  possible 

Fr.  121 

]  _  eA/ro[ 

Fr.  122 
• 

‘  ].o.[  ’ 

Fr.  123 

.[,  parts  of  the  left-hand  side  of  v  or  » 
suggested  but  v  perhaps  not  ruled  out 

].iaA[ 
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Fr.  124  Vacant. Fr.  126 

Fr.  125 

HC 

M 
.[,  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

M 

Fr.  127  Vacant. 

Fr.  128 

Fr.  129 

].»..[ 

]./?°[ 

]'....[ 

].,  near  the  line  the  extreme  right-hand  end 

of  a  stroke  coming  from  right  .[,  the  left- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  ].,  the  right-hand 
part  of  the  cross-stroke  of  t  suggested  . ,[,  the 

first  letter  has  a  flat  top  but  I  cannot  decide  be¬ 
tween  c  and  the  like  and  y  and  the  like.  The 

following  traces  might  represent  the  tops  of  two 
letters 

1  ].,  prima  facie  the  base  of  e  or  c,  but  the 
hooked  foot  of  17,  w,  or  the  like  not  ruled  out 

2  For '  perhaps  the  right-hand  half  of "  might  be 
read.  Next,  apparently  the  tops  of  <j>  or  1//  and  1 
followed  at  an  interval  of  one  letter  (represented 

only  by  faint  and  scattered  traces)  by  the  top  of 
8  or  A.  But  the  surface  is  rubbed 

Fr.  131 
Fr.  130  Vacant. 

].«.[ 
]■[ 

Fr.  132 

]T..[ 

1  ], ,  the  end  of  a  stroke  coming  from  left  and 
touching  the  base  of  cu  .[,  the  start  of  a 
stroke  rising  to  right 

].,  a  short  arc  from  the  upper  right-hand 
side  of  a  circle  . .[,  the  top  of  a,  8,  or  A  fol¬ 

lowed  by  the  top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle Fr.  133 
Fr,  134 

’]  vf 

’  ]..[.].[ 

Fr.  135 

]yxp°v[ 

’].[.].[  * )Tell 

]..[ 

1  Of  the  second  letter  an  upright  sloping 

slightly  to  right  with  ink  going  to  right  from  its 
top  2  .[,  the  top  of  a  circle  3  ].,  the 
tip  of  an  upright.  Of  p  only  the  lower  part  of  the 

loop 

1792.  PINDAR,  PAEANS 
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Fr.  136  Fr.  137 

’].*[ 

u 
I  think  this  must  have  broken  off  fr.  28  but 

I  cannot  attach  it 

1  ].,  a  trace  below  the  line  2  ].,  re¬ 
sembles  the  tail  of  a  in  ligature Fr.  138 

] .  om[ 

].«*»..[ 

2  . .[,  bases  of  letters  suggesting  Aa  or  xa  but  a  single  /i  could  not  be  ruled  out 

2441.  Pindar,  Uncertain  Category  (PwpocdS «z) 

Though  a  good  proportion  of  the  following  verses  is  more  continuous  and  ap¬ 

parently  less  defective  than  a  great  deal  of  the  newly  found  Pindar,  there  are  still 

many  problems  presented  by  it  which  I  am  unable  to  solve.  Some  may  be  removed 

by  the  discovery  of  overlaps  with  other  manuscripts,  but  the  only  coincidence  I  have 

so  far  found  (Fr.  1  ii  12-22)  makes  no  addition  to  the  text.  What  I  have  to  say  of  the 
class  of  poem  which  may  be  exhibited  by  this  piece  of  a  roll  will  be  found  at  Fr.  1  ii 

16  note.  The  metre  of  the  second  (of  which  most  of  an  8-lined  strophe  and  the  first 

two  lines  of  the  antistrophe  are  preserved)  is  of  the  kind  called  Aeolic,  being  based  on 

the  glyconic  or  its  associated  verses:  ph  [  a  cho  dim  |  ph  -f  ̂ [-?  |  cho  dim  |  gl  |  gl  | 

+  cho  dim?  |  gl  +  -[  ?  (cf.  Pyth.  x,  of  which  the  beginning  is  indistinguishable). 
About  that  of  the  first  I  can  form  no  clear  idea. 

The  hand  is  a  medium-sized  upright  rounded  uncial  comparable  with  that  of 

2159-64  but  more  ornamented,  many  of  the  letters  being  serifed,  in  which  respect  it 

resembles  P.  Ryl.  19.  It  may  be  dated  about  the  middle  of  the  second  century.  The 

lection  signs  appear  mostly  to  be  due  to  a  different  pen  and  may  all  be  so.  Two  hands 

are  responsible  for  the  marginal  notes. 

].[ 

y°.[ 

3fT.[ 

R .[ 
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*  ejlpacTacie'ou 

IS  ]fnvSicmpo®ivr| 

JXov
 

] 
] 
] 

20  ]  cvaoiSai 

] 

jratpouc 
] 

] 
25  ] 

Col.  ii 

]  8[  ].  ,U7ioA
a',aA/<:[']a[ 

]  7  Ql  ].*[  ]pp.[ 

]  [ 

]  .[  ].aH 
].Aa..a.[  ].y.[  ].[ 

euSo£iacSemxei.pa,Se[ 

Be  My .  tapevpatcafia  _  [ 

jicovreXevTdicoapi^l 

XoyovTepirvcoveTreto .  [ 

pvacei  heKalnvavat  t  [ 

d’eKacrjpwtSoc  [ 

Beclplac  -fiacavi  j 

cBeyrtheypacojiTeXoc  [  7 

yvcopach  erayet  accw[ 

jd°.  £j:o(jndtyapaetperaL7rXe  _  [ 

a[Jytv?jTatc  j  Tmt8era/ticmTe/J77m>i[ «[.]aia.Kov  irrnoLpevaBdvaral  [ 

mcethavocayovr  aiaic[ 

vrjpevchoyepMvejrera^ 

x  7raT7jp8eft:povt(UJV/u.oA[ 

TTpocopLpa^aXwvxepi'l 

Tpa7re£av(?emvewapi,/3[ 

tvaoi/ceyi>Tcu7ne<W  _  [ 

ep^eraiSevtaurait  [ 

7  U7repTarav[  _  Jova  [ 

l  r 
Ft.  1  Col.  i  8  After  t  a  trace  of  ink ;  perhaps  a  middle  stop  ii  After  v  a  concave  stroke  pro¬ 

jecting  slightly  above  the  level  of  the  tops  of  the  letters ;  not  apparently  a  letter  13  mart;.  1  The 

first  letter  represented  by  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  above  the  second  perhaps  4  (or  the  compen¬ 
dium  for  at?)  Before  €  either  a  diagonal  stroke  like  the  sign  for  ecn  or  two  letters,  of  which  the 

first  might  be  jj  or  u  After  e  what  looks  like  the  lower  parts  of  v  but  might  perhaps  be  a  or  A  alone 

or  followed  by  t  ]3  is  differently  made  from  the  j3  in  the  next  line ;  B  may  be  admissible.  See  com¬ 

mentary.  2  Traces  suiting  (Siam;  then  perhaps  ov  but  0  is  not  closed  at  the  top  and  v  is  ano¬ 
malously  made 

Col.  ii  1  ]. .,  the  tips  of  two  converging  strokes  followed  by  the  top  arc  of  a  circle  Between  y 

2441.  PINDAR,  UNCERTAIN  CATEGORY  {?  irpodho) 

27 

euS o£tac  S’  emyeipa  8e[ 

Be.  Xtyeta  pev  Mote  acfia  _  [ 

ficov  reXevralc  6apt^e[t 

Xoyov  repnv&v  67ream[ 

10  pvacei,  he  k al  nva  vcuojy- 
&’  hide  rjpanhoc 

Oeaptac,  fiacavt- 
cBivn  Se  ypvcwi  reXoc  _[ 

yvcopac  Se  rayelac  cuv[ 

15  co(j)lai  yap  delperat  7tAet[ 

A[i]yLV7jTaLc  TeDtS’  iv  apart  repTrvwt 

el[c\  Alaicov  hnroi  pev  ddavarat, Tloceihdvoc  dyovr  Ala«\_  , 

Nrjpeiic  S’  6  yepcav  eirerdp, 
20  7 rarrjp  he  Kpovltav  poX[ 

Trpoc  oppa  fiaXthv  yept[ 

rpdrre'^av  Bedov  errap^[ 

tv  a  01  Keyvrai  metv  r,[ 

epxerca  S’  evtavrait 
25  vTTeprdrav  [,  Jora 

1 

and  a  traces  compatible  with  *  2  For  0[  perhaps  e  possible  ].,  a  short  arc  of  the  top  right- 

hand  part  of  a  circle  .[,  the  tip  of  an  upright,  «  suggested  3  Thesurface  is  rubbed  and  the 

remaining  traces  can  be  variously  interpreted  and  combined ;  the  last  might  be  a  followed  by  the 

lower  part  of  an  upright  4  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  5  Before  A  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke 

descending  from  left  y  might  be  a  damaged  r ;  after  it  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  7  After 

the  apostrophe  a  short  stroke  ascending  to  right,  perhaps  casual  ink;  not  d  .[,  the  upper  part  of 

an  upright  with  a  stroke  going  to  right  from  its  top ;  not  the  p  of  this  hand  and  not  prima  facie  y 

12-19  1792.  8  21  seq.  1792  fr.  69?  23  .[,  perhaps  the  middle  left-hand  part  of  e,  though 

there  is  no  sign  of  the  top  arc  26  .[,  the  tip  of  an  upright ;  there  is  a  trace  of  ink  at  a  lower  level to  its  left  in  the  margin 
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jf  mt  \  /  »\  \c  ricrhtlv  recognized  at  the  end  of  this  note,  I  should  sug
gest 

Fr.  1  Col.  1 13  marg.  If  ou(toj)  tlv(  )  g  ̂   %  ,  interpretation  of  the  qualification 

that  the  tenor  is  that  some  commenta  ors  giv  ou  supply.  Against  dfr>a  lie  the  objections 
Of  CT££ctc  which  ends  in  pa.  But  the  |pparenfhiatus  ,  ̂   is  very 

that  fi  is  not ̂ aSrthe  insTgiven  to  %Pd  does  not  square  with  the  Pindaric  uses  attested  hitherto unwelcome,  and  that  the  sense  gv  /V  tQ  ̂  some  o{  tbe  upper  right-hand  arm  of  x  and 
4x6pa  may  be  admissible  (th  g  '  bad  distorted  the  lower  right-hand  curve  of  0),  but 
it  would  be  necessary  to  assu  j  gwhich  Jt  uld  be  neCessary  to  suppose  before  it  could 
against  it  lie  the  objections  that  whiclmt  wo  ̂   ^  k  .g  questionable  Aether 

been  thought*,  require  an  interpretation  at  a
ll.  It  may  be  worth  calling  attention 

t0  ̂  wilfsave  trouble! CL a dd, -epo  is^ot  an  acceptable  readi
ng.  . 

15  ̂  The  preposition  4,  to  give  . . .’,  i.e.  the  effect  of  M  is  to  make  the  sense, 
 construe 

ako&t  Pyth.  v  103.  The  plural  appears  to  be  more  usu
al  (c.g.  01.  vi  7,  Pae.  111  12) 

and  the  note  may  indicate  a  variant. 

22  iFjr atpovc  or  possibly  a  compound. 
Col.  ii  1  Perhaps  ]vou  tto Aiv  „  .. ,  .  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  s,  ,  n  . 

6  The  ‘wages  of  glory’  may  be  the  poet’s  song,  cf.  Nan.  vn
  63  kXcoc  . . .  aivecw  wot tyopoc  8  ayaOmci 

^ C  6  seq.  Se[  jfle  suggests  some  form  of  8 exapai,  but  I  should 
 have  expected  Se/cecOe,  SegacOe  to  have 

been  divided  before  the  c  and  SeSeX0e,  Hx8e  before  the  x.
  . 

7  seq  adapt  (Map  [-)  is  not  a  probable  interpretation  of  the  i
nk.  The  alternative  a<l>ay[  suggests 

only  (like  iyvupic)  is  hitherto  attested  only  late,  in  prose  and  in  the
  singular, 

and  I  am  not  sure  that  the  articulation  is  prob
able. 

The  ‘atmospheric’  plural  reA ami  is  not  elsewhere  used  by  Pindar— the
  plural  in  fr.  108  is  of 

a  different  nature,  cf.  Bacchyl.  x  46-but  is  to  be  seen  in  Aeschylus  (c
f.  especially  Pylh.  «  C6  with a.  umcicui  uatuu.,  w  - 

^  8 ’seq^oopoc  (the  derived  verb  here  first  in  Pindar)  appears  to  be  properly  applied  to 
 low-toned 

speech  and  I  am  not  certain  that  Pindar  ever  means  ‘song’  by  it.  In  any  case  
the  addition  of  A iyov 

seems  to  imply  that  the  Muse  (though  A iyaa.  might  be  taken  to  refer  to  her  singing  v
oice,  but  Xiybc  . .  . 

ayopijnjc  Homer)  ‘speaks’.  Aoyov  .  . .  inecav  is  an  odd  phrase  to  which  I  find  no  nearer  parallel  than 
eirecav.  .  .  vpvov  Netlt.  ix  3. 

10  fivdcei:  there  is  nothing  to  show  that  a  compound  did  not  occur.  Pindar  has  ap.va-  as  w
ell  as 

the  simple  verb.  .  , 

10  seqq.  A  natural  interpretation  would  be :  she  will  remind,  too,  the  absentee  of  the  visit  to  the 

hero’s  shrine,  i.e.  this  poem  will  be  a  record  of  the  occasion  it  celebrates  for  him  who  was  not  present 

at  it.  But  there  are  ambiguities  which  should  be  noted : 

(a)  There  is  a  curious  use  of  epvacev  at  Pyth.  xi  13  which  makes  it  possible,  though  I  think  very 

improbable,  to  take  the  whole  of  the  phrase  tot  . . .  deapiac  as  the  object  of  p,vdcei. 

(b)  nva  may  refer  to  a  particular  person  or  generally  to  absentees. 

(c)  valovd' :  besides  the  meaning  of  ‘having  one’s  home’  in  a  particular  place,  there  are  instances 
where  vaUtv  seems  to  mean  ‘to  be  at  the  moment’.  (I  should  regard  as  among  these  Soph. 
O.C.  117, 137,  Track.  99.)  I  have  found  no  example  of  the  second  usage  in  Pindar. 

(d)  There  are  three  theoretical  possibilities,  that  end c  is  to  be  taken  with  ■fjpwtSac  Oeaptac,  with 
■fipiotSoc  alone,  with  neither.  The  choice  of  the  third  will  produce  the  sense  given  above ;  so 
would  the  choice  of  the  first,  the  indirect  object  of  pvdcei  being  understood  from  dime  1).  0. 

I  mention  the  second,  in  spite  of  the  awkwardness  in  the  order  of  words  it  assumes,  because 
there  is  no  obvious  reason  why  i/ptufSoe  as  an  adjective  (as  which  it  is  attested  only  in  later 

writers)  should  have  been  preferred  to  the  regular  Tjpwlac  (01.  xiii  51,  Ncm.  vii  46). 

(e)  f/pwtSoc,  if  a  noun,  would  in  the  first  place  be  taken  to  mean  ‘heroine’,  but,  as  appears  from 
Plutarch,  qu.  Gr.  293 c,  there  is  a  possibility  of  its  being  the  name  of  a  holiday. 

13  seqq.  I  cannot  follow  the  thought,  but  if  y/iucwt  and  yvibpac  are  in  some  kind  of  parallelism, 

in  spite  of  the  difference  of  case,  and  co<j>lai  means  the  poet’s  art,  there  may  be  some  relevance  in 
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comparison  with  Pyth.  x  67  neipwvn  Se  xal  Xpvcdc  iv  fiacdvcoi  nplne  1  |  xal  vooc  opdac  ‘the  true  heart 
shines  forth  under  test  like  gold  on  the  touchstone’,  on  the  one  hand,  and  Nem.  iv  82  0  ypucoc  i<po- 

jievoc  |  rauyde  eSei£ev  diracac,  vpvoc  Se  .  .  .  fiaaXevcLV  ico&alp.ova  revxei  |  ̂(2ra  ‘as  refining  reveals  gold  in 

all  its  brightness,  so  song  makes  a  man  as  splendid  as  kings’,  on  the  other.  Or,  since  co^t'a  in  the 
neighbourhood  of  yvwpa  may  well  mean  simply  ‘wisdom’,  a  possibility  which  occurs  to  me  is  that 
something  is  said  to  be  the  te'Aoc  of  tested  gold  and  ‘understanding’,  cuVfeac],  of  the  swift  wit,  which  is 
elevated  by  wisdom  ....  A  comparison  with  Bacchylides  fr.  14  may  not  be  out  of  place. 

Since  lines  found  in  this  MS.  recur  in  1792,  which  contains  also  fragments  referable  to  Pindar’s 
Paeans,  the  question  arises  whether  paeans  are  to  be  recognized  in  the  parts  of  two  poems  preserved 

in  this  column.  The  prima  facie  probability  is  that  they  are  not.  Though  the  application  of  the 

name  was  later  widened,  the  paean  to  7raAaido  ISluic  anevipeTo  ran  AniXXwvi  ko!  t iji  ApripiSi  (Proclus 

ap.  Phot.  Bibl.  320,  20,  ?from  Didymus  n,  A vp.  nonjT.,  El.  Mag.  777, 10)  and  the  style  of  title  found  at 

841  fr.  11  ii  14  ( AeX<j>otc  etc  Tlv0u>),  2430  fr.  35, 1 2  (JlvSpiW  etc  Ilv0u>), 2442  fr.  14  i  3a  (-t]oic  elcAijXov)  ac¬ 
cords  with  this.  But  if  not  paeans,  what?  Of  the  other  types  of  lyrical  composition  with  which  Pindar 

is  credited  only  the  hymn,  the  uwopy-ij^ia,  and  the  irpocoStov  appear  to  merit  consideration  and  of  these 

the  last  seems  the  most  likely  choice.  There  was  a  close  relationship  between  the  irpocd Siov  and 

the  paean — a  dijAtaicoc  nrudy  to  be  written  for  the  Ceans  is  described  as  wpocaStaKoc  naidv,  schol. 

Isthm.  i  inscr.  b,  TrpocdSia.  are  by  some  incorrectly  called  paeans,  Procl.  ut  sup. — ,  which  might  account 

for  their  turning  up  together  in  fragments  written  in  the  same  hand,  and  again,  a  mission  to  a  sacred 

site,  which  is  the  occasion  of  the  first  of  our  pieces,  and  a  procession  to  a  temple  (or  the  like),  such  as 

is  described  in  the  second,  might  suitably  be  accompanied  by  a  processional  (or,  to  be  more  exact, 

‘accessional’)  song.  But  I  see  no  specific  evidence  with  which  to  reinforce  these  general  considera¬ 

tions  and  it  might  be  held  that  the  form  of  the  title,  etc  Alaxov  (not  AlaKeiov — a  temple  of  Aeacus  at 

Aegina,  Paus.  ii  29,  6,  el  alibi — ■),  indicated  rather  a  hymn. 

17  seq.  r7T7Toc  .  .  .  TTocetSavoc ;  all  horses  a.re  Poseidon^  (e.g.  Psaumis  takes  pleasure  in  his  Posi- 

donian  horses  [mares,  schol.  ad  loc.],  01.  v  21),  but  presumably  here  the  god  himself  is  depicte
d  as 

present  with  his  team,  hence  dBavarai.. 

dyavr  Alax[  ■  the  first  word  is  ambiguous,  the  second  may  be  completed  in  a  cons
iderable  number of  ways  and  may  not  end  the  verse.  _ 

19  Nereus,  the  old  man  of  the  sea,  Pylh.  ix  94,  was  the  father-in-law  of  Aeacus,  Zeus  
(1.  20)  his 

20  seqq.  I  can  give  no  very  satisfactory  account  of  these  apparently  simple  and  nearly  
complete 

verses.  As  it  is  hardly  credible  that  xepl  is  to  be  construed  with  rrpdc  dp.p.a  paXwv,  which  I  presu
me 

means  npoc^aXcdv  o/ifia,  perhaps  MoA[ot?ct  should  be  supplied  in  1.  20,  and  XePl  t
aken  with  some  verb 

meaning  ‘approaches’,  say,  iTeAd£ti,  to  be  supplied  (since  1.  21  is  prima  facie  complete)  i
n  1.  22. 

rpdmtav :  either  the  ‘meal’  or  the  physical  ‘table’  on  which  offerings  were  placed. 

€Trap,f}[:  in'  dnf)[pocLav,  - porav ,  -portov. 23  iW  ol :  again  Pyth.  ix  56. 

vd[Krap  or  some  case  or  derivative. 
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Fr.  2 

]  '.[ 
]  ..[ 
]  £I.[ 
]  Wep.i 

5  ] 

]  i;.u 

]x[  ]Apov[ 

3  [  ].h: 
]eeS[ 

']r^[ 

Fr.  2 1  The  foot  of  an  upright  with  serif  to  left  2  The  top  of  a  circle  followed  by  a  trace  at 

the  same  level  3  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright  4  .[>  &  trace  in  the  mid
dle  position  resembling 

the  centre  of  a  small  w  5  After  *  traces  on  a  single  fibre,  of  which  the  first  might  represent  a 

v.[,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  6  .[,  the  upper  left-hand 
 part  of  e  or  0 

]",  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  middle  of  e  7  ].»  perhaps  the  right-hand 
angle  of  v  8  ] . ,  the  top  of  an  upright,  with  the  lower  end  of  an  acute  above  ? 

Fr.  3 

Blank  space  for  5W.,  then : 

]  roiaxv  [ 
]toic  [ 

2442.  PINDAR,  T^vot,  Ilaiavec,  ?  OTHER  PIECES 

3i 

2442.  Pindar,  "Yp.voi,  IIa.iS.vec,  Pother  pieces 

In  the  introduction  to  1787  the  editors  wrote :  ‘The  difficulty  of  the  task  of  re¬ 
construction  ...  is  much  increased  by  the  fact  that  the  remains  of  this  roll  were 

found  together  with  a  quantity  of  other  lyric  fragments  in  an  identical  hand.  There  is 

a  number  of  smaller  pieces  which  cannot  be  assigned  to  one  manuscript  or  the  other 

with  any  approach  to  security  .  .  .  .’  Though  this  uncertainty  still  persists  to  some 

extent,  it  is  now  clear  that  a  proportion  of  these  ‘other  fragments’  and  a  large  number 
which  have  been  added  to  them  come  from  a  group  of  manuscripts  containing  parts 

of  the  Pindaric  corpus.  There  have  been  identified  passages  of  the  Hymns  and  the 

Paeans,  transcripts  of  which  are  given,  and  of  one  book  of  the  Epinicians,  namely  the 

Pythians,  which  being  extant  it  has  been  thought  needless  to  repeat.  These  are  not 
likely  to  have  occupied  less  than  one  roll  apiece.  The  form  of  the  title  of  the  poem 

partly  preserved  in  fr.  7,  7  being  new  may  indicate  the  presence  of  a  fourth  category 

and  another  roll,  the  marginal  note  in  fr.  94,  4,  a  fifth,  the  vpocoS ia,  and  still  another. 

How  many  more  there  may  have  been  I  see  no  way  of  determining.  I  am  not  inclined 

to  base  any  estimate  on  the  variations  of  the  script,  though  these  are  sometimes 

sharply  distinct,1  not  so  much  because  there  may  have  been  in  a  hand  of  so  common 
a  type  errors  of  identification,  as  because,  where  we  are  in  a  position  in  some  degree  to 

follow  its  progress  ( Pythians  i  6—;  iii  101-;  iv  39-,  58-,  72-  76-  134- ;  vi  9-),  we  ob¬ 
serve  considerable  variation  within  relatively  short  intervals.  The  possibility  that 

works  of  other  authors,  besides  the  two  identified,  are  represented  must  be  kept  in 

mind,  though  no  more  can  be  usefully  said  at  present  on  this  subject.  The  hand  which 

wrote  the  text,  including  the  titles,  may  be  responsible  for  some  more  cursive  marginal 
additions  e.g.  at  frr.  14  i  3,  12 ;  15 ;  22,  8, 10,  27 ;  28, 1 ;  32,  23 ;  39,  5 ;  55, 1 ;  94, 1  seqq. ; 

98,  2,  8 ;  99 ;  but  as  some  are  more  cursive  than  others  there  is  no  certainty  that  only 

one  hand  was  at  work.  The  bulk  of  the  marginalia  are  in  a  very  small  cursive  written 

with  a  thinner  point.  In  these,  too,  I  am  unable  to  say  whether  only  one  writer  is  to  be 

recognized.  In  the  lection  signs  at  least  two  pens  of  different  thicknesses  are  evident 

and  I  should  judge  that  many  of  those  made  with  the  thicker  are  original. 

1  It  may  be  remarked  that  in  the  fragments  assigned  to  the  Sappho  (1787)  there  are  likewise 
several  easily  distinguished  variants  of  what  is  certainly  the  same  hand.  There  are  besides  one  or 
two  writings  about  which  I  now  feel  doubtful  whether  they  should  not  be  regarded  as  the  work  of other  copyists. 
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i7  „  ,  I  clip  rifrht-hand  tip  of  a  lection  sign  (in  a  different 
 ink  from 

„ 
 5  « 7  .*  ̂   upper  Up,  -  the 

PerhSS  lPThe  ancient  quotations,  Pind.  frr.  87  and  88,  have  
been  conjecturally  assigned  to  the 

f^^eS^V  ”SJ  SSLTSe 
 conjectured)  < It  flte  pieerfmg  column.  There 

 is 

further  some  ground  for  believing  that  passages 
 referred  to  by  Quintilian  and  Strabo  as  occurr

ing  11 

the  Hvmns  may  be  identified  in  that  column  and
  conjecturally  attributed  to  the  lost  column  t

h_ 

prLeded  it.  Though  little  that  is  new  accrues,  it  is 
 something  to  fix  the  positions  of  known  elements 

 in 

a  kind  of  Pindaric  composition  which  has  hitherto 
 not  been  represented  in  a  book-text. 

Col.  i'What  remains  is  compatible  with  the  following  m
etrical  constitution . 

which  is  that  of  Pind.  fr,  29  rj  to  iravroXfiov — u/xw jcopev,  fr.  30  iyov  0  uX
vp.no  u  aXaOcac  topoc,  fr.  87 

-ac  aKLVTjrov — aor pov,  fr.  88  Kvpdrecci — xBorlojr. 

2442.  PINDAR,  "Ypvoi,  Ilcuavec,  ?  OTHER  PIECES 
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Col.  ii 

av  [S’  eTTLKpavoLc  cyeOov 

TTzTpav  [dSa/xavroTreSiAot 

Kiovec,  ev[8a  tskoX- 
c  evSa  t[/xov’  imtjjaTO  ydwav. 

.].*[ 

x  seqq.  The  marginal  note  is  both  faded  and  rubbed.  I  suggest  something  like  ov(rwc)  ffp[ij](f<e) 

to  ponaXov.  lepav  -rrjv  peyaX-qv.  evi(ot)  Siepav,  ort. .  ,vypov.  At  first  sight  this  seems  to  imply  that  some 

divided  rdvS’  Updv,  others  t Av  Siepav,  but  it  is  to  be  remarked  that  besides  the  interpretation  of 

tepoc  as  jxiyac  (which  is  found  in  lexical  writings  in  many  places),  the  interpretation  of  Up6c  itself  as 

Siepoc  is  recorded  in  the  scholia  on  II.  xvi  407  Upov  IxBvv  .  .  .  piyav  .  .  .  ot  8e  Siepd v  (cf.  Hesych.  lepov 

evvypov  .  .  .  piya  .  .  .) 

(Pindar  refers  to  Tlepolemus’  club  in  the  words  ckoltttcm  .  . .  cKXqpac  iXalac  at  01.  vii  50). 

The  sacred,  mighty,  or  wet  object,  meaning  or  referring  to  a  club,  which  someone  took  (I  pre¬ 

sume)  in  hand  and  rushed  upon  the  host,  is  strongly  suggestive  of  a  mention  of  Heracles.  I  should 

judge  it,  therefore,  by  no  means  improbable  that  we  have  here  the  remnants  of  the  passage  to  whic
h 

Quintilian  refers,  when  he  says  (Inst.  or.  viii  6,  7r) :  apud  .  .  .  Pindarum  ...  in  libro,  quern  inscripsit 

vpLvovc.  is  namque  Herculis  impetum  adversus  Meropas,  qui  in  insula  Coo  dicuntur  habita
sse,  non 

igni  nec  uentis  nec  mari,  sed  fulmini  dicit  similem  fuisse  . . .  (Pind.  fr.  50).  The  occurrence  of  kwv  may 

be  a  mere  coincidence  (though  the  name  of  the  island  is  monosyllabic  as  early  as  11.  ii  677),  but  ovre 

BaXac  |  ca- . . .  our’  dvejpioicip  is  an  easy  and  natural  way  of  supplementing  11.  3-4. 

The  passage  referred  to  in  Strabo  7  epit.  Vat.  (Pind.  fr.  51)  may  well  have  stood  in  the  column
 

lost  on  the  left.  And  it  may  be  worth  while  to  call  attention  to  the  fact  that  in  the  other  two  places 

where  Pindar  mentions  the  Cos  incident  (Nem.  iv  25  seqq.,  Isthm.  vi  3Q  he  goes  on  with  the  slaying  of Alcyoneus  at  Phlegrae.  .  .  , 

Col.  ii  5  One  would  expect  to  see  the  top  of  the  letter  presumed  missing  at  the  beginning  of  the 

line.  If  jS/nc  is  right,  I  should  guess  «]  rather  than  u]. 

Hymn  1 

Fr.  1 

Col.  i 

]tov  TavStepav 

J/ccov,  em  8e  crparov  aic- 

c-  ] _ covredaXac 

]pLOLCW 

5  ]?.[  ]rVP 

B  8269 

D 
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Fit.  2— s  The  appearance  of  the  followi
ng  fragments  is  generally  similar  to 

 that  of 

the  preceding  and  they  may  have 
 come  from  the  same  neighbourho

od. 

Fr.  2  
Fr-  3 

][][ 
]  [ 

]  [ 
]  T&[W'[ 

]aiT<3v[ 
].[ 

Fr.  2  Apparently  top  of  col. 

i  ].,  perhaps  the  upper  tip  of  €  .[,  an 

upright  3  The  top  of  a  loop 

3.*a.[ 

]aXa[ 
]  c 

][ 

Fr.  3  Apparently  end  of  col. 

i].,  perhaps  the  tip  of  the  overhang  of  c 
.[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr.  5 

M 

].*.[ 

][ 

]  sraroA[ 
]  [ 

Fr.  4  2  Or  y[ 

Fr.  5  2  ].,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  as¬ 
cending  to  right  ,[>  the  start  on  the  line  of 
a  stroke  ascending  to  right  3  The  upper 

part  of  an  upright  followed  by  the  upper  part 
of  a  stroke  descending  to  right 

35 
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Frr.  6-7  The  following  two  fragments  may  be  regarded  as  having  very  probably 

formed  part  of  the  same  column.  There  is  a  joint  in  each  and  the  appearance  of 

the  papyrus  on  either  side  of  it  corresponds,  left  to  left  and  right  to  right.  But  the 

upper  fragment  must  have  stood  clear  of  the  lower  and  I  cannot  with  any  confidence 

trace  the  vertical  fibres  of  the  back  of  the  one  into  the  other  across  the  interven¬ 
ing  gap. 

]  E 
]  [ 

]  _  Qevi '  [ 

]w‘%l][ 

'\liov'o\vjAL 

~\  ,TOvovprjr[  \y[ 

5  ]  vyiaiccj)VTevo[ 
]pavojjLaKea\_ 
]vTOim>j3aAAe/x[ 
]aVj8a0u[i]A<[ 

M 

Fr.  61]  ,  a  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  .[,  a  trace  on  the  line  4  ].>  a  trace  on 

the  line  '  5  ].,  a  faint  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  and  the  end  of  a  stroke  des
cending 

from  the  left  to  touch  the  stem  of  a;  A  suitable  7  Some  ink  not  accounted  for  between 
 e/j. 

8  Between  v  and  A  some  two-letter  combinations  could  be  accommodated  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke 
rising  to  right 

Fr.  6  3  The  collection  'OXv^oic  dy epuhv  at  01.  ix  57  suggests  the  possibility  of  oV  'OXv^mov, or  the  like,  here. 

4  ov  prjTov  not  elsewhere  in  Pindar;  ov  ̂ardv  01.  vi  37,  Isth.  vii  37. 
5  If  jAeyiatc,  perhaps  (8t)a)AuyiW,  not  hitherto  in  Pindar.  _  _  . 

6  O v]pavondKea[,  not  hitherto  in  Pindar;  the  presence  of  4>vrevo[  in  the  pre
vious  verse  makes  it 

probable  that  the  reference  is  to  trees  as  in  Od.  v  239.  But  both  words  are
  susceptible  of  a  meta¬ 

phorical  interpretation  and  the  missing  noun  might  be  e.g.  Sofav  or  npilc  (cf.  Isth.  vi  r2
,  Pyth.  iv  69). 

Then  (SijaiAuyiW  might  qualify  e.g.  aoiSatc. 

7  If  /SaAAe/4>  was  intended,  the  acute  is  written  abnormally  low.
 

8  I  do  not  think  j8a0u[»co]Ai7-[  is  ruled  out. 
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Fr.  7 

M 

R[ 
>“!/>.[ 

][  _  /nai7]6vcov[ 
2  ]  opiavnera _[ 

].[  1  t 

]pyeLOic . .  [ . .  ]c  TjXeKrpv .  [ 

]Sap^av'CepoH  [ 

]veL7Te<j}VT£V[j,evova[ 

io  ]pico</)Miyapeya/xeAo .  [ 

]  .  v'apL(f>nr6\Ly<f>\€ye[ 
~\vvp.vcov  _  eXace^aKap  %  .  [ 

]  _[_]'/Lta'ocouK6veca77-Aa«:[ 

]epi[.]apSawcu  [ 

X5  ]  _  loiaTTOTeOrjfidi  [ 

Jre/cata  _  [  _  l/carauAoyoi.  [ 

]rjAacav[ ,  ]mixbv/cpiR[ 

R.[  ’  ]..□  [ ]  [  1  [ 

Fr.  7  i  Above  f  interlinear  ink;  apparently  the  lower  end  of  a  grave  accent  2  .[,  the  lower 

part  of  an  upright  3  .  [,  a  trace  on  the  line ;  1  possible  4  Before  e  the  lower  part  of  the  stem 

and  the  extreme  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  y  or  r  5  Of  ]<j>  only  the  side  of  the  right- 

hand  loop ;  p  theoretically  possible  Of  A[  only  the  apex  6  ].[,  the  base  of  a  circle  7 -one 
1st  hand ;  1  written  on  v  in  a  different  ink  . only  faint  and  scattered  ink  10  Of  ?[  only  the 

lower  part  of  the  back  it].,  two  traces  compatible  with  e.g.  m  but  not  verifiable  12  Of  ay 

only  the  extreme  lower  tips  of  the  end  and  beginning  13  ].[,  the  top  of  an  upright  ](,  a  dot 

slightly  below  the  base-line  15  ].,  a  dot  above  the  line,  perhaps  the  upper  end  of  an  acute  rather 

than  part  of  a  tall  upright,  with  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  off  the  line,  to  its  right ;  I  should  guess 

']a>  17  above  o[  a  dot,  presumably  part  of  a  lection-sign  18  ]. .[,  an  upright  followed  by 
what  is  prima  facie  c,  though  there  is  something  anomalous  about  its  top.  Probably  the  bottom  of 
the  column 

Fr.  7  4  The  form  as  at  Pae.  vi  121, 127 ;  Pind.  fr.  140  b  9(63). 

5  I  should  guess  viKa]<j>opt.av  ireraX[  and  compare  Bacchyl.  Epinic.  v  186,  but  other  possibilities 
can  be  thought  of. 

The  title  seems  to  be  of  a  new  type.  I  suppose  c  to  be  the  end  of  a  noun  and  ’IIXeKrpv to  re¬ 
present  a  genitive.  In  any  case  the  possibility  that  this  is  a  paean,  which  might  be  suggested  by  the 

occurrence  of  vanjovav  at  the  end  of  the  preceding  composition,  appears  to  be  ruled  out.  Nothing  is 
to  be  inferred  from  vpvoiv,  I.  12,  which  is  used  in  a  quite  general  sense. 

9

 

 

TffieFjra  and  a[Acoc  are  compatible  with  the  context. 
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Fr.  7 

>4 

R[ 

Wp.[ 
] '  4  e  Tnurjovaiv  [ 

](J)Opi&V  7T€ToA[ 

].L  1  _  ~ 

At]pyecotc. ,[.  Jc  'HXeKrpvoj[ 
TvvjSapSdv  lepaiL 

]vei  TTe<f}VT£vp€vov  a[ 

Jptco^iajL  -Trapeyet  p.eXoc[ 

]  v’  dpcjii  ttoXlv  (j>Xeye[ 

]v  up-vaiv  cdXac  it;  aKap.ay[T 

].[_]'ju,evoc  ov  xev  ic  a,7rAa/<[ 

]ept  [_]apSavtax 
]_t  old  7 tore  ©17/Jai 

]tc  Kal  av[r]/ca  muAo^ot 

JijAacav  [e]wuytov  xpvcf) a[ 
JAeic.t . ]..[] 

10  dv8]pl  co4>G>i  irapexv-  H&oc  ‘supplies  the  poet  with  a  theme’  might  be  thought  of.  dvSpl  co^uii 

Isthm.  i  45,  IlieplSaiv  dporaic  Svvarol  ‘rrapixeiv  voXiv  vfivov  New.  vi  32  seq. 

11  seq.  For  the  ‘blaze’  of  songs  cf.  01.  ix  22  mn'Aiv  paXepatc  em<£A lywv  aoiSaic,  Isthm.  111+iv  6r 

aifiai  irvpcov  vpviuv,  (more  simply  Bacchyl.  Pae.  iv  40  vpvoi  jtXiyovrai). 

j2  Perhaps  ‘from  untiring  mouth(s)’.  The  ‘hyphen’  partly  preserved  under  ?f[  appears  to  indicate 

a  compound  of  aKapavTO- 13  If  dnXaK-  represents  a.p.-rrXaK-,  it  is  to  be  remarked  that  this  spelling  is  not  found  (and  is  not 

metrically  requisite)  in  the  other  places  where  the  word  occurs  in  Pindar. 

14  irepi  AapSavlai  would  naturally  come  into  the  mind,  but  I  do  not  see  the  relevance  of  Troy  t
o 

this  context  and  other  supplements  can  be  thought  of. 

15  Orjfiai :  I  presume  the  city,  as  e.g.  Hes.  Op.  162,  not  the  nymph,  though  in  Pin
dar  the  two  are 

not  always  readily  distinguishable,  e.g.  01.  vi  85,  Isthm.  i  1  (with  the  schol.).. 

16  seqq.  The  best-known  incident  connected  with  Electryon  is  the  lifting  of  his  cattle  and  the
 

killing  of  his  sons  by  Teleboan  sea  rovers,  and  there  is  a  vague  suggestion  of  something  of  
this  sort  in 

these  verses.  But  there  are  the  following  observations  to  be  made,  though  I  am  not  sure  wheth
er  all 

or  any  of  them  are  relevant  objections. 
The  incident  took  place  in  the  Argolis  not  in  Boeotia. 

vauAoxoc  is  attested  only  of  places  where  ships  can  ride,  not  of  persons  lurking  in  ships.  (The
 

accent  would  then  I  presume  be  vauAd^oc.)  The  verb  va.uAojfen',  however,  is  used  both  
of  persons  and 

ships  lying  in  wait. 

The  robbery  may  have  been  carried  out  at  night.  It  was  not  carried  out  secretly  (ap
parently 

Kpvj>S.i  or  a  form  of  xpvfaioc  stood  at  the  end  of  1. 17)  in  any  version  
of  the  story  we  have. 

’fiTjAeKif/nlaiv  may  have  stood  in  1.  18,  but  t  cannot  be  verified. 
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Ft.  8 

Fr.  8  Perhaps  from  the  left-hand  side  of  the  sa
me  column  as  fr.  7 

],,  a  horizontal,  slightly  wavy,  stroke  just  off  t
he  line,  perhaps  ? 

9-1 1  the  following  three  scraps  look  as  if  they  came
  from  the  same  neighbour¬ 

hood  They  have  a  general  resemblance  to  frr.  6-7  a
nd  the  largest,  like  those,  con¬ 

tains  a  ‘joint’  but,  I  am  fairly  confident,  cannot  have  be
longed  to  the  same  column. 

Fr.  9 

]?ep[ 
].v.[ ]«A  [ 

5  ].<f>W.[ 

]_vt  ’evoc[ 

]  _ 
Fr.  9  1  The  ink  before  and  after  1  should  perhaps  be  interpreted  as  a  trema  (though  it  would  be 

written'abnormally  low),  in  which  case  ]. o'  v[  seems  likeliest.  The  first  letter  had  both  a  vertical  and  a horizontal  stroke  and  might  be  y  or  r  3  ] . ,  two  letters  may  be  represented,  e.g.  a  or  A  followed  by 

y  or  i  4 ]o ;  I  cannot  rule  out  ]A  5  ]., /t  possible  but  two  letters  might  be  represented  /c 

very  doubtful ; 'of  the  right-hand  side  nothing  but  a  trace  at  the  middle  of  the  upright.  A  letter  might be  lost  between  it  and  the  last  trace,  a  dot  below  the  line  6  0  more  like  p,  but  f  not  e  or  0  7  ] . , 

the  tip  of  an  upright 

Fr.  10 

(»)  . 

]m.[ 

(a)  ,  .  jatS’e.f 
]8a[  ]e/cpa[ 

]ave[  ]t  ovpa[ 

Fr.  10  (a),  ( b )  The  interval  cannot  be  determined.  The  appearance  suggests  the  right-hand 
side  of  the  same  column  as  fr.  9 

(b)  1  .[>  a  small  loop  on  the  line,  c  suitable  2  .[,  a  stroke  rising  with  a  slight  slope  to  right, 

with  ink  to  right  of  its  top;  perhaps  p.  or  v  but  I  am  not  sure  that  c  could  be  ruled  out  5  Per¬ 
haps  the  apex  of  a  or  8 

2442.  PINDAR,  “Yp-voi,  Llaidvec,  ?  OTHER  PIECES 

Fr.  11 

].[
  ' 

M 

].s[ 

Fr.  11  3  ].,  a  high  stop  or  the  tip  of  an  upright 

Fr.  12 

’]ll€pTOT€f}[ 

]ararav[ 

Fr.  12  2  Of  ri  only  the  first  upright,  but  1  alone  or  i[e]  discommended  by  the  spacing Fr.  13 

].[ 

]«v[ 

].itL 

Fr.  13  3  ].,  the  top  of  a  small  circle,  perhaps  p 

Frr.  14-31  The  larger  frr.  14,  22,  29  are  identified  as  belonging  to  the  Paeans 
 either 

with  certainty  or  with  reasonable  likelihood.  The  grouping  with  them 
 of  the  ac¬ 

companying  smaller  fragments  is  based  only  on  similarity  of  appearanc
e. 



Fr.  14  is  partly  preserved  also  in  841  frr.  16, 17.  The  contributions  of  these  are  indicated  by  half¬ 

brackets  in  the  right-hand  transcript.  The  vertical  relation  of  (b)  to  (c)  is  fixed  by  the  fibres  of  the 
back;  its  horizontal  position  is  not  determinable  by  the  cross-fibres,  there  being  a  joint  close  to  the 

right-hand  edge.  If  I  am  right  in  supposing  that  it  stood  above  (c)  and  that  2440  fr.  1, 9-18  contains 

the  beginnings  of  11. 4-12  (which  should  be  4-13,  see  the  note  there),  it  will  follow  that  ( b )  contains  the 
beginnings  of  11. 13-15,  and  the  collocations  which  result  seem  suitable  enough.  The  hypothesis  may 
be  verifiable  by  means  of  the  fibres  of  841  frr.  17  and  16  (about  lines  6-9)  or  by  fixing  the  two  doubtful 
letters  in  fr.  17.  4  as  /jo1 

1  Postscript.  I  have  since  received  from  Mr.  T.  C.  Skeat  the  following  report  on  841.  '  It  is  as 

Col.  i 

2442.  PINDAR,  "Ypvoi,  Ilcuavec,  ?  OTHER  PIECES 

Fr.  14 
'\(f> .  «c 

\.X.T}AIC  EIC  AHAOIN 

(1)’ 

] (3) 

] (3) 

] 

(4) 
].U. 

(5) 

]ena  vddoc (6) 

]. 

(7) 

L~.jP]avJ (8) 

ry]aJVj 

(9) 

l_-VOWCj  ] 

(10) 1°]PVP[°V} 
]l_tov  kit  d/xa^tronj 

(») 

\l ]ovre[c  cij dA]LAorptatc  an’  Imroif, (12) Le7rjet  au|j 
T+rJavov  appraj 

(13) 

M]oLca[ (14) 

>’  Ovpavjov  r  evTrirrXcoL  Ovyarpij 

(i5) 

LMva/xj [0 |_c u jV|_a  1  Kopa.j]i|Ct  r  eu-j 
(16) 

lj ua^;a[vrav  StSd^tJev-j 

(17) 

T|U<£Aa.ji  yap 

avSLpd)v]  (fcpevecj 

(18) 

oLCTtc  avevd’ 

‘EAt/cconJtdSaiVj (19) 

iflaOetav  e ,  .  [ 

]  rnv]  epeujva|+]  cLo^tac  oSov.j 

(1) 

L6jU.ot  Se  TOVTC 
)[_  JteScoj 

(2) 

!_[_...]  a9avar\_ t ]v  Ttopovy  ktX. 

CT p. 

nearly  as  possible  certain  that  fr.  18  fits  on  below  17. . . .  The  last  two  lines  of  frr.  17  and  18  there¬ fore  read :  r 

«T€iau[ 

,oic[ 

And  the  traces  of  the  initial  letter  of  the  last  line  are  in  every  way  suitable  to  the  supposition  that 

it  is  mu.  ’  He  was  not  able  to  verify  the  position  of  841  frr.  17+18  relatively  to  841  fr.  16,  but 
that  is  now  not  necessary.  If  eneiav,  p.ois  are  the  beginnings  of  consecutive  lines,  it  follows  from, 
the  evidence  of  the  new  MS.  that  in 

Ofnjpov . a[ia£  itov Lovrec . . 
€7 reLav . apfia 

Maica . p.ev 

€7 rcvxopaL  .  .  .  Bvyarpt.  ktX. 

the  proper  correspondence  has  been  established. 
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P  I  :  T  *fter  1  traces  on  the  line  suggesting  the
  base  of  e  but  perhaps  only  the  foot  of  an  up

right 

”*>»  **” .“Tit.-  n.1.”™*  of  the  text. Nothing  ,0 

conespond  in°841  fr.  i6  as  read  scitol.  Perhaps  ymraxWf . but  there  are  many  possibilities 

ii  Theink  to  the  right  of  the  text,  which  might  at  a
  pinch  be  interpreted  as  avu> ,  may  not  be  writing 

 at 

S  „  from  the  rem ains  here  taken  with 
 the  reports  of  the  ed.  pr.  and  Snell  of  the  rea

ding 

ofg4l  fr.3^;  61  should  deduce  >  23  sehol.  Before  rV  there  may  be  three  letters,  the
  second  sus¬ 

pended;  after  SI  possibly  e..y,  but  there  a
re  many  alternatives 

Ft.  14  Col.  i  i  sehol.  kXcovc  e/can :  see  on  2440  fr.  i,  7-  . .  , 

}8Val  poAirav  t.[  (perhaps  J&Q  must  appar
ently  be  part  of  the  lemma,  but  it  rece

ives  no  light 

fr0mr^i°841  passim  and  many  other  places.  I  am  doubtful  of  its  interpretation  as  Zenodotus
. 

I  should  say  it  always  means  {(re,  £ijT«frai,  or  some  ot
her  part  of  this  verb. 

3a  The  title,  as  e  g.  at  PSI 147, i83a-i,  2430  fr.  35.  2440  fr.  1,  8,  in  the  column 
 between  sue 

cessive  pieces.  Cf.  2442,  frr.  7,  7  5 16, 3a-  With  this  arra
ngement  the  asterisk  was  certainly  some¬ 

times  not  employed,  perhaps  never.  It  appears  in  two  other  arra
ngements :  (1)  that  of  1792,  where 

it  is  placed  in  the  column  between  successive  pieces  but  the  title  (if  a
dded  at  all)  must  have  been  in 

the  left-hand  margin ;  (2)  that  of  2441  fr.  1  ii  ad  15  seqq.  (which  corresp
onds  to  1792.  8  betw.  4-S), 

841  fr.  11  ii  ad  49  seqq.,  where  it  is  placed  above  the  title  in  the 
 left-hand  margin  abreast  of  the 

first  verses  of  the  relevant  piece. 

The  B.M.  Bacchylides  ( Epinicians ),  which  has  the  titles  in  the  left-hand  m
argin,  sometimes 

accompanies  them  with  the  asterisk,  sometimes  not. 

The  form  of  the  title  seems  to  be  characteristic  of  Paeans ,  cf.  841  fr.  11  col.  11  bottom. 

The  ethnicon,  which  will  begin  with  17,  if  my  location  of  2440  fr.  1  is  correct,  and  probably  ends 

in  -t<u,  will  not  be  able  to  be  verified. 

8  eiavBe oc :  it  may  be  worth  remarking  that,  if  this  is  to  be  combined  with  2440  fr.  1, 13  seq.,  there 

may  be  a  reference  to  the  poivi£  (or  the  Sdpvij)  on  Delos  under  which  Leto  gave  birth  to  Apollo, 
sehol.  Eur.  Hec.  458. 

10  seqq.  I  see  nothing  incongruous  in  the  following  conjectural  arrangement : 

*Op.ijpou[  rpijirrov  Kar  apaf-iroV 

lovrec  a[  dAjAorpLalc  uv’  srrrroLC. 
eiret  ou[  •nrjavoi'  ap/xa 
Moica[  ]p«. 

In  other  passages  Pindar  speaks  of  himself  as  following  (Nem.  vi  S3)  and  as  deserting  ( Pylh .  iv  247) 

the  a pafiroe.  Here  I  should  guess  he  promises  a  ‘new’  and  ‘original’  song,  ‘off  the  beaten  track’, 
‘not  riding  in  another’s  car’,  ‘for  I  myself  can  drive  the  Muses’  winged  chariot’,  or  the  like.  Moicatov 
appa  Isihm.  viii  6l,  appa  fhcplSaiv  Pyth.  x  65. 

17  ineuxopai  had  been  rightly  conjectured  in  841  by  the  first  editors. 
23  841  had  ipewu  cophuc.  If  this  is  a  mistake  for  coptac,  our  MS.  suggests  how  it  may  have 

arisen  from  the  insertion  of  1  in  some  ancestor  in  the  second  ac  instead  of  the  first. 
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Fr.  22 

]fT0‘  [ 
]e*x01'x?[ 

]acav-  [ 

2  W.  lost 

]Aani>[ 
].[ 

]pauvcu[ ]£«**[ 

•W[ 

]Kpvijiav[ 
]w°K ]AuKElaC07r[ 
]vTEf[ 

]nfEV0l£^[ 

]£7Ta,[ arepdevreKeui[ ]  t 

]  oAoj;a)VTe^,eA[,]^/joviau§[ 

'Ipovavatcp  ipvavrec- e ,  [ 

]fipf}poroviTapBmaiKf[ 

]aKj;paTaip§(ij.S<zApia[ 

] .  ye8pKeBenaXXacap[ 

']irpoc8evyeyevr)p eva  [ 

Jraipvapocvv ,[ 

]TravTadj>iviij>pa[ 

J.iovSoAovam'Eiif 

] ,  yapeTTijyiTOVoc  [ 
].aperaO  [ 
]Ka9apov8[.],[ 

]oUTO^UTarov[ 

].aivaca8a[ 

] ,  to7r(o^tvao[ 

2442.  PINDAR,  " Y/jlvol ,  Ilaiavec,  ?  OTHER  PIECES 

Text  made  up  of  2440  fr.  2 ;  2442  fr.  22 ;  841  frr.  87,  90,  ?i43 ;  1791 ;  Pind.  fr.  53. 

'  ..C 

«Xf[ 

8t.[ 

ckoA[ 

5  »M 

x°-ut 

0T.[ 

.[ 

H 

10  ,A[ 

■7T£,[ 

vaov  rdv  pev  'Yrrepf3op[eoic 
avep oc  £apevi)c  lpi(£)if[ 

15  <3  Molcai •  ro(S)  SI  wavre^vocc 
M.<f>aiCTOV  -naXapaic  Kal  A8d[vac 

t te  o  pvBpdc  ecWi'fro  ; 
XdXxeoL  pev  rotyoi  xdXtfeai d1  vj ro  klovec  IcTac[avJ 

20  xpdceat  8’  If  u-lp  dfrou deiSov  KyXfjSdvec. 

aXXa  vlv  Kpavov  ir[aC8ec 

KEpavvioL  xffov’  araifa/i[e]v'o[t 

e Kpvtpav  to  [-rr\dvTU)v  epyov  lepd}i{arov 

25  yXvxelac  ottoc  dya[c6]evrec, 

on  flvoi  €(j)0(i)pov 

arepBev  tekeeov 
aXoxcov  re  peX(<j>povi  auS[at 

pov  dvaKpipvdvree'e 
30  XvcLppporov  napBevtai  ke[ aKTjpartov  8ai8aApia[ 

iveBrjKe  SI  IlaXXac  II p[ 

<j>0}vdr  rd  r  iovra  re  «a[l 
rrpdcBev  yeyevqpeva 

35  ]toi  pvapocup 

] iravra  c<fnv  ei £pa[ 

].iov  SoAov  dirv£u[ 

].  yap  Ifnjv  vovoc 

].  apEraQ 

40  ^KaBapov  S[.].[ 
]out’  dfurarov[ 

],aivac  a8a[ 

].<oTrco(t)‘  tvao[ 
]ca^lc  eu,[ 

>..[ 

]ayco ,  [ 

]'.«.[ 

].“.[ 

]“<.[ 
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stroke  rising  to  right  to  which  the  mM « s  ote of  ^  &(J  comm.  16  The  first 

and  a  little  further  to  right  a  trace  level  .  th  Pstrokes  of  the  following  v  are  in  disorder  as 

letter  may  well  have  been  .but  is  not  v  ’  rifiable,  a  possible  but  not  particularly  suggested 
.result  of  distomonofthelibres  from  left,  perhaps  .  *)., 
21  ].,  the  tail  of  a  or  A  2-  J.j  UPP  .  ,  f  ,  }  d  trace  below  it  on  the  line 

the  right-hand  end  ?I  •  ke  kvd  ”Ur  the  tops  of  to  Wra  (  ̂   ̂   ̂   ̂   tat  c_  T>  und 

eh  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  !  trac’  pdrP,A,  th’ gne  compatible  with  p  among  other 
other  letters  are  equally  possible  .U  nrobably  e.  It  is  not  certain  that  the  fol- 

letters  s,  ,  “  °f  ‘  “ ^  Setae,  end  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

'.T^oTannp^t  “? tlwer^t  o
f  alr.ke  using  to  right  „  .[,  possibly  t

he 

left-hand  angle  of  $  33  I>  an  upright 

Fr  22  13  seq.  rb  the  second  temple  at  Delphi  «/*%« 
 M  “  fadv  air 6V 

i*6  roOAMvol  Pans,  x  S.  9. 
 The  ‘mighty  rushing  wind  is  a  

new  detail. 

15  seqq.  to<3>  5e:  the  third  temple, 
 made  of  bronze,  I.c.  n. 

ntrPitne  •  new  in  Pindar,  ‘form,  fashion’.  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  » 

Cseaa  olupv  o^  rpoirov  'ovrtva  ̂ancBrjva,  
Correct  rwi  vacTn  Kara  ravra  «pVp<va  cape  k

oj 

«  s  *  ydhCiifL yticiciTeceiv  airov  Kid  vrro  irvpoc  raicpvai 
 A cyaua  Paus.  I.C.  12.  Pindai  S  account,  though 

=  suits  only  one  of  ‘Kronos’  sons’-,  covers  both  vers
ions  Cf  Pae  iv  40  seqq. 

Compendious  p  j  Rapiicrvn or,  I  vBiva  rol  wore  xa'i  crpariv  aOpoov  \  rrcpi/mv  Kipawm 

\ic  t«S>-  j3aflAv  Tdprapov,  which  occurrenc
e  Ovid  Ibis  475  says  ‘Macelo  rapidis  ic

ta  est . . . 

«*/"*■> :  cf.  Nan.  ix  24  seq.  cXicccv  xepav^  . . .  Zcic  . . .  XB6va,  <?£*•»  S’-  The  middle is  verv  rare  and  heretofore  only  much  later.  .  1.  ,  .  .1  . 

25-5  are  in  strophic  correspondence  to  841  fr.  84, 1
3-15,  but  the  two  preceding  not  to  the  two 

PreC5vWac  oiroc:  the  ‘voice’,  which  is  much  dwelt  on,  pcXtfaove  aiSae,  1.  28,  and  drffip 0-?  ftorti, 

11.  32  seq.,  is  that  of  the  ‘charmers’,  cf.  r&v  rrapi  IhvSdpme  
KqkfiiPW,  al  Kara  rovavrov  rporrav  rate 

Saprai  raic  aiepoiopivovc  ernlavv  imXavBavoplvovc  rmv  
rpocf>a>v  81a  rr/v  TjSoi’po  a<f>avaivecOai,  Athen.  Vll 

ufioe,  on  the  strength  of  which  1791, 14  &t>0wav  may  be  corrected.  j 

,7  seq  For  this  detail  cf.  Od.  xii  42.  drepBev  pregnant,  away,  separated  from  
.  _ 

28  ptMfrm  at5S[St :  the  hiatus  is  extraordinary  and  the  more  su
rprising  in  that  it  could  easily 

have  been  avoided,  e.g.  by  employing  ydpm  or  interchanging  a98&  and  gai
vft. 

Perhaps  Bv-piv  dvaxp.,  which  I  prefer  to  xoepov,  in  spite  of  what  foll
ows. 

29  seq.  841  fr.  143  is  given  as 

There  seems  to  me  afair  chance  that  it  contains  the  same  verse-ends  as  11.  29  seq.  here.1  If  so,  the  text 
to  be  dealt  with  will  be : 

pov  avaKpipvavrec  Awf[ 

Xvapfiporov  rrapOevitii  Kf[ 

(I  should  say  that  in  our  MS.  ko[  was  a  very  improbable  interpretation  of  the  ink.) 

I  can  form  no  clear  idea  of  what  is  meant  by  Xvdp(3porov  , .  .  SalSaXpa,  ‘a  work  of  art  offered  as 

ransom’?  The  KrjXijUvec  were  presumably,  like  the  Sirens  and  like  subsequent  Delphic  priestesses, 
virgins,  to  which  fact  d/ojpdrcov  may  well  and  rrapdedai  no  doubt  does  refer. 

1  In  answer  to  my  inquiry  Mr.  T.  C.  Skeat  has  kindly  confirmed  that  the  general  appearance  of 
841  fr.  143  is  very  similar  to  that  of  841  fr.  87,  that  «f[  may  be  read  for  «o[,  and  that  or  may  be 
read  for  or. 
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(Curious  resemblances  of  vocabulary  are  to  be  observed  between  this  passage  and  Pylh.  v  32-, 

but  iaiSd.Xp.ar'  there,  the  only  other  instance  in  Pindar  of  the  noun,  has  been  removed  on  metrical 
grounds.) 

32  seqq.  Accepting  the  stop  after  favde  and  the  double  re  as  correct,  I  should  guess  something 

like :  Pallas  put  (enchantment)  into  their  voice  and  Mnemosyne  (or  her  daughters,  the  Muses)  re¬ 
vealed  to  them  the  present,  past,  (and  future),  a.  r  ecce]rai  could  be  installed  al  the  beginning  of  1.  35. 

With  rravra  c<fn.v  I<£pac[ei<,  -av  might,  on  this  view’,  be  compared  Hes.  Theog.  31  seq. 

37  seq.  ‘Breathlessly)  ...  for  toil  was  involved’,  (or  the  whole  might  be  negatived). 

Fr.  23 

]'  '  t 

]  *[ ]  €.[ 

Fr.  23  2  .[,  the  left-hand  upright  of  rt  or  the  like 

The  beginning  of  a  piece. 

Fr.  24 

'  ].*.[  ‘ 

].««[ 

]>.[ 

Fr.  24  1  ]. ,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  small  loop  about  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters ;  p  not  sug¬ 
gested  Above  it  a  sign  like  o  open  at  the  top ;  above  the  next  letter,  of  which  only  a  dot  remains, 

the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  2  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  between  the 

lines.  Of  <f>  one  would  expect  to  see  part  of  the  right-hand  loop  3  ].,  a  dot  about  mid-letter 

.[,  the  left-hand  lower  angle  of  a  or  S  probable 

Fr.  25  Fr.  27 

].vp[ 
M 

]..{ 

Fr.  27  x  ] , ,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the 
letters  3  compatible  with  the  tips  of  a 

].[ 
M 

Fr.  26 

}.™[ 
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Frr.  28-31  The  following  fragments,  containing  notes  on  a 
 text  which  is  almost 

completely  lost,  have  a  general  similarity  of  appearance
  great  enough  to  make  it 

probable  that  they  come  from  the  same  neighbourhood.  Th
e  hand  of  the  text  could 

not  be  identified  from  what  is  preserved,  but  the  hand  of  the 
 notes  recurs  in  asso¬ 

ciation  with  Pindaric  texts  and  there  is  other  evidence  that  they  r
efer  to  Pindaric 

matter.  841,  in  the  section  denominated  C  (P.  Oxy.  v  pp.  64  seqq.),  contained
  text, 

now  lost,  the  comment  on  which  shows  that  it  had  some  constituents
  (to  go  no 

further)  of  the  same  kind  as  the  text,  now  lost,  the  comment  on  whi
ch  survives  in 

one  of  our  fragments  (841  fr.  82  i  ~  2442  fr.  29  i  1-4)  J  it  still  preserves  (less  th
an  the 

distance  of  a  column  away)  text  relating  to  the  destruction  of  Troy,  a  subject  whic
h  a 

note  in  another  of  our  fragments  shows  to  have  occurred  in  its  text,  now  lost  but  for
 

parts  of  four  letters  (841  fr.  82  ii  ~  2442  fr.  30).  The  location  of  the  group  in  sequence  to 

2442  fr.  22  is  based  on  the  following  considerations.  841  certainly  contained  in  section 

C  the  description  of  the  third  temple  at  Delphi  (frr.  90,  87,  and  perhaps  143)  as  well 

as  the  matter  relating  to  Erginus  and  Troy  (fr.  82) .  The  oracle  referred  to  in  the  upper 

part  of  841  fr.  82  (known  in  full  from  Paus.  ix  37,  4  and  Euseb.  Praep.  Ev.  v  30)  must 

have  emanated  from  the  third  temple,  since  the  sons  bom  to  Erginus  as  a  result  of 

his  following  its  precepts  were  the  architects  of  the  fourth.  There  is  therefore  justifica¬ 

tion  for  the  conjecture1  that  841  frr.  90,  87, 143?,  82  followed  one  another  in  that  order 

and  consequently  that  2442  fr.  22  was  followed  by  frr.  29-30.  There  is  nothing  to  show 
at  what  interval  and  it  is  to  be  noted  that  there  is  a  great  difference  between  the 

‘temple’  and  the  'Erginus'  groups  in  the  appearance  of  the  papyrus. 

Fr.  28 

]  [ 
]•[..].  .Xa.[ 

1  Due  substantially  to  Professor  B,  Snell,  Hermes  73,  436. 
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]  
[’ 

1  [ 

1 .  [ .]  .€KTr£covTocxptic(iou£pYLV(incTpaTeuo|ioneiTi0ripaccT€pou[ 

]•$  aXXouTucTuiepYivwieTttmJfacxptienoucTWiemTOcOnpttct 

]  capev(diTofi<|>ocaveTpaTeucavTiTo-y;€XKopovav€X.[.  .].jlov[ 

'  ]  ovavaipeOB . uviiuTroircpiri  pou  ceXXavlS  []..[,].[ 

]  otivo  cko8  [  ] .  [ .  ] . ovpaxo  povemptv , . .  [ 

]yt  9fyfy?[  ] ,  (ovUTfoyXauKoutpicavTaTOH^tu
ytiT'l 

]epoi«Y.y°|iKXupevouavaipeeevT°[ 

]8ocpn[.  ]ivTT}paKX£0aKpuTnpia[ 

TacxovTXaKs8aip£XPT'°®£OClx.  t 

■1  taipiji’n'opeuflevTieicrTlTeuKpi8[ 

£^€Vtc0rp<au8iceTnTOXp»lcT1lr) .  [.]... 

i<uvYovrlo8VTTleXev,lopTraYrjtXP’lc?4. 

]'  c 

]  ,0  eicar  ....  T[.]".[ 

y  c 

]  x[ ]  c 

3  t 

J  _  _  i^et  Trop9r)C£iyTpoiav(( 

r  r 
3..X 

3.Y““',8‘cTJ,..[ 

]paXov..[ 

]  t 

]  -*[ 

Blank 

Fr.  29  Col.  i  mars.  1  seqq.  The  tenor  of  11.  2  seq.  seems
  to  have  been :  y(ap)- aAA’  otirucrto 

'Epytvcoi  ewemfrac  xpijc^odc  rc3i  ettI  rac  Gr/pac  |  eAic
jyc afrexau  to  ffloe,  dv(n  tov)  crpaTevcavrr  ro  y(ap) 

to  Erginus,  who  drew  the  sword",  i.e.  marched,
  “against  Thebes”.  “Draws  for  drew  .This

 

imnlies  a  lemma  like  im  QvBac  <j>oc  iXicofievov,  which 
 the  commentator  interpreted  as  a  specification 

of'Erginusnotan  indication  of  the  occasion  of  tile  oracles.
  In  1. 1  a  contrary  view  is  apparently  taken : 

another  oracle  having  been  imparted  to  Erginns 
 when  marching  against  Thebes.  No  light  as  throw

n 
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by  841  fr.  82  i  1  seqq.,  which  is  assumed  to  refer  to  the  same  portion  of  text.  The  first  four  l
ines  partly 

preserved  there  clearly  relate  to  the  oracle  obtained  by  Erginus  in  old  age  on  inquiring  about  the 

getting  of  children.  It  is  true  that  the  mention  of  an  oracle  bidding  him  march  on  Thebes  has  b
een 

introduced  by  a  supplement  not  in  itself  improbable  in  11.  9  seqq.  of  the  same  fragment,  but  this 

appears  in  no  other  account,  Apollodorus  ( Bibl .  ii  4,  n)  saying  simply  that  the  expedition  was  conse¬ 
quent  on  the  injunctions  of  the  dying  Clymenus. 

4  seqq.  KXvp(ep)]ov  avaipe8ij(va t) :  three  versions  of  the  death  of  the  father  of  Erginus :  (a)  at  the 

TwuiHq  of  Perieres.  I  cannot  decipher  the  name  of  the  authority,  which  ends  in  -on  and  perhaps  -eon 
or  -eion,  but  I  think  a  correct  guess  might  be  verified.  Apollodorus  (Bibl.  ii  4,  lx),  who  says  that 

Clymenus  was  wounded  (not  killed  outright),  attributes  the  deed  to  Perieres,  charioteer  of  Menoeceus, 

and  places  it  at  Onchestus :  ( b )  iko  n roc  Ka8[p.elmp?  The  authority  is  Hellanicus.  Paus.  ix  37, 1  says 

0ij(3aia»v  avSpEc  and  he  also  implies  that  it  took  place  at  Onchestus.  It  is  just  possible  that  K[(ar’) 
’OjyxqcTov  paydp(»)ov  was  written  but  I  cannot  verify  it  and  do  not  find  it  a  particularly  satisfactory 
interpretation  of  the  traces :  (c)  at  the  hands  of  Glaucus  in  a  chariot  race.  There  is  no  other  record  of 
this  version  and  Epimenides,  the  authority  for  it,  who  seems  to  have  written  not  less  than  sixty  books 

of  Genealogies  (b  £  yc[roaAoy]i<3v),  is  unknown  except  for  a  mention  as  a  homonym  of  the  Cretan  in 

Diog.  Laert.  i  115.  (But  see  Pauly-Wissowa  in  Epimenides  (2).) 
7  seq.  The  sense  is  evidently :  there  were  two  wars  between  Orchomenos  and  Thebes,  the  first 

occasioned  by  the  murder  of  Clymenus,  the  second  by  Heracles’  mutilation  of  the  heralds  sent  to 
fetch  the  tribute.  But  I  cannot  make  out  the  word  that  follows  S acpo(  ),  which  I  should  expect  to  be 

a  participle  (-0 me). 
9  seqq.  The  sense  and,  to  a  reasonable  approximation,  the  words  of  this  note  may  be  recovered 

with  the  help  of  the  scholia  on  II.  v  64  and  Lycoph.  Alex.  132, 136 :  A (o)ipov  KajTacxdrofoc)  AaKedaipo- 

(vlovc)  lypi)(cev)  6  8eoc  Me[veXaui  \  dveiv  Avkuil  ko. t  Atj/xaipyt  (leg.  -pel)  nopevObn  elc  ri )(v)  TevKpl8[a  | 

in  -MAeifdvSpou]  i£evU8r]  Kal  aidie  ini  ro  xpvCTv(Pl0V)  V'  (faBop,  rjKOvet  Uel  sini.)  |  d  pkv  nepl  Tra/8]u)V 

yovij(c)  0  8(k)  n(epl)  T7j(c)  'E\evT)(c)  apnayij(c)  xpijc6p(ev)oc  j.  Since  the  Trojan  war  took  place  in  the  time 
of  the  great-grandsons  of  Clymenus  (Paus.  ix  37,  7),  the  Delphic  temple  referred  to  in  the  note  will  be 
the  fourth,  built  by  grandsons  of  Clymenus,  Trophonius  and  Agamedes,  and  burnt  down  about  548 
(Paus.  x  s,  13). 

(I  call  attention  to  841  frr.  86  and  92,  in  which  the  name  A\e£dv8poc  may  have  occurred,  not  to 

speak  of  remoter  possibilities,  Xipa^p-rji,  Snap^ra,  but  can  myself  make  no  further  use  of  them.) 

13  Possibly  ]ou  or  ]a»v  a  [j>]'(ti  tou)  bar-.  Jnarepoc  at  841  fr.  82  i  15,  but  I  should  guess  -reiot  rather than  anything  else  here. 

Fr.  30  1  The  first  word,  of  which  I  can  make  nothing  but  j.eyiOrO,  would  be  verifiable.  A 
prophecy  of  the  destruction  of  Troy  also  in  841  fr.  82  ii  32  seq. 

2442.  PINDAR,  "Ypvoi,  llcuavec,  ?  OTHER  PIECES  51 

Frr.  32-37.  In  the  largest  of  these  fragments  are  found  several  coincidences  with 

fragments  of  1792. 1792  certainly  contains  Paeans  but  there  axe  grounds  for  believing 

that  it  also  contains  compositions  of  other  categories.  The  classification  of  the  two 

pieces  partly  preserved  in  fr.  32  must,  therefore,  remain  doubtful.  Frr.  33-37  are 

grouped  with  fr.  32  on  the  strength  of  their  general  physical  resemblance. 
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Col.  i 

Fr.  32 

Col.  ii 

] 
 [’

 

].[  ]-  [ 

].[  ].TC  ].  .OVTtUI<^l.[ 

]  [  ]o[  ],aA/Eai8a,[ 

5  1  iux.t  1  [ 

]  £miy..[  ]tf..  '&ac  .e*-[ 

],.^ev.[  ].[.]?[.]a?vPav^ct?[ 

]pjt}.c(fep7 TOp,[  ]  [ 

]...£.. emJ ftpf<t>ocovpavtov&ioc  [ 

xo  j^JvroJamovavaKtf/jaT-’aci^f 

]  _  e  _  gt  _  tXecjjvaTTQjrcLKiAQy' 
],  _avovipp(iifievidvr’  i<j>a  ,ey  w  _dv 

]dr<Dni7ioc£Aace5iva.  .v 

]d.«rAoCEKAexe.  .woto.up 

13  ]o0[k]v6povcenepi<jioftmf 

] ,  p ,  KOvap.<j)tTpvwvoc 
] .  ancxopevanjivyov 
] ,  airdcai  [ 

]^wroA[  ](tf^[.  .]Aap[ 

20  ].?.[  hpvi 

><4  ]oAo[ 3“fC 

] 
] 

] 

3 

] 

]i)K£i(iaA\,1iipor£p[ . ]  p<jn 

]Tpuu>8ouAixi°eKaAEiTOtiv8'u 

]noTOVTTTep£Xaova[ , .  ]8'ic£<|>a" 
jT«ivn-poct]Yopiavecx[  lv 
] 

].F  a^[ 

]..«>.[ ]oupav.[ 

]ej(9at:tAet[ 

q  Wtf,<f>avapi[ 

y  TO,  €VaV  | 

‘  l  . . 
(2)  A’£t-7r£rv8.  . , 

(3)  .  ̂ftomcfSa.f 
(4)  ..].‘./#®«ap...[ 

(5)  aA  KavaxeXaiLov  [ 
(6)  KpaviovTOVrola. .[ 

(7)  iTj'ieftaaXeiav  a . ,[ 
(8)  vvpijidvapiCT , .[ 

(1)  ecceraiyapS., .[ 

(2)  pieVaoc<t)fp,[ 

(3)  acreiKTcd  _[ 

(4)  vauraicS’a.f 
(5)  cxi?e£MroAt.[ 
(6)  avdpa >tt[ 

(7)  i'iji‘£ySactA[ (8)  vvpj>av . [ 
£Tt8pv8p..[.].[ 

]  tout  Vng  [ 

]...[ 

>).[ 

s 

10 

*5 

20 

Fr.  32  The  papyrus  is  frayed,  liable  to  flake,  warped,  and  stained,  Offsets  may  also  be  a  cause  of 
illusion  in  places.  A  few  more  letters  might  be  recoverable  but  I  do  not  trust  myself  to  undertake  the 
necessary  treatment. 

The  ends  of  col.  i  6-10  are  also  to  be  recognized  in  1792  fr.  31. 
Col.  i  1  Before  p  what  now  looks  like  the  bottom  half  of  8  but  perhaps  partly  offset  ink  At  an 

interval  after  a  a  dot  on  the  line.  I  doubt  whether  any  letter  is  lost  3  ] . , ,  a  horizontal  stroke  on 
the  line  followed  by  what  may  be  e  (or  w,  though  it  would  be  smaller  than  the  normal) ;  but  the  fibres 
are  disordered  .[,  a  consistent  with  the  ink  but  not  verifiable  4  ].,  the  foot  of  a  stroke 
hooked  to  right  ̂  .  5  Before  x  either  p  or  u  probable  6  071 :  of  o  only  scattered  traces  but  sug¬ 
gested  by  the  position,  of  p  only  the  left-hand  upstroke  and  a  trace  of  the  central  curve  but  v  less 
likely  tnarg.  There  may  be  two  letters  represented  before  p  (?  tq  or  to)  and  two  after  if,  with 
perhaps  a  third  suspended  ̂   7  The  first  letter  of  the  line  apparently  contained  a  cross-stroke  with 
an  upright  descending  from  its  right-hand  end  8  0^1  now  less  clear  than  at  an  earlier  stage. 
Before  c  the  spacing  seems  to  recommend  e  rather  than  a  9  Before  £  a  slightly  convex  upright, 
as  of  u;  after  £  perhaps  0,  or  possibly  e  From  the  top  of  the  last  c  a  stroke  like  an  acute ;  perhaps 
offset  mk^  20  ].,  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  y  .[,  the  tip  of  an  upright 

Col.  ii  1  ]..,  perhaps  .0,  or  a  single  pi  2  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right 
5  tout  would  suit,  if  it  did  not  leave  out  of  account  some  ink  (on  the  line)  between  0  and  v  6  After 
o  perhaps  the  left-hand  arm  and  the  stem  of  t,  but  x  cannot  be  ruled  out  8  ]. ,  the  tail  of  a  stroke 
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Fr.  32 

Col.  i 

] 
 '[ 

]<P./ra. 

]. 

],  ,0 VTU1V  jjl. 

.[..]o[  ]xr’  JlAicaiSa.f 
5  rf.l.X.t  3 

enayopl  pop]popv£iac 

. .  ftfv .  [  ].[.]8[t]a  ffupav  eiteiS[ 

8eoTTop7r[o  ] 

,,.£..  em  ftperfroc  ovpavlou  
Aiac 10  l.t.]*'®’  °  8*  dvrtov  dva  xapa  r  a£ip[E 

JxEipl  peXeoiv  dm  ttoiklXov cnajpyavov  eppujiev  lav  t  abavev  j>vav 

6pp\draiv  diro  ceXac  ehivacev. 
]air£7rAoc  €K  Xegetov  veotokoiv 

15  ]o0[,]udpouce  nepLijioftan, 

].oikov  AptjnTpvaivoc 

]  t  CLTLCXOpeVCLL  <f>  v  yov 

] .  a  irdcai 

a]/n/>t7roA[oc.]  J?E^[aA]Aav[ 
20  ].?.[  ]i 7P?[ 

]«ij 
M 

u 

descending  from  left  Though  there  is  a  trace  of  ink  between  1  and  p  t
here  is  hardly  room  for  an 

ordinary  letter  After  P  a  small  loop  (off  the  line)  open  to  right,  p
resumably  o  10  £a8  ac¬ 

ceptable  11  The  third  letter  after  v  would  be  taken  for  *  but  is  presumably  u  12  After  t 

prima  facie  0  13  After  §  perhaps  a  triangular  letter  and  then  v  15  .[,  v  possible  though 

not  so  readily  suggested  as  A  23  The  foot  of  an  upright  followed  by  what  might  be  the  damaged 

loop  of  p  and  this  at  an  interval  (in  which  a  narrow  letter  may  be  lost)
  by  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke 

descending  to  right  24  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright 

Fr.  32  Col.  i  4  riA/catSa,[ :  Alcaeus  was  father  of  Amphitryon,  Hes.  S
cut.  26,  el  air,  AXxaiSai  01. 

6  uopluoptkriac :  in  1792  fr.  31, 1  perhaps  the  tail  of  the  second  p,  the  foot  of  1 ,  and  the  lower  part 

of  the  loop  of  a  may  be  identified.  The  word  is  not  recorded,  nor 
 anything  nearer  than  poppopvW 

iUaftet  in  Photius.  For  other  cognates  with  -po
p-  and  the  commoner  -po A-  see  the  lexicon.  Ihe 

scholiast  at  Aristoph.  Pax  474  uses  the  word  e^d^Tpov  to  e
xplain  Moppwv.  I  can  neither  verify  nor 

rule  out  eUo[  in  the  marginal  addition  here.  From  hereabou
ts  may  be  recognized  a  strong  resem¬ 

blance  to  Nem.  r  35  seqq.,  which  describe  the  same  
occurrences  at  the  birth  of  Heracles. 7  Sta  Ovpav !  olyBeicav  ttvX&v  1»C.  _  ,  _  .  ,  , 

Le.8[  :  I  suppose  more  likely  to  be  correct  than  1792  fr.  31,
 2  etti[,  but  I  am  unable  to  see  whether 

^^8  seqPd<|hec  dednopnloi :  (“Hpa)  vepm  Spaxovrac  d^ap  l.C.  40;  ftptyoc  
.  .  .  Aide -.irate  Aide  l.C.  36.  > 

10  -vro  corrected  to  v&'  o'  may  correspond  to  rol  pkv  .  .  .  eftav  
l.c.  41  seq.  as  o  S  arnov  ava  xapa  r 

aeipe  corresponds  to  0'  S’  dpdov  pev  dvreivEV  k apa  l.C.  43. 
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ii  ‘with  <  )  hand  he  threw  the  gay  swaddle  from  his  limbs’. 

naudXov  cna.pya.vov :  KpoKuiTov  l.c.  38.  /xcAe'cov  also  occurs  in  the  Nemean  passage  1. 47,  but  there  it  is 
applied  to  the  snakes. 

13  eS ivacev:  cf.  Bacch.  xvii  18  Si 'vaccv  6fj.ua  (on  the  d  see  Snell,  introd.  15*). 
14  seq.  anenXoc  in  Xcxdcav  .  .  .  6povcc :  (AXKfxrjva)  anenXoc  0 povcaic  ana  crptofjvac  l.c.  30. 

anenXoc:  not,  as  schol.  Nem.  74a  says,  rov  .  .  .  nenXov  eppajiev,  she  did  not  wait  to  put  it  on.  To 

say  that  a  person  comes  without  a  part  of  his  dress  is  an  indication  of  his  starting  without  delay. 

yeirovec  at,u >ctql  ckiov,  (ticavro  8e  nrjoi  Hes.  Op.  345;  cvd-qv  S’  aneSiXoc  ayajL  nrepaiTaii,  Aesch.  P.V.  135; 

perhaps  noudXajv  eV  Xeyeim  a7r6'S{e}iAoc  2450  fr.  i  ii  31  n. ;  and  similarly,  I  should  assume,  aireSi Xoc 
dA«d  Alcm.  Parlh.  i  15. 

15  Possibly  -oOev  Spovce,  but  there  is  no  obvious  need  of  further  specification  beyond  that  provided 
by  Ik  AeyeW  and  I  cannot  say  for  certain  that  -oc  avopouce  is  not  an  equally  possible  choice. 

nepujiofiaii :  or  nepi  (ftofiujt  cf.  Pyth.  V  58  nepi  8 eLfiam  <f>vya v. 

16  seqq.  I  should  guess  that  all  as  far  as  1.  20  refers  to  the  same  subject  and  corresponds  to  Nem. 
i  48  seq.  The  Cephallenian  maids  ran  about  the  house  in  a  panic. 

17  I  suggest  the  articulation  ],cm  cxopevai,  e.g.  8et]/r<m  c\\,  but  I  cannot  verify  p  and  the  un¬ 

compounded  passive  cxopevoc  is  everywhere  rare  and  not  found  elsewhere  in  Pindar  (Karacx6pevoc 
Pyth.  i  10). 

19  Heracles  was  born  after  Amphitryon’s  return  from  an  expedition  (Nem.  x  14;  the  schol.  is 
confused  and  self-contradictory),  on  which  he  was  accompanied  by  Ceplmlus,  against  Pterelaus,  king 
of  the  Teleboae,  inhabitants  of  the  island  of  Dulichium,  later  called  after  Cephalus  Cephallenia. 

For  the  substance  of  the  marginal  note  sec,  among  other  places,  Strabo  456.  The  Cephallenian  atten¬ 

dants  of  Alcmena  will  have  been  among  Amphitryon’s  booty. 
Col.  ii  The  natural  inference  to  be  drawn  from  the  recurrence  of  the  refrain,  11. 3  seq.,  11  seq.,  19 

seq.,  to  which  may  be  added  a  fourth  instance  from  1792  fr.  24,  is  that  the  composition  represented 
here  was  monostrophic,  like  Pae.  5.  But  in  841,  which  preserves  Pae.  5,  the  end  of  each  stanza  is 
marked  by  a  coronis.  In  this  MS.  a  coronis  marks  the  end  of  the  first  stanza  preserved,  only  a  para¬ 
graphias  the  ends  of  the  second  and  third.  I  cannot  account  for  this  difference.  With  the  help  of 
1792  fr.  24  the  two-lined  iif>upviov  may  be  extended  to  njie  fiaa,Xeiav  oAu[  |  wp<j>av  apicronj,  and,  if  it  is 

rightly  recognized  in  1792  fr.  83,  still  further  to  i tfte  fiaciXuav  oXv[ii\mai[v  \  vv^av' apicron ,[  ],ic These  appear  to  be  a  glyconic,  preceded  by  ̂   w  and  an  acephalous  choriambic  dimeter.  The  only 
other  entire  verse,  1. 9,  is  a  reXedXXeiov  and  1. 17  was  presumably  the  same.  There  is  no  way  of  determin¬ 
ing  the  metre  of  the  rest.  It  is  observable  that  the  correspondences  between  the  beginnings  of  the 
first  (11,  s,  13,  21),  second  (11.  6,  14,  22),  third  (11.  7, 15),  and  sixth  (11. 10, 18)  verses  of  each  stanza  arc 
inexact.  But  (except  for  1.  14,  where  resolution,  -  ̂   w  ̂   for  —  w,  also  must  be  postulated)  there  is 
nothing  not  explicable  by  the  indeterminateness  of  the  Aeolic  ‘basis’ ;  11.  7, 15  might  be  glyconics,  the 
remainder  choriambic  dimeters,  acephalous  in  11.  6,  (8),  14,  16,  22.  There  may  be  prefixed  from  1792 
fr.  24, 3  part  of  the  first  line  of  a  stanza  not  preserved  in  this  MS.,  ]oro8o/«[. 

2  Possibly  ovpavi[. 

3  seq.,  11  seq.,  19  seq.  The  ‘queen  of  the  Olympians’  is  Hera  (cf.  Nem.  i  39),  who  might  be  quali¬ fied  as  dpicronociv.  But  ]<w  not  >  is  the  reading  of  1792  fr.  83  that  first  suggests  itself  and  I  do  not 
find  the  turn  of  phrase  except  in  Opp.  Cyn.  i  6  (but  pilrrip  dpicroyovoe  is  Pindaric,  Pyth.  xi  3). 

Jtfit  I  suppose  to  be  07  U,  but  whether  this  exclamation  could  be  used  as  an  imperative  (meaning 
more  or  less  aeiSe)  with  a  personal  object,  as  li,  Irjre  is  used  in  Pae.  6  as  an  imperative  with  an  im¬ 
personal  object,  I  can  find  no  evidence  to  show.  The  nearest  parallel  I  can  adduce  is  aim"  Mwvlv 
Aristoph.  Lys.  393  (cf.  [Bionj  i  37). 

7  cHJfcm'  seems  likely,  though  not  the  only  available  choice. 

10  If  £a0e[  is  to  be  recognized,  in  view  of  the  frequency  with  which  it  is  associated  with  places  and 
of  the  presence  of  a  river-name,  it  is  worth  consideration  whether  npavtov  is  here  not  ‘skull’  but 

‘spring’,  in  spite  of  the  rarity  and  lateness  of  this  meaning. 
14  For  aivaoc  -|-'u'-ito  correspond  to  ravryno-  — w  and  Xetnciv  (or  after  correction  Xmetv)  0- 

o-u  it  must  be  supposed  that  resolution  has  been  admitted.  This  is  foreign  to  the  practice  of  the 
Lesbian  poets  but  is  found  from  place  to  place  in  Pindar’s  Aeolic  metres,  e.g.  Pyth.  v  31 00  w  corre¬ 
sponding  to  -  w,  Pyth.  xi  str.  1.  3-ouuuu  —  corresponding  to-o-uo  — . 
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33 

].[ 

Kt ].[ 

Fr.  33  Apparently  detached  from  fr.  32  i  but  I  cannot  replace  it. 

2  .[)  perhaps  p.  likeliest,  but  v  and  even  A  not  ruled  out 

Fr.  34 

(«)  . 

]  [ ]  ̂   [ 

]_  'CavraTToy '[ 

]  opyovoc  [ 

[ 

]-aAoV  ouSWroY 

]  
[' 

]  t ]  [ 

[ 

Fr.  34  (a),  ( b )  are  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres  at  the  relative  level  shown  but  the  interval  between 
them  is  not  determinable.  (But  see  comm.)  The  general  appearance  of  the  papyrus  makes  it  likely 

that  they  stood  not  far  from  fr.  32  ii 

(a)  1  .[)  another  y  could  be  read  3  ].,  traces  suiting  an  upright 

8  'QpLuj\y]oe  may  be  suggested.  I  cannot  rule  it  out.  But  the  o  would  have  to  be  supposed 
damaged  so  as  to  look  more  like  part  of  co,  and  the  name  spelt  in  a  way  not  elsewhere  attested  for 

Pindar,  though  in  one  of  the  places  scanned  as  if  it  were  so  spelt. 

Fr.  35 

]..Xpuceo;.[ 

].cvpva[ ]eocmovra[ 

j.wopte, ,[ 

5  ]..VP0C  [ 

]yor[ i  [ 

(*) 

]  '  [ 

]  _  a)pico[ 
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Fr.  35  i  ] . . ,  traces  on  a  single  fibre ;  before  x  apparently  the  top  arc  of  a  circle  2  ] . ,  the 
top  of  an  upright  Between  c  and  u  the  top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  which  I  cannot  interpret,  since 
no  ink  seems  to  be  lost  4].,  scattered  traces,  x  one  possibility  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 
sloping  slightly  to  right  with  traces  to  its  right ;  I  should  guess  t.[  rather  than »{,  but  v  in  no  way  ruled 
out  5  ].,  apparently  a  letter  containing  a  cross-stroke  and  upright  Before  v  the  ink  now suggests  ft  but  the  surface  is  in  disorder 

Fr.  36 

'  1  [  * 3f*\[ 

]  [ 

>eS[ 

].« 
5  J[ 

.  36  1  .[,  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a 
circle  4  ].,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a circle 

Fr.  37 

JA.[ 

[ 

]/?Ae7re[ 

Fr.  37  1  ],,  perhaps  a  but  S  not  ruled  out 
..[j  Wi>  possible  but  not  verifiable  2  On 
floating  fibres,  perhaps  tut 

Fr.  38 

>.[ 

M 

]w.‘S[ 
5  ]acoi[ 
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Fr.  39 

5 

10 

iS 

] _ oc'ik:ot0’eS[ _  e«a[ 

]  t  aptoiTOTeTrouaXov  [ 

j/LtovyAtiKei’  [ ]fievatan  \ 

W*»<I 

] .  PaiievegoAvjiirov  •  [ ]povLov7TeAoiToc'a'Ctt>vyap\_ Kpovi°  on  airo  Stoe/rj  oTtwidl.t 

]  vovpavcoi  VL°opoceVT(i)ioXupiTOJi ,  [.]  i  [ ■nXiakui|oriTavTaX0iTX"ou[,  lcrt]CKp[ 

-1  >  vouucau  \  1  tv  u  f 

\V7rapa-TOVTTOT£  y  '•  j*,J . <■ 
]  _  Tooterei^dvaro .[.].[ 
]oteair[  _  ]pr)9ey .  [ 

].°.[  ]ya.[ 

]fiac  Q  [ 

]'V€'pfepancT[ 
]6vpoykov7Tp[_]c€v _  _[ 

]/Lt  VL€ ■  (f>a[ 

]  '  [ 

3  ,  [  I j ,  [ .  jT'oieTaiTrpo^SappI .  ]vi[ .  ] .  [ 

]  .  tri  [  ]  Ypacf>o|iEvov  ex*i  [ 
]..[  ].&[.]. .[.].. .W . 

] . Y«v.[ J  appoviampoTtpoy  [ 

.[..]vtupt)Tai  [ 

Fr.  39 1  am  inclined  to  think  that  fr.  55  stood  above  the  right-hand  side  of  this,  at  an  indetermin¬ 

able,  but  perhaps  very  small,  interval 

1  ].o,  the  extreme  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  touches  the  bottom  left-hand  side  of  0 

~]J,  the  ink  now  resembles  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  off  the  line  but  perhaps  represents  the 
lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  and  a  short  upright  2  ] , ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke 

descending  from  left  5  marg.  1  .[,  perhaps  t  ligatured  to  the  preceding  e  2  ...[,  perhaps 

S'St  with  a  trace  of  another  (suspended?)  letter  6  ].,  both  ]v  and  ] . t  unsatisfactory.  The  stroke 
before  /S  most  resembles  a  bracket, ) ;  this  is  preceded  by  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from 

left  to  a  little  below  mid-letter  8  ].,  very  slight  traces  suggesting  e  10  ].,  the  top  of  c 

suitable  Above  the  second  o  some  ink  by  the  original  hand,  perhaps  y  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line 
].[,  perhaps  not  the  text  but  part  of  a  note  11  ]pf,  the  surface  is  so  much  damaged  that  y  or 
even  r  could  not  be  ruled  out  in  place  of  1  For  y  perhaps  A.  possible  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright 

12  ]. ,  an  upright  with  the  remains  of  a  cross-stroke  on  the  left-hand  side  of  its  top,  e.g.  a  or  it  After 
the  following  a  the  top  of  an  upright  and  next  a  dot  on  the  line,  perhaps  representing  two  letters 

After  ya  an  upright  13  ].[,  prima  facie  a  but  too  damaged  for  verification  ]. .[,  the  bottom 
left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  with  a  slight  slant  to  right ;  if  a  broad 
letter,  no  other  is  lost  before  y  itot?[  smaller  than  the  rest,  though  in  the  same  hand  15  ] . ,  a  short 
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stroke,  level  with  the  top  ot  the  letters,  de.een^ 
 Item  left »  “P 

J 
17  Between  „  end  ,  a  trace  level  with  the 

many  possible  ways  of  combining  the  trace
s  to  make  it  worth  while  to  describe  the

m 

Ft.  39  1  Presumably  IkoiQ' ,  but  tao  1  O'  an 
 alternative. 

2  tots  or  TO  T£? 

3  yAuKet(a)  seems  to  be  indicated
. 

5  StowT/ot  is  shown  by  the  fact  that  it  is  accented  t
o  be  a  lemma,  l  am  inclined  to  suggest  that 

it  may  be,  not  from  A  sloe  nor  from  Asia,  of  which  the  Dori
c  form  to  judge  from  01.  x  44  *  Aata,  but  an 

alternative  reading  to  the  last  syllable  of  apfaBaXei,  that  i
s,  either  a^dcoW,  a  feminine  ending  of 

the  same  type  as  cvoivotsvsio.  (Pind.  Dith.  11 1),  or  dpfi  BaXsiai
  (cf.  Nem.  x  53). 

In  the  second  line  of  the  marginal  note  possibly  <1  8(e)  AlS
(vpoc),  but  I  cannot  verify. 

6  Bdpev  infinitive  at  Pyth.  iv  39,  but  there  are  othe
r  possibilities,  including  a  different  articulation

. 

7  Kjpaviov  rUXonoc ;  so  also  01.  iii  23,  where,  however,  an  alternative  interpre
tation  construes  the 

words  separately  (schol.  ad  loc.  41  f.).  .  .  „  ,  ,  s  „ .  ,,  „  • 

The  marginal  note  offers  three  explanations  of  Kpovioc  as  applie
d  to  Pelops :  (1)  that  he  is  de¬ 

scended  from  Zeus.  Zeus  is  the  father  of  Tantalus  in  one  genealogy  (f
ollowed  for  instance  by  Euripides 

Or.  A  and  Cronus  therefore  the  paternal  great-grandfa
ther  and  Zeus  the  paternal  grandfather  of 

Pelops  This  explanation  does  not  appear  in  the  scholia  on  01.  iii  l.c. 
 as  they  stand.  (2)  That  he 

occupied  the  Cronian  hill  on  Olympus,  for  which,  I  should  guess,  the  aut
hority  was  given  as  Icrpoc 

iv  'Hheudov.  This  explanation,  too,  is  absent  from  the  01.  iii  sc
holia,  though  some  of  the  details  are 

found  or  implied  in  them.  (3)  That  Tantalus’  mother  was  Plouto,  daught
er  of  Cronus.  Cronus,  there¬ 

fore,  would  have  been  the  maternal  great-grandfather  of  Pelops.  This  is 
 the  explanation  given  in 

one  of  the  01.  iii  scholia  and  the  same  genealogy  recurs  elsewhere  (once  with  T
molus  m  the  place  of 

Zeus).  The  words  wc . . .  iv  suggest  that  we  must  here  look  for  the  authority.  It  is  natural,  therefore, 

to  think  of  the  name,  variously  written  in  the  MSS.  of  the  Pindar  scholia  avrsciaiv,  dvrsd
wv,  dvndwv, 

d-rrsav,  dnsdaiv-,  of  the  person  quoted  for  a  statement  about  the  nationality  of  Pel
ops  (01. 1  37a;  ix 

15a).  But  though  either  avr  or  avr  (either  rather  anomalously  written)  could  be  read  here,
  I  cannot 

reconcile  the  space  or  the  remaining  signs— the  last  is  a  tall  sinuous  stroke  somewhat 
 like  with 

the  other  data.  After  ev,  in  case  Xu8[tai«nc  is  suggested,  I  observe  that  I  can  neither  verify  it  nor  rul
e 

it  out,  but  I  do  not  think  it  is  the  interpretation  of  the  traces  that  would  first  occur  to  one.  The 

writer  of  AuStiucd  most  commonly  cited  is,  I  suppose,  Xanthus. 

16  itpo\9vpov  sov 

Lower  ‘margin.  I  can  make  nothing  of  this  note.  It  may  be  worth  while  remarking  that  oisrai  may 

stand  in  some  relation  to  oi  stsl  (1,  10)  and  that  appovLa,  of  which  forms  twice  occur,  may  be  to  be 
written  with  a  capital. 

Fr.  41A 

]  a^reuS .  [ 

]  ecj)eTTer[ 
u..].[ 

Fr.  41A  x  ip  abnormally  short-tailed 

I  have  considered  the  possibility  that  these 

are  the  beginnings  of  fr.  96  A  6  seqq.  I  am  in¬ 

clined  to  reject  it  but  I  cannot  say  it  is  abso¬ 

lutely  ruled  out 

Fr.  43 

].7teS[ 

]/CoA7TO  .[ 

]onreA[ 

Fr.  43  See  fr.  53 

2  .[,  the  middle  of  a  stroke  sloping  upwards 
lefL  to  right,  separated  by  a  blank  space  from  o 

4  There  appears  to  be  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of 
the  letters  between  a  and  S,  but  there  is  no  room 

for  an  original  t 

Fr.  41B 

Fr.  44 

].0a[..M  ].[ 

] .  eSovr’a  _  [  ]/coy/3. .[ 

]  C 
]?..[ 

Fr.  41 B  Perhaps  the  end  of  the  column 

1 1  ,  an  upright  with  traces  to  the  left  of  its 

foot;  v  not  verifiable  2  ].,  the  top  of  a  tall  Fr.  44  x  The  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

upright  with  ink  above  it ;  5  suggested,  but  US-  2  After  §  perh
aps  the  hooked  foot  of  e  3  <> 

for  «-  not  Pindaric  [,  y  or  w  probable  seems  likeliest,  but  anomalous ;  scarcely  1 



6o NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS Fr.  45 Fr.  46 

111! ]wu  6e[ 
>ed.[ 

]*Ae[ 

Fr.  47 

Fr.  45  x  The  first  letter  may  have  had  a 
carved  base  but  the  ink  has  run  into  the  hyphen 

and  part  of  the  surface  seems  to  have  flaked 
off  The  next  visible  are  represented  by  the 

lower  parts  of  uprights  2  .[,  the  back  of 

«,  6,  c,  or  the  like 

].[
  ’ 

Fr.48  F-u.[ 

Fr.  49  2  .[,  y  or  tr 
Fr.  51 

].*”?[ 

]  _  9ouTe[ 

Fr.  51  1  ].,  perhaps  the  top  of  c  2 
the  middle  of  an  upright 

Fr.  51  2  Perhaps  rfjvdoi,  as  at  Isthm.  vii  51 Fr.  52 

]  [ 
].f[ 

]tto  e'[ 

]..  w,[ 

’  H 

]?<*.[ 

Fr.  50 

M 

>.t[ 
Fr.  49 

Fr.  52  x  ].  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  the  tip  of  an  upright  or  a  high  stop  f, on  the  lme  a  stroke  gradually  ascending  to  right,  e.g.  the  start  of  A  or  the  base  of  o  2  After  0  the 

in^lfirniS  ?ght’  perhaPs  *  3  ] . ,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  ascend- 
The  f  I  f  mk*  7hlch  TePreseilt  two  letters,  is  what  has  soaked  through  the 

nof  suggested  4  ̂ ’ the  Ioop  of  P  or  P> the  aPex  of  a  triangular  letter,  the  top  of  a  circle.  /SActt 

2442.  PINDAR,  vYlivoi,  i7aifiwc,  ?  OTHER  PIECES  6r 

Fr-  S3 

'  ]■*  [ 

W  V[ 

]rf 
]ecf>aV'[ 

5  ]..[.].[ 

]..[ 

Fr.  53  Perhaps  to  be  placed  on  right  of  fr.  43  so  that  11.  3  seqq.  are  abreast  of  fr.  43  1  seqq.  The 

interval  cannot  be  determined 
1  Small  cursive  2  ].,  scattered  ink,  perhaps  representing  two  letters,  of  which  the  second 

would  be  1  3  ] . ,  possibly  the  top  right-hand  angle  of  tt  4  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the 
letters ;  a  stop  or  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  r  would  suit  5  ] , .[,  a  horizontal  stroke 
followed  by  the  top  of  a  circle,  at  the  level  of  the  tops  of  the  letters  ].[,  the  tip  of  an  upright  and 

a  dot  to  the  right  at  the  same  level,  perhaps  two  letters  represented  6  The  upper  part  of  an  up¬ 

right  followed  by  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

Fr.  54 

].«/*[ 

].eX°[ 

]ra  [ 

Fr.  54  2  ].,  the  upper  part  of  a  slightly  con¬ 
cave  upright,  v  would  suit  Between  e  and  x 
interlinear  ink  from  two  pens,  which  I  cannot 

explain  3  ]y  might  be  ]pt 

Fr.  56  Fr.  55  see  fr.  39 

1  Cursive  but  apparently  the  hand  of  the 
‘  ,  '  text  4  t[,  headless;  y  and  other  letters 
jTTOT .  L  possible  6  ]o,  only  the  right-hand  curve 

Fr.  57 

]/cot[ 

].‘8[ 

Fr.  58 

]™  '[ 

Fr.  57  2  Or  ?[ 

Fr.  58  •[,  an  upright,  the  beginning  of  a  note 
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2442.  PINDAR,  Ilaiavec,  ?  OTHER  PIECES 

Fr.  66  Fr.  67 

]  [ ]  c 
]cic[ 

] 

5  ].eAoc[ 

‘  ]..[  ' 

].[.M 
]  [ 

5  ].[>&[ 

k>x.C 

Fr.  66  5  ].,  a  trace  of  the  right-hand  end  of 
a  cross-bar ;  y  or  r  likely 

Fr.  68 

M 
]  [ ]ac-exi 

]vouya/D£i/c[ S  ]'  [ 

]Se7re[ 

]  [ 

]praS[ 

Fr.  67  1  ].,  perhaps  the  right-hand  ends of  the  branches  of  k,  but  there  are  alternative 

combinations  .  [,  a  dot  below  the  line  3 
the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  well 

below  the  line  followed  by  a  stroke  ascending 

from  left  to  right  3  ] .  [,  the  hooked  top  of  a 
stroke  descending  to  right  5  ].[,  a  mark  of 

length?  6  ,[, perhaps  part  of  the  left-hand 

side  of  p 

Fr.  69 

Fr.  68  7  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising 
to  right,  above  it  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke 

descending  to  right ;  perhaps  A  but  I  cannot  rule 

out  x  or  v  9  ]v,  possibly  the  tail  of  a  fol¬ 

lowed  by  1 

Fr.  70 

M.[ 

]  recca[ 

]p/>ax.[ 

]veo[ 

Fr.  70  1  For  1 1  cannot  rule  out  r  . [,  the 

lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line, 

e.g.p 

Fr.  71 

] fievoc  [ 

]m>v£7H  _  [ 

]parid'[ 
5 

Fr.  71  1  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright;  the  dis¬ 
tance  from  A  suggests  y  or  r  After  A  perhaps 
a  likeliest,  but  £  could  be  read  3  .[,  the 

start  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right  4  Above 

the  second  a  two  traces  of  ink,  the  upper  ap¬ 

parently  a  letter,  the  lower  an  acute  .[,  the 
lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  slightly 
below  the  line 
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Fr.  72 

~\8ecnec[ 

]fieya\ocf>pcti[ 

]  _  €7T£CCo[ 

*]  A.[ 

Ft.  72  4  a  or  A  .[>  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr.  73 

]ere[ 

]  _  7701  _  [ 

]  /cotv[ 

'  ]f  [ 

Fr.  73  2  ].,  a  trace  at  mid-letter  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right  3]  ., 
the  top  of  an  upright  For  y  possibly  At  ?  4  Of  <f>  only  the  top  of  the  upright  and  of  the 

right-hand  loop  .[,  a  stroke  ascending  to  right  from  the  right-  hand  loop  of  <f> 

Fr.  74 

]p,aA.[ 
]fcat7ro  _  [ 

[]/Mn]ca[ 

1[ 

Fr  74  2  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line,  the  start  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right 

2442.  PINDAR,  "Y^voi,  Ilaiavec,  ?  OTHER  PIECES 

65 

H 

].*’*[ 
].lc[ 

].[ 

].[  ]M 
M.R[ ].«.  .«/*[.].[.].[ 

]ojTOvroSeKa[ 

]_ec«Au.[  J.  •aai[ 

]#  .S’etcfJ.epov.af 

’  >.i.M 

]  [  JovM 

]  _  a  i,ko  _  [ 

J.otTOTf 

Fr.  75  The  vertical  relation  of  (a)  and  ( b )  is  fixed  by  the  fibres  of  the  back.  I  think  it  probable
 

that  no  line  is  lost  between  them  and  that  11.  4 a,  46  should  be  read  continuously  as  ].  .0a*t,  but  I  can¬ not  verify  this 

2  ].,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  a  or  A  3  perhaps  the  upp
er  right- 

hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  4 b  ].[» near  the  line  parts  of  two  strokes  meeting  at  an  angle, 
 e.g.  v, 

cu  or  At,  av  5  After  A  perhaps  the  lower  left-hand  part  of  e  or  c  After  0  traces  compatible 

with  the  tips  of  the  left-hand  branch  and  the  tail  of  v,  or  with  -t[-  6  Between  e  an
d  e  the  lower 

parts  of  two  uprights,  e.g.  tr  8  ] .  e,  perhaps  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  /3,  6,  or  P  .  [,  the  top 

of  a  circle  ].,  if  one  letter,  presumably  v,  but  ].  t  more  suggested  _  10  Afte
r  f  perhaps  the 

upper  left-hand  part  of  °  or  p  12  ] . ,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line ;  p  would 

suit  13  .[>  traces  compatible  with  the  left-hand  angle  of  a  14  ].»  perhaps  a>,  or  two  letters 
of  which  the  second  would  be  1 

Fr.  75  9  etc  [A'\x^Povra  would  suit. 

B  8250 

F 
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Fr.  76 

>?.[ 
]  [ 
]eAtao[ 

Fr.  76  1  .[,  the  lower  part  of  ail  upright,  the 

foot  hooked  to  right,  descending  well  below  the 
line 

Fr.  79 

'  ]..r[  '  ].**[' ]fM..].LM.].[ 
]ap7ji^>tAoy  [ 

]Xecca[ieva  [ 

5  ]7T£ipa,Toy\vK[ 

.[.].[ 

Fr.  79  1  Before  r  the  top  of  an  upright,  with 

a  stroke  from  left  (?  a  ligature)  touching  its  tip 

oA[  apparently  smaller  and  thinner  but  not  a 
note  2  After  A  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising 

to  right  5  seq.  Perhaps  continued  by  fr.  80 

Fr.  80 

].[
  ’ 

]oAA[ 

]rapxl 
]a.ei  [ 

5  n 

Fr.  80  I  think  it  probable  that  1.  1  repre¬ 
sents  the  next  letter  to  the  last  of  fr.  79  1.  e 

(yAuA-ju?) 

Fr.  77 

]a/couo[ 

>?<£[ M 
]eT°x[ 

5  Jam}  -Aa[ 

]icap,ay[ 

Fr.  77  See  fr.  82 

1  Of  a  only  the  tail  5  seq.  I  think  it  not 

improbable  that  these  verses  are  continued  in 

fr.  78,  1  seq.,  but  I  cannot  arrive  at  certainty. 

Fr.  77,  6+fr.  78,  2  might  be  d]«aftav[T]o^.a^a[ 
Fr.  78 

*  M
 

]wx.[ 

]/tvei{ 
:.m 

Fr.  78  On  the  position  of  this  fr.  see  fr.  77 

1  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  part  of  c  or  the  like 
suggested  2  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke,  e.g. 
a,  A  4  I  am  not  sure  that  ?[.]  should  not 
be  written,  e.g.  d  y  might  be  two  letters,  e.g. 

at,  and  I  cannot  quite  rule  out  all  single  alterna¬ 
tives,  e.g.  co 

Fr.  81 

].
['
 

]x.^o.[ 

] _Sora[ 

]  4  €ucat[ 
Fr.  81  2  xa  probable  but  not  verifiable 

.[,  a  rather  than  8  suggested  3  ].,  if  one 

letter,  v  would  suit,  but  possibly  two  letters  re¬ 
presented  4  ]. ,  possibly  A,  though  the  apex 
now  looks  rounded  c[  damaged  and  v  not 
ruled  out 

2442.  PINDAR,  "Y/avoi,  iJatfivec,  ?  OTHER  PIECES 

]  _  -e-pet,  _ 
]/utve7ra[ 

Fr.  82  This  fragment  certainly  stood  on  the 

same  level  as  fr.  78,  2  seq.  It  may  have  stood  on 

the  left  of  fr.  77,  but  I  cannot  be  sure  of  this. 
The  interval  would  not  be  determinable. 

1  ] , ,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

_[,  a  or  S 

M 

}ayepqj[ 

]4Ct 7TO(.i[ 
]rara[ 

Fr.  83  2  Rubbed ;  perhaps  k[ 

Fr.  85  3  perhaps  the  right-hand  end  of the  cross-stroke  of  e,  rather  low  for  the  top  of  c 

.[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  ascending  in  a  curve  to 

right ;  A  or  pc  probable  but  7 r  not  ruled  out 

~\a9ava[ 

]epa,ce[ 

;]Aov  [ 

]e8oic,[ 

]i0etcev[ 

Fr.  86  This  was  originally  published  as  1787  fr.  8,  but  there  is  I  think
  no  doubt  that  it  should  be 

associated  with  the  Pindar  fragments.  L.  6  is  clearly  a  title  like  those  in  frr.  7, 7;  14  i  3a;  10,
  3a,  as  tar as  position  is  concerned  .  ,  ,  . 

3  The  presumed  acute  has  a  very  slight  slope  downwards  but  I 
 am  still  inclined  to  thmk  tha 

a  mark  of  length  or  a  grave  is  on  the  whole  less  likely  4  .[,  perhap
s 1  followed  by  the  start  of 

a  stroke  rising  to  right,  but  possibly  only  the  left-hand  upright  of  a  le
tter  like  y,  n,  or  v,  which  may  or 

may  not  have  been  struck  out  5  ]•>  the  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  the  line  to  touch  6 ;  a  not 

suggested  but  not  ruled  out  7  ] . . ,  more  probably  the  apex  of  a  triangular  letter  followed  by  the 

top  of  1  than  a  single  v 

Fr .  86  6  AlyivAraic,  as  at  frr.  7, 7 ;  14  i  3a  5 16, 3a,  seems  to  be  
a  better  guess  than  ASyw/fa *.  The 

conjecture  that  /<A«vdc]  Alo.k[ov  Aoyoc,  Pind.  fr.  1,  is  to  be  recogni
zed  in  .  7  is  tejecte  y  ra ' 

Snell  on  the  grounds  that  that  fragment  is  the  beginning  of  a  l
ost  Isthmian  immediately  followingviu. 
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]o8epKeven6ixocc[ 

]  _  en  •TavmxiSaSef 

]yS p[ '  ]Tav«:avxeppt0[ 

]«/[. , .  Jwapef 

Fr.  87  Originally  published  as  1787  fr.  9,  but  incapable  o
f  scansion  as  Lesbian  verse 

1  TToji  not  irwfi  or  y&p  2  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

Fr.  87  1  Barring  corruption,  there  seems  no  alternative  to  recognizi
ng  an  active  form  of  S epKio, 

otherwise  unrecorded  except  for  the  gloss  Bepxetv  in  Hesychius. 
 . 

2  Apparently  >*»,  which  I  suppose  is  more  likely  to  be  ><?«  
than  e.g.  a  vocative  like  «v]mt>. 

If  >  In  was  meant,  I  do  not  know  why  it  should  have  been  provi
ded  with  an  accent. 

3  A  compound  of  (-/ i)Pporac  is  indicated.  Of  these  a  considerab
le  selection  is  found  in  Pindar. 

The  accentuation  and  hyphen  point  to  iyxeppAidr-  .  I  cannot  account  fo
r  the  Aeolic  form  in  place  ot 

the  to  be  expected,  but  it  may  be  no  stranger  than  the  variations  cKoreivov  ( N
em .  vn  61), 

ip£ijn]v6c  (Nem.  iii  41),  (01.  i  6),  app-,  ap-,  vpp-,  ip-,  already  found  in  the  tradi
tion. 

Fr.  88 

Fr.  89 

3  
[ 
 ’ 

’]  [ 

3avay[ 
]A^.[ 

3.teu7-e.[ 

]<i>y 

3A[ 

Fr.  88  Perhaps  the  top  of  a  column 

3  ],,  about  mid-letter  the  end  of  a  stroke 
descending  from  left;  rather  high  for  the  tail 
of  a,  but  this  more  likely  than  «  ,  [,  part  of  an 
upright  with  traces  to  its  right 

Fr.  88  3  evr ep[v-  or  euT«[x-  (the  only  two 

compounds  of  eS  followed  by  re  at  present  re¬ 
corded  for  Pindar)  appear  suitable. 

Fr.  90 

][
’ 

3  [ 

]j9aAav[ :..w 

]arov[ 

Fr.  90  Apparently  the  top  of  a  column 

2  ].,  perhaps  a,  but  rather  anomalous;  if  0, 
the  top  is  rather  pointed  and  a  dot  near  t  not 
accounted  for 

Fr.  89  Perhaps  the  top  of  a  column 

x  ],,  slightly  above  the  tops  of  the  letters 
a  comma-like  sign,  below  and  to  right  of  which 

a  dot  slightly  off  the  line ;  if  ],’  is  to  be  written, 
I  cannot  account  for  the  dot,  unless  it  is  casual 

ink  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right; 
a  would  suit  2  ].,  the  tail  of  a  stroke 

descending  from  left;  a  probable  .[>  a  trace 

on  the  line,  possibly  c  or  e 
Fr.  91 ~\ayav[ 

[ ]a^[ 

3  C 

S  J.P^[ 

Fr.  91  5  ],,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising 
to  right ;  perhaps  u  rather  than  x 

l 

1 

Fr.  92 

’  ]»«.[  ’ 

]av  [ 

3.  [ 

Fr.  92  1  .[,  perhaps  the  left-hand  side  of  A, 
but  7t  may  not  be  ruled  out  3  ].,  the  right- 
hand  arc  of  a  small  circle,  e.g.  0  or  the  loop  of  p 

Fr.  94 

]pic  ra  , .[ 

’jroOwjTU ) .  [ 

]voctouto[ 

l.oSiov  Xe\ 

].. 

3.[ 

Fr.  94  1  .,[,  two  slightly  sloping  uprights, 

perhaps  a  single  y  2  .[,  the  lower  part  of 
an  upright 

Fr.  94  4  marg.  No  doubt  irpo]c6$iov,  referring 
to  the  text,  beginning  with  Ae,  on  its  right. 

Fr.  93 

3x..[ 
]wvr’oap[ 

Fr.  93  x  Prima  facie  xp  hut  the  next  letter 

seems  to  be  r;  if  it  were  r/  with  the  left-hand 
upright  rubbed  away  xPV  must  be  accepted, 
otherwise  yur  seems  the  necessary  alternative; 

either  reading  has  anomalies 

Fr.  95 

]  ev(?ey xe,[ 

]  Kai9vaaic[ Fr.  95  in  some  ways  resembles  fr.  41 A  and 

I  am  not  sure  that  it  may  not  contain  the  begin¬ 
nings  of  fr.  96  A  11  seq. 

1  ,[,  a  dot  on  the  line  2  Of  {[  only  the 
middle  of  the  back 

Fr.  95  See  on  fr,  96  A  11. 

Fr.  96  A 

‘  3  [‘ 

Jn-arep-  [  3  [ 

[].lTo[],UOpie.n.lv[ 
]_7 T'X\ci)VmXP°[ 

]eceopr[,]/ca.T£/3a[ 

8..p . €T£K 

5  3vye8a[..3.Dv.[ 

]ieu/x,ay[>]xjibv[ 

]7r7mytTop,[(]pou[  1  •[ 

]cap.eTepaca7i[ 

]yyt/cotvaj  6e«aXo,[ 

10  ]vtto\v<Lwiwv  [ 

]  _  wroSecaTe  [ 

ap^airo0i)P[ 
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Fr.  96  A  i  ]  ,  on  the  line  the  right-hand  end  of  a 
 horizontal  stroke  touching  the  start  of  a  stroke 

rising  to  right  *  [,  perhaps  e,  followed  by  the  
lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line

 

Traces  at  the  end,  some,  and  perhaps  all,  belonging  to
  a  z-lined  note  2  Before  a  and  after  c 

feet  of  uprights  ]  ,  perhaps  two  letters,  e.g.  ye
  3  Between  -n  and  A  what  looks  like  a  small  c 

or  the  lower  part  of 7  Between  v  and  z  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of 
 the  letters  4  [.],  P^baps 

room  for  two  letters,  if  one  was  narrow  5  ].[,  a  trac
e  suggesting  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke 

descending  to  right  [,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  t  Interl.  I  cannot  plausibly  com¬ 

bine  the  traces?  S cop^'v  may  be  possible,  but  I  am  very  doubtful  of  it
  Before  ere  perhaps  J 

fi  1  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  5  inordinately  small ;  perhaps  o  to  be  preferred,  though  it 

leaves  some  ink  unaccounted  for  9  Traces  (of  a  washed  out  c  ?)  after  »  marg.  .[,  apparently 

t  but  close  to  the  edge  n  ].,  the  loop  of  p  suggested 

Fr.  96  B (a)  . 

]  ,cceAAoiKa\Xi|ia[ 

].e8pavovEXX,[ 

jpapioic  [ 

c;  ]vpavreiavr]Tr[ 

]  f  CTTptllTOlSl,  [ 

]’[  ]...! 

(1 b )  ] .  ,trXeup.[ 
JrrirXeupuvoc  [ 

Fr.  96  B  These  two  scraps  look  as  if  they  stood  not  far  apart  approximately  in  the  vertical  rela¬ 
tion  shown,  but  I  cannot  join  them.  I  am  led  by  the  contents  to  believe  that  they  came  from  the 

neighbourhood  of  fr.  96  A  but  I  cannot  locate  them  relatively  to  it 

Fr.  96  A 1  Pindar  is  recorded  to  have  referred  in  the  Paeans  to  the  oracle  at  Dodona  (fr.  58).  We 

are  not  told  where  he  referred  to  the  ’EXXol  or  called  Dodona  Qecjrpum'c  (frr.  59,  60),  but  it  is  often 
assumed — not  improbably,  since  no  other  allusions  by  him  are  known — to  be  the  same  place.  Some 
add  to  these  fr.  57  AwButvale  peyaedevee  |  apicrorexva  irarep.  In  view  of  the  certain  or  probable  refer¬ 
ences  to  Dodona  in  this  piece  (which  may,  therefore,  be  the  paean  in  question),  it  must  be  said  that 
^eyac]5evec[  is  not  a  possible  reading  here. 

2  marg.  I  have  consideredt  he  possibility  of  ]0i  ro'nou  Spic^iK-,  suggested  by  Ap.  Dysc.  Adv.  205, 
35  Sch.,  1)  Sid  tov  8t  napaycoyTi,  tt/v  iv  tottihl  cyecuv  . .  .  hr/Xovca,  but  I  cannot  profess  to  reconcile  rdrnu 
with  the  indications  or  explain  the  continuation. 

3  The  ink  between  ir  and  A  seems  most  probably  interpreted  as  an  e  of  which  all  above  the  cross¬ 

stroke  has  completely  vanished.  In  this  context  ].ir’  ’EXX&v  would  be  very  acceptable.  We  are  told 
that  the  priests  of  Zeus  at  Dodona  were  mentioned  by  Pindar  not  as  CeAAoi  but  as  ’EXXol  (schol.  A 
II.  xvi  234  consistently  uses  the  smooth  breathing  where  he  writes  the  breathing  at  all ;  I  cannot  check 

the  MSS.  of  Strabo  or  Et.  Gen.)  and  the  marginal  note,  fr.  96  B,  though  I  cannot  locate  it  relatively  to 
this  verse,  is  evidence  that  the  matter  was  discussed  in  connexion  with  a  passage  in  a  MS.  written  in 

these  hands.  I  must,  however,  add  that  I  have  no  satisfactory  explanation  to  give  of  the  trace  between 
v  and  x •  On  the  suggested  theory  no  letter  is  admissible.  On  the  other  hand,  the  ink  seems  to  be  too 
high  for  a  middle  stop,  not  quite  high  enough  for  a  high  one. 

4  eopr[dv]  is  ruled  out.  It  would  not  be  difficult  to  devise  a  construction  for  <fopT[ai],  but  even  this 
would  be  cramped,  and  on  palaeographical  grounds  I  should  prefer  do/nfa], 

5  interl.  I  believe  that  a  correct  conjecture  could  be  verified  but  I  cannot  myself  contribute  more 
than  the  statement  that  I  have  not  found  here  anything  corresponding  to  the  information  we  have 
about  the  parentage  of  the  eponym  of  Dodona. 
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6
 
 

seq.  If  fr.  41 A  forms  the  beginnings  of  these  verses,  there  results  d>/iev8k[c  ] . . . .  p. avr>)i:oi{  | 

e£«rer[a t,  and  (in  spite  of  its  separation  by  two  lines)  in’  ’EXXdiv  may  conceivably  have  preceded  in the  same  sentence.  I  cannot  verify  any  of  these  speculations. 

pavrffiov :  an  adjective  elsewhere  in  Pindar. 
tttvx'i  Tapdpov :  Dodona  has  been  found  in  a  valley  on  the  eastern  side  of  this  mountain. 

■nrvxl  Homeric,  for  which  Pindar  elsewhere  has  (iv)  -nrvxaic. 

9  Nouns  in  -y\  are  for  the  most  part  feminine.  There  is  no  special  reason  for  assuming  that 

KotvdiL  is  to  be  recognized  here,  since  KoiviicopaL  is  the  napaboac  at  Nem.  iii  12  (and  similarly  Koivmvlav 

at  Pyth.  i  97)  though  Koivdcavrec  at  Pylh.  iv  115.  <f>6ppi\yyt.  Koivcu  |  c-  might  be  suggested  by  Xipai  .  . . 
Koivwcapai  Nem.  I.C.,  but  there  are  too  many  possibilities  for  guessing  to  be  profitable. 

10  noXvmwpov :  simply  ‘celebrated’  at  Pyth.  i  17 ;  perhaps  here  of  the  shrine. 

11  There  is  a  certain  congraity  between  evBev  /te.[  (fr.  95, 1)  and  dpy(  )  an 6  ®i?0[  and  T]pim>Seca' 
te  |  Kal  dvclaic[  (fr.  95,  2). 

It  appears  from  schol.  Soph.  Track.  172  that  Pindar  alluded  in  the  Paeans  (fr.  58)  to  the  founding 

of  the  Dodonaean  oracle  by  a  ‘dove’  from  Thebes  (though,  to  judge  by  Hdt.  ii  54  seqq.,  the  Egyptian, 

not  the  Greek,  town  of  that  name  should  be  meant)  and  there  may  be  a  reference  to  this  in  the 

marginal  note,  which,  however,  contains  too  many  ambiguities  to  afford  much  guidance.  It  is  furt
her 

known  that  the  Thebans  made  regular  dedications  of  tripods  at  Dodona  (Ephorus  ap.  Strab.  402 ; 

Proclus  ap.  Phot.  Bibl.  321633 ;  schol.  Dion.  Thrac.  450, 19  Hilg.).  This  is  not  said  to  be  mentioned  
by 

Pindar,  but  the  similar  dedication  by  the  ©ij^ayevetc  at  the  ’  Icprinov  is  so  (Pind.  fr.  66),  and  it  may 

even  be  implied  that  the  mention  occurred  in  a  paean.  (The  implication  is  by  no  means  certain.  I
t 

depends  on  the  fact  that  the  information  comes  from  a  commentary  by  Didymus  on  a  paean;  it  is 

thought  by  some  that  a  hymn  is  a  likelier  source  of  Pind.  fr.  57  and  58,  to  which  should  perhaps  
be 

added  the  unattributed  statement  about  the  Theban  dedications  at  Dodona.  In  this  connexion
  it  is 

to  be  remembered  that  there  is  certainly  a  hymn,  as  well  as  paeans,  found  among  the  fragments
 

containing  these  hands  brought  together  in  2442.) 

JpwroSeffi :  other  articulations,  besides  that  suggested,  are  to  hand. 

Fr.  96  B  (a)  It  is  clear  that  this  note  is  concerned  with  the  CeXXol  or  (as  Pinda
r  called  them) 

’EXXol  and,  if  ’EXXSiv  is  rightly  recognized  at  fr.  96  A,  3,  it  is,  I  should  say,  e
xtremely  probable  that  it 

relates  to  that  place.  The  first  part  may  have  contained  the  statement  
that  both  forms  occurred  in 

Callimachus,  ihpavov  WAA.[(fr.  675,  from  here)  and,  perhaps,  CeXXic  ivl  T]p.aploic 
 (fr.  23, 3).  The  second 

mentions  an  oracle  and,  no  doubt,  &\ecnpa>Tol.  The  passage  of  Strabo,  y  AcoSdm
,  to W  to  pev  rraXaiov 

6n6  QecrrpcoToic  Jjv  *ai  r 6  Spoc  o'  Tdpapac  f)  Tp&poc  ...  if  & 
 xeirai  riUpiv,  eal  01  rpayiKolrt  Kal 

IllvSapoc  [fr.  60]  BecnpoirlSa  dprjKaci  rrtv  AajSiovqv.  verepov  Se 
 in 0  MoXorroic  eyevero  (p.  328)  IS  relevant 

to  this  (and  to  Pae.  vi  109  seq.  cxeSov  Se  Topapou  MoXocclSa  yatav  e£iWo).
  t 

(b)  In  view  of  the  statement  in  schol.  A  II.  xvi  235,  A
Xegavbpoc  Se  fa av  0  TJXevpwvioc  tdvoc  eivai 

T oic  ’EXXovc  dniyovov  Tvpprjvwv  ktX.,  I  suggest,  without  being  able  to 
 verify  the  conjecture,  that  this 

person’s  name  occurred  here.  Perhaps  a  citation  followed  from  a  b
ook  n(epl)  nXevpcovoc.  No  such 

work  by  the  Aetolian  poet  is  elsewhere  recorded. 
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408  fr.  (a)  i  (G-H)  Snell,  Pind.2  fr.  140a 

]  yeycov  ]yev[ . 

]ov 

]$a  5 
] 

l 

3U. . . .] i Fr.  97 
].[...] 

][ierepai 

MeTTepXt. 10 

JojwtoAAov 

pavTB}fia[T]ii)v 

JoVTCV 
> 

13 

J  Si8uji°8'rfiTa,[ 
< 13® 

]TPLXa 3 

!Ki ma‘ 

6  w.  lost 
]avTPixa 
> 

14 

]a
 

om. 
21 

Fr.  97  1  ].,  not  1;  possibly  marg.  3  Before  7  a  suspended  letter  (but  no  trace  of  anything 

below  it)  which  I  should  take  for  0  4  ii{,  perhaps  iA.[  should  be  written  5  .[,  the  left- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle 

1  marg.  I  see  no  relation  (and  there  may  be  none)  between  the  marginal  notes  on  the  correspond¬ 
ing  verse  in  the  two  copies  we  now  have  of  this  composition. 

A  statement  found  more  than  once  in  the  scholia  on  the  Epinicians  is  that  aAcoc  need  not  imply 

the  presence  of  trees,  but  it  is  not  ascribed  to  Didymus  and  there  is  no  special  reason  to  suppose  that 
it  is  what  was  said  here. 

3  There  is  room  for  a  verse  with  appropriate  space  above  and  below.  This  is  not  shown  in  408 

but  duly  appears  in  Snell’s  collation. 
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Fr.  98 

*  1  ’[ 

]j/  aAo^  t[ 

]oi/ra  [ 

]ofc7roct[ S  ]  [ 

]•  t 

]  t 

]xaev  ra.  [ 
]  [ 

Fr.  98  2  marg.  7  may  be  parts  of  two  letters 

3  There  may  be  the  right-hand  tip  of  a  cross- stroke  visible  near  the  top  of  0,  which  itself  may 
be  a  very  much  damaged  p 

Fr.  98  8  ajxaevTa  apparently  a  variant. 

Fr.  100 

]y7re[ 

].avv[ 
]  [ 

]covS’e7Tt,[ 

5  ]Ted)v8[ 

]/ aot,OKa[ 

].iac  [ 

]/<at7r[ 

Ivatto  [ 

10  ]>A[ 

3M 

Fr.  100  2  ].,  a  trace  suggesting  the  right- 
hand  extremity  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  4 

[,  a  dot  on  the  line  5  ]•>  a  level  with 

the  tops  of  the  letters  7  ] .  ,  the  lower  end  of 

a  stroke  descending  from  left,  perhaps  S  more 

probable  than  a  or  A  9  .[>  perhaps  the  left- 

hand  angle  of  w  10  ] . ,  the  middle  of  a  stroke 

descending  from  left  to  right 

Fr.  99 

Ae 

]  '[
 

]ojrav.[ 

rot  pe  e 

]  "
[  ‘ 

5  ]  [ 

]€7toAAa[ 

]  [ 
M  [ 
]*°x[ 

Fr.  99  1  marg.  A  represented  only  by  the 

end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  After 

e  perhaps  two  letters,  e.g.  c.  3  marg.  After 
v  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  Between 

1  and  p  apparently  y  (hardly  <0  and  o  or  w,  but the  surface  is  damaged  by  both  rubbing  and 

flaking  Between  e  and  ?  perhaps  <j>  is  in¬ 
tended  though  the  appearance  is  of  a  letter  (Pc  or 

y)  ligatured  to  a  long  1  8  Before  $  a  high 
trace  like  the  upper  end  of  an  acute 

Fr.  101 

]ar[ 

].u 

[]aro[ Fr.  101  2],,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the 

letters  .[,  an  upright  with  ink  to  right  
of  its top,  perhaps  y 

Fr.  102 

MU 

:>[ 

Fr.  102  2  Thinner  letters  than  the  rest
. Perhaps  ]ye[  or  ]«[ 
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Fr.  103 
Fr.  104 

]'.*■  []«*..[ 

]p.a96vr[ 

_  ’JaTrAerai .  [ 

]avepSm[ 

]  _  ca’icef 

]oc’oSe.[ 

]a>/ceia[ 

5  ].^ace[ 

Fr.  103  i  the  tip  of  a  stroke  rising  from  Fr.  104  i  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

left  3  [,  the  lower  tip  of  a  stroke  descend*  right 
 2  .[,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross- 

in»  below  the  line  5 1  ,  perhaps  the  top  of  e  stroke  as  of  £,  r  4  >  anomalously  high 

.[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  5  ] , , 
a  dot  at  about  the  level  of  the  tops  of  the  letters 

Fr.  105 

]  ’  [  ].V.[ 
]  9vflOV  S[ 

]  «§  e/rot ,[ 

]  yatavTi/rf 

5  ]  lrjViy£7rd[ 

]  [].[.]..  o«H 
]epTepa[ 

]°^olc[ 

Jv££)tov’It[ 10  _]apeSpo[ 

JAAayapr_[ 

_]_df<rpaSt[ 

.  [],/xa/<[ 

js  ]v.M 

Fr.  105  1  Before  v  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  after  v  an  angle  on  the  line,  open  to  right ;  trS 
suitable  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  3  .[>  a  slightly  concave  upright  5  For  y  I  cannot  rule 
out  r,  hut  though  there  is  damage,  some  of  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  should  be  visible 

a,  perhaps  &  intended  6  ,  perhaps  simply  ew,  though  it  would  be  widely  spaced  10  .  [, 
a  slightly  concave  upright  n  ,[>  a  thick  dot  on  the  line  12  ],,  an  upright,  perhaps  the 

right-hand  stroke  of  p;  not  t  13  ].,  an  upright,  1  or  the  right-hand  stroke  of  v;  if  t,  a  letter 
missing  between  it  and  the  accented  letter  14  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright 
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Fr.  105  5  seq.  Z-qvi  re  Trarpi _ ’Ewod&ai  re  or  the  like  may  be  suggested.  I  cannot  say  it  was 
not  in  the  text,  but  I  cannot  verify  it. 

g  y]vu>r6v  hardly  avoidable,  but  I  cannot  account  for  the  ’,  which  must  apparently  then  be  a 

smooth  breathing  relating  to  the  following  'L 
10  n]ape$pov  probable.  The  presumed  rough  breathing  is  rather  anomalously  made,  but  does  not 

seem  to  be  a  grave  accent. 

12  If  KpaSt[a,  note  that  this  form  has  been  restored  by  emendation  at  Nem.i  54  and  xi  10,  Kap&U 

being  elsewhere  the  preferred  form.  But  pa/rpa  may  be  the  preferable  acceptation,  though  it  could 

be  precluded,  if  a,  not  a,  was  intended. 

Fr.  xo6 

R[ 

]aovt/Lt[ 

’  i..R[ 

5  ]tmto[ 

]rpca  _  [ 

Fr.  106  1  .[,  a  small  angle  off  the  line ;  possibly  A  2  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  let- 

ters  3]  the  top  of  an  upright  If  l  was  written,  the  lef
t-hand  dot  of  the  trema  has  entirely 

disappeared  4  ]  ,  traces  compatible  with  ec  (or  ee)  or  p
ossibly  .[,  now  resembles  the 

central  part  of  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  with  a  cross-stroke  to  right
  5  seq-  f e  m  ttie 

same  hand  and  of  the  same  size  as  the  rest  but  closer  together.  T
hey  may  therefore  be  verses 

omitted  in  their  proper  place  and  inserted  in  the  lower  margin
  6  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising to  right 

Fr.  106  3  v’dov  seems  unavoidable,  either  the  imperfect  of  vdoi  
or  perhaps  more  probably  the 

present  participle.  It  will  not  have  been  preceded  by  de,  since  de
  vdov  (Horn .  Od.  xra  109 ;  Hes.  Up.  550. 

Both  times  plural)  could  not  have  been  distinguished  from
  the  common  aevaov. 
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(a)  Col.  i  Col.  ii 

M 

][ 
]  [ 

]  [ 
5  ]VF..[]  [ 

]  [ 

]  [ 

Of 1  !^fT.tTkTPaT£tH 

..[ (b)  . 

j 

«.[ 

v.o.n  [ 

10  ].. 

ei[ 

].f.  /?[.>..[ 

3.f 

X  7ra[ 

].“[ 
]_TjpiOV 

f.[ 

] . .  8ava[ 1 

»[ 

].  jeon yx°Pa .\. 

) 

TU.[ 

Je/cwflimw ra[ 
I5  ] 

VU.[ 

] .  K£W£7T€l  [ 

Fr.  107  There  is  nothing  to  determine  the  interval  between  (a)  Col.  ii  and  ( b ) 

(a)  Col.  15  . a  dot  on  the  line  followed  by  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  a  little  below  it 

8  ](,  a  trace  compatible  with  the  tip  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  to  12  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of 
a  cross-stroke  as  of  r,  but  k  is  also  possible 

Col.  ii  (a)  8  , .[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  followed  by  the  extreme  lower  end  of  a  stroke 
descending  below  the  line  9  (a)  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  ( b )  Between  a  and  0  the 

lower  part  of  an  upright  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  well  below  the  line;  p  rather 

than  v  suggested  10  (>)],,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  Between  f  and  /? 
part  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  r  but  there  is  now  no  sign  of  the  upright  11  (b)  ],,  a  heavy  median 
dot,  perhaps  a  stop  12  (a)  At  an  interval  from  f  an  upright;  perhaps  the  start  of  a  third  letter 
(b)  ].,  prima  facie  0  but  this  leaves  two  inexplicable  traces  (a  short  stroke,  rising  to  right,  level  with 

the  tops  of  the  letters,  and  a  short  stroke  on  the  line,  like  the  lower  half  of  t),  between  it  and  8  13 

(b)  ]. .,  the  tip  of  an  upright  followed  by  the  top  of  c  or  «  of  which  the  entire  lower  part  has  been 

rubbed  away  Between  v  and  1  apparently  a,  though  rather  anomalously  formed  ,[,  an  up¬ 
right  ;  y  would  suit  14  ( b )  Between  this  line  and  the  next,  below  the  tail  of  a,  a  trace  which  may 

represent  p  (nap[) ;  otherwise,  part  of  a  note  15  (b)  ].,  the  middle  part  of  an  upright 

Fr.  107  Col.  ii  9  seq.  6p-8i[  suggested. 
12  Perhaps  Aavaoi  in  some  form.  Tp]omv  may  have  occurred  at  Col.  i  8. 

13  Presumably  Or d vat.  It  seems  unlikely  that  Pindar  was  of  an  age  to  execute  a  commission  for 

the  patron  of  Simonides  and  his  only  known  Thessalian  commission  is  Pytk.  x. 
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Fr.  108 

(*)  . 

]  [ 

]<*.[ 

][ 

]  [ 5  (a)  .  ]  [ 

].A.[  ]ywv W  ]  [ 
].c.[  ]  ̂   [ 

] .  ecu/«ra[ 10  ’’it 

]  [ 
Fr.  108  The  fibres  running  across  from  (a)  to  ( b )  fix  the  relative  levels  of  the  two  components 

but  the  interval  between  is  not  determinable 

2  Above  a  there  is  a  further  trace  which  may  be  the  upper  end  of  an  acute  Between  d  and  the 

following  extant  part  of  a  letter,  which  consists  of  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  there  may  be 
room  for  another  narrow  letter  6  (a)  ].,  perhaps  part  of  a  and  a  lection  sign  .[>  a  small 
curved  stroke  on  the  line,  e.g.  the  base  of  e  (b)  ]p  might  be].i  7  (a)].,  a  or  A  8(a)]., 

the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  sloping  forward  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  9  ].,  the 

right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  Over  a  a  lection  sign ;  "  suggested 

Fr.  109 

Fr.  no 

>\
[ 
 ' 

1.H3 

[  '  ] 

>.[ 

].#*“.[ 

Fr.  110  Possibly  from  the  same  region  as 

].?[ 
the  preceding 

1  ].,  apparently  the  lower  hook  of  e  or  c 

Fr.  109  may  very  well  have  stood  to  left  of  Fr.  in 

fr.  108  ( b )  in  such  a  way  that  1.  3  is  continued  by 

( b )  2  at  an  interval  of  1-2  letters  ",  ,  ' 
1  .[,  y  or  the  left-hand  parts  of  tt  2  J  L 

the  left-hand  stroke  of  w  probable,  but  y  also  p  9 

possible  3  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  ]A"j5'to[ 

descending  from  left,  presumably  a  but  rather  .  , 

high  .[,  c  probable  but  not  the  only  possi-  J  
L 

bility  4  ].,  apparently  the  tip  of  an  upright  ]  [ 

but  with  some  ink  to  its  left,  not  accounted  for. 

Another  way  of  combining  the  traces  might 

bg  j  ̂ j-  Fr.  Ill  2  o]A/ko[  with  a  v.l.  o]p8io[ 
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Fr.  112 

'  ].  [ 

]  [ 

]vpuj>opa[ 
]  [ 

5  ]  [ im 

Ft.  112  6  Of  ̂  only  the  top  of  the  central  stroke
;  >ji  possible 

2443.  Lyric  Verses 

Prima  facie  fragments  of  choral  lyric.  I  have  not  identified  the  author. 

The  hand  is  an  elegant  and  regular  example  of  the  angular  type  which  may  be 

compared  with  2321  and  assigned  to  the  latter  part  of  the  second  century. 

^
 
 U
 

]7rePe.[ 

]eaw. .[ 

]  _  Keiav[ 
5  ]koXv[ 

]AaS  ’eK[ 

><£.[  3.uS«c.[ 

~\cf)pacapavp,ovoc  [ 
]_7roceiSa_ocxa[  J.  [ 

]... 

10  ].oc  [ 

] ,  eaveparovrepevoc  [ 
]yiajveXoy  [  ]  [ 

]  '  [ 
J  It  may  be  worth  while  to  remark  that  1787  frr.  26-27  (and  £p.  S  17  (cl)  though  slightly  heavier 

resemble  2443  (frr.  1-3)  much  more  than  they  resemble  the  bulk  of  1787,  which  is  in  the  same 
hand  as  2442. 

2443.  LYRIC  VERSES 79 

Fr.  1  4],,  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle;  perhaps  p,  but  a>  may  not  be  ruled  out 
7  After  1 j>  traces  compatible  with  p  but  the  distance  would  be  rather  greater  than  the  normal  After 

c  a  small  angle  which  would  suit  the  bottom  left-hand  comer  of  a  or  w  9  ]. ,  the  right-hand  end 

of  a  cross-stroke  at  mid-letter,  e  probable  Between  a  and  o  an  upright  with  a  dot  to  right  on  the 
line ;  p  is  the  likeliest  interpretation  (not  v),  but  one  would  expect  to  see  part  of  the  stroke  next  to  0 
Or  a.,  if  the  last  letter  was  v  or  of  similar  width  10  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  The  cursive 

letters  above  might  be  read  several  ways  n  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  at  mid¬ 

letter  with  a  trace  above  its  left-hand  end. 

Fr.  1  8  The  accent  seems  to  imply  a  compound,  but  any  letter  following  c  should  have  been 

partly  visible. 9  Prima  facie  not  IloceiSav-,  which  would  be 

Fr.  2 

~\v7T€pKe[ 

)aXaPV.[ 

3. 

]  ̂>atver[ 

5  J.WP?[ 

Fr.  2  1  .[,  perhaps  the  lower  left-hand  angle 

of  £  or  £  2  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ stroke  at  mid -letter  3  .[,  apparently  not 

part  of  a  letter  in  the  text-hand,  perhaps  the 

beginning  of  a  marginal  note  4  ] . ,  the  right- 
hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  at  mid-letter  Above, 
what  might  be  read  aorv  5  ] . ,  prima  facie 
a  but  A  not  ruled  out 

Fr.  4 

'  ]...[' 

]  aur[ 

]..[ 

Fr.  4  1  An  upright  followed  by  the  lower  end 
of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  e.g.  a  or  A,  and 

this  by  c  or  perhaps  <=  3  ].,  perhaps  r 

one’s  first  guess. 

Fr.  3 

M 
]..[ 

].«.[ 
]vLkeacr[ 

5  ]ac/ie[ 

]...[ 

Fr.  3  2  The  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending 

from  left,  e.g.  a  or  A,  followed  by  x  or  perhaps  A 

3  ] . ,  apparently  o  struck  out  rather  than  e  .[, 
the  lower  part  of  an  upright  5  Above  a 

a  trace  not  accounted  for  Beyond  e  a  thin 

stroke  sloping  to  right  in  the  interlinear  space; 

perhaps  p  after  7  in  the  preceding  line 

Fr.  3  4  dtoijvLKtac.  Why  the  Irema  ? 

Fr-S 

].<£«  [ 

Fr.  5  2  ].,  two  dots  perhaps  representing  the 
middle  of  an  upright 
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Fr.6 

Fr.  7 

]Sta_[ 

Fr.  6  Not  certainly  the  same  hand  _ 

i  [,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  starting  
with 

a  curl  and  rising  to  right,  e.g.  A  2  .[,  the 

left-hand  angle  of  y  or  tt,  or  perhaps  it 

].[ 

]  [ M 

]oyvp[ 

5  ]  [ 

].[ 

Fr.  7  Perhaps  not  the  same  hand 

4  Above  v  perhaps  what  is  meant  for  “, 
though  rather  shallow  6  Perhaps  not  a 
letter  but  a  rough  breathing  by  a  thinner  pen 

2444.  Lyric  Verses 

The  language  and  metre  of  the  verses  represented  by  the 
 exiguous  remains  which 

follow  are,  so  far  as  I  can  see,  not  incompatible  with  the  hy
pothesis  that  Pindar  is  one 

of  the  authors  to  whom  they  might  be  ascribed  and  there  is
  some,  though  far  from 

strong,  reason  for  entertaining  the  idea  that  one  fragment  (fr.  14
 ;  see  note)  contained 

a  passage  now  identifiable  as  part  of  the  first  of  Pindar’s  Hym
ns.  The  possibility 

that  they  may  acquire  a  value  they  do  not  at  present  possess 
 is  the  reason  for  pub¬ 

lishing  these  scraps  in  company  with  other  pieces  certainly  or  prob
ably  attributed 

to  him. 

The  writing,  in  which  considerable  variations  can  be  observed  between  one  group 

of  fragments  and  another,  is  of  the  same  type  as  that  of  1090  and  may  be  assigned 
 to 

the  late  first  or  early  second  century.  Some  of  the  lection  signs  appear  to  proceed 

from  a  different  hand  hut  the  appearance  of  the  majority  is  consistent  with  their 

being  due  to  the  writer  of  the  text. 

2444.  LYRIC  VERSES  81 

>.
[’
 

]  jt 

]  oyt 

]  A 

5  ]  «{ ]  M 

]  Yap[ 
]  At 

Fr.  1  The  alignment  of  11.  1-2  is  slightly  different  (farther  to  right)  from  that  of  3  seqq. 

To  left  of  11.  2-3  traces  of  a  coronis 
1  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr.  2 

]vcic[ 

]yav[ 

Fr.  2  x  Or  o[ 

Fr.  3 

’  ]..-t' 

]ml\  _  [ 

]“M.M 

l.M 5  M 

3A.  pvt 
].«dv  [ 

]xpvc6rre^a[ 
10  ]repa>tr<reA[ 

\yavKaipoy[ 

]evSeSovrjpi[ 

]a/3oucu7r’die77?[ 
G 

B  8259 
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S3 

Ft.  3  i  Perhaps  >e  or  a  single  >  2  . .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  with  a  short  stroke 

across  its  top  followed  by  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle ;  perhaps  y<p[  or  either  anomalous 

4  Before  8  perhaps  aX  5  .[,  the  left-handend  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  it  or  r  6]. the  base  of 

e  or  c  followed  by  it  is  suggested,  but  I  am  not  sure  that  7  might  not  represent  parts  of  two  lett
ers 

]  [,  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  7  Before  p  apparently  e  or  9  j  the  preceding  tra
ces  are 

a  thick  dot  on  the  line  and,  starting  above  it,  elements  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  8  ] . ,  the  lower 

end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  11  ]c :  e  apparently  ruled  out 

Ft.  3  9  xpvcoi re£a :  new. 

10  Presumably  ] repent  KeA[,  since  ̂ ripcu^Cy  tAreA[  would  no  doubt  have  been  indicated  by  a  trema 
over  l. 

n  seq.  ‘Driven  about ...  a  cow  by  a  breese’,  perhaps  a  simile  (as  e.g.  at  Od.  xxii  299  seq.).  If 
a  ship  was  mentioned  in  1.  2,  it  would  be  appropriate  to  that. 

Fr.  4 

].PvA.l  [ 
]auav  [ 

]Tpoioc  [ 

5  ]atom'ouSeV[ ]77ravdu ,  [ 

]  ’  [ 

]ay\e<j)apa[ 

]at/<ayecT[ 

10  ].uc[ 

Fr.  4 1  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  p  the  loop  has  an  anomalous  appearance,  perhaps  through  damage 

] . ,  on  the  line  the  right-hand  end  of  a  stroke  coming  from  left  2  An  interlinear  trace  below  y  v 
and  a  abnormally  far  apart  but  no  trace  of  ink  5  Between  v  and  o  the  top  and  bottom  of  a 
suspended  letter  or  sign  in  the  original  hand  6  Between  v  and  0  what  looks  like  a  small  suspended 
y ;  I  do  not  know  whether  a  rough  breathing  could  have  been  intended  .[,  it  or  t  10  ] . ,  the 
top  of  a  circle 

Fr.  4  4  jSJafluM. 

5  The  accent  and  variant  suggest  v[tv.  This  variation  is  a  common  feature  in  both  papyri  and 
medieval  MSS.  of  Pindar. 

8  yA-  always  in  Pindar  in  the  simple  word,  jSA-  in  Bacchylides. 

Fr.  s 

]...[ 
]8ovKai[ 

]dcSt’ai0[ ].  [ 

5  ].acoc  [ ]rav  [ 

]  [ 
M 

>[ 10  ]eSafc[ 

Fr.  5  1  The  feet  of  two  uprights  serifed  to 

left,  followed  by  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a 

circle  4  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  des¬ cending  from  left  5  ].,  traces  compatible 

with  the  ends  of  the  right-hand  strokes  of  *•  or  * 

Fr.  6 

]..%( 
].v-  [ 

] 

] 
5  ] 

]vp°c 

.  ] 

1A 
Fr.  6  2  ].,  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a 

circle  8  ]’.,  apparently  B  but  e  may  not  be 
ruled  out 

Fr.  7 

u
’
 

]vaco[ 

Fr.  S 

]ca7ron[ 3  [ 

3  [ 

Fr.  9 

‘ 

].oc[ 

Fr.  9  1  Of  0  only  the  lower  right-hand  arc, 
9  possible  After  this  the  foot  of  an  upright, 

serifed  to  left,  followed  by  the  base  of  e  or  c  and 

this  by  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2 

].,  the  right-hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke  and 
parts  of  the  upright  of  r,  or  the  right-hand  part  of 

n;  y  less  likely Fr.  10 

]£«*[ 

]«t[ 

][ 

Fr.  11 

].
[’
 

].«A.[ 
]tc-d[ 

]7 rei0a[ 

5  ]cav.[ 

~\cnv9p[ 

]ova[ Fr.  11 1  The  base  of  e  or  c  2  ] .,  a  trace 

above  the  general  level,  perhaps  the  tip  of  the 
right-hand  arm  of  v  .[,  e  or  9  3  .[,  the 

tip  of  a  tall  upright,  <j>  or  >fi  5  .[,  c  or 

6].,  tore  v[,  perhaps  r  not  ruled  out  8 
I  am  not  sure  that  there  is  not  a  trace  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  touching  the  left-hand  side  of  the  top  of  o 
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Ft.  12  i  Perhaps  the  foot  of  the  left-hand  Fr.  13  i  .[,  traces  compatible  with  the  lower 
stroke  of  a  or  A  3  .[,  an  upright  parts  of  a,  A,  x  2  ] , ,  e  or  c  .[,  an  upright 

]  [ 

]  [ 

]  _  aAtvS[ 

]
’
 

]  [ 

Fr.  14  (a),  ( b )  The  relative  level  is  fixed  by  cross-fibres;  the  interval  cannot  be  determined 

(a)  1  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  (b)  3  ].,  traces  compatible  with  the  extreme  right- 
hand  parts  of  7t 

J.ctvevraf 

>;aS7]7rap. . .[ 

Jotca  [ 

].[.]..[ 

Fr.  15 

(0)  . 

]  [ 

].[.  .]fievouP.[ 

Fr.  15  (a)  stood  vertically  above  (b),  as  the  fibres  of  the  back  show ;  (c)  almost  certainly  comes 
from  the  right-hand  side  of  the  same  column  but  I  cannot  establish  a  horizontal  relation  with  the 
others ;  ( i)  is  similar  in  colour  but  I  see  no  particular  evidence  about  its  likely  location 

(a)  1  Between  p  and  a  the  lower  parts  of  two  uprights ;  n  less  likely  than  some  two-letter  com¬ 
binations,  e.g.  pi  2  the  lower  part  (perhaps  remade)  of  a  stroke  descending  with  a  slight 
slope  from  left  to  right;  a  not  particularly  suitable  3  . . .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  the 
extreme  top  of  a  circle,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  Under 
“is  what  appears  to  be  a  very  small  rj  between  dots,  a  rare  example  of  a  variant  below  the  letter  to 
which  itrefers  s].[,  perhaps  the  tips  of  the  branches  of  v  ].,  the  top  of  a  tall  upright,  e.g.  d.  J, 

W  hL> the  of  e  or  e  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  with  serif  to  left,  e.g.  r 
(c)  ].,  the  right-hand  angle  of  *r? 

2444.  LYRIC  VERSES 

Fr.  16 

Fr.  17 

S5 

]..*.[ 

>0[ Fr.  1  ]..,  the  lower  parts  of  two  uprights, 

e.g.  17  or  7T  followed  by  1  .[>  the  bottom  left- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  above  this  letter 

a  trace  of  ink,  apparently  in  the  hand  of  the  text 

d[,  I  think  e  less  likely 

Fr.  iS 

].«7.[ 

Fr.  17  ] . ,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descend¬ 
ing  from  left  .[,  the  left-hand  angle  of  y  or  r, 

2  ].,  a  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters ,[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  4  ].., 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  y  or  r, 

touching  a  trace  of  ink,  apparently  the  tip  of  an 

upright,  which  may  be  combined  with  a  following 
trace  at  the  same  level  to  form  a  loop,  as  of  p 

.[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right 

Fr.  19 

]S’aAo[ 

]  _  _  _  Kare[ Fr.  18  2  ]. . .,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross- 
stroke,  as  of  y  or  r,  followed  by  the  upper  part 

of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  to  right  and 

this  by  the  top  of  an  upright ;  ] .  <u  suggested  (since 
p.  is  ruled  out) 

]..°c[ 

>.[ 
M 

Fr.  19  1  ]..,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright 

swinging  slightly  to  right  followed  by  the  lower 
part  of  an  upright  2  .[,  the  top  of  a  circle 

Fr.  5  2  ovki  is  not  attested  for  Pindar,  but  on  the  other  hand  is  rarely  elided  by  him  and  only before  a  following  e. 

3  ]ac  Si'  ald[epoc ;  the  same  letters  with  a  different  accentuation  at  01.  i  6. 
5  Kav\i<a coc  compatible  with  the  traces. 
Fr.  14  (b)  3  vaXiv8[  suggests  naXivSpop-  and  this  in  turn  recalls  the  words  of  Strabo  (Pind.  fr,  51) : 

OL  pe9’  ' IipanXeovc  sk  Tpalac  -uXiovrec  Sia  irapOeviov  "EXXac  iropdpov,  enei  run  Mvprcbiuii  cvvfjtjjav,  etc 
Kcbv  iiraXivSpopTjcav  Zcc^vpov  avTnrvevcavroc.  The  reference  is  to  a  passage  in  the  Hyuitis  of  Pindar 

(see  now  2442  fr.  1  i).  I  see  no  other  evidence  in  these  fragments  pointing  to  any  particular  book  or 
even  to  Pindar  as  author. 

Fr.  15  (a)  3  Apparently  a  8fi  with  a  v.l.  vrapeorf  would  be  acceptable. 
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2445.  Pindar,  Dithyrambs  (?)  (and  other  categories?) 

In  the  introduction  to  1788  it  is  remarked  that  the  text  of  Alcaeu
s  there  published 

‘was  accompanied  by  other  lyric  but  not  Aeolic  fragments  in  an  app
arently  identical 

hand1  and  that  ‘the  non-Aeolic  pieces  probably  come  from  the
  same  roll  as  1604'. 

The  fragments  assembled  here  I  take  to  be,  in  spite  of  variations  in 
 the  appearance  of 

the  script,  by  the  same  hand  as  1604  and  1788  and  to  contain  (barrin
g  error  in  respect 

of  the  scraps  which  are  too  small  to  display  specific  characteristics)  remn
ants  of  choral 

lyric.  It  should  not,  in  my  judgement,  be  assumed  that  all  must  c
ome  from  one  and 

the  same  roll  or  represent  compositions  by  one  and  the  same  author,  though
  I  see 

nothing  in  the  better-preserved  pieces  inconsistent  with  attribution  to  P
indar,  but 

fr.  x  is  so  similar  to  1604  in  the  appearance  of  the  writing  and  so  congruent  in  contents
 

with  what  may  be  supposed  to  have  characterized  a  dithyramb,  being  a  lyrical 

narration  on  a  considerable  scale  of  the  story  of  Perseus,  that  it  is  reasonably  likely 

that  it  is  part  of  that  manuscript  of  Pindar’s  Dithyrambs. 

2445.  PINDAR,  DITHYRAMBS  (?) 
Fr.  i 

Col.  i 

(AND  OTHER  CATEGORIES  ?)  87 

jvoc  [ 

]  [ 
].X9£  ;[ 

]rjravTncj)avcKOjy[ 
].«««□  [ 

]  [ 
J_opv“avirepcov  £ 

]  [ ]uaAa/ix  [ 

]  itotolvto[ 

]’  t  ]  L 

]o/LAOv[  JaVTC  [ 

]tovcf>  _  [  ]  v“tap[ ](f>vjevevjiarpi.  [  ]  j_ 

]  avAe^edr’avajj  ]/ca«xSoA[ 

]ar  [  ]  t  C 

]ovLOJwevceva,v  _  y«a[[v]][ 

]SoAix«S’p8[  ,]ca0 ,  vclt  .  [ 
].vmv  []  [ 

J/copu^ai  []  [ 

Jpdyectv  [  ]  [ 

]pOTOt,C7T€uS[ 
] . 6T0 . . .  e[ 

IfO'ft 

]-w[ 

\  [
]-[]

  t 

]ava pprj^av[ 

].  ’  [ 

>  [ 

]  _  [  ]otau  j ]ep,  _  XevTTarpocvocor  an-otco*!/ . [.].[ 
] ccevivvrraTOiciyflovXevpaci •  [ 

lTro6evBeoi.xpvcoppa7nvojcevepiJ.av  _  [ 
joAtoyovyAau  [ 

~\a'Top.  ve\evcev‘°i8ovT  diroTTTa  [ 

Y  [luf“.[] 
] .  -x?Mapav8p[ ,  _  ] ,  era. ,  rac  _ va  _  []pa t[ 

] .  f 'TrerpalvIS’  [ . ,  ]a[ .  ]0evav .  [ .  ]^ojto) v 

]  TepcuTOcavT5ap,oi)3ave8accaTp[ ].a/>Xa>[].  t 

].tce.[  ]ot  [ 

lov.[  ] ,  yeuocreSatpo  [ 
o 

}raL-ro^rJe<f>vy€LV  [ 

]eTe7ra/X7ra[,]vKa-/ropot[ 

] 
] 

] 
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Fr.  1  I  have  not  succeeded  in  establishing  the  relative  levels  of  the  two  columns  put  together 

under  this  number,  but  I  do  not  doubt  that  they  were  consecutive  in  the  order  shown. 

Col.  i  comprises  two  detached  fragments,  the  interval  between  which  is  determined  with  fair 

precision  in  11.  15  seqq. 

3  marg.  Not  ]e,  but  ]ij  not  verifiable  On  the  right-hand  edge  a  slightly  concave  stroke  rising 

to  right  from  the  line  4  Of  v[  only  the  left-hand  upright  5  ] . ,  apparently  a  trace  of  the  tip 

of  an  upright  7  marg.  ].,  no  doubt  St  written,  as  often,  as  one  letter  10  ].,  the  lower  end  of 

a  stroke  descending  from  left;  a  suitable,  A  not  ruled  out  13  .[,  a  short  upright  with  traces  of  ink 

on  right ;  t  not  ruled  out,  but  perhaps  e  or  ij  ] . ,  the  top  of  a  stroke ;  a  suitable  but  not  verifiable 

15].,  a  trace  on  the  line.  The  rest  of  the  ink  I  think  is  casual  ,\[  not,  I  think,  x  16  ]a  repre¬ 

sented  only  by  a  trace  at  the  foot  of  the  left-hand  upright  of  v;  perhaps  illusory  _  17-18  There 
is  an  interlinear  dot  between  the  first  v  and  the  first  8 ;  perhaps  a  stop  19  ]. ,  the  right-hand  end 

of  a  stroke  touching  the  left-hand  apex  of  v  20  Before  k  the  right-hand  end  of  an  accent  or 
short,  in  a  thinner  hand  than  the  text  22  Of  ]p  only  the  right-hand  edge  of  the  loop  23  , 
perhaps  the  top  of  c  Between  0  and  e  perhaps  re8,  but  there  would  be  a  slight  anomaly  in  the 
formation  of  e  25  Tips  of  uprights 

Col.  ii  1  After  ]i»  (of  which  only  the  right-hand  angle)  the  base  of  a  circle  and  a  short  horizontal 
stroke,  both  off  the  line  and  perhaps  not  part  of  the  text  4  ].  >  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the 
letters  6  Above  prj  the  tail  of  a  long  upright  in  a  different  ink  7  perhaps  w  likeliest, 
though  I  cannot  rule  out  v  9  ]..  .[>  perhaps  , 18 ;  the  first  letter  is  represented  only  by  a  faint 
trace  well  below  the  line  Of  01  only  the  lower  parts ;  for  a  possibly  A  10  Between  p  and  A 
two  dots  on  the  line;  a  acceptable  but  not  verifiable.  Not  o  Marg.  I  cannot  verify  the  ending  of 

the  verb.  The  last  traces  are  compatible  with  ]^[  12  .[,  perhaps  not  part  of  the  text 

1
3
 
 

Below  the  second  0  a  trace  of  ink;  I  suppose  a  high  stop  after  a,  1.  14  14  Between  p  and  u 

a  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  There  is  something  anomalous  about  the  right-hand  side  of 

the  last  a  15  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  y  Before  <•  traces  compatible  with 
p,  ir,  but  not  necessarily  representing  only  one  letter  Between  a  and  7  a  central  dot  Between  c 

and  v  a  short  upright  with  a  trace  to  right,  opposite  the  middle  Between  a  and  p  room  for  more 

than  one  letter,  though,  if  k  is  to  be  read,  perhaps  no  other  was  written  16  ] . ,  the  tip  of  a  stroke 

rising  from  left,  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  After  <■  a  short  slanting  stroke  above  the  line, 

intended  I  suppose  for  a  stop  Between  8’  and  a  room  for  some  three-letter  combinations  .  [,  a 
trace  of  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  17  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  18  ]. ,  the 
right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  19  ].,  the  extreme  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  just 
below  the  line  .[,  y  or  the  left-hand  side  of  w  probable  20  .[,  perhaps  the  left-hand  side  of 
v,  but  slightly  anomalous,  as  vrould  be  y,  n  ].,  perhaps  the  right-hand  side  of  the  loop  of  p 

22  ].,  a  dot  above  and  to  left  of  the  left-hand  apex  of  v  Between  a  and  v  apparently  room  for  only 
one  letter,  though  some  two-letter  combinations  including  1  might  be  admissible 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  7  marg.  Siopvv(pevoc )  for  nepwv;  cf.  Aesch.  Suppl.  549-52  7r<rpaf .  .  .  Stopvvplva. 

9

 

 

seq.  In  view  of  the  connexions  of  Perseus  himself  and  his  family  with  the  Argolic  town  of 

Midea,  a  reasonable  
conjecture  

is  yjuaAa  M|Sea. 
13  The  accent  rules  out  iviap-,  which  would  otherwise  look  a  reasonable  guess,  ama  />[  remains 

open. 
14  tfvrevev,  was  causing  or  was  planning  to  cause? 
parpl,  Danae. 

15  Xtyei  r  avayKala :  to  t  avaynatov  Xiyoc  with  the  same  reference  at  Pyth.  xii  15.  But  SouAo- 
cvvav,  which  precedes  there,  cannot  be  verified  here.  SoA[,  if  part  of  SoAoc  or  a  derivative,  might  refer 
to  the  trick  of  the  epavoc.  0 

17  Kp]ovLwv  vevcev :  Pyth.  i  71  vuvcov,  Kpovlosv . . .,  or  etrt  might  have  preceded  as  at  Isthm.  viii  45. 
18  seq.  I  should  guess :  It  is  a  long  road  to  the  dwelling  of  the  immortal  Gorgons.  But  it  must  be 

sard  that  the  ink  before  vow  is  not  compatible  with  0.  I  do  not  take  it  to  be  an  objection  that  only  two of  the  three  Gorgons  were  immortal,  Hes.  Theog.  277. 
21  Presumably  Trjpdycav  or  possibly  a  compound. 
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Col.  ii  The  left-hand  alignment  seems  to  be  defined  by  ’OA-  or  OuXvp]7id9ev,  1. 12,  -K<umS]a,  1. 14. 
6  I  can  give  no  account  of  the  e  written  over  the  first  a.  avappij^ai.  (A oyov)  elsewhere  in  Pindar 

only  in  fr.  180,  1. 
9  seq.  r]otau|T(i . .  .  cannot  be  ruled  out  but  I  should  have  expected  to  see  a  trace  of  the  tail  of 

the  first  r. 
10  p]epaXev  narpoc  voun:  although  a  number  of  alternatives  could  be  thought  of,  I  suppose 

‘concern  his  father’s  mind’  is  not  improbable.  On  this  hypothesis  the  marginal  note  may  be  taken  to 
indicate  that  what  concerns  Zeus  is  the  cutting  off  of  Medusa’s  head  by  his  son  Perseus.  Since  Zeus 
is  the  subject  of  1 2/>ce,  1.  12,  without  being  specified  there,  there  is  a  prima  facie  likelihood  that  he  is 
the  effective  subject  of  this  and  the  subject  of  the  following  clause,  but  I  do  not  see  any  positive  bar 

to  the  possibility  that  we  should  understand  IJepcet  pepa Aei>  and  take  rra-poc  voun  as  ‘by  his  father’s 

will’,  for  A  toe  .  .  .  vooc  .  .  .  Kvflepvai  Satpov’  avSpwv  <f>lXuiv  Pyth,  v  122. 
But  of  pepaXev,  with  its  hyper-Doric  a,  it  must  be  said  that  there  is  no  warrant  for  its  existence, 

except  a  conjecture  (or  perhaps,  to  judge  by  Nonnus,  Dionys.  xxxvii  135,  an  ancient  variant), 

pepaXdrac  for  pepaorac,  at  Pind.  01.  i  89. 
11  If  Zeus  is  the  subject  of  the  verb  ]cce,  I  have  no  particular  supplement  to  offer.  If,  as  the 

punctuation  makes  possible,  this  line  is  parenthetic  and  Perseus  is  the  subject,  I  call  attention  to  the 
variant  recorded  by  the  scholiast  on  Pyth.  xii  11  and  offer  <£iw]cce.  In  the  first  case  viv  may  be  Perseus, 
in  the  second  must  be  Medusa. 

viraToiciv  flovXevpaci  ‘by  divine  plan’  or  the  like.  I  do  not  know  why,  if  I  am  right  in  supposing 
that  the  next  verse  began  with  0,  the  v  ipeXKvcriKov  was  omitted.  The  omission  is  sometimes  found 

between  stanzas. 
12  ’OA-  or  OvXvpliridev ;  only  the  second  hitherto  attested  {Pyth.  iv  214),  as  likewise  OvXvpnovSe 

{01.  iii  36,  Isthm.  iv  55). 

' Eppac  xpvcopamc  Pyth.  iv  178. 
wpcev :  the  p  apparently  inserted  by  the  writer  of  the  text.  It  is  perhaps  not  necessary  to  look  for 

an  infinitive,  e.g.  poXeiv,  though  I  think  it  would  be  the  expected  construction. 

13  Tr]oXtoxov.  Kal  7r]  may  be  on  the  short  side  compared  with  ‘OXvp]  and  is  therefore  too  short  if 
OvXvp ]  is  requisite.  Kanavn ]  appears  to  be  too  long.  The  form  is  recorded  only  in  the  Rhesus  and  there 

in  a  different  connexion.  Pindar  himself  has  J>  -rroXidoxe  IlaXXdc,  01.  v  10. 

13  seq.  rAaul/caimSja  is  inescapable  and,  I  judge,  is  consonant  with  ’OXvp]  rather  than  OuAup,]. 
14  Taking  the  lection  signs  as  correct  I  see  no  other  reasonable  possibility  of  interpretation  than : 

to  pkv  eXevcev  (Sov  t  d-rronra  .  . .,  ‘it  (sc.  Medusa’s  head)  he  brought  (sc.  Perseus)  and  they  saw  (sc.  the 

Seriphians)  afar  .  . .  ’.  But  there  are  several  difficulties  in  this.  The  whole  form  of  the  sentence  seems 

peculiar ;  to  Se  d  pkv  eXevcev  o£  S’  tSov  would  at  first  sight  appear  the  natural  way  of  expressing  what 
I  have  taken  to  be  the  thought :  it  does  not  seem  as  if  there  could  have  been  any  direct  mention  of  the 

head  in  the  immediate  proximity :  there  is  no  obvious  point  in  amm-a,  if  it  means  ‘at  a  distance’,  and 
it  is  not  in  accordance  with  the  tale  as  elsewhere  told.  A  quite  different  interpretation  is  open,  if  it  is 

legitimate  to  neglect  the  stop  after  eXevcev  and  to  suppose  that  the  acute  on  iS  is  wrongly  placed  one 

syllable  too  far  to  the  left,  to  pkv  eXevcev  lSovt’  anoirra,  taken  to  mean  (not  ‘that  head  turned  him  to 
stone  when  he  saw  it  afar’,  but)  ‘that  head  turns  to  stone  a  man  -who  sees  it  (even)  afar’,  strikes  me  as 
in  itself  a  much  more  probable  form  of  sentence  than  the  other  and  it  gives  point  to  avoirra.  On  the 

other  hand,  the  objection  relating  to  the  distance  of  the  antecedent  of  to  is  not  removed  and  two  new 

objections  emerge,  the  necessity  of  altering  the  text  (even  though  stops  and  accents  are  not  to  be 

regarded  as  a  true  part  of  the  irapdSo etc) — and  that  in  a  place  where  it  is  incompletely  preserved — 

and  the  necessity  of  assuming  that  A evetv,  ‘to  stone’,  could  be  used  in  the  sense  of  ‘to  petrify’,  for which  I  know  of  no  warrant  at  all. 

For  the  very  rare  eXevcev  ‘conveyed’  cf.1790  (Ibycus)  frr,  1+2, 18,  iXevcav  with  Doric  accent,  and 

Ilesych.  eXevdto-  otcco,  Doric  future. 

15  Apparently  rj  yap  dvS/)[/3i>]  ([ajuroiv  superscribed)  perdcraciv,  though  the  reading  of  the  last 
word  is  not  in  all  details  satisfactory.  If  it  is  correct,  no  doubt  perdcTaciv  pop^rjc  is  meant,  as  the 

next  verse  goes  to  show.  Cf.  Eur.  Hec.  1266,  pop<j>fjc  rfjc  kpfjc  peracraav,  of  Hecuba’s  change  from 
woman  to  dog. 

16  No  more  is  needed  by  way  of  verb  than  iyevovro ;  perhaps  niTpai  S’  [!77-]o[x]0£!’  “rr[i]  <f>ca t<3v. 
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So  Antiphanes,  NeavLxot,  uses  \lBiv oc  ylyvopai  and  irqyvvpat  synonymously  
of  the  effect  on  a  cus¬ 

tomer  of  the  prices  asked  by  the  Gorgons  of  the  fish-market. 

17  seq.  Perhaps  Xvypa]v  t  from  Pyik.  xii  14  Xvypiv  ri  epavov  IJoXvSeK
Tai  6t}k€. 

1  do  not  think  that  it  can  be  inferred  from  the  writing  avr’  apoifiav  that  dvrapo^dv  was 
 meant 

to  be  ruled  out.  (Cf.  e.g.  1787  frr.  1+2,  xr  <j>i\’doiSov,  1789  fr.  6,  5  AvravSpoc,  where  the  apostro
phe 

seems  to  be  intended  to  show  the  parts  of  a  compound.)  But  dpoifld  is  the  normal  word,  bot
h  in 

Pindar  and  elsewhere,  and  it  is  constructed  with  dvrl,  e.g.  at  Hes.  Op.  334,  so  that  epcoroc  dvr’  dpo^dv
 

is  the  natural  articulation. 

cTpa]Tdpx£u[t]- :  at  Pyth.  vi  31,  Islhm.  v  40  accompanied  by  a  genitive  of  the  people  ruled.  I  cannot 

say  that  2epi<f>i<&v  or  vacimSv  or  the  like  did  not  stand  after  iSaccaro,  but  I  should  judge  that  the 

genitive  was  not  indispensable.  Perseus  served  Polydectes  with  a  dolorous  requital  for  daring  to 
love  Danae. 

21  Perhaps  $]iATf[p. 

22  I  can  offer  no  theory  to  account  for  napLirdl^v.  There  is  no  room  for  7rap.7rd[Sa]v.  There  is 

a  vague  resemblance,  if  one  includes  the  superscript  [  to  01.  i  84  iirdvruiv  koXwv  dppopac  (dpo- 

Vat.  gr.  41),  but  I  can  make  nothing  of  it  and  it  is  improbable  that  there  is  anything  to  make. 

Fr.  2 

'
 
 ][
 

]  ara[ 
f  [ 

]  [ 

5  ].“x[ 

]  [ 

Fr.  2  Apparently  from  the  neighbourhood 
of  fr.  1  col.  ii 

2  a  trace  compatible  with  the  extreme 

right-hand  edge  of  a  circle  followed  by  a  tall  up¬ 
right,  e.g.^  oij>  Over  the  first  a  a  trace  of  ink 
5  the  tip  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left,  e.g.  the 
right-hand  arm  of  v,  y 

Fr.  3 

M.].[ 
]tav.[ 

]M 

] . [ 
5  ].[>?  [ 

].povav[ 
]eXotPa.[ 

Fr.  3  1  Or  ]ra.[  2  .[,  perhaps  the  start 
of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  4  Rubbed ;  the 

traces  may  be  combined  in  different  ways.  The 
second  and  third  letters  might  be  oi  5  ].[, 

the  end  of  a  stroke  far  below  the  line ;  perhaps 

interlinear  writing  connected  with  the  following 

line  6  ] . ,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  sloping 
slightly  forward  7  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke 
rising  to  right 
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W.C 
]  [ 

]  _  ovoc*  [ 

]'  [ 

5  ]eccTadpov  _  [ 

]  
'[ 

]  [ 
]  [ 

[  ][ 
Fr.  5  r  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right, 

e.g.  a,  A  3  ].,  the  right-hand  tip  of  a  stroke touching  the  top  of  o;  c,  not  y  or  r,  suggested 

5  .[,  two  dots  on  the  line ]5c  [ 

£ov 

]/ce/xeya0e  _  [ 

] 
 '[

 

Fr.  62  .[,  a  trace  on  the  line 

]a£mc  [ 

]'  [ 

1  1 

5  ]avoxo  cou[ 

]«  [ 

Fr.  7  1  Above  c  in  1.  2  the  lower  part  of  an 

upright  descending  well  below  the  line,  and  at an  interval  of  one  letter  another  _  2  ..[>  ap¬ 

parently  0  converted  into  a  by  the  original  hand 

and  given  an  acute  accent  by  a  different  hand, 

followed  by  an  upright  slightly  sloping  to  right 
and  a  hook  on  the  line,  as  of  c\  perhaps  . ..[ 

should  be  written  5  Ink  above  1  not  ac¬ 
counted  for ;  if  a  ",  unusually  small 

]  .  -[ 

Aulfiir  r 

jmxucev  SoicS'.l 

]  p^c-[ 

] . ,  aTaXaVT’liTTi  ii'oco[ 

]q)0Ot  ouxoutotto[ 

HU  1  1 

Fr.  8  2  marg.  r  . ..[,  yec possible  2  marg. 

Before  A  perhaps  it  5  marg.  Before  the  first 

a  a  sinuous  stroke,  perhaps  a  final  1  but  more 

probably  a  compendium  The  presumed  4  sus¬ 
pended  between  r  and  l  has  a  peculiar  appearance 
and  a  trema  over  1  adscript  is  unexpected,  but  I 

suppose  there  is  no  doubt  that  JfraAavTTji  -riji 
’Idco[v  is  intended 
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]..[ 

4  w.  lost 
].'  [ 
JocejLiot  [ 

]  [ 

]  [ 
io  Jve/fva/x  [ 

blank,  space  for  3  vv. 

Fr.  9  1  Perhaps  part  of  a  note  10  The 
last  five  letters,  and  especially  the  last  two,  are 
different  from  the  rest,  but  appear  to  be  part  of 
the  text,  not  a  variant  or  note 

Fr.  12 

Blank,  space  for  4  w. 

]  8ac/aov[ 
].[>  [ 

Fr.  10 

].[
  * 

]dm)t  .[ 

]  [ 

]evei retf 

5  ] . c .  TtPETr^[ 

Fr.  10  5  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  with  a 
trace  (of  an  accent?)  above  After  c  perhaps 

a  stop  or  the  tip  of  a  letter 

Fr.  11 

]  <,71770 [ 

]  _  avov[ 

Fr.  12  1  ].,  a  stroke  from  left  touching  S 
about  the  middle  2  ].[,  the  tip  of  a  tall 

upright 

Fr.  13 

’  1  [ 
]/?<“  [ 

J  av(3ou\T]C£i 

Fr.  14 

] 
 ’[ 

]  [ 
-.ouxophr.t 

J.... ■»!...[ 

5  ]voc  [ 

]  c 

]  [ 

Fr.  14  4  viarg.  1  .[>  perhaps  rj,  less  prob¬ 
ably  v  2  Before  ij  various  combinations  pos¬ 
sible,  after  17  perhaps  At,  likeliest 

Fr.  15  (a)  may  be  the  top  of  a  column,  (b)  appears  to  stand  below  its  right-hand  s
ide.  The 

interval  is  not  determinable. 

(a)  1  ] . ,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  4  ].,  the  right-
hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the 

line,  perhaps  S  6  ] . ,  the  overhang  of  e  probable  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  7  After  v  perhaps 

a  K  of  which  the  upper  arm  has  entirely  disappeared,  though  the  ink  now  looks  like  an 
 anomalously 

upright  A.  I  am  not  sure  whether  there  are  traces  of  ink  after  this,  though  the  vers
e  cannot  have 

endt’(i)  !  ]  ,  perhaps  the  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  .[,  an  angle  on  the  line ;  a,  S,  to  possible 

2  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  _  5  marg.  2  ].,  an  upright  with  
the  nght-hand  end  of 

a  stroke  from  left  touching  its  top  7  A  slightly  concave  upright 
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Fr.  16 

']  [’ 

wt ]S’e/cpi[ 

M 

Fr.  17 

}ovtt[ 
_]i/rava^[ 

]  _i,ovrjAu0[ 

]tva0av[ 

5  ]<^iAcu/cp  [ 

] 
 ’[

 

]  [ 
J.oukX«.£ 

Fr.  17  1  ].,  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  2  above  the  line  the  lower  part  of  a  convex 
stroke  in  the  hand  of  the  marginalia  4  ].,  perhaps  the  top  of  e;  not,  I  think,  part  of  the 

right-hand  arm  of  u  a  more  probable  than  a  5  Above  ai  a  washed-out  sign.  [[ — ]]  does  not 
account  for  all  the  ink  8  marg.  Not,  I  think,  ewcAet,  though  I  cannot  rule  it  out 

Fr.  18 

(b)  .  .  .  (c)  . 

(a)  Col.  i  Col.  ii  ]‘7re,[  ]  [ 

]..□[  ]°VY«YP  [ 

]  .[  ]  [  >r.[ 

3V£K[]  ..[  ].par[  ]a[ 

]  Ya[  5  ].  [  5  ]  [ 

Id  ]-  [  . 

Fr.  18  (a)  and  (b)  appear  to  be  fixed  by  cross-fibres  at  the  relative  level  shown  but  I  see  no  way 
of  determining  whether  they  belong  to  the  same  or  different  columns,  (c)  appears  to  come  from  the same  neighbourhood 

(

a

)

 

 

ii  LI.  1-2  appear  to  be  from  a  different  (lighter)  pen  from  11.  3-4  1  Perhaps  the  lower 

left-hand  curve  of  cor  e  2  . .[,  perhaps  only  y  or  the  left-hand  part  of  tr,  though  there  is  a  trace of  ink  to  the  right  not  accounted  for 
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(b)  L.  1  is  written  smaller  than  1.  4,  which  is  more  or  less  the  normal  size  4  ].,  the  top  of  an 

upright 

(c)  2  marg.  I  am  not  sure  that  c AeyeyP  would  not  be  a  preferable  interpretation  of  the  traces 

3  A  dot  over  e  not  accounted  for  .[,  most  like  17,  but  anomalous  4  ]a  anomalous,  but  A, 

H  no  better  .[,  a  short  upright  off  the  line 

]x 

ou[ 

]ficd€veL7r[ 

J.r.C 

] 

».[ 

>av.[ 

]acerr[ 

] ]etKoc[ 
]evyapa[ 5  ] 

«..[ 

n 
]aSeca)[ 

]7 

oo/ceVapTa[ 

n  5 ] 
ko  Teccar’e ,  [ 

] 
7TeAmpa/3ou[ 

(d)  . 

] 
c^XoyaSepKO .  [ 

].f{ 

1°  ] 

irdcovar a#[ 

]actSa[ 

] 

r'/eencec  _  [ 

]  [ 

M. ].’««.[ 

Fr.  19  (b)  is  shown  by  the  cross-fibres  to  stand  at  the  level  shown  relatively  to  (a)
.  I  cannot  trace 

the  vertical  fibres  with  certainty  but  I  am  fairly  confident  that  it  stood  over  the  right-ha
nd  side  of  (a). 

(c)  strongly  resembles  (b)  on  both  sides,  but  I  cannot  locate  
it  with  any  pretence  of  exactness,  (d) 

probably  comes  from  the  same  neighbourhood  as  (a)-(c) 

(a)  1  y  damaged;  n  may  be  preferable  3  .[,  the  lower  pa
rt  of  an  upright  S  . .[»  P6** 

haps  cy,  but  the  surface  is  damaged  6  For  a[  perhaps  w  7  .  [>  an  upright,  y  or  w  suggested, 

but  u  or  v  possible ;  not,  I  think, «.  9  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  10  [,  the  u
pper 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  11  .[,  perhaps  the  ends  of  the  upper  and  lower  left-hand  branches  of  * 

12  I  am  not  sure  whether  the  apostrophe  does  not  account  for  all  the  ink,  but
  there  may  be  also 

a  trace  of  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  or  r  .[,  perhaps  1,  but  there  may  be  a  trace of  ink  going  to  right  from  just  below  its  top  ,  .  ., 

(h)  1  Above  the  space  between  Be  what  looks  like  the  le
ft-hand  end  of  an  acute ;  if  an  apostrophe, 

higher  than  that  after  r  There  is  also  a  trace  over  the  second  e  2  .[,  perhaps  the  left-hand 

base  angle  of  8,  but  there  is  a  faint  trace  above  it  which  may  indicat
e  £  4  Stripped  m  part  but apparently  blank  _ 

(t)  1  ] . ,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  .[,  a  hook  to
  right  on 

(d)  1  ]’ ,  a  stroke  curving  to  left,  perhaps  the  foot 
 of  t  2 

the  line,  e  one  possibility 

Of  ]?  only  the  extreme  end  of  the tail ;  A  possible 
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Fr.  20 

1  p€XTTO.- 

J  ttXL 

>  [ 

]«■  [ 

]auT,l«po.[ 

S  ]  [ 

]  [ 

>  t 

]  [ 
]  [ 

(«)  . 

10  ]u/cu[ 

!];w[ 

Fr.  21 
(6)  . 

(C) 

J/repoSf,  _]  [  ]  810,  [ 

M.M 
]..[ 

jllpljJCTUltTT^ 

:m 

]  [ m ]va.Klv6 '  VKpOKOj[ 
]  [ 

i:.[ 
]ravep .  [  _  _  i]rt7ravra[ 

5  ]paXicra§  [ 
5  K[ 5 jarf,  J apitfjievoy  [ 

] 
 '[ 

]iri'uy[ 

To\lVTLvk\_ 

]epov  [ 
]  _  eceo/cAeo/xevoiye[ 

]  [ ].9.[ 

]fi or  £v|x,.ToP0ti[ ].[ ]aTrr)yevfiaf?vl 
10 ]°T PX^P...[ 

]7roAucAo  _  [ 

]peXAV[ 
]x°Fe.[ 

Fr.  21  (a),  ( b ),  (c)  resemble  each  other  sufficiently  to  make  it  likely  that  they  came  from  the  same 
neighbourhood 

(a)  i  .[,  a  stroke  rising  to.  right  5  ,[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  8  seq.  In  the  right- 
hand  margin  traces  of  three  lines  of  defaced  note  9  The  top  of  an  upright 

(A)  1  The  tail  of  a  or  A  followed  by  a  loop  on  the  line  3  ], ,  a  trace  compatible  with  the  tip  of 
the  right-hand  arm  of  v  5  .[>  a  base-line  compatible  with  8  8  ].,  perhaps  the  tops  of  the 
uprights  of  y  or  ̂   .  For  0  perhaps  p  possible  .[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right 

W  1  ]•[»  tail  °f  P  or  the  like  2  ] , ,  the  end  of  a  stroke  compatible  with  the  overhang  of  c 
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„  /vt  an  interval  from  8  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  and  beyond  this  a  nearly  horizontal 
 stroke  on  the 

line  4  [,  an  upright  5  After  p  the  middle  part  of  a  stroke  rising
  to  right,  before  p  the 

extreme  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  6  After  v  a  dot  on  the  line,  before  7  the  lower 

part  of  an  upright  .[> a  stroke  rising  with  a  slight  slope  to  right  and  h
aving  indications  of  a  stroke 

crossing  its  top,  e.g.  w  '  7  ].,  the  upper  end  of 
 a  stroke  rising  from  left  e  seems  to  have  been 

inserted  later  by  the  original  hand  9  £  much  rubbed  but  not,  I  think,  9  10  . . .[,  perhaps 

uia  but  there  are  other  possibilities  ix  .[,  the  top 

left-hand  curve  of  c Fr.  22 
Fr.  23 

]cu/ceivco  ixpoviM  *[ 

]  _  e^ewo .  _ .  /xoHTeA[ 

]  evr.[  }p7p/caie,[ 

]!«
.['

 

5 

Fr.  23  2  ].,  a  slight  trace  of  the  top  of  an 

upright  Between  0  and  p  the  top  of  a  circle, 
a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  the  upper 

part  of  an  upright ;  the  last  two  could  be 
 com¬ 

bined  as  r/  3  ]  ■  > a  1°°P  as  of  p  or  <f>  .  [,  the 

start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  .[,  two  dots 

side  by  side  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters; 

perhaps  i.[  should  be  written  4  ].j  the 

upper  part  of  an  upright 

Fr.  25 

].?.[ 

]oo£l7T7r[ 

]aT£7re .  [ 

)y?>pcov  _  [ 

5  .[.].«w^.[ 

/KaiTperap[ 

<f)9LT0fievya[ 

Fr.  25  1  ]  ,  perhaps  the  lower  part 
 of  the 

right-hand  loop  of  <f>  .[,  the  lower  le
ft-hand 

arc  of  a  circle  5  perhaps  the  left-hand 

base  angle  of  8  ] . ,  a  trace  consistent
  with  the 

lower  part  of  the  diagonal  of  v 

B  8250 

77  or  perhaps  y  13  .[,  perhaps  the  top 

Fr.  24 

']...[  ’ 

]aTav[ 

]  [ ]/caAu8a>v  [ 

)r  ecavToi'[ 

].Xi0V  t 
]pv  [ 

]t/xv’as:d/x[ x°  ] .  co .  [ 

].«{ ]..[ 

Fr.  24  7  ]  ,  the  right-hand  tip  of
  a  stroke 

level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters;  abov
e  it  an 

interlinear  dot  10].,  traces  consistent  with 

v  or  a.  .[,  p.  or  v  n  ].,  the  right-hand 
end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  tops  

of  the 

letters  12  Perhaps  part  of  a  note ;  it  could 

be  interpreted  as  Ac 

Fr.  26 

]  ***[ 

]  o jr)[ 

]  tre[ 

H 
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Fr.  27 

]«™.[ 

]?AJ  [ 

]at ijiafierl 

]evSpoi8[ 

5  JuaAwv  •*:/>€[ 

]  _at]]  «VlKUtKeXP
[ 

]yavdevTa)([ 
JvAeuccetS  _  [ 

]^cbv[  v-[ 10  ]t£ec«c2/xa[ 

]0a/xaya/3ot/co0[ 

JaraT.f,  J.ove_[ 

]7TCS[ 

Fr.27 1 .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  2  ,[,  perhaps  it  but  I  am  not  sure  whether  y,  is 

not  preferable  6  yx  or  x1  seem  likeliest,  since  a  single  v  would  leave  a  thick  dot  above  it 

unexplained.  Whatever  it  was  was  struck  through,  like  the  following  letters  8  .[,  the  left- 

hand  arc  of  a  circle  9  The  ink  below H  does  not  suggest  any  vowel  and  may  be  part  of  an  addi¬ 
tion  in  a  different  hand  12  .  [,  the  left-hand  bottom  angle  of  a  would  suit  ] . ,  the  right-hand 

arc  of  a  circle,  perhaps  0  .[,  the  lower  part  of  the  left-hand  side  of  c  or  the  like  suggested 

Fr.  28 

]aSatmfc[ 

Fr.  28  may  perhaps  have  stood  above  the  right-hand  side  of  fr,  27.  They  have  no  cross- nbres  in  common  and  their  interval  is  therefore  not  determinable 
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Fr.  29 

].
[’
 

]Aevr[ 

]cePX[ 

5  Wporw[ 

]ofcSo.[ 

(]7rei/r[ 

]poca[ 

]vora[ 
10  ]*•'<*)'..[ 

].
[”
 

Fr.  29  See  on  fr.  30 

e  B  might  be  taken  as  the  tail  of  a  with  the  right-hand  end  o
f  a  hyphen  below  but  for  a  trace 

above  which  presumably  represents  the  upper  loop  of  B- 
 I  cannot  rule  out  a  compound  of  aporoc 

with  a  marked  long  or  short  6  .[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  rig  10  [, 

perhaps  it  or  yi j  but  neither  accounts  for  the  thick  curved
  stroke  between  the  upright  parts  of 

these  letters.  I  do  not  think  yt  should  be  combined  in  -n 
Fr.  30 

’>S.[ 

]vov[ 

]«<£[ ]vev<f> ,  [ 

S  ]uccua[ 

]«A[ 

].Aot[ 

]Aafca[ 
i*  t 

10  ]ar[ 

]  [ 

Fr  30  Frr.  29  and  30  11.  1-5  resemble  one  another  in  the  gene
ral  |°°k.ofnthe":  wri^  ™r<j 

than  they  resemble  the  rest  of  the  fragments  brought  t
ogether  under  2445.  On  °^r  j1 

I  see  nothing  to  distinguish  the  writing  
of  fr.  3o,  6  seqq  and  m  spite  of  the  varia

tion  I  am 

inclined  to  think  that  one  and  the  same  writer  
is  at  work  throughout 
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Fr.  31 

]6petjja[ 
]tot  c8ev[ 

]Trepfuv  [ 

)  [ 

5  ]di(j}Ov[ 

]T0vpe[ 

]avSe  { 

v°u-r 

]/xoi/.  [ 

10  ]aiT0UT..[ 
oj1tou}i[ 

]raAAa_[ 
']  ’[ 

]rtAoyt[ 

]at  '
[ 

15  ]eipec[ 

Fr.  31  LI.  1-3  are  slightly  smaller  and  were 
perhaps  additions  made  in  the  upper  margin. 
L.  9  is  also  smaller,  but  the  spacing  is  the  normal 

6  ].,  perhaps  a-  or  k  8  ].,  a  thick  stroke 
on  the  line;  e  rather  than  a  suggested  by  the 

spacing  Interl.  The  ink  after  ou(  )  does  not 
suggest  Tjv  and  I  am  not  sure  how  far  it  goes 

Fr.  32 

’  1  [ 

]*°.[ ]Ako  ,  ,  [ 

}iyye[ 

lAaia  I
" 

s  ]Mi 

]ova[ 

]  ktu[ 

]’  [ 

]^ax[‘ 

10  ]etSe.[ 

]ope  oj[ 
]VP.[ 
]dS.[ 

]oipa[ 

Fr.  32  1  .[,  y  or  the  left-hand  part  of  n; 
above  it  the  left-hand  part  of  a  heavy  dot 

2  . .[,  a  stroke  rising  to  right  followed  by  the 
extreme  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  below 

the  line,  ap  a  possibility  4  .[,  an  upright 

5  ],,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 
6  After  a  apparently  an  upright  belonging  to  an 
inserted  letter  7  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an 

upright  9  After  x  what  looks  like  the  top 
of  an  upright  well  above  the  tops  of  the  letters 
10  .[,  perhaps  a  stroke  rising  to  right  12  .[, 

perhaps  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  e  13  .[,  a 
or  8,  but  either  slightly  anomalous 

Fr.  2  Trp]o<j>a.Ta[  a  possibility. 

S

 

 

Aty]waj£  
or  e]t!ax[  a  possibility. 

Fr.  3  7  This  collocation  of  letters  also  at  Pyth.  x  52. 

Fr.  6  2  piya  v.l.  piiov.  pei(ov  is  the  form  elsewhere  attested  for  Pindar  (who  has  few  examples 
of  the  comparative). 

Fr .  8  2  Since  Atalanta  is  referred  to  in  the  scholion  on  1. 5,  it  may  be  worth  while  to  call  attention 
to  the  possibility  that  there  is  a  reference  to  Meleager  in  the  scholion  here.  There  is  clearly  a  reference 

to  burning,  and  Sate,  if  rightly  read,  may  be  compared  with  Aeschylus’  use  of  the  word  SaAoc,  Cho. 
608,  for  the  log  on  which  Meleager’s  life  hung.  KaXuSwv  is  mentioned  in  fr.  24. 

5  ’7dco[u :  he  is  also  called  ’Idaoc  and  (perhaps  mistakenly)  Tadtov. 
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6  K\]u)doi:  perhaps  cf.  Bacch.  v  142  seqq.  (j>iTpov)  rov  Sy  Matp'  eVe/cAtucev  tote  £oi£c  Spov  aperepac 

eppev. 

Fr.  9  10  A  form  of  (-)K(v)dpvTw,  for  which  spelling  see  Pyth.  ii  51  (awap-  fr.  15  (a)  5  below,  Pyth. 

iv  72,  Pae.  vi  88,  Ditli.  iii  12  (1604)). 

Fr.  15  (a)  1  xal  pdX'  imerapevan  is  found  at  Od.  xiii  3x3. 
3  Perhaps  * E/cropt  xoA[«o-(or  [yfgo-)dpai,  ptrpai,  Kopvcrai,  or  the  like. 
5  d.KvapT7To[ :  see  on  fr.  9,  10  above. 

7  pOL^OV. 

Fr.  19  (a)  7  Korec cad :  the  verb  is  rare  in  lyric  but  occurs  in  Pindar  at  fr.  140  (a)  ii  31  drocSoA/at 

xoreojv.  aTac[fl-  may  perhaps  be  recognized  in  1.  10  below. 

8  TTeXwpa  fi ou[,  ireXcop  a/ 3ou[, 

9  <j>X6ya  SepKop[,  I  suppose  more  probably  ‘with  eyes  aflame’  tha
n  ‘see  the  flame’. 

Fr.  21  ( b )  6  iwy[y-  perhaps  a  likelier  guess  than  iuyt-ij,  -poc. 

(c)  2  seq.  Though  it  is  easy  to  recognize  the  names  of  flowers  and  t
he  first  and  third  might  be  in 

the  genitive  plural,  pdS[a»v],  KpoKcu[y,  I  cannot  find  a  satisfactory  form  to  ac
commodate  what  stands between  iaiavB  and  the  following  v.  _  .  . 

6  t t]m  tttoXi-v  ?  The  in-  form  is  otherwise  found  only  once  ( Dith .  Bk.  II,  1  6)  but  is  not  m
etrically 

guaranteed  there. 
9  Babylon  as  an  example  of  grandeur  Pae.  iv  15. 

Fr.  24  s  Cf.  xef/ad8t  rpAe/loAoit  Pyth.  iii  49. 
Fr.  25  2  8i](e£i7r77[-.  .  .  ,  , 

s  Of  8[i>E0m,  8[o]veum  I  should  choose  the  first  as  slightly  better  sui
ted  to  the  spacing,  though the  second  is  in  Pindar  a  more  commonly  occurring  word.  ^  ,  .  . 

7  The  curved  stroke  to  left  may  be  intended  for  a  bracket,  but  it  ends  ab
ruptly  without  completing the  normal  curve.  ,  ,  ,  .  .  ,  . 

rper- :  no  Greek  proper  or  common  noun  beginning  with
  these  letters  is  recorded.  An  error  ior 

titt-  dpr[  or  pt£r[  ? 

Fr.  27  4  seq.  e.g.  EuSjevSpot,  which  with  yJudAcov  (v.l.  yvaXov,
  but  the  singular  is  hardly  found  in  the 

sense  here  presumed)  suggests  the  possibility  of  a  specific  reference  to  Del
phi,  _  , 

6  marg.  ‘He  uses’  some  word  ‘in  the  singular’.  The  word  may  be 
 that  ending  m  -<u,  but  the  a  as well  as  the  t  has  been  cancelled,  though  not  in  the  same  way.  ,  , 

7  yavievra  :  I  suppose  -vd-  (for  vo-),  ‘full  of  yavoc’.  yava
evrec  at  Aesch.  Suppl.io  19  has  been  cor 

rected  to  give  a  present  participle  active  (as  required
  by  the  context),  yav  avro[  in  Find.  Pae.  vi  8 

(PSI 147, 191),  if  rightly  read,  cannot  be  relevant.  For  the 
 substitution  of  a  for  0  the  Homeric  Bwqei 

side  by  side  with  Bviue  may  be  adduced.  (The  contrary
  substitution  of  o  for  a  m  e.g.  moetc.) 

12  I  should  judge  that  Kara  [x]0oV  would  be  acceptable 
 in  respect  of  space. 

Fr.  32  2  If  ]Ako<i/)[,  xaXxoap[a  a  reasonable  guess. 

4  ayjAai'a  [,  but  Xatav  itself  is  the  vapdSoac  (contra  mei
rum )  at  UL.  x  44. 
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Since  it  would  presumably  never  have  been  doubted  that 
 Pindar  s  vTropxpp-a-Ta 

were  extant  in  Egypt  in  the  earlier  centuries  of  the  Roman 
 occupation,  the  establish¬ 

ment  of  the  fact  by  the  first  of  the  following  collection  of  scr
aps  is  not  of  much  value, 

nor  have  they  at  present  much  other,  that  I  see,  not  even  
the  correction  of  Erotian  s 

quotation,  on  which  the  identification  rests,  being  made  possible  b
y  the  newly  avail¬ 

able  evidence. 

The  script  is  a  decent  specimen  of  the  common  2nd/3rd  century  angular  type 

with  no  very  strongly  marked  characteristics.  The  lection  signs  may  be  mostl
y  due  to 

the  original  hand  but  some  few  are  in  a  brown  ink  which  makes  them  easy 
 to  dis¬ 

tinguish. 

].[.]wWJVT[ ]trpoccTifiap[ 

]vSeStOCT€U)[ 

]  _  ’at/xa77oA[ 

S  ]S‘ey/ce<^aA.[ \SedvyaTep  _  [ 

]mei8a>vS[ 

].[ 

Fr.  1 1  ].[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  well  below  the  line  with  a  sharp  slope  to  left ;  x 

strongly  suggested  4  the  top  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right ;  8  acceptable,  A  not  ruled  out 

Of  A[  only  faint  elements  of  the  lower  part  of  the  left-hand  stroke  5  .[,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke 
rising  to  right  6  .[,  the  left-hand  bottom  angle  of  u>  or  less  probably  8  8  ] .  [,  the  top  of  an 
upright,  apparently  part  of  interlinear  ink  not  of  a  letter  in  the  line 

Fr.  1 1  seqq.  The  first  three  verses  form  part  of  a  quotation  from  Pindar’s  vnopx'ppara  pre¬ 

served  by  Erotian  in  the  following  form :  evemce  K€«pa{p}peva  iv  aipart,  woAAa  8’  !A«ea  nXevpac 
epfiaMev  <Sp.ovrpa.xv  p(o)7raXov  reXoc  S’  aa'pa<(i)> c  wpoc  cnfiapac  -rrapaije  (a-  AL,  i-  I"I,  eK-  M,  ic  -0)  rrXev- 

pdc,  aluiv  Sc  Si’  octc'oiv  ippaicdrj  (fr.  nr).  They  may  be  regarded  as  certifying  vwpu>v  (corr.  Vulcanius) 

rpaxv  pi-naXav ;  irpoc  cn^apac;  atwv  8c  8i*  ocrecov.  They  introduce  a  new  mystery  in  the  word  before 
vwp&v,  which  was  prima  facie  neither  epjlaXe  nor  eA/cca,  and  they  give  no  help  that  I  can  see  in  deter¬ 
mining  the  colometry. 

(Although  it  is  no  present  concern  of  mine,  I  must  express  surprise  at  the  popularity  of  the 
reading  timpafe,  particularly  in  association  with  wpoc.  I  should  have  thought  apa£e  or  empale  was 

much  more  likely  to  have  been  said  of  an  action  performed  with  a  club  on  ribs.) 
4  seq.  I  call  attention  to  the  occurrence  of  the  letters  aipairoX  because  of  their  resemblance  to 

aipamToXXa  in  the  quotation  but  can  make  no  guess  whether  the  observation  has  significance  or  not. 

cy»cc^aA,[:  I  cannot  reconcile  the  traces  of  the  last  letter  with  any  that  could  occur  in  a  case  of 

iyKe<j>akoc,  yet  this  word  must  almost  certainly  be  supposed  to  have  stood  in  the  text.  Since  the  ink 
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suggests  -<j> aAA[,  I  may  remark  that  in  compounds  of  Ke<f> aXrj  where  the  a  is  lengthened  for  metrical 
convenience  the  spelling  with  -AA-  is  not,  so  far  as  I  have  observed,  the  means  employed.  For  similar 

details  of  slaughter  cf.  2450  fr.  i  i. 

Fr.  3 

Fr.  2 

>a.[ 

]tcap[  ]_oA[ 

]A<k.[  '[] 

Fr.  3  2  ].,  an  upright  3  completely 
lost.  LI.  2  and  4  are  connected  only  by  a  single 
fibre  of  the  underlayer  4  .[,  an  upright 

Fr.  4 

Fr.  5 

]..[ M 

M
 
 ’ 

]vppI 

](H0eq>[ 

3f$r[ 

]pei7roic  _  [ 

]  ov*e7 r[ ]7rrar’e[ 
5  ]  _  cmSeKeiy[ 

]rjvar  _  [ 

]ei7receS[ 

Frr.  4,  5  I  believe  4  (b)  must  have  stood  below  4  (a)  in  the  same  column.  At  wha
t  interval  I  see 

no  way  of  determining,  but,  if  I  am  right  in  thinking  I  can  trace  the  cross-fibres  of  4  ( b )  in  5  11
.  5-6,  it 

must  have  been  at  least  four  lines  distant,  since  I  can  trace  none  of  the  cross-fibres  of  4  (a)  in  5 11. 1-4
. 

The  distance  between  4  (b)  and  5  also  is  not  determinable 

4  (a)  1  The  foot  of  an  upright  followed  by  the  base  of  a  circle  4  A
bove  c  what  looks  like  the 

lower  end  of  a  grave;  below  <0  a  slightly  curved  nearly  horizontal  stroke. 
 Both  these,  as  well  as  the 

acute,  in  a  browner  ink  5  ] . ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  o 

4  (b)  2  .  [,  perhaps  the  middle  part  of  the  back  of  e  with  the  star
t  of  the  cross-stroke  and  the  tip  ot the  turn-up  to  right  ,  ,  .  .  , 

5  3  .[>  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  5  ]. ,  the  right
-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  on the  line 

Fr.  4  (a)  4  As  far  as  I  can  tell,  evt]cc!)[rp-  (in  a  case  ending  with  a  l
ong  syllable)  would  account  for all  the  signs. 

Fr.  4  (6)  1  v]iplcrov[. 

Fr.  6 

Fr.  6  Perhaps  from  the  neighbourhood  of  fr.  4 
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Fr.  7 

]VP  [ 

]  ' plTTTOfieV '[ 

] ,  grrjcav,  [ 
]i<opv(f>ai  [ 

5  ].fy8ov..[ 

]  _  oiS’or’ecrpaf ~\au)T0C7]pa )  _  [ 

]vTeco[3p[ 

].°«[ 

Fr.  7  2].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  touching p  below  the  loop  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  3],, 

what  now  looks  like  a  sinuous  upright;  I  cannot  interpret;  not,  I  think,  S’  6  ].,  the  right-hand 
end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  The  following  0  is  anomalous  in  size  and  position  _  7  .[,  a  dot  about 

level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  9 I  see  nothing  likelier  than  0,  though  this  is  anomalous 

Fr.  7  6  seq.  I  mention  the  guess  icrpa.[Tev8r]  .  .  .  Slwtoc  r)pa>ep[v  only  in  order  to  observe  that 

almost  without  exception  in  Pindar  doiroc  follows  its  associated  genitive. 

Fr.  8  Fr.  9 

’  >[ 

]etvo7r[ 

Jir'era.f 

]c^eSov[ 

5  ].7e/teA[ 

Fr.  8  3  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  Fr.  9  2  For  a[  I  cannot  rule  out  A[  5  .[, 

to  right  5].,  apparently  the  top  right-hand  a  dot  opposite  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross¬ 
arc  of  a  loop  or  small  circle  against  the  left-hand  bar  of  e 
end  of  the  moss-bar  of  7  After  A  there  may 
be  a  trace  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  Fr.  10 

]  [
  ‘ 

].°u  [ 

]pLna[ 

Iffai 
]7rora[ 

]ya/c[ 

]a«rep[ 

5  ]pe.[ 
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Fr.  11 Fr.  12 

’
 
 H 

"].[ 

]pov[ 

M 

]cur.[ 

M 

]  [ 

Frr.  11-12  I  suspect  that  these  join,  to  give  ]vovr[  ,  ]toTto[ ,  but  the  fibres  do  not  run  across,
 

there  being  a  ‘joint’  at  the  right-hand  edge  of  fr,  n 

Fr.  13 Fr.  14 

’  ]  [’ 

']  [' 

]aweav[ 

]uTO/l[ 

]SatcTeS[ 

id 

- 

Fr.  16 

Fr.  14  2  .[,  perhaps  k,  though  this  does  not account  for  all  the  ink,  or  possibly  t,  struck 

through,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  circle 

].K.P.[ 

Fr.  15 

].«»«.[ 
]cwra[ 

]jSoac[ 
]cf>aca[ 

]  _  vjia[ 

1  r 

Fr.  16  1  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  stroke
 

coming  from  left,  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letter
s ; 

perhaps  u  After  k  the  left-hand  base  angle  of 

a  or  8  Of  p  only  the  lower  part  of  the  s
hank 

2  ] . ,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  v  For  e,[  per¬ 

haps  e[.].[ Fr.  17 

w 

]etve7ra[ 

W.l.^C 

Fr.  17  3  ].,  I  cannot  interpret  the  ink;
  per¬ 

haps  more  than  one  letter  represented 

]  t 

Fr.  15  3  ].,  a  trace  on  the  line  and  a  d
ot, 

above  the  general  level,  to  right  of  it 

Fr.  18 

]juevm[ 

>ep.[ 

U 

Fr.  18  1  Of  p.  only  the  top  right-hand  apex, 

of  to  only  the  left-hand  arc  2  .[,  the  left- 

hand  arc  of  a  circle  at  a  lower  level  than  th
e  rest ; 

perhaps  B  likeliest  3  The  upper  part
  of  a 

tall  upright,  followed  closely  by  a  conca
ve  stroke 
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Fr.  25  1  yXe<t>[ap-  very  probable,  though  other  articulations  are  possible. 

Fr.  26  ].,  the  upper  part  of  a  slightly  sloping  stroke  of  which  the  top  turns  ove
r  to  left 

Fr.  27 

'  ]...[  ' 

]M 

Fr.  27  1  The  foot  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right ; 

a  loop  open  to  right,  like  the  base  of  e  but  off  the 

line ;  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right.  t<=A  per¬ 

haps  one  possibility  2  .[,  I  cannot  inter¬ 

pret.  A  might  be  accepted  but  a  stroke  rising 

left  to  right  through  the  tail  of  a  is  not  accounted 
Fr.  29 

(«)  . 

Fa.[ 
]cmw  _  [ 

(b) :  ; 

].t 
]paT.[ ><•'.[ 

Fr.  29  (b)  must  have  stood  vertically  below 

(a)  but  there  is  nothing  to  show  
at  what  interval 

(a)  1  .[> the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  t0 
 rigllt 

2  Of  a)  only  the  left-hand  angle  .[,  the  foot  of 
an  upright  . 

(b)  3  .[,  the  start  and  the
  tip  of  a  stroke rising  to  right Fr.  31 

Fr.  28 

]i8a[ 

]So/z[ 

]uAa[ 

3‘®[ 

Fr.  28  4  Before  a  a  high  stop  or  the  right- hand  dot  of  a  trema Fr.  30 

3r4 

]y/cev[ 

]  oAi[ 

].[ 

Fr.  30  3  Before  o  perhaps  a  high  stop  or  the 

right-hand  dot  of  a  trema,  though  rather  elongated for  either 

Fr.  32 

]«**.[ 

].^[ 

]vpa/x[ Fr.  32  1  .[,  the  left-hand  base  angle  of  a,  8,  l
 

suggested  2  ].,  a  trace  above
  the  general level 
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Fr.  33 10S 

'  ]§..[  ' 

].ouS[ 
]'T£,fJ,a[ 

]  [ 

5  ]«  [ 
]t£CT,[ 

]c  [ 

Fr.  33  There  is  a  difference  in  appearance  between  the  writing  of  11.  1-3  and  11.  5-7  but  I 
cannot  say  that  the  writer  has  changed 

1  . .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  close  to  8,  followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 
and  this,  at  an  interval,  by  another;  perhaps  three  letters  represented  2].,  apparently  the 

hooked  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  with  a  trace  below  it  at  mid-letter;  if  £,  no  com¬ 
parison  available  3]?,  apparently  either  d]t  or  ]v,  but  either  anomalous  6  .],  a  loop 
off  the  line,  open  upwards;  perhaps  a  or  0 

Fr.  34  Fr.  35 
'  Iff 

3.omo[ 

Fr.  34  1  ].,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
.[,  the  shank  of  p  or  possibly  v  3  ],,  the 

right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  joined  to  the 

left-hand  stroke  of  w,  with  a  trace,  as  of  the  top  of 
a  tall  upright,  above;  1 fi  suggested 

Fr .  35  2  ] , ,  traces  compatible  with  the  right- 
hand  side  of  6  3  Of  /?[  only  the  shank 

4  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

5  ] . ,  0  or  the  loop  of  p  .  [,  on  the  line  an  angle 
as  of  a,  8,  a>  7  a  stroke  rising  to  right 
8  Below  the  circumflex  a  heavy  dot ;  at  an  inter¬ 

val  the  top  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the  left- 
hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  r 

W 
].°H >ewrp[ 

]  t  atAcwrf 
5  ’  ].c.[ 

]po.[ 
]:..[ 
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In  two  of  the  collection  of  fragments  published  below  ancient  quotations  of 

Pindar  are  identifiable  and  it  is  a  reasonable  hypothesis  that  the  rest  (barring  error  in 

the  identification  of  the  hand  in  some  of  the  smaller  pieces)  are  likewise  to  be  assigned 

to  Pindar.  One  of  the  two  (fr.  38)  is  thought  (I  cannot  see  that  it  is  in  any  way  certain) 

to  come  from  his  ©pfjvoi,,  but,  even  if  this  is  correct,  I  do  not  think  it  would  be  safe  to 
conclude  that  all  have  that  source.  There  are  distinct  variations,  from  group  to 

group  of  the  fragments,  in  the  writing,  so  that  the  possibility  must  be  envisaged  that 
more  than  one  roll  and  more  than  one  kind  of  composition  is  represented. 

The  writing  is  a  rather  heavy  example  of  the  common  angular  type  which  I  should 

compare  with  1620  and  2256  and  ascribe  to  the  late  second  century.  Very  few  addi¬ 

tions  (lection  signs  or  others)  have  been  made  to  the  bare  text,  some  apparently  by 

the  original  writer,  others  by  another  using  a  much  thinner  pen  and  a  browner 

evanescent  ink,  to  whom  also  the  rare  marginal  notes  are  to  be  attributed. 

Fr.  1 

M].[  ].[ 

]va)S’eK-mj[ 

]£aica[ 

]peu/feve.[ 

]ayAao/<[ 
J^ptSoc  [ 

~\vtt]ko[ 

]vpa.ic  [ 

]AeAeu$[ ]yemv/ccua[ 

]  _  pdeve[ 

]v9r)cefj,ey[ 
]ac-aAAo[ 

]Aoia</77epi,[ 
]e/catay[ 

]_pco7ryc[ 

. 
]_atct7Tp[ 

]“V.[ 

]_T<XC.jOWCo[ 

>wra  [  . 

]  dieireL  [ 
]u7roAApicafc[  , ]ucai.'  [ 

Jicccure^iAo^j),  Jocimat  [ 

]  praiepwreS .  [ 
]  [ 

]j'op0aiTe/J[ 

]airovTOV'[ 

]  _  t7raAatov[ 

~\roKeva  _  [ 

jjcpavac  i  [ 

]poAci7ret[ 

]Sa>/>  -Tore,  [ 

]j8otace7r[ 
]  □  [ 
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Ft.  1  The  left-hand  parts  of  11.  3-9  are  on  a  detached 
 piece 

4 1  ,  a  trace  compatible  with  the  right-hand  tip  of  the  base  of  8 
 6  ]  A,  only  the  lower  end  of 

the  right-hand  stroke,  but  of  «  some  of  the  upper  arm  should  be  vi
sible  7  ].  >  a  trace  level  with 

the  tops  of  the  letters  8  .[,  a  cross-stroke  at  mid-letter  touchi
ng  the  top  of  a  small  upright; 

apparently  not  part  of  the  text  9  rf.  the  fibres  are  twisted,  so  that  I  cannot  rule  out  p  ] . ,  the
 

right  hand  end  of  a  median  cross-stroke ;  9  would  suit  Between  it  and  i  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of 

the  letters;  o  acceptable  but  not  verifiable  io  .[,  perhaps  elem
ents  of  the  left-hand  angle  of  v, 

but  the  upright  represented  only  by  a  trace  on  the  line  and  the  cross-strok
e  abnormally  fiat  ] .»  V 

or  the  right-hand  parts  of  r  ix  Of  <c  only  the  tips  of  the  upright  and  upper  arm  [,  a  dot 

level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  ].,  an  angular  mark  at  mid-letter.
  Part  of  the  ink  is  on  the  under¬ 

layer  and  perhaps  simply  the  tail  of  a  should  be  recognized  Betwe
en  i  and  o  a  slanting  stroke  m 

the  text-hand.  If  not  fortuitous,  I  can  only  suppose  a  divider  12  .[,  a  trace  level  with  the  tops 

of  the  letters.  There  appears  to  have  been  no  more  written  between  a  and  <
u>  than  the  single  letter 

represented  by  this  trace,  but  there  is  a  blank  space,  sufficient  to  take  a  narrow
  letter,  left  before  w 

perhaps  to‘,  the  addition  by  a  different  hand  ft  not  satisfactory,  the  cross-bar  being  too  high 

and  there  being  some  ink  unaccounted  for  over  the  head.  But  the  combination  of  ?t  
as  17  does  not 

look  possible  15  ].,  a  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  .[,  a  small  co
nvex  remnant  on 

the  line  x6  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  17  ].,  a  short  horizontal
  stroke 

level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  .[,  an  upright  18  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  of
f  the 

line  19  .[,  an  upright 

Fr.  1 2  seqq.  It  seems  evident  that  11. 2-5  contain  a  reference  to  the  story  of  Ino-Leucothea.  ]wj8’, 

i.  2,  is  likelv  to  be  'Ijroj  8’,  ] . topiSoc  |  IvnjKo^jvpaic,  AayplBoc  . . .  7Te\vTT]Ko[yT{i  Ko]vpa,ic,  The  other  supple¬ 

ments  cannot  be  suggested  with  the  same  confidence  but  the  following  remarks  may  be  made :  EKm>[ 

can  be  naturally  interpreted  as  referring  to  the  boiling  cauldron  which  appears  in  various  forms  of  the 

legend — I  should  suppose  something  of  the  form  of  ix  -n-upl  £eWoc  (like  01.  i  48)  is  more  probable  than 

iic  vupmBevroc  (like  * vpwBivTWV  Pyth.  xi  33),  though  Apollodorus  iii  4,  3  calls  it  Treirvpcup.dvoc  Ae0t)c— 

and  ]f<uca  as  ipira]^aica ;  Ino  ‘threw’  herself  and  her  child  into  the  sea,  naZ Sa  alone  appears  too  short 

for  the  gap  in  1.  3  but  I  think  ir<uS’  epp{e}i<liev  would  be  adequate ;  ayAa,o/c[-  on]  I  should  guess  to  be  the 

same  epithet  as  that  applied  to  Thetis  at  Nem.  iii  56.  Isthmians  are  a  natural  source  of  references  to 
Ino  and  Melikertes  but  I  see  no  definite  evidence  that  this  or  the  other  fragment  below  (fr.  14), 

which  also  relates  to  Ino,  comes  from  a  roll  containing  the  Isthmians  of  Pindar,  still  less  that  either 

has  any  particular  connexion  with  Pind.  frr.  5-6  from  a  lost  Isthmian.  It  may  be  worth  remarking 
that  Ino  figures  in  01.  ii,  written  for  Theron  of  Acragas,  a  Theban  by  descent  (schol.  01.  ii  82d,  et  al.), 

who  had  a  son  Thrasydaeus,  and  in  Pyth.  xi,  written  for  a  Theban  Thrasydaeus,  but  I  see  no  con¬ 
nexion  between  this  fragment  and  fr.  4(a),  where  the  name  Thrasydaeus  may  be  recognized. 

4  seq.  The  ‘fifty  daughters  of  Doris’  are  the  Nereids,  Hes.  0Eoy.  241, 264.  For  a  possible  construc¬ 
tion  of  the  dative  cf.  01.  ii  32  pera.  xopatci  N^prjoc. 

8  Considering  the  frequency  with  which  Pindar  prefixes  aAAore  to  aXXotoc,  there  is  a  good  chance 

that  oAAote  8’  oAAcuai.  was  the  text  here. 
9  av]®pa>JTotc[  probable,  but  I  am  not  sure  that  ]epwrr.  (e.g.  air]-,  0qx]-)  could  be  ruled  out. 
10  I  see  nothing  more  likely  than  a]0av[a]ratci,  though  more  distant  possibilities  can  easily  be 

thought  of. 
11  No  letter  appears  to  be  missing  between  iV.[  and  ],  rai.  I  can  suggest  no  plausible  combination 

of  the  visible  elements. 

12  Not  prima  facie  -narpa)'  or  warpon-. 
13  I  suppose  UxoScai  is  likely. 
14  vep^ccal  re  <f>iXo<j>[p]ocvva<,  a  reasonable  guess,  but  others  are  easily  thought  of. 
15  OopTcl,  and,  I  suppose,  l/xwe 8o[v],  though  I  can  give  no  account  of  what  appears  to  be  t  in  the 

original  hand  over  the  first  e — it  is  not  apparently  ■*,  which  anyhow  there  is  no  reason  to  suppose  the 
writer  would  have  added — and  though  I  should  have  expected  to  see  part  of  v.  e/weSofi]  (or  -8<o[t]) 
would  avoid  the  second  difficulty  and  perhaps  should  be  preferred,  though  I  am  doubtful  whether 

EpirtSoc  has  the  sense  of  ‘continually  recurring’,  which  it  seems  would  have  to  be  presumed  here,  as 
well  as  ‘continually  lasting,  unbroken’. 

Ill 
2447.  PINDAR,  Qpfjvot  (?) 

16  opQat  re  /3[ouA]ai  cf.  01.  ii  83  /SouAatc  iv  dpBata  'Pa&afidvBuoc  (Pyth.  iv  72  jSouAatc  aKvdfiirroic).  The 
dative  singular  is  less  probable,  but  there  is  the  same  ambiguity  as  in  the  two  preceding  lines. 

18  seq.  xpdvac  o[u  w-JpoAeiVeif  u]Scop  seems  probable.  A  context  could  be  imagined  in  which  the 

preceding  dative  roxeuci  was  the  indirect  object  of  irpoAewrei,  ‘fails  not . . .  parents’. 
19  Ui3]j3oia  is  the  obvious  guess.  If  the  letter  after  te  is  as  wide  as  v  or  tt,  no  more  is  required  to  fill 

the  gap. 

J.cAijt-.  ,[ ]vyevoc  _  [ 

]Te/X.(XT[ ]Aukuw[ 

]  [ 
Fr.  2  has  a  strong  general  resemblance  both  front  and  back  to  fr.  1  and  like  it  appears  to  contain 

the  bottom  of  a  column,  but  I  cannot  combine  them  in  any  way 

1  ] . ,  the  foot  of  an  upright  on  the  line  r,  hardly  4>  .  .L  a  trace  abreast  of  the  right-hand  end 
of  the  cross-stroke  of  t,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line 

4  ]A  represented  only  by  the  extreme  lower  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke 

4  yXuKvv  Sfivov  Nem.  ix  3,  yXvKvv  .  .  .  vttvov  Pyth.  ix  23-25. 

(«)  . 

]7ioAe[ 

]vtaA[ 

]Srjca[ ]|Uxa,0a  _  [ 

5  ]/ca#aAf./aai'[ 
]pavKare^e[ 

]_T€|Ui,V7rO0[ 

]e[]yov  toj[ 
]  _  vaAeuaSav[ 

10  ]_a davovTo[ 

Fr.  3 

]..[ 

]p4lt[ 

] _ _ evSey[ 

JneraAo , [ 

5  ]  _  aiTi7rar[ 
]p0i,oviaAeji[ ]KeAaSrjcaT.[ 

] 

].[ 
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.  r^cpmhlflnrp  between  (d)  and  (b)  on  both  front  and  back  a
nd  (a) 

„  
c.nidoce,  in  (J)  J.  But  I  —  sucgec.  nay  precise  rektion 

in  which  the  two  fragments  might 
 stand  to  °ne  another 

(a)4  8  There  is  probably  no 

letter' ̂mSfskgbetweln  e  and  J  "  9 ].,  P«
haP»  the  right-hand  curve  of  o  or  a,  

io ].,  the  top 

of  an  upright  Drobably  B  Mowed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

f ’piS"  «T ̂rmmably"  «1  is  repr
esented,  tat  I  cannot  interpret  the  ink,  rvhich

  looks 

like  the  right-hand  angle  of  y,  though  n
ot  the  y.  of  this  writing 

la)  2  =  (ft)  6  SpBiov  iJXcyov  presumab
ly  governed  by  m  the  next  line,  as  in  Nem.  iv  16,

 

which  is  protected  against  Bergk’s  change 
 of  v/ivov  to  wov  also  by  Pae.  vn  b  S- 

M  dirge’  cf  e.g.  Aesch  Agam.  nS3  W »c  iv
  vipnc.  Soph.  Ant.  1206  opB^v  KUK»yarW

. 
6  See  on  1.  9. 

|re  relevant  Pyth  x  was  composed  at  the  instance  of 
 Thorax,  an  Aleuad  (1.  64  c.  .schol.  99a),  one  of 

whose  brothers  was  named  Thrasydaeus  (Hdt.  ix
  58;  neither  Pindar 1 

them),  and  the  name  Thrasydaeus  may  be  recogniz
able  m  fr.  4  (a) >10  of  thi i  MS.  There  is  a  posi n 

 y 

that  1. 6  should  be  supplemented  'Efflpav  Ka«x<C,  a  c
omparison  being  made  with  Pyth.  x  55  c.  schol. 

^  But  it  must  be  added  that  Pindar  also  composed  a  Pyth
ian  (xi)  in' honour  of  another,  Theban, 

Thrasydaeus,  and  that  fr.  4  (a)  has  no  visible  relation  to 
 fr.  3  (a),  ( b ).  See  note  on  fr.  4  (a),  10. 

2447.  PINDAR,  Oprjvoi  (?) 

Fr.  4 

w  . 

.[ 

.[ 

oj[  ]aAju.[ 
S  .[  R[ 

Xi  ]i?.[]ra.[ 
.  .P«C.  >c[ 

tuyyaT[.]px?[ 

i  yvcoTovcj) .  [ 

-ft-5 —  a  " 

10  j  0pacu§a[ 

evdpovco .  [ 

ovt<avTTap[ 

vp.eTepo.iK_ 

vuvSeS[ 

15  Taur[.].ap.[ 

yAu[  jurrtfc .  [ 

’  :k 

V“/  . 

]  ?.[ 

]  ecC 

]  4. 

]  cac0a[ 

5  ] 

]  4 

4  M
 

r  WV 

]uvauT  €v[ 

]y  wr 

]  4 
10  ]  6[ 

]  P[ 

]  t[ 
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B  8259 

I 
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Frr  4  (a)  and  ( b )  have  a  strong  resemblance  to  one  another
  both  front  and  back  and  I  do  not 

doubt  come  from  the  same  column.  I  am  also  reasonably  confident  that  (b) 
 stood  below  (a),  but  I  see 

nothing  to  determine  at  what  interval.  The  minimum  appears 
 to  be  six  lines 

Fr,  c  looks  as  if  it  might  have  stood  in  the  neighbourhood  of  the  
upper  left-nanci  side  of 

fr.  4  (a),  fr.  6  in  the  neighbourhood  of  the  lower  right-hand  side  of  fr.  4
  (a),  perhaps  abreast  of  11.  13-16 

Fr.  4  (a)  2  Perhaps  w  but  this  does  not  account  for  all  the  ink  3  I  cannot  interpret  the 

traces,  a  stroke  rising  to  right  with  the  lower  half  of  a  small  circle  attached 
 to  its  upper  end  4 

does  not  account  for  all  the  ink,  but  I  do  not  think  k  or  to  any  better  5  .[,  an  upright,  pe
rhaps 

with  a  trace  to  right,  e.g,  ij  or  k  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  .[,  two  traces,  one,  a  dot. 

level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  the  other,  perhaps  the  left-hand  angle  of  a  triang
le,  below  it,  off 

the  base  line  .[,  the  upper  part  of  a  slightly  convex  stroke  projecting  a  littl
e  above  the  general 

level  7  Before  p  scattered  traces;  I  doubt  whether  any  proposal  could  be  verif
ied  9  .[, 

a  dot  on  the  line  10  Ink  by  a  different  pen  at  the  top  of  8 ;  there  is  no  trace  of  the  cross-stroke  of 

8  but  a  fibre  is  stripped  off  The  superscript  a  by  the  original  hand  over  an  ink-filled  a  (cf.  fr.  19, 
 2) 

11  A  slight  trace  of  ink  over  u,  perhaps  the  lower  end  of  a  grave  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

12  p[,  only  the  lower  part  of  the  tail,  but  not  v  15  The  first  r  added  later,  I  think  by  a  different 

hand  ].,  the  ink,  perhaps  as  a  result  of  rubbing,  may  be  described  as  resembling  the  lower  part
  of 

a  small  c  abreast  of  the  tops  of  the  letters  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  16  .[,  a 

trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

(b)  1  .[,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  11  0  anomalous;  apparently  written  with  a 

thinner  pen  12  t[,  only  the  left-hand  tip  of  the  cross-stroke.  presumably  not  ruled  out 

Fr.  4  (a)  8  tvyya  gives  the  supplement  i{p]oxo[,  cf.  Pylh.  iv  214  c.  schol.  381. 

9  The  coronis  marks  the  end  of  pericopae,  the  paragraphus  (as  at  1.  16)  the  end  of  internal  sub¬ divisions. 

yvurbv  (perhaps  followed  by  <j>lXov),  possibly  ‘(dear)  brother’.  This  with  @pacvSa[  in  the  next 
line  recalls  the  mention  of  Thorax  and  his  brothers  in  Pylh.  x,  to  which  I  have  referred  at  fr.  3,  9. 
See  next  note. 

10  Besides  the  Thessalian  Thrasydaeus  and  the  Theban  there  is  a  third,  the  Sicilian,  son  of 

Thero  of  Acragas,  whose  name  might  well  occur  in  a  Pindaric  composition.  A  scholion  on  Pylh.  ii 

72  (132b)  says  of  this  Thrasydaeus  iralpoc  i)v  TTivSdpou.  If  ‘(dear)  brother’  is  to  be  recognized  in  1.  9, 
the  person  meant  may  then  be  Philocrates  (01.  iii  38  c.  schol.  68a). 

11  eb8povu>'[ :  if  rightly  recognized,  presumably  a  qualification  of  some  female  divinity  or  legen¬ 
dary  person.  Comparable  compounds  of  Bpovoc  always  in  Pindar  and,  so  far  as  my  observations  go, 

predominantly  in  other  early  authors,  have  this  application.  So  ayXaodpovoc,  evdpovoc,  vi/jWpovoc, 
XpvcoBpovac  in  Pindar  (the  first,  second,  and  fourth  also  in  Bacchylides,  the  second  and  fourth  in 

Homer),  noiiaXodpavoc  in  Sappho,  and  in  effect  XmapoBpovac  in  Aeschylus.  ( opodpovoc  in  Pindar, 

though  applied  to  Hera,  must  be  counted  as  of  a  different  nature,  and  likewise  8t '.Bpovoc  in  Aeschylus.) 
16  Prima  facie  yXvKvmK[p-,  but  by  no  means  necessarily  to  be  joined,  as  e.g.  Islhm.  vii  48  warns 

one. 

(1 b )  5  Possibly  there  is  a  reference  to  "OfjuAoc,  but  the  letters  o£uA[  are  susceptible  of  two  other articulations 

[8  seqq.  Prof.  Snell  has  recognized  the  beginnings  of  Pind.  fr.  139,  1  seqq,,  a  dpfjvoc] 

2447.  PINDAR,  Qprjvoi  (?) 

Fr.  6 

Fr.5 

']  []  i 

]lJ7TO  [ 

3  [ 

3  [ 

Fr.  7 

]?ar[ ].Ka.[ 

Fr.  7  1  t[,  i/i  cannot  be  ruled  out.  Though  a 

has  turned  out  badly,  I  do  not  think  eXr  or  eXip 
can  have  been  intended  2  the  upper 

part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right ;  not  v,  of  which 
part  of  the  shank  should  be  visible  .[,  the 
start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr.  8 

'].[ 

]ra/x[ 

].7..[ 

115 

3™.[ 

M 

]ra ro[ 

iw 

Fr.  6  1  .[,  perhaps  c;  there  is  a  trace  of  ink to  right,  above  the  general  level  3  ]r,  only 

the  right-hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke,  but  y  less 

likely  4  .[,  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  to  right, 
with  traces  of  ink  to  right ;  neither  v  nor  77  quite normal 

Fr.  9 

](HC[ 

]Sac[ 

Fr.  10 

3x«.C
  ' 

M 

]apa[ 

Fr .  8  1  The  lower  part  of  an  upright  descend¬ 

ing  below  the  line  3].,  an  upright  After  Fr.  10  1  .[,  the  left-hand  angle  of  *  or  pos- 
r  apparently  X,  but  the  surface  is  partly  stripped  sibly  p 

Fr.  11 

’].[ 

]«.[ 

jca.L 

].*.[ 

Fr.  11  2  Above  the  cancelled  A  what  now  looks  like  y  or  the  left-hand
  part  of  n,  but  the 

surface  is  damaged  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  _  3  .[>  ̂   upright  4  ].>  the 

tip  of  an  upright  .[,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending
  to  right 
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Fr.  12 

u 
]A 
]t«f[ 

]vr'ev[ 
5  ]arepa.[ 

]3’ayyeA_[ 

]ra8/zev ,  [ 

] # avaveX _ [ 

]Sf7revr.[ 

10  3.D.D.jp.[ 

Fr.  12  i  Rubbed.  The  second  letter  is  now  represented  by  a  stroke  rising  to  right  with  the  start 

of  a  cross-stroke  going  to  right  from  its  top ;  neither  y  nor  n  suggested  2  ] . ,  perhaps  e  but  the 

upper  part  is  rubbed  5  .[,  a  short  upright  6  ,[,  a  horizontal  trace  on  the  line  7  .[, 

an  upright  trace  off  the  line,  perhaps  o  8  .[,  the  foot  and  perhaps  the  tip  of  an  upright  9  .[, 

an  upright  io  Below  e  a  horizontal  stroke  as  of  y  or  r  Before  /?  the  right-hand  end  of  a 
cross-stroke  lower  than  the  tops  of  the  letters,  perhaps  e 

Fr.  12  7  If  the  superscript  e  was  not  omitted  simply  by  mistake,  it  looks  as  though  variant 

readings  KexaSfiev-  and  KeKdSe/uer.f  or  kskcl 8e/iev.[  must  be  assumed.  KexaSfievoc  is  attested  for  Pindar 

(01  i  27)  but  neither  Sm  nor  kek^So  nor  xexdSov,  and  it  is  not  easy  to  see  how  these  could  have 

supplied  an  alternative  to  xeKaS/xivoc. 

Fr.  13 

]  TroXXafj[ 

]  $ecTe<f>a[ 

]«1?  d(,vetr[ 

Fr.  13  2  a[  represented  only  by  the  edge  of  the  left-hand  stroke 

Fr.  14 
2447.  PINDAR,  &p  ]voi  (?) 
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]  _  atrojv ,  [ 

]-7rorp.oc[ 

]aivo7ra[ 

5  ]SaAtva[ 

]AetTai .  [ 

]Aetn<o#[ 

]  _  i/ceaS  _  [ 

]  eucetT[ 
Fr.  14  1  ].,  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  upper 

and  lower  branches  of  k  suggested  .[,  the 

left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  off  the  line,  pre¬ 

sumably  0  4  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a 
stroke  descending  from  left,  a  would  suit  The 
dot  over  the  second  /x  (apparently  by  the  original 

hand)  perhaps  denotes  cancellation  6  .[, 
a  trace  of  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  8 

]. ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from 

left,  a  suggested  There  are  faint  traces  over 
the  first  two  letters,  part  of  which  may  represent 

a  trema  9  ] . ,  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line ; 

not  k,  of  which  the  end  of  the  upper  arm  should 

also  be  visible 

Fr.  17 

]ap’a[ ].a4 
]ax8[ ]  vy.t 

Fr.  17  2  ].,  the  extreme  lower  end  of  a stroke  descending  below  the  line  4  ].» 

a  slightly  concave  upright,  perhaps  w  .[,  a 

thick  dot  at  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross¬ 

stroke  of  y 

]w[ 

(a)  m  _  ]ro)ve[ 

]ap[  ]t€uovt_[ 

j/cAeira ,  [ 

5  ]/caucacr[ 
]aiatav[ 

]e^Ampa[ 
]atveuc[ 

Fr.  15  (a)  is  a  detached  scrap  of  which  the 
level  is  certain  but  the  distance  from  ( b )  indeter¬ 
minable 

3  Of  d  only  the  lower  part  of  the  tail,  but  I think  prescribed  by  the  spacing  .[,  a  slightly 

sinuous  upright ;  1  not  prima  facie  the  likeliest 
interpretation  4  ,[.  the  upper  part  of  an 

upright  7  seq.  Pind.  fr.  167 

Fr.  16 

'  ].□.[’ 

]  _  ayAa[ 
]P£V1 

].6U[ 
Fr.  16  Very  similar  in  appearance  to  fr.  15 both  front  and  back.  Frr.  17,  18,  19  may  also 

come  from  the  same  region. 

1  A  trace  on  the  line  followed  by  the  tower 

part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  ;  if 
the  first  was  as  broad  as  a,  nothing  is  wanting 

between  it  and  the  second  2  ] . ,  a  trace  le\  el 

with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  perhaps  the  right- 
hand  end  of  the  overhang  of  c  3  .[,  the  lower 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  ].,  perhaps  the 

lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 
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Fr.  18 

]«*.[ 

>?T.[ 
>P.[ 
]aAo[ 

5  ].[ 

Fr.  18  i  [,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  e.g.  A,  x  2  •[>  a  short  stroke  sloping 

slightly  forward;  though  off  the  line,  neither  an  apostrophe  nor  o  at  all 
 suggested  5 

Stripped;  what  is  left  suggests  the  middle  part  of  the  right-hand  side  o
f  7? 

Fr.  19 

]  _  ewuyiaiAaf 
]^atov  -aKov\_ 

]vctov[ 

]..[.]P“.[ 
s  ] . 

]eiK<UTlT  _  [ 

]pa^eiayap[ 
]eovafi<f>i ,  [ 

Fr.  19  1  ].,  traces  compatible  with  the  right-hand  part  of  v  3  ] . ,  the  upper  part  of  an  up¬ 
right  4  ]..)  apparently  the  base  of  a  circle  followed  by  the  bottom  parts  of  a  or  perhaps  A 

.[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  with  a  slight  slope  to  right  5  ].,  the  upper  tip  of  a  tall  upright, 

presumably  <j>  or  $  6  .[,  perhaps  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  o  8  A  thin  line  rises  to  right 
from  the  tip  of  1;  perhaps  an  acute  intended  but  quite  unlike  any  other  ,[>  traces  of  a  stroke 
sloping  slightly  to  right 

Fr.  20 

].[
  ’ 

V[ 

]  [ 

M 

Fr.  20  Between  11.  2  and  4  there  is  room  for  rather  more  than  one  line  with  its  normal  inter¬ 
linear  spaces  but  not  enough  room  for  two 

’].A[ 

>°.[ 

5  ].[ 

Fr .  21 1  ] . ,  the  extreme  lower  end  of  a  stroke 
descending  from  left?  2  ].,  the  lower  part 

of  an  upright  .[,  the  edge  of  an  upright 

3  ].,  1  or  the  second  upright  of  v  .[,  a  hori¬ 
zontal  stroke  on  the  line  with  a  trace  over  its 
left-hand  end,  perhaps  £  or  f  4  .[,  the  foot  of 

an  upright  just  below  the  line  5  Perhaps 
two  letters  represented,  e.g.  v  or  at 

]opt[ 

]M M 

Fr.  22 1  After  v  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line,  e.g.  8,  A  .[, 

the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the 

line  3  ].,  perhaps  the  right-hand  ends  of 
the  arms  of  « 

Fr.  23 

Aotivo.9,  [ 

lvub,1  ep|i.[ 

Vxx...vf 

In.  Tirmrr[ 

J  .[]TrEplTo[ 

M 

M 

Fr.  23  The  five  lines  of  cursive  notes  are  much  faded  and  mbbed  and  both  the
  decipherment 

of  the  letters  and  the  count  are  very  uncertain 

2  c  apparently  made  out  of  t  by  the  original  hand  3  .[,  prima  facie  0,  but  perhaps  <■  not ruled  out 
Fr.  24 

].
['
 

]avavr[ 
]8e/m[ 

].«[ 
Fr.  24  1  The  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line  _ 

 2  j[,  only  the 

left-hand  tip  of  the  cross-stroke,  <f>  perhaps  an  alternative 
 3  §[,  only  the  right-hand  bottom 

angle  4  ].,  apparently  the  .apex  of  a,  8,  
or  A 
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Ft.  25 

’]...[  ’ 
]Sd/xa[ 

M 

5  ]..[ 

Fr.  25  1  The  foot  of  an  upright  on  the  line,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the 

line,  a  dot  on  the  line  3  .[,  the  left-hand  angle  of  y  or  n  probable,  though  the  cross-stroke 
slopes  upwards  anomalously  5  ].,  a  heavy  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  .[,  the 
left-hand  side  of  8  or  possibly  a 

Fr.  26 

]J.[ ]reca,77  _  [ 

]  _  yXa>cco[ 

Fr.  26  1  ],,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  i  Of  ft  only  the  base 

.[,  the  top  of  a  circle  2  Of  ]r  only  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  .[,  the  foot  of  an 
upright  3  ].,  a  dot  about  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

Fr.  27 

(«)  . 

]  [ 

M 

]Acov[ ]a  itIo  _  [ 

]T£Kaia[ 
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2447.  PINDAR,  0pijvoi  (?) 

Fr.  27  There  is  probably  no  line  lost  between  (a)  3  and  ( b )  1,  but  the  point  of  attachment  is  very 
narrow  and  I  cannot  verify  the  join  by  the  fibres 

(a)  2  y  or  the  left-hand  angle  of  rr (b)  1 1  am  by  no  means  sure  that  the  ink  above  tu  is  the  dot  used  for  cancellation,  but  presumably 

a  is  meant  as  a  replacement.  It  may  be  useful  to  add  that  A  is  certainly  not  a  with  the  angle  filled, 

so  that  there  is  prima  facie  no  comparison  with  frr.  4  (a)  10;  19,  2  2  .[,  a  short  slightly  concave 

upright  off  the  line 
Fr.  14  3  Perhaps  atvoim[0-,  though  other  possibilities  can  be  thought  of  in  connexion  with  Ino 

and  Melicertes. 
5  Probably  a  compound  like  dAtvaieVijc,  since,  if  va[  represented  part  of  valeiv  or  vaierav,  aAa  would 

be  more  likely  than  aAt,  in  spite  of  such  analogies  as  aldipi  valmv,  Aa.KeSalp.ovi  raicTococyt  (II.  ii  412, 

iii  387).  evaAlvaierat  is  applied  to  dolphins  by  Bacchylides  (xviii  97  cod.).  The  word  used  here  might 
refer  to  Nereids  or  to  Ino  herself,  called  by  her  name  of  Leucothea  in  the  next  verse  but  one. 

S  If  there  was  a  trema  over  t,  d<e>i/fca  is  what  would  naturally  be  supposed  to  be  intended,  but 
I  am  not  sure  that  there  was.  atVyc  is  attested  for  Homer,  Aeschylus,  and  Sophocles,  or  the  letters 

could  be  articulated  ]auc'  ca8[,  though  I  should  have  expected  this  to  be  indicated. 

Fr.  15  3  d/>[ie]redovTt[  is  an  obvious  supplement,  supported  by  the  v.l.  apicrevwv  (beside  aptc-njcuv) 
at  Ap.  Rhod.  Arg.  i  61,  but  there  is  no  indication  how  much  is  lost  between  an  and  rev. 

5  seqq.  Pind.  fr.  167  (11.  7  seq.  below)  is  quoted  by  the  scholiast  on  Ap.  Rhod.  Arg.  i  57  seqq., 

which  give  the  reason  for  the  absence  of  Caeneus  from  the  Argonautic  expedition,  as  Apollonius’ 
source  for  the  manner  of  Caeneus’  end.  If  Kacr[,  1.  5,  represents  Kacraip  (or  some  case  or  derivative), 

Pindar,  too,  may  have  spoken  of  Caeneus’  end  in  connexion  with  his  absence  from  the  Argonautic 
expedition,  since  Castor  took  part  in  this  but  not  in  the  fight  between  Lapiths  and  Centaurs,  at  which 
Caeneus  lost  his  life  (Pind.  fr.  166).  It  may  be  added  that  one  interpretation  of  the  letters  of  1. 6  is  as 
a  mention  of  Colchis  (either  in  the  form  Aiala  or  in  the  form  Ala).  Neither  Ajax  was  concerned  in 

either  of  the  affairs  in  question  (though  the  fathers  of  both  were  Argonauts).  But  there  are  still 
other  articulations.  These  speculations  have  a  bearing  on  the  question  whether  olxerai  or  dnyero 

should  be  accepted  as  the  text  of  Pindar.  See  on  1.  8. 

7  o  8c  jAaipaic  iXdrrjCL  rvirelc  schol.  Ap.  Rhod.  Cod.  X.,  ̂Aajpijc  cod.  P. 

8  otxerai  Kaivevc  cxlcac  opdcvi  rroSl  yav  schol.  Ap.  Rhod.  cod.  L  (a^tcac  .  .  .  yav  Plut.),  (pyer’  ic 

yBova  cett.  omissis  cod.  P.  If  cS^cro,  it  might  have  meant  ‘had  gone’,  not  ‘went’,  though  the  fact  that 
otxercu  is  alternatively  quoted  is  rather  in  favour  of  the  second  acceptation. 

Fr.  19  2  The  superscript  a  may  be  intended  simply  to  clarify  the  reading  of  the  a  below  it,  of 

which  the  angle  is  filled  with  ink  (cf.  fr.  4  (a),  id).  The  only  other  explanation  I  can  think  of  is  that  it 
is  meant  to  show  that  the  whole  word  below  it  should  precede  another  word,  which  will  have  been 

similarly  superscribed  with  ft,  but  this  explanation  obviously  is  inapplicable  to  the  other  example adduced. 

3  dirvcrov,  dwcrov  reasonable  guesses,  but  other  articulations  are  possible. 

7  ft ]pa-  or  r]pa-  likely,  but  not  the  only  possibilities. 
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Fr.  28 

'  ][  ’ 

]“».[ 

]ax°d[ 

]^riAa[ 

5  .a>.[ 

Fr.  28  2  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right  3  Of  9.  only  the  tail  5  .  [,  the  top 
of  a  convex  stroke 

Fr.  30 

M 

] _  ocpu[ 

J.avoc.f 

Fr.  30  2  ].,  the  extreme  lower  end  of  a 
stroke  descending  below  the  line?  3  ].  the 

top  of  an  upright  .[,  an  upright 

Fr.  29 

].<”( 
].  [ 

Fr.  29  1  ].,  perhaps  the  right-hand  angle  of 
it  2  ] , ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending 

from  left  followed  by  an  upright  with  foot  hooked 

to  right ;  either  v  or  ai,  At,  but  either  interpreta¬ 
tion  involves  anomaly 

Fr.  31 

‘]M  ‘ 
ML[ 

Fr.  31  2  After  r  the  surface  is  damaged,  but 

there  is  no  certainty  that  anything  was  written 
before  the  next  traces,  which  are  two  dots, 

slightly  above  the  general  level,  on  either  side  of 
the  edge  of  the  gap.  These  are  followed  by  the 

top  of  a  circle,  suggesting  0,  p  not  e,  c Fr.  33 

Fr.  32 

*  ]  [  ’ 
].«.[ 

].<M 

Fr.  32  2  ], ,  prima  facie  the  right-hand  angle 
of  v,  but  the  surface  is  damaged  and  t  may  be 

possible  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  part  of  /? 

suggested  3  ].,  the  top  and  foot  of  an  up¬ 
right  ;  1  or  7)  likeliest 

W[ 
]ai0eo[ 

]  [ 
Fr.  34 

].r  [ 

]/coucaic[ 

Fr.  34  Perhaps  from  the  same  neighbour¬ hood  as  fr.  35 

1  }.,  a  small  arc  from  the  lower  right-hand 
side  of  a  circle 
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Fr.  35 

(*)  . 

w 

(b)  . 

occ.[ 

].v.[ 

KaifL'[ 

]/>«.[ 

a  vde[ 

]™r[ 

Fr.  35  The  relative  level  of  (a)  to  (b)  is  established  by  the  cross-fibres.  The  interval  between  them 
is  not  determinable 

1  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  2  ,  [,  a  dot  on  the  line  ] . ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending 

from  left ;  a  suitable  .  [,  perhaps  the  lower  left-hand  curve  of  e,  c,  or  the  like  3  ._[> a  dot  on  the 
line  Between  pa  is  a  faint  trace  above  the  line,  which  may  represent  a  sign  of  elision  .[,  a 

short  vertical  stroke  at  mid-letter  level  4  The  first  r  represented  only  by  the  right-hand  part  of 

the  cross-stroke  with  the  upper  part  of  the  stem  at  its  left-hand  end,  but  y  less  likely ;  the  second  - 

only  by  the  left-hand  part  of  its  cross-stroke 

Fr.  36 

’]  ..[  ’ 
]  «/*.[ 

]  ot>8[ 

Fr.  36  Perhaps  from  the  same  neighbourhood  as  frr.  34-35 

x  Apparently  k  or  v  followed  by  the  base  of  a  circle,  e.g.  e,  0  30  has  some  ink  not  ac¬ 

counted  for  curving  up  from  its  lower  right-hand  side.  Perhaps  m  was  first  written 

Fr.  37 

’].X 

].wnl 

]mv)  [ 

>e.[ 

Fr.  37  1 1  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  followed  by  two  traces  o
n  the  line  suggesting 

the  feet  of  A  or  v  2  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y,  r  .[,  the  lower  part 

of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line,  p  likely  4  .[,  the  u
pper  end  of  a  stroke  descending 

to  right 
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Fr.  38 

]T£pTTOVTa[ 

]  _  AevoAjSoc  [ 

]xajpov/a'Sv[ ]wvtiov7t[ 

5  ^'ot/zoievOa.^ 
]$a>poicj3ov6y[ 

]  _  avaXoxov[ ]av  [ 

].  .Oc[.]Au/i7TOv[ 

Fr.  38  1-4  Pind.  fr.  130  3  seq.  See  comm.  5  ]?,  only  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 

stroke  touching  0  at  about  mid-letter  Above  .0  parts  of  two  or 
 three  letters  by  the  writer  of  the 

test  •  the  last  seems  to  be  v  or  to,  though  either  is  slightly  anomalous,  but 
 I  can  make  no  satisfactory 

combination  of  the  preceding  traces.  The  whole  might  be  taken  as  ]a„, 
 but  I  see  nothing  to  make  this 

interpretation  probable  .[,  a  short  upright  9  ]  • .  > the  tiP  of  an  uPrlSht  followed  by  the  top 
of  a  circle 
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Fr.  38 

toI  Se  cjjopfityyecci  ]reprrovra[i,  rrapa  Se  c6t.a.v 

evavBrjc  asnac  re&\a\ei>  oXfioc  [ 

oSfia  S’  iparov  Kara  jycupov  /crSufarar 

p.€Ly]vvvTCov  7 r[vpl 

5  
]eot/L LOip"  ev9a_[ ]$u>poLC  ft ov6v[ 

yj>av  aAo^ou[ 

]av  [ 

]  oc  ["  0]Auprov[ 

Fr.  38  The  subject  is  the  state  of  the  pious  in  Hades.  A eyerai
  S’  vno . . .  fhvSapov  ravn  it epi 

evceBwP  iv  AlSov  rota  Xafiirei .  .  .  jScu/ioti  (Plut.  cons .  Apollon.  120C,  cf.  de  lat.  viv.  1130c)
. 

3  seq.  The  quotation  of  Plutarch  has,  after  xiSvarai,  ad  BvpaT
a  fuyvvvrwv  rwpi  rqX^avt L  Travroia 

8eiZv  iirl  Bwiiolc.  What  is  missing  before  ]vwrwv  must  be  presumed
  to  correspond  in  written  ength  to 

o8u.aSepaTovKa.rajx  above  it,  which  aeiBvpa rapiy  and 
 even  aiaBvp.aTapeiY  obviously  does  not,  and  still 

less  the  commonly  accepted  aieiBva.  And,  unless  1. 4  went  a  gr
eat  deal  further  than  any  g  a 

be  reasonably  calculated  for  11.  1  and  3,  rravro la  . .  .  jS^ofc  cannot  have  occurred  m  the  Mb.  m  this 

PlaCe6a/3oic^  in  some  form,  cf.  Pind.  Nem.  x  23  (sing.),  01.  v  6  (plur.),  or  §oi8v[roc  in  some  form,  cf. Bacchyl.  iii  15. 

9  npo c  “ 0 .  seems  acceptable. 
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Fr.  39 

*]...[  ’ 
]wC7r[ 

][ 

Ft.  39  i  Apparently  remains  of  a  note  in  the  same  hand  as  that  below
 

Fr.  40 

(*)  . 

M..].[ 

]c6ev[ 

]kO>I Lt[ 

5  ]o)/iatr[ 

(«)  .  .  ]’0UX.C 

].[  ]pvcoc[ 

M  ]ov9X 

].<  ].[ 

Fr.  40  I  believe  (a)  stood  on  left  of  ( b )  at  the  level  shown,  but  I  see  nothing  to  determine  the 
interval  between  them 

(a)  3  ].,  perhaps  the  tip  of  tire  overhang  
of  c 

(b)  1  10  unusually  angular,  but  I  do  not  think  v  likelier  ].[,  the  traces  may  represent  a  note  in 

a  different  hand  from  the  text  2  ].,  perhaps  the  tips  of  the  right-hand  strokes  of  k  or  x  .[,  a 

slightly  convex  upright  5  Of  t[  only  the  tip  of  the  left-hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke  6  .[, 
the  lower  left-hand  arc  and  the  start  of  the  cross-stroke  of  e  or  6  8  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  9 

Perhaps  the  extreme  tips  of  the  apices  of  /1,  or  two  letters  may  be  represented 
Fr.  41 

>c.[ 

].«».[ 
]M 
]..[ 

Fr.  41 1 .[,  the  extreme  lower  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  well  below  the  line  2  ] . ,  the  end  of 
a  stroke  from  right  touching  e  below  the  middle  .  [,  the  edge  of  an  upright  3  .  [,  the  start 

of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  4  ].,  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  or  r  touching  the  top  of  the  upper  part  of 
an  upright,  e.g.  yi  or  n  rather  than,  combined,  it  ,[,  the  left-hand  angle  of  y  or  rr 

Fr.  42 2447.  PINDAR,  Qpfjvoi.  (?) 

127 

].«.[ >e.[ 

Fr.  42  1  ].,  perhaps  the  upper  right-hand 
part  of  the  loop  of  p  .[,  a  short  upright  off  the 

line  2  .[,  a  cross-stroke,  but  below  the  level 
of  the  cross-stroke  of  the  preceding  «• 

Fr.  44 

]*“.[ M 

]a vlt[ 

Fr.  44  1  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

descending  well  below  the  line 

Fr.  43 

'  m  ' 

]<Mra[ 

Fr.  45 

]p’a..[ 

]  [ 
]  [ 

]  C 

]  [ 
Fr.  45  Prima  facie  the  bottom  of  a  column 

1  possibly  7T.[  should  be  written  but er  combinations  open,  e.g.,  1  or  y  followed  by Fr.  46 

M
 
 ’ 

].«*.[ 

]-77oA[ 

]™C.[ 

5  ]ft)ra[ 
]apajxv[ 

]mica[ 
].*?[ 

10  ]  vtl[ 

]...[ 
w 

Fr.  46  1  Only  the  lower  left-hand  angle  2  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright _  .[> ̂ e  left-hand 

arc  of  a  circle,  perhaps  o  but  slightly  larger  than  the  others
  3  A  small  circle  below  A  not  ac¬ 

counted  for  4  .[,  y  or  the  left-hand  side  of  w  7  t  represented  only  by  a  dot  on  the  hne 

8  ]. ,  perhaps  the  top  of  the  right-hand  arm  of  u  10  ].,  the  middle  part  of  an  upright  with  a  dot 
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to  left  below  n  ]  ,  perhaps  the  upper  end  of  
the  upper  arm  of  «  followed  by  the  cross-stroke  

of  g 

[,  the  top  of  an  upright  or  stroke  descending  to  right 
 surmounted  by  a  comma-like  mark,  perhaps  by a  different  hand 

Fr.  47 

L>
[ 
 ’ 

]..[ 

Fr.  47  i  traces  compatible  with  o i  or  pi 

2  ].,  perhaps  the  top  right-hand  arc  of 
 a  circle 

.[,  perhaps  the  top  of  the  loop  of  p,  though  the 

angle  is  unusually  sharp 

Fr.  48 

'm  m 

].[.W 
iTapoe Jocroe  # [ 

1  cwrcoAf 

5  ’].[  M 

Fr.  48  2  ] .[,  perhaps  two  letters  represented, 
of  which  the  second  would  have  to  be  taken  as  0, 

on  account  of  its  position  well  off  the  line,  though 

the  ink  representing  its  left-hand  side  is  not 
curved  but  straight  3  .[,  8  or  A  seems  to 
have  been  written  originally,  but  there  is  a  thin 

upright  descending  below  the  line  from  its  left- hand  side  and  other  ink  below  its  apex  4  ] . , 

the  right-hand  part  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  r 

Fr.  49 

]K<XV0Oti[ 

].a<f>pr)y[ 

]  _  avSa[ ]  a  'mi 

5 

]euca[ 

]ccoA[ ].[ 

Fr.  49 1  ]«:,  only  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  upper  and  lower  arms,  but  not  prima  facie  £  3  ] .  > 

the  lower  part  of  the  tail  of  a  or  A  Above  a  apparently  a  ‘short’  with  an  acute  written  through  it, 

both  by  the  original  hand  4  ] . ,  the  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  What  I  have  taken 

for  ’  looks  more  like  1 ;  inserted  by  a  different  hand  Above  [[AJ  an  upright  by  the  original  hand 

probably  not  1 ,  but  the  first  stroke  of  a  broader  letter  .[,  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

2447.  PINDAR,  6Pt}vol  (?)  129 
Fr.  50 

'
m
 

W.[ 
]cca[ 
]  *a.[ 

5  ]yca>[ 

] _  cavevB _ [ 

]eotr’[ 

]w.[ 

10  J.troT’ojf 

]et8o/ue  _  [ 

].v
.['

 

]..[ 

].§[ 

Fr.  50  2  .[,  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right?  4  A  blank  space  before  k  6  ].,  a  short 

upright,  sloping  slightly  backwards  There  may  be  no  letter  missing  between  A  and  the  following 

traces,  which  look  like  the  bases  of  two  circles  and  a  dot  on  the  line  7  ].»  the  top  of  an  upright 

9  .[,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  e.g.  the  tail  of  a  or  A  10  ].,  the  top  of  an 

upright  11  There  is  a  trace  of  ink  above  the  right-hand  side  of  8 ;  not  by  the  hand  of  the  text, 

perhaps  fortuitous  .[,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right  12  ].,  traces  of  a  letter  descend¬ 

ing  below  the  line,  possibly  u  13  Partly  stripped  14  Partly  stripped  ].,  two  letters 

may  be  represented,  in  which  case  the  second  is  1 

Fr.  51 

]  4 
]  4 

U  4 Fr .  51  1  Above  a  a  trace  not  accounted  for ; 

perhaps  a  circumflex 

Fr.  52 

]  ™0[ 

]  Fv4 

]  0vPf[ 

ln[ 
5  ]..[ 

Fr.  52  4  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the letters  with  a  trace  below,  perhaps  the  upper 

part  of  an  upright B  8259 K 
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Fr.  53  Fr‘  54 

']  ['  ]  [ 

]tfyecci{c[  
~}vtci  .  [ 

] ravoc  [  ]  [ 
.  ]  [ 

Frr.  53-57  have  a  general  resemblance  5  ]ai  [ 

consistent  with  an  origin  in  the  same  region  of 
the  roll 

Fr.  53  a  .[,  an  upright 
 Fr.  54  a  . [,  an  upright 

Fr.  53  7rrepvyeccL  (or  a  compound)  followed 

by  TToravoc  or  irravoc  are  to  hand. 

Fr.  55  Fr-  56 

].[ 
]eavoTt.v€LK  [ 

’]  ’ 

Ji-oicayco  [ 

5  }yv^T.[ 

Fr.  55  3  ].,  perhaps  the  ends  of  the  upper  Fr.  56  2  Over  the  second  i  a  dot  of  ink  which 

and  lower  horizontal  strokes  of  i;  rather  near  may  represent  a  letter  in  the  preceding  line  .[, 

to  one  another  but  k  seems  less  likely  4  .[,  a  slightly  convex  stroke  off  the  line,  perhaps  the 

a  dot  on  the  line,  perhaps  the  start  of  a  stroke  upper  left-hand  arc  of  o  5  .[»  a  dot,  above  l 

rising  to  right  the  general  level,  to  right  of  r 

Fr.  57 

k.[ 
]at^evcuv[ 

3  [ 

]vraUTa[ 

Fr.  57  i  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  perhaps  c,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of 
a  stroke  rising  to  right 

IW 
JowoyfJ,  _[ 

1  VTarco  T°vw[  „ 

]arrjX]./rcpoi 

5  l.eac’  [  F 

244S.  PINDAR,  UN  CERT  Al  N  CATEGORY 

2448.  Pindar,  Uncertain  Category 

The  authorship  of  the  following  fragments  is  readily  est
ablished  by  the  occur¬ 

rence  of  an  ancient  quotation,  but  I  have  observed  no  c
oincidence  among  them  with 

anything  preserved  in  other  papyri  of  Pindar,  now  fa
irly  numerous,  and  cannot  assign 

them  to  their  category.  The  invocation  of  Apollo  in 
 fr.  1  and  the  allusion  to  Delphi 

in  fr.  2  (a)  makes  the  Paeans  a  reasonable  first  hyp
othesis,  but  if  I  am  right  in  my 

interpretation  of  fr.  x,  4.  it  looks  as  though  it  mus
t  be  discarded. 

The  hand  is  a  specimen  of  the  common  angular  typ
e  to  be  dated  in  the  late  second 

or  early  third  century.  At  least  two  different  pe
ns  may  be  distinguished  in  the  lection 

signs,  of  which  the  thicker  may  be  in  many
  cases— I  am  not  sure  whether  in  all— 

that  of  the  writer  of  the  text. 
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Fr.  x 

'  ].[  n  u 
]  aAA[.]8’aAA[.  .]ciw[ 
J  S’  ive  _  ScxavavSpcov  _ ,  [ 

]  _a _ rdvp7]peKepTop[ 

5  ]  ecnpoi{]  [ 

]  TTarp  tS  ’apx^o-vKTeyL  _  ieplb[ 

]  cTexo-tTdvTrapdevoy^av  .  [ 

]v[,  j6vyapa7ToAAov[ 

]p  _  _  re{cattj[ io  laiueAf'  IwmyAai'a  [ 

M.M  ].[ 

]cW6T0l[ 

].□:[ 

Fr.  1 1  The  second  letter  of  the  verse  had  a  tail  descending  well  below  the  line,  p,  r,  or  the  like 

], .[,  two  traces  suggesting  y,  r,  <p  followed  by  a  small  loop,  perhaps  o,  but  not  impossibly  a  damaged  a 

2  seq.  Pind.  fr.  215  4  The  first  letter  is  represented  by  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the 
letters  and  a  dot  on  the  edge  of  the  gap  above  it;  \jj  perhaps  the  least  unsatisfactory  interpretation. 
Above  .a  are  traces  of  two  strokes  apparently  forming  an  angle  resembling  the  circumflex  in  1.  12 

6  In  the  margin  the  foot  of  a  stroke  descending  from  above  and  another  leaving  it  nearly  at  a  right 
angle  and  descending  to  right  in  a  shallow  curve.  Not  a  normal  coronis  The  mark  of  length  cannot 
be  read  as  an  acute ;  it  must  have  been  written  over  the  wrong  1  9  Of  a  only  two  diagonally 

opposed  dots  11  k[.]t,  two  narrow  letters  might  be  accommodated  in  the  gap  13  ].,  per¬ 
haps  the  top  of  0  or  the  loop  of  p  .[,  the  left-hand  apex  (which  is  damaged,  so  that  it  resembles  a  or 
A)  of  p  or  v  14  ].[,  a  dot  above  the  general  level,  perhaps  the  tip  of  a  tall  upright  ][[,  the 

upper  left-hand  end  of  a  slightly-curved  stroke  descending  to  right  with  a  trace  to  left  of  a  stroke 
rising  to  right;  not  prima  facie  either  S  or  ,u 

2448.  PINDAR,  UNCERTAIN  CATEGORY 
Fr.  1 

133 

aAA[a]  8’  aAA[ot]av  v[opipa  c^erepav 

S’  alvei  StKav  dvSpdjp  eFacroc  . 
atop  a>  rdv  prj  Keprop[ 

5  ecu  poc  [ 

rrarplY  dpyaiav  ktcvl  IheplFcov 

dijCTe  yairav  irapdevov  £a v9[  , 

]y[  _  _  ]ev  yap,  Al7roAAov[ 

]pat  re  Kai  u[ 10  laiueAF'  ayAatatcf ]c/c[.]tov?[ . ].[ 

]cwerot[ 

]  t[.  _]( fj£LC‘  €770  ([ n.iii 

Fr .  1  2  seqq.  The  quotation  from  Pindar  is  adduced  as  a  parallel  to  statemen
ts  of  which  the  tenor 

is  that  people  have  their  own  ways  of  doing  things.  The  connexion  of  thought  m
ight,  therefore,  be : 

Do  not  then,  ridicule  (me  ?)  as — old  fogey,  boor,  savage  ?  I  can  offer  no  satis
factory  suggestion  about 

the  word  (or  part  of  a  word)  at  the  beginning  of  1.  4,  and  even  if  the  gen
eral  line  of  interpretation  is 

right  there  are  more  allusive  ways  in.  which  the  same  idea,  more  or  less,  mig
ht  have  been  expressed, 

corav :  except  for  one  example  of  <5  rav  in  Epicharmus,  fr.  87  K.,  t
his  locution  has  hitherto  been 

found  only  in  Attic  writers,  and  in  Attic  the  quantity  of  a  where  dete
rminable  is  long;  Anstoph. 

Pax  1113,  Pint.  66,  377,  etc.  But  I  do  not  think  that
  this  need  preclude  the  recognition  of  it  here. 

The  marking  of  the  a,  metrically  indeterminable,  as  short  may  be 
 explicable  as  a  reflection  of  the  view 

of  those  grammarians  who  took  oirav  as  one  word  but  were  not  bold
  enough  to  endow  it,  like  Apol¬ 

lonius  Dyscolus,  with  two  circumflex  accents.  (See  Ap.  Dysc.  w.  impp. 
 1 159 ;  Schol.  Plat.  Apol.  25c ; 

Et.  Mag.  825,  11 ;  etc.)  The  impracticability  of  finding  a
  theoretical  explanation  for  onav  with  a 

short  a  other ’than  this  seems  a  fairly  strong  support  for  this  articulati
on.  , 

6  narplS'  ipxalav :  the  words  would,  I  suppose,  naturally  be  taken  as  my  ancient  coun
try  but 

I  am  not  sure  whether ‘your’ is  not  meant.  .  _... 

ktgvI  IJieplSwv ;  this  expression  may  have  been  qualified  as 
 m  244U. [The  adverb,  schol.  Pyth.  vi  11,  not  in  LSJ.]  •  -  Je 

7  die™  as  well  as  or  in  place  of  <5™,  <S™,  which  is  considered  mo
re  Doric  (cf .  schol.  A  «».  vi  4/),  * 

in  places  presented  also  by  the  rmpdSoac  of  the  Epinicians 
 (e.g.  01.  x  86;  Pyth.  iv  64;  Pyth.  x  54, 

^”1  should  guess  fa vdac  but  have  no  arguments  against  £avdiv.  The
  lost  verb  presumably  had  the genera^sens^of  ̂   cf.  tfm.  xi  7  “°‘8a,  Pyth.  viii  31 

01.  ii  53  fieXeiov  A vpav  re,  vi  97  At !pai  yoAwat  re. 
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Ft.  iA 

].«*'.[ ]nC‘6ea>y[ 

]  [][]  [ 

][ 

Fr  i  A  Perhaps  the  bottom  of  a  column 

i  ,  an  upright  .[,  the  lower  left-hand 
 curve  of  e  or  suggested 

Fr.  2 

(«)  . 

].?..[ 
]7ravr, .[ 

JacaAAor  ,[.]S.[ 

]  avo.  .fr.5h’.[ 
5  ].c.[.>Pa.[ 

]  #  [ 
^vaiyiv  m6ova[ 

](f>£7ra>vxpv[ .  ,]ff[ 

]/MfiM77apa[ 
g 

io  ]racct[[pji[ .  ,].o[ 

]upata{ftppa[ 

]  p»ei)/cap7r[ 

]yayaAAo  _  [  (&)  . 

].[>[..  ]P“{  ]..[ 

iS  ]..[.>P.[  ]?po[ 

]..:c  u 
.  >.?[ 

L.W 

].[ 

(c) 

]  o.ptSau'f 
]c/catAu[,]pa,

[ 

]  _  fiart oy[ 
S  ].[  Fr-  3 

(<*)  . 

]  [][ 
](¥>«{  ]  [ 

]  _  ^a/xoicatc[ 
]  «°pa[]  [ ]idp.ot[][ 

5  ]....PFe5tmv  [ 

].co[.  .  l^aApypuP’j.w-f 

]>..[ 

]  [ 

]co/tevo[ 
]/<Teavpj[ 

]..T.[ 

]  [ 
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Fr.  2  (a)-(d)  The  level  of  (b)  relatively  to  (a)  is  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres.  Its  distance  cannot  be 
certainly  determined  but  I  see  nothing  to  rule  out  the  possibility  that  it  almost  or  actually  touches 

(a)  in  1.  is  and  that  no  whole  letter  is  missing  between  them  in  11. 14-16.  About  the  levels  of  (c)  and 

(d)  I  am  less  sure,  but  I  believe  I  can  trace  cross-fibres  which  fix  them  at  the  levels  shown  relatively 

to  (a).  The  appearance  of  their  backs  warrants  their  location  in  the  vertical  relation  adopted.  There
 

is  no  external  indication  of  their  distance  from  (a) 

See  also  the  app.  crit.  on  frr.  3  (a),  ( b )  for  a  possible  relationship  between  those  frr.  and
  these 

Fr.  2  ( a)+(b )  1  .[,  the  lower  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line  2  t.,  the  start  of  a 

stroke  rising  to  right  from  below  the  line ;  a  not  ruled  out  though  not  particularly  suggested  3  ] . , 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  stroke  coming  from  left  level  with  tire  tops  of  the  letters  perhaps  the 

left-hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke  of  0,  though  the  ink  is  not  now  continuous.  It  is 
 too  low  for  r 

4  ]  ,  the  right-hand  tip  of  the  upper  arm  of  *  or  x  or  of  the  right-hand 
 arm  of  u  suggested 

acceptable  but  not  verifiable  .[,  the  left-hand  apex  of  p  or  v  not  ruled  out,  but  not  parti
cularly 

suggested  5  ].,  the  tip  of  an  upright  somewhat  above  the  general
  level  c.[,  the  foot  of  an 

upright  o  [,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  7  Between  v
  and  o  the  lower  part  of  a 

stroke  starting  below  the  line  and  sloping  upwards  to  right  followed  by  
what  looks  like  the  left-hand 

parts  of  6  What  I  have  shown  as  a  stop  is  anomalous  both  in  appearance  a
nd  in  position,  but  it 

does  not  look  like  the  apostrophe  10  ] . ,  a  stroke  descending  from  left  to  right  with  traces  to  left 

of  its  centre  and  to  right  of  its  top ;  something  against  each  of  a,  A,  or  x  11  ]v>  somewhat  unlike 

the  others;  perhaps  damage  has  given  it  an  anomalous  appearance 
 12  ].,  perhaps  two  letters 

represented,  in  which  case  the  second  may  be  1  13  Perhaps  but  0Idy  the  tips  of  the  apices 

are  preserved  and  tc[  or  ;c[  could  be  read  14  ].[,  the  top  of  a  tall  upright  ]. .[,  an  upright 

with  the  foot  turning  to  left,  e.g.  v,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upr
ight  15  ]. the  top 

of  an  upright,  followed  at  an  interval  by  a  trace  level  with  its  to
p  f.[> a  trace  above  the  general 

level,  perhaps  the  top  of  ]c  16  ]. .[,  an  upright  followed  by  the  lower  left-hand  arc  o
f  a  circle 

17  Between  y  and  a  what  looks  like  the  opposite  ends  of  a
  cross-stroke  with  the  lower  part  of  an  up¬ 

right  under  its  right-hand  part ;  r  seems  to  be  ruled  out,  possibly  
vea  is  to  be  recognized  _ 

/a  2  ]  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  
the  letters  Of  9  only  famt 

traces  of  the  lower  right-hand  arc  Of  the  next  letter  only 
 the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  ascending  to 

right  eg  nor  a  9  is  headless,  but  t  improbable  For  8,  of  which  the  ba
se  and  the  lower part  of 

the  right-hand  stroke  are  lost,  A  could  be  read  3  .  L  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising,  from  below  the 

line  to  right  e.g.  A,  y  4]  ,  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  a,  8,  or  A 

’  (d)  I]  r  the  base  of  a  circle  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an 
 upright  descending  below  the  fine ; 

at  some  interval  and  therefore  perhaps  representing  r  
]  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  nsmg  from 

well  below  the  line  with  a  slight  slope  to  right,  e.g.  p,  v, 
 followed  by  an  upright  on  the  line  3 

Before  the  first  v  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  Bet
ween  v  and  v  I  should  guess  o,  but  there  are  only 

vague  traces  of  ink,  the  surface  being  scoured
  After  the  second  p  similar  vague  traces  below  

the 

line  1  [,  apparently  the  left-hand  stroke  of  a  or  8 
 followed  by  the  back  of  c  or  e  4  J.»  P£rt 

of  the  upright  and  right-hand  arm  of  the  cross-stroke 
 of  r  or  0  (or  perhaps  y)  Between  0  (of  which 

only  the  base  remains)  and  8  the  foot  of  an  uprigh
t ;  unless  v  or  a  letter  of  similar  breadth,  f[.]  shoul

d 

be  written  Of  a  only  the  extreme  tip  of  the  tail
,  of  the  hyphen  only  the  right-hand  end  5J-> 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  slightly  b
elow  the  level  of  the  tops  of  the  etters  Be

 

and  t  the  foot  of  an  upright  a  does  not  ac
count  for  a  trace  below  the  end  of  the  tail,  pe

rhaps 

a  mark  of  division  .[,  a  small  loop  on  the  line 

Frr.  3  (a),  (6).  The  vertical  relation  of  (8)  to  (
a)  is  fixed  by  clearly  marked  fibres.  Its  distance 

from  (a)  is  not  externally  determinable  b
ut  it  may  well  touch  at  one  point.  There 

 appears  to  be  a 

congruity  between  the  contents  of  3  (a)  and i  2  (.)  6-»  (see  comm  ),  but
  I  “£“““*^£5 

front  or  back,  of  the  fragments  grouped  unde
r  2  m  those  grouped  under  3,  so  atte“Pt®,at 

location  are  correct,  there  must  have  been
  a  joint  between  the  two  groups.  I  think  

but  cannot  ma 

rprt'iin  that  a  ioint  may  he  seen,  at  the  left-hand  side  of  3  (#)  m  II.
  5  .  1 

certam  tliat  suggests  £>  but  it  is  not  the  USUal  «  and  damage  to  the  surface  may  have 

created  illusion  3  marg.  Nothin
g  now  visible  before  *  but  the  surface

  is  scoured  and  writing 

may  have  disappeared  5  Of  the 
 first  letter  only  the  upper  tip  of  a  stro

ke  nsmg  to  right,  e.g. 
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v,  x ;  this  is  followed  by  what  is  prima  facie  tj  or  ei,  but  there  is  a  sloping  l
ine  rising  from  the  middle 

of  the  right-hand  upright  which  may  indicate  deletion ;  next  apparently  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right  V7T  much  rubbed  and  now  represented  only  by  three  uprights  which  might
  be  otherwise 

combined  and  interpreted  6  ].,  the  middle  part  of  an  upright  with  a  s
mall  dot  above  and  to 

right ;  not  a  stop,  perhaps  casual  ink  t  much  rubbed 

(6)  1  the  upper  half  of  a  semicircle  open  to  right  followed  by  the  upper  part  of  an  upright, 

perhaps  ] .  t  but  possibly  a  single  may  be  represented  ,  [,  the  left-hand  apex  of  p.  or  v  .  2  . . 
 [, 

perhaps  the  top  and  bottom  of  t  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  but  th
e  surface  is  scoured 

6  Before  7  the  top  of  an  upright  above  the  general  level 

Fr.  2  (a)  4  If  oSejrpai'.f,  inpawe  looks  likeliest. 
6-12 1  have  referred  above  to  the  possibility  that  there  is  a  relation  between  these  lines  and  those 

contained  in  fr.  3  (a).  To  the  blank  above  2  (a)  7  there  corresponds  a  blank  above  3  (a)  1 ;  to  2  (a)  8 

ap]<j>emov  xpuj>X  it  would  be  a  natural  complement  to  find  3  (a)  2  ],£a  Molcau[;  to  2  (a)  9  vfjfiopcu 

irapi[  a  variant  in  3  (a)  3  [v]4o(ia[i]  might  well  be  recognized ;  with  2  (a)  10  I7ap>acctSi  n  apo}vp<uci 

Kippo[c  12  eujcapjr[  there  is  good  compatibility  in  3  (a)  5  iteUmv  6  6[p]<f>aXov ;  and  to  3  (a)  6  ov8'  tV[  an attractive  continuation  could  be  found  in  2  (a)  13  jroiajv  ayaAAo/i[.  But  whatever  may  be  thought  of 

this  combination,  there  presents  itself  an  objection  to  it  which  I  cannot  remove.  Frr.  2  (c),  2  (d), 

which  contain  no  joint  but  appear  to  exhibit  the  same  horizontal  fibres  as  fr.  2  (a) +  (£>),  must,  if  so, 

lie  between  frr.  2  (a)-\-(b)  and  3  (a),  3  ( b ).  If  they  do  not  contain  the  same  column  as  2  (a)+(£).  then 

neither  can  3  (a),  3  ( b ).  On  the  other  hand,  if  all  the  fragments  contain  the  same  column,  such  a 

column  would  be  inordinately  wide— at  least  twice  the  width  of  that  in  fr.  1— and  some  of  the  sup¬ 

posedly  connected  elements  listed  above  would  no  longer  be  neighbours.  It  does  not  seem  likely  that 

the  amount  required  to  fill  the  space,  reckoned  at  a  minimum,  could  be  inserted  without  destroying 
their  connexion. 

7  Whatever  the  nature  of  the  sign  above  the  second  v,  it  must  be  supposed  that  the  end  of  a  word 

is  indicated.  The  letter  before  8  could  be  taken  as  a,  but  that  after  6  is  certainly  0,  not  e  (which  I  say 

to  preclude  the  suggestion  of  AlylvaBev),  and  I  therefore  suppose  x^ov  to  have  been  written,  jpeuyiv 

which  remains  can  hardly  be  anything  but  the  end  of  fieXdv-  or  Kviv-aiyiv,  of  known  words,  and  what 

either  would  signify  attached  to  x^ra. 1  do  not  see. 

8  seqq.  As  far  as  I  can  tell,  the  supplements  suggested  above  would  define  the  left-hand  edge  of 

the  column,  and  Kvav-  (not  peXav-)  would  be  in  accord. 

9  vepopai  Trapd :  cf.  Neill.  X  55  Seq.  irapd ...  /II  vepovrai.  I  suppose  irerpai  or  the  like  is  to  be  sup¬ 

plied. 
xo  At  Pylh.  viii  20  irapvada  of  the  MSS.  is  corrected  to  -ctBi  on  metrical  grounds. 

II  Cf.  Pylh.  xi  15  iv  d(j>veatc  apoupatcL  rivXdSa  preceded,  1.  12,  by  aywvL  .  .  .  Klppac. 

Fr.  3  (a)  See  on  fr.  2  (a). 

1  x]“/>“'  fairly  likely. 

4  jrd/iofl  [ :  this  sequence  of  letters  is  peculiar  enough  to  be  likely  to  give  a  lead  to  the  sense  of  the 

context  if  they  could  be  explained,  but  I  can  find  no  plausible  explanation  of  them.  Alopoc  has  a 

short  t;  no  word  ends  in  to;  a  dative  ending  in  i,  say  At,  for  example,  followed  by  5  poi  is  the  only 

theoretical  possibility  I  see  and  this  will  hardly  be  thought  very  probable. 

6  o[fi]$aAdv :  usually  in  Pindar  of  the  ‘navel’  of  the  earth  at  Delphi,  but  not  necessarily  so  applied, 
v.  Pind.  fr.  75,  3. 
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Fr.  4 

’].  [  ’ 

].*[ 

].pow[ 

]  [ 

]  [ 

Fr.  4  2],,  the  upper  end  of  a  thin  stroke 
rising  to  right;  if  a  letter,  presumably  o  3 

].,  an  upright,  apparently  forking  at  the  top, 

i.e.  v Fr.  6 

] 
 [
’ 

]./>:..[ 

]  [ 

]  [ 
5  ]  [ 

3”  [ 

Fr.  6  2  ].,  a  trace  above  the  general  level 

After  p  perhaps  o'a  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  up¬ 

right,  but  I  cannot  rule  out  dA  and  other  pos¬ 
sibilities  6  Apparently  part  of  a  marginal 

note.  The  second  letter  may  be  1  or  p  ligatured  to 

the  first,  which  is  not  prima  facie  e 

Fr.  8 

’  iA][r  ’ 

JAov[ 

]yar[ 

3  [ 
5  3  [ 

3  [ 

3.  iff 

Fr.  8  6  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  followed  by 

a  stop  or  the  right-hand  dot  of  a  trema  The 

accent  over  ?  is  barely  preserved.  If  it  is  casual 

ink,  c  could  be  read  for  e 

Fr.5 

3  *[
 

3<?.‘a  [].[ 

>.[..].[ 
3  [ 

Fr.  5  The  back  is  compatible  with  a  position 

below  fr.  2  (a).  The  front  is  badly  rubbed  and 

only  scattered  traces  of  letters  remain 

2  The  reading  is  quite  uncertain.  There  is 
now  no  ink  visible  between  the  two  last  letters 

indicated  and  it  is  not  certain  whether  or  no 

this  space  ever  contained  writing  2  After  e 
traces  of  a  slightly  sloping  upright  ].[,  the 

lower  left-hand  angle  of  £  or  f,  hardly  S 

Fr.  7 

3  *  [ 

3  [ 
]adavac  ?[ 

]lieyicrcov[ 

13  [ 

]  Jjaa\rj[ 
5  ]xdovoc<uxpa{ 

]'[]  [ 

Jeufapevoi.  [ 

3.D..[ 

Fr.  7  8  ]..[,  the  traces  may  be  variously 

combined ;  perhaps  v  preceded  by  a,  8,  or  A  is  as 

good  a  guess  as  any. 

Fr.  9 

'3  [ 

}pp.o[ 

]covt[ 
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] 
 [
' 

]  c 

>i>e[ 

].«<■•  [ 

5  ]eXPOv[ 

Fr.  10  4  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross 
stroke  as  of  y Fr.  13 

]Kal 

Fr.  13  i  , .[,  perhaps  the  lower  part  of  c, 
followed  by  a  trace  well  below  the  line  2  .[, 

I  can  suggest  nothing  more  probable  than  k, 

3  .[,  the  left-  though  this  does  not  account  satisfactorily  for 

the  present  appearance  of  the  ink Fr.  14 

M
 
 ’ 

]e.v  [ 

]...?[][ 
]rort  [ 

S  ],ae£eu.[ 
Jatcton  [ 

Fr.  14  1  .[,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  2  Perhaps 
f,  though  now  0  rather  suggested  3  A  small  arc,  open  upwards,  on  the  line,  perhaps  0,  followed 
by  a  small  hook  on  the  line  and  at  an  interval  the  tail  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  5]., 

the  right-hand  part  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y,  r  .[,  an  upright,  with  a  trace  of  ink  above  and  to 
right ;  perhaps  a  cancelled  v Fr.  15 

’  3.[ 

].&[ 

]*/>“.[ 

].‘5.[ 

Fr.  11  1  .[,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright 
descending  well  below  the  line  2  ].,  the  top 

of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  to  touch  the  top  of  1 

.[,  the  top  of  an  upright  followed  by  a  dot  above 

the  general  level ;  v  a  possibility  but  two  letters 

may  be  represented 
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Fr.  16 

Fr.  17 

].[.M 

]vpvc1 

jAey.avf 

5  ]rcppnjy[ 
]ouS[ 

]"[ 

Fr.  16  1  ].[  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

descending  well  below  the  line  2  .[,  an  up¬ 

right  3  Between  e  and  a  perhaps  three 

letters  represented,  if  one  was  1;  Aevna  looks  as 

likely  as  anything  but  many  other  combinations 

are  open  4  .[,  part  of  a  stroke  sloping  up¬ 
wards  from  left  to  right  above  the  general  level 

S  This  line  appears  to  be  written  smaller  than 

the  rest 

][ 

u 

]  [ 
]vv  [ 

5  ]  [ ].[ 

Fr.  17  2  ].,  an  upright 

Fr.  18 

M.].[ 

],r.  .t.a[ ],aue/x.[ 

]..[].[ 

Fr.  18  Rubbed  and  partly  stripped 
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2449.  Commentary  on  Pindar  ? 

The  reason  for  appending  this  scrap  to  2448  is  obvious.  Little  as  is  preserved,  it 

may  justifiably  be  referred  to  a  source  in  a  commentary  on  a  poetical  text  and  2448 

contains  a  sufficient  quantity  of  certain  or  probable  coincidences  to  make  the  hypo¬ 

thesis,  that  that  is  the  poetical  text,  acceptable.  But  without  further  evidence  on  the 

one  side  or  the  other  it  would  be  pointless  to  go  further.  The  presence  of  quotations, 

not  lemmata,  is  a  possibility  always  to  be  reckoned  with. 

The  hand  is  a  fair  example  of  the  common  2nd/3rd  century  angular  type.  There 

are  to  be  noticed  a  number  of  blank  spaces,  some  of  which  certainly  have  no  signifi¬ 
cance.  The  cursive  addition  in  the  bottom  margin  may  well  be  due  to  a  different 

writer,  but  it  is  impossible  to  be  sure  of  this. 

].ev[ >.[ 

].p°c<h[ 

]  _  apx  cua[ 
5  ]acTav7Ta_  _  _  _[ 

]_ToSeS(.0v/)a[ 

]  _  U«UeTTLTOvd[ 
]$r)craTTecd  _  [ 

]em\KavEOLC(j)i\\ 

10  ]  i  vecxa-TavTCL)v[ 

]^op8ac€itr6VTOuc({i .  [ 

jpoviac 
i  ].,  y  or  r  2  . [,  a  tall  upright  with  ink  going  to  right  from  its  middle ;  k  ?  3  ] . ,  a  dot 

on  the  line  4  ].,  on  the  line  the  end  of  a  stroke,  nearly  flat,  with  a  trace  above  5 _ [, 

the  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line,  followed  by  the  base  of  a  loop  and  the  foot 

of  e  or  c;  of  the  last  letter  only  a  trace,  compatible  with  the  foot  of  an  upright  6  ].,  a  trace 

against  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  r  8  .[>  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  ascending  to 
right  Marg.  i ,  [,  perhaps  the  base  of  9,  but  the  surface  is  damaged  and  there  are  other  possibilities 

i  See  on  4  seq. 

3  japoc  is  acceptable  and  ITlvS]apoc  <jnj[ci.  therefore  a  possibility. 

4  seq.  irap8ei{  cannot  be  rejected  and  there  is,  therefore,  a  resemblance,  strange  if  fortuitous,  to 

2448  fr.  1,  6  seq.  varptS’  dpgaiav  Krevl  ILepi&wv  were  gairav  rmp8evov.  lerevl  could  be  recognized  in  1.  I. 
S  is  a  possible  interpretation  of  the  first  traces  in  1.  4. 

7  seq.  iirl  toS  8[. . .  rdrr ec0a[t  ‘be  applied  to,  be  used  of’  or  the  like. 

9  Another  lemma  or  quotation  but  the  articulation  uncertain.  I  find  nothing  corresponding  in 

Lower  marg.  ‘gopSai  used  for  <j>96yyoi  (notes)  or  appovlai  (modes)’  ? 
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2450.  Pindar,  Uncertain  Category  (?St0upa/zjSoi) 

The  attribution  to  their  author  of  the  following  fragments  is  made  certain  by  the 

occurrence  in  the  largest  of  them  of  two  ancient  quotations,  of  which  one  must  be 

among  the  passages  most  frequently  cited  by  ancient  writers  of  all  periods.  Unluckily 

we  are  nowhere  informed  to  what  category  it  belonged  and  I  have  found  no  coinci¬ 

dence  with  a  piece  which  can  be  referred  to  one  of  the  nine  (or  ten)  kinds  of  composi¬ 
tion  which  the  seventeen  books  of  Pindar  comprised.  To  judge  by  what  is  preserved 

the  Dithyrambs  (in  two  books)  would  not  be  an  unreasonable  conjecture  for  the 

source  of  fr.  i  (+fr.  2  ?),  which  alone  survives  in  a  state  that  makes  detailed  examina¬ 
tion  possible.  The  words  found  in  the  quotation  adduced  on  fr.  1  ii  9  seqq.  («m 

irepeudu .  .  .  iv  Si0upd/q3au  nvi ',)  do  not  seem  to  me  to  be  usable  either  for  or  against  this 

hypothesis. 
The  structure  of  this  piece  is  triadic,  strophe  and  antistrophe  consisting  of  thirteen 

verses  apiece,  the  epode  of  an  unknown  number  above  fourteen.  The  strophe  and 

antistrophe  of  1604  I  are  one,  of  1604  II  are  five,  verses  longer  (in  the  ancient  colo- 

metry) ;  no  epode  is  represented. 
The  metre  may  be  shown  schematically  as  follows,  a,  b,  c  denote  str.  1,  antistr.  r, 

str.  2,  where  their  metres  fail  to  correspond  or  for  any  other  reason  are  separately 

shown ;  x  indicates  a  syllable  of  which  the  metrical  value  is  ambiguous  where  it  stands. 



—  X - v-»  U  — 

w - w  w  w  -  x 

X  w  w  —  uo  —  uu  —  ? 

_  vj - uu-uu-X? 

No  more  can  be  made  out. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  pure  uncial,  upright  and  rather  above  medium  size,  to  be 

dated  within  the  first  century  or  early  in  the  second.  A  series  of  marginal  notes  (some 

now  almost  completely  obliterated)  in  a  much  smaller  script  is  due  to  the  same 

copyist  and  so  are  apparently  many  of  the  lection  signs.  How  many  other  pens 

participated  I  cannot  distinguish  with  certainty.  At  least  one  other  seems  to  be 

recognizable  in  the  lection  signs.  The  cursive  note  on  fr.  i  ii  io  may  be  in  a  hand  which 

does  not  recur.  The  hand  which  supplied  what  seem  to  be  intended  for  variants  at 
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fr.  1  ii  3,  iii  11  may  or  may  not  be  the  same  as  that  which  appended  interpretations 
at  fr.  1  ii  23,  iii  4. 

The  roll  must  at  one  time  have  been  a  handsome  copy.  It  can  be  deduced  that 

it  was  over  a  foot  in  height,  the  columns  are  given  plenty  of  room,  both  lines  and 

letters  are  amply  spaced.  But  it  clearly  had  suffered  damage  in  ancient  times,  for  the 

back  has  been  patched  with  strips  of  papyrus,  some  of  which  exhibit  third-  or  fourth- 
century  cursive  and  many  of  the  letters  of  the  Pindar  text  have  been  retouched  or 

rewritten. 
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Ft.  i 
Col.  ii  (b) 

15  Col.  i  (a) 

]fioac 
]oven^eJ\Lnpgdvpg[ oc 

^aiaTTpidraceXacev-  -cXeyf] 

]Siopt7]Seoa77770UC 

'  ]vapxovi<[  _  ]kovcl>v 
1  'S-  n  B/C  TON[ .  JC QPAJKS3NEQNOCKAIBIC  TONIC AIMNHI JvtotAiptyaU  enqaikhi 

]a/cocevuaAioi> 

]'/c7rayAoyytoy[  ] 

]tav,aj aeyav 

]pa)ldAA’ap£Tat-[]oUK,inu{Jp[,,], .  .apeTilcmKa-roYtipI. .].[.].[ 

].  .<¥»»£» vbnnbW
  ' 

^drwv^KCLKOvepiievai.  k\t]c8  t|8[,]k£i[ 

}eceX8ajvpiya  Qiip^hctoyaio
mhaoi  j  ̂ voc  I 

]u/m/3taco8oy 

]pevAa/3a>ySey[ .].[”, ]a7reSa  c_[]  .;[ 
]evAi0tvaic[]Yj]/9aA[ 

]  []«”c[  ]e.av^pe[ 

1  /cai'ptf  ]  .  (ovrayecoc  to[ 

]  S’apdfi ' [  ]Sia[ . ]ey/cdiy  ...p.[ 

20  ]  oc  _  e[  ]  _  out  oce[  _  ]i/copteyajy[ 

]  oy  dS’d<i[  JAeycrdvre^aAKOV  [ 

]  V> «/>!?[  ] .  e .  paneldv  athcmtnhcI IZO..US.1.IAI 

\  X  .  ,dj3a[  ]  _  aXvclcoTOV  Tuyiirrru  [ 

]  8tep/c[  ]ciiv-T€Lpe8ecre _  eon  [ 

25  ]  X  aAAav[  JeyciceAoc’dAAav  £77a  _  [ 

]  7a.vhe\TrpvpvovKe(f)aXa ]  [ 

]  'oS[']^a[]yeva^e  .  oicay  ■[ 

]  ppuQopta/cef.  JcWa,[  J, ,[ 

j  TTLKpo[  ] .  7 . .  Xayevayye[ 

30  ]  £apteye[  ~\rvpaw[ 
]«'..[  ]^eXe.[ 

]y/ca0e.[ 

]toy/ca/c[ 

1  *r  
1 

J.pH... 
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Col.  ii 
6  end  r-qpvov a]  jSdac 

7  i£u/<Acu7m]ov  £77 1  77pd0upo[v]  jB[upuc]0eoc 

8  /c]at  anptdrac  eXacev, 

9  ]ZllO/X7]8eOC  L7T7TOVC 

5  10  piojyapxov  K[l\kovu>v 1 1  irapa.  Blcto  vl8l  Xip,va[i] 

12  ̂ aAfco0cup]aKoc  'EvuaXiov 
13  ]eKirayXov  viov, 

1  ]  idvra  fieyav 

10  2  ou  Kojpcut  aAA  dperai. 

3  y]ap  apna^opLevtov  reBvapev 

4  jcm/jy  7)  KaKov  eptptetm. 

5  ]EceA06uv  pteya 
6  y]i//crt  /?tac  oSoy 

15  7  ]p£v  Xafidiv  S’  £y[J.[7  JaTTfSa  c.[  ] 

8  (jta[ryatc  ]ey  XiQLvaic  /3aA[ 

9  L7777 1  [  ]e.av  <f>pe[ 

10  /cat  pt[ty  ].£ov.  rayeaic 

11  S’  apdfir)[ce]  8ta[A]eu/caiv 

20  12  0CTe[a)v]  Sovnoc  e[p](e)t/copteva>y. 

13  08’  a<f>[ap  ]A e/cro'y  tc  yaA/coy 

U77ep7j[  ]  .  €  rpane^av 

npo^d[ra>]v  dXvawrov 
St’  £p/c[e]a>v,  reipe  8e  crepean 

25  aXXav  [p]ev  cxeXoc,  aXXav  Se  7rdy[uy, 

ray  8e  npvpvov  Ke<j>aXac 

oS[ct]£  a[u]y6ya  ̂ epoicav. 

,p,pu[]  S’  opta/c  e[  ]c’  vjra.[]..[ 
77t/cpo[rd]ray  /cAdy£v  ayye[A 

30  £apteve[  ]n/payy[ 

K.t  e]«  Aexecp[y 

]y  Ktxde  _  [ 

]toy  k«k[ 

].0Vh£[ 

B  8259 

L 
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Col.  iii 

|  ,var[  ]v.[ 
(  ifioX .  [ ,  ]axmu8a[  ]  [ 

^pa/<A[Joce|a.[.].[.M  ]  -[ 

^  _  erayiievoyTOvra  _  [ _  _  ,  _]e/car_[ 

5  TjpacecjjerfiaLc'cdey .  Ao[ ,  ]o/xiv[ 

uiocxe[  Jeue/xovov  L 

/avevcv[m  .ja^nra/iev-  [ 

KauoXa  _  [  _ .  ]ve7mwruAoia/xev .  [ 

]j>LTpvaJVLT€caiiaxew  [ 

]fua‘Se7n%a 
]waAAt/cepdc  .pdic[ 

]a8tc‘dueoi  [ 

]o  _  crpa-TOCOVKae  _  [ 

]_a(?[  jov.t.M,  .].at  [ 

]PF*.[  1  2?M[ >^a.[ 

].wca[ 
]vpeKa[ 

> 

]_770A[ 

]jXOV  '^[ 

1  OCitAr0ffr 
1 

].v§e>[ 

].«[ 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  Text  lost  but  the  last  five  lines  of  the  column  known  from  quotations,  Pind.  fr.  169 

22  seq.  marg.  After  0  perhaps  u,  before  1  perhaps  S  28  marg.  A  sign,  S,  of  which  I  do  not 
know  the  significance 

Col.  ii  1  seqq.  Pind.  fr.  169, 4  seqq.  2  Above  and  to  right  of  the  end  of  this  verse  traces  of  a 

three-line  marginal  note  in  the  same  hand  as  that  against  11. 6  et  al.  It  is  so  rubbed  that  only  scattered 
letters  can  be  made  out  except  for  ].ea[,]eA»jc  at  the  end  of  the  second  line  8  seqq.  Similarly 

obliterated  traces  of  a  four-line  note  in  the  right-hand  margin  9  ]. ,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of 

the  letters  d  of  the  presumed  acute  only  the  lower  tip  r  not  verifiable  Against  the  right- 
hand  side  of  the  last  a  a  cranked  stroke  rising  above  the  top  of  the  letters,  which  I  cannot  explain  ix 

]?/?  represented  only  by  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  and  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 
14  Of  ]y  only  the  lower  part  15  The  first  v  may  have  been  struck  through  Between  d  and  f 
more  than  the  normal  interval,  but  not  more  than  would  accommodate  a  narrow  letter  and,  though  the 
surface  is  damaged,  one  would  expect  to  see  traces  of  this,  if  it  had  been  written  After  p  the  surface 

is  rubbed  and  I  am  not  sure  how  far  the  text  extended  16  seqq.  There  is  no  external  indication 

of  the  distance  of  (a)  from  ( b )  but  there  is  no  doubt  that  no  whole  letter  is  wanting  between  them  in 
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(_yaT\.  lv.[ 
x  (  6jU.oA.[.]at  TraxSa[  ] 
2  ' Hpa.K\[<f\oc  e£a.[.].[.M  ] 

3  Terayptevo  v  roura jeftar  _  [ 

5  4  "Hpac  i(f>erp,a.Lc  C6eveXo[i]o  juv 

5  vide  Ki[X)evce  pLovov 

6  dvev  cv[fi[x]axMC  ifiev. 

7  Kal  'I6Xao[c  e]v  iTTra/rruXoici  ju .evaijy 

8  ©ijjSaic  Ap.](fnrpvcovL  re  ca/xa  yeafv 

10  9  ]/xiax  S’  em  dr/Kai, 
10  ]v  /caAAifcepac 

11  ]a8tc,  ovc  ol 

12  ]oy  crpaTOC  ovk  a€K[cuv 

to- 

].<*0[ 

]ovr[.M 

.].ai 

ifi  t 

"
 
 
i
 

2 

J  on  TTpo[ 

]At/x[ > 

3 

]v€Ka[ ]ttoA[ 
4 

]vpeKa[ 

]a/xov 

5 

].OC[ 

’
]
 

20  6 

>c’  < 

] .  OTf[ 7 M 

]  v8e/x[ 

8 

].[ 

]>[ 

9  ].[ 

1.  36  and  only  one  in  11.  24,  25,  27  16  Above  va  interlinear  ink  suggesting  r,  17  .[.the  lower 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  After  >'  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  turning  out  s
lightly  to  left,  e.g.  * 

Of  the  two  superscribed  letters  the  first  is  apparently  it  or  r  18  ].,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke 

compatible  with  the  shank  of  v  21  There  is  a  dot  not  accounted  for  between  the  apostrophe 

and  the  acute  22  ].,  on  the  surface  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  on  the  un
derlayer, 

here  exposed,  a  short  stroke  at  mid-letter  sloping  from  left  to  righ
t.  I  cannot  combine  these  and  per¬ 

haps  they  are  not  to  be  combined  22  seq.  Pind.  fr.  316  23  Above  the  right-hand  upright  of 

V  of  irpoBdrcov  a  dot  not  accounted  for  24  p  is  by  no  means  satisfactory  There  is  a  shor
t  stroke 

descending  to  right  from  its  loop  that  produces  the  appearance  
of  v,  though  not  the  v  of  this  hand. 

See  comm.  28  seqq.  See  comm.  28  Before  P  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  after  9, 

midway  between  it  and  ja,  a  small  circle,  slightly  below  the  tops 
 of  the  letters,  with  a  stroke  ascending 

to  right  from  the  upper  right-hand  side;  I  cannot  rule  out  y,  but 
 it  is  not  particularly  suggested 

[,  an  upright  swinging  slightly  to  left  at  the  bottom  
]  [,  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

followed  by  the  extreme  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  31  . .[,  the  
upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to 

right  and  the  top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  Between  x  and 
 e  partly  on  the  underlayer  ink  now 
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resembling  the  left-hand  part  of  thus  «  34  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching 

tHe  ToThiThe^evelfofl)'  and  (d)  are  fixed  by  cross-fibres  relatively  to  (b)  and  to  one
  another.  I 

cannot  follow  the  vertical  fibres  of  their  backs  with  any  assur
ance,  but  I  think  the  locations  shown 

1  The  first  letter  is  represented  by  the  upper  left-hand  arc  o
f  a  circle  .[,  the  lower  left-hand 

arc  of  a  circle  2  The  acute  accent  is  to  the  right  of  the  expected  position,  over  the
  first  apex  of  p 

[,  the  top  of  a  circle  3  After  fa  there  appears  to  be  some 
 correction.  The  ongrna  text  may  have 

been  ao  but  there  is  between  them  a  thick  stroke  descending  from 
 a  little  below  the  level  of  the  top 

of  a  to  about  the  middle  of  the  upright  of  P  (which  is  not  preserved,  the  p
resumed  p  being  represented 

only  by  the  top  of  the  loop),  and  the  next  surviving  letter,  though 
 it  may  be  taken  as  e  or  8,  looks  to 

me  more  like  o  or  c  cancelled  by  a  horizontal  stroke  ]  y[  represented  onl
y  by  the  right-hand  angle 

4  After  -ov  some  ink  near  the  line,  perhaps  a  stop,  but  uncommonly  low  a. [.perhaps  the  loop  of  P 

but  anomalous  in  appearance,  which  may  partly  be  due  to  damage.  Not  x 
 t  [,  perhaps  the  extreme 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  7  ip,  above  .  traces  of  ink,  perhaps  8  Of  v[  only  the  left-hand 

arc  10  marg.  The  last  y  is  written  on  e  14  ] ,  afl[,  the  first  letter  is  represented  by  a  short  arc 

of  the  lower  right-hand  side  of  a  circle  with  traces  above ;  a  is  not  doubtful  but  may  have  been  can- 

celled ;  for  9  perhaps  e  is  not  ruled  out  Over  the  right-hand  side  of  7  and  
the  next  letter  interlinear 

ink,  perhaps  the  tops  of  three  letters  with  a  dot  to  their  right  15  ].[,  the  lower  tip  of  a  stroke 

descending  below  the  line  .  [,  perhaps  the  left-hand  stroke  of  A  or  v  17  Before  it  apparently 

l  or  the  right-hand  upright  of  v,  though  there  is  a  cross-stroke  running  a
long  a  fibre  from  its  centre  to 

the  centre  of  the  left-hand  upright  of  n  18  Above  the  second  apex  of  p  an  upright  19  marg , 

1  j  an  upright  20  the  extreme  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  21 
 the 

right-hand  edge  of  an  upright  22].[,  on  the  underlayer ;  perhaps  two  letters  represented  ]., 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  or  r 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  The  last  five  lines  were  Pind.  fr.  169,  1-5 : 

vopoc  6  irdvTwv  flaciXevc 
Bvardiv  re  xal  dBavarivv 

dyei  Sixaidiv  to  piaioTarov 

irreprarai  jjetpt.  Texpalpopai 

epyoiciv  ‘HpaxXeoc They  would  suit  the  beginning  of  a  poem. 

Cul.  ii  We  learn  from  Hephaestion  (pp.  73-74  Consb.),  whose  statement  is  verifiable  in  other  MSS. 

of  Pindar,  e.g.  659,  841,  that  a  coronis  is  used  to  mark  the  end  of  a  pericope  and  a  paragraphus  to 
mark  the  end  of  metrical  sections  within  it.  A  paragraphus  is  found  in  this  MS.  between  Col.  ii  21  and 

22,  a  coronis  adjoining  the  paragraphus  between  Col.  iii  1  and  2.  Since  the  metre  of  Col.  ii  22  seqq.  is 

different  from  that  of  Col.  iii  2  seqq.,  which  is  the  same  as  that  of  Pind.  fr.  169,  1-5,  together  with 

Col.  ii  1  seqq.,  it  is  clear  that  Col.  ii  22  seqq.  contain  an  epode  and  that  the  twenty-six  lines  that  pre¬ 
cede  it  contain  either  a  whole  antistrophe  or  a  whole  strophe  and  a  whole  antistrophe.  It  is  not 
difficult  to  establish  the  second  as  the  correct  articulation,  which  for  clarity  I  set  out  as  follows : 

Str.  Pind.  fr.  169, 1-5+col,  ii  1-8  Str.  col.  iii  2-14 
Antistr.  col.  ii  9-21  Antistr.  col.  iii  15  seqq. 

Ep.  col.  ii  22-34  . . .,  col.  iii  1 
A  number  of  metrical  anomalies  present  themselves,  which  I  will  note  as  they  come. 

2  KvkXcoitcIcuv  . . .  rrpoBvpcuv  schol.  Ael.  Arist.  v.  pi)r.  iii  408, 19  Dind. 

The  metrical  equivalence  of  the  corresponding  verses  ii  2,  ii  15,  and  iii  8  is  not  at  once  obvious. 

The  least  unsatisfactory  account  of  the  scansion  of  ii  2  and  iii  8  appears  to  me  to  be  that  KuxXai  / 

*■51  lo  and  ini  npodvpov  Eii  /  £v  inTaTrCXoicl  pi  are  equivalent  and  that  two  syllables  corresponding 
to  cBeoc  are  lost  after  ;aev<j)[v. 

In  ii  75  piv  Xdftaiv  is  incompatible  with  the  hypothesis  of  dactylic  scansion,  but  if  pev  is  the  ending 

of  a  verb — and  the  context  makes  this  look  not  unlikely — the  removal  of  the  paragogic  v  produces 
a  sequence  which  can  be  regarded  as  exactly  corresponding  to  iii  8  oc  iv  iTrra(niiX6iyci  pivwv(  ). 
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For  the  metrical  lengthening  ii  2  -ov  cf.  Snell,  Pind.2  p.  320,  Maas,  Responsionsjrciheiten  i  Exk. 

II  3,  but  I  should  not  recommend  the  acceptance  of  -ov  Eu-  as  the  equivalent  of  a  dactyl,  if  I  saw  a 
likelier  way  of  obtaining  the  requisite  correspondence. 

3  The  quotation  in  schol.  Ael.  Arist.  ut  supr,  has  between  Evpvcdiwc  and  xal  artpidrac  the  word 

cuv-  or  dv-aipetrcu,  to  which  the  immediately  following  paraphrase  ovre  alnjcac  corresponds.  On  the 

strength  of  this  Boeckh’s  dvatrijrac  re  has  been  generally  accepted,  but  it  is  now  seen  to  be  mistaken. 
Besides  the  possibility  that  the  sense  was  ‘not  asked  for,  not  paid  for’,  another  may  be  envisaged 

(based  on  Plato’s  paraphrase,  Gorg.  484b,  Xiyei  8’  in  ovre  npidpevoc  ovre  Sovroc  roB  r .)  ‘not  given,  not 
bought’.  But  except  for  pointing  out  that  the  available  space  of  about  seven  letters  is  likely  to  accom¬ 
modate  more  comfortably  an  adverb  in  4  than  an  adjective  followed  by  re,  I  have  nothing  to  suggest 

by  way  of  supplement.  (I  have  considered  vijmu'vouc  tc,  comparing  on  the  one  hand  Od.  i  160  et 
simm.  on  the  other  11.  i  99,  but,  whatever  its  merits,  it  is  too  long.) 

The  marginal  eAev  is  shown  by  its  form  to  be  intended  as  a  variant  (like  p me  in  the  same  hand  at 

iii  11  marg.),  presumably  instead  of  eXaccv,  but  it  is  prima  facie  metrically  unacceptable,  as  well  as 
less  suitable  to  em  irpdBvpov.  iXaccv  is  confirmed  by  schol.  Ael.  Arist.  ut  supr.  and  in  its  way  by 
Plato’s  rjXdcaro  ( Gorg .  I.C.). 

4  In  the  order  of  the  ‘labours’  recorded  by  the  mythographers  the  ‘mares  of  Diomedes’  always 
precedes  the  ‘cows  of  Geryones’,  these  two  being  commonly  separated  by  the  ‘belt  of  Hippolyta’  and 
reckoned  as  the  eighth  and  tenth.  There  was  no  evidence — there  may  now  be  some  in  Col.  iii — that 
Pindar  knew  of  a  fixed  order,  but  in  any  case  the  transposition  (if  transposition  there  was  and  not 

comparison :  ‘as  when  previously’),  need  not  be  supposed  significant.  Since  the  Diomedes  episode  is 
to  be  the  theme,  it  is  convenient  that  it  should  not  be  interrupted. 

About  eight  letters  are  lost.  To  judge  by  1.  17  the  first  two  syllables  were  long. 

iirnovc:  mares,  cf.  11.  25  seq.,  as  they  are  commonly  in  Greek  authors,  e.g.  Eur.  H.F.  382,  Diod. 

iv  15,  3,  Apollod.  Bill,  ii  5,  8,  Steph.  Byz.  (Hellan.)  in  MjSSTjpa;  stallions  In  schol.  Eur.  Ale.  497,  fzetz. 

Chil.  ii  304,  Serv.  Aen.  i  752,  and  elsewhere  in  Latin  writers.  Though  only  three  are  specified  below,
 

we  may  believe  that  Pindar  thought  of  them  as  four  (a  chariot  team),  like  Euripides  (Ale.  483), 

Philostratus  sen.  (Imagg.  ii  25),  Hyginus  (30,  giving  Iout  names  of  stallions). 

5  seq.  p6-  not  pov-vapgov  indicated  by  the  position  of  the  accent.  So  usually  in  Pindar,  though 
he  has  one  or  two  examples  of  uncompounded  poBvoc. 

Kikovoiv:  Diomedes  is  generally  called  king  of  the  Blcvavec,  the  Thracian  people  next
  to  the 

west  (v.  e.g.  Hdt.  vii  no,  Strabo  vii  fr.  44),  on  the  other  side  of  the  ‘Bistonian  mere’,  jxw
cqi  is 

a  strange  corruption  of  Bpaixtp  but  there  is  no  doubt  about  either  the  reading  or  the  meaning. 

7  seq.  Diomedes  son  of  Ares  and  Cyrene,  Apollod.  Bibl.  ii  5.  8. 

xaXxoBwpai  . . .  ’EvudXioc  Soph.  Aj.  179.  xaX KoB<iPa£  in  Pindar  at  Pae.  ii  1  (of  Abderus).  xoAkeoc
 

'AprjC  Pind.  01.  X  IS,  yaXicacTnc  Isllmi.  vii  25,  xoAkcoc ripvov  Appoc  BaCCh.  V  34. 

9  seqq.  The  natural  interpretation  of  these  verses,  in  the  light  of  the  note  annex
ed  to  them,  I 

take  to  be :  Diomedes,  in  resisting  Heracles,  was  actuated  by  aperij  not  by  xopoc.  It
  is  better  to  die 

defending  one’s  property  against  a  robber  than  to  be  a  coward.  And  this  view  
is  confirmed  by  the 

passage  in  Aelius  Aristides  7 r.  far.  which  follows  his  reference  to  vo^oc  6  Trdvrcuv  0aa
Aeuc  ktA,  (11  70 

Dind.):  S oxet  Si  po i  Aral  IlivSapoc  .  .  .  oix  elcrjyodpevoc  ovSe  cvp^ovXevtav  cvov
Srji  Taura  Xiyeiv  rote 

dvBpwiroic  dXX'  wcnepel  cgCT Aia£(uv.  “rexpalpopai  epyoiciv  ' HpaxXe
oc ”  aurofe  tovtoic,  on  xai  eTepmBt 

pepv-qpivoc  irepi  aircov  iv  SiBvpdpfiwi  nvi ,  S’  irapd  piv ",  <f>r,civ,  ‘  alviio  pev,  r-qpvova,  to  5e  p-q  A  j 

dp'iXvepov  ciymipi  TtdpTXav”  (Pind.  fr.  8l),  oi  ydp  elxdc,  faciv,  dpMop
ivwv rwv  Svtmv  xaBfjcBai  Trap  ecnai  xai 

xaxdv  elvai,  on  which  the  scholiast  comments  (iii  409)  =  « 
 ”aP  ™T0V  rov 

S  pev  ydp  Td  odx  ovra  dfelXero  iv  fiialai  geipl,  cv  Se  the  dS
ixodpevoc  pdxqv  irpoc  avrov  Jjpac  .  .  .  .  Without 

discussing  the  problems1  presented  by  certain  features  here,  it
  is  possible  to  say  with  fan  confidence 

that  OUK  im  vflpci  dXX'  ape rtjc  eve, ca.  to  ydp  rd  iavTov  prj  TrpotecBai  dv
Speiov  ic «  .  .  .  aAA  ovX  vftaeTou. 

1  There  can  be  no  question  that  11.  9-12.  like  U.  4-8  and  11.  13  seq
q.,  refer  to  Diomedes,  not 

Geryones.  It  seems  to  me  highly  probable  that  the  clause  on  . . .  Trapirav  is  a  learned  parallel  which 

has  intruded  into  the  text  of  Aelius  Aristides,  on  has  no  obvious
  sense  where  it  stands ,  it  is  often found  introducing  comments  and  excerpts.  _ ■ 

The  scholiast  shows  no  knowledge  of  anything  but  what  he  co
uld  find  m  his  author  s  present 
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meaningof  4KJ in H. 9  seq, could 

SSSlofthec^L. 

]c£tojv  in  1. 12  presumably  represents  yprppdrmv  or  a  word  of sellar g-  Jo)  the 

K6pm[£™  In  the  preleiTp^i  expected  Sppic,  but  since  o«5  k6Pwi  has  no  metri- 

cSLmge  over  0I3X  «£>(«)*  (a  case,  
to  be  sure,  which  is  not  found  in  Pinda

r),  I  must  suppose  that  it 

the  required  comparative,  it  may  be  wor
th  saying  that  there  are  examples  of  a

  similar  collocation  of 

alternatives  where  an  expressed  comparativ
e  is  dispensed  with.  Bavarov  .  .  .  a„evoc 

 ,  faov  pe ra 

80UAtSumably ' ottering  hls^ard’  or  w£teCer  it  may  be,  Sh  a  note  ‘Heracles  (entering  that)  of 

r,i°nitti to' bfremarkeVthTt  corresponds  to  -civ HpdxXeSc  .whereas .xeXevce  fiovov  (111
  6) 

corresponds  to  -civ  HpSk Aloe.  Correspondence  of  all  three
  can  be  attained  by  writing  ,  , 

14  The  way  of  violence’,  cf.  «*L  6.  Pae.  vi
ib  i5  (sic  legend.)  and  ix  4,  «yac  a.  fr.  180, 

 aAaflciac  o. 

P^!  The 'metre  appears  to  require  the  removal  of 
 the  v  before  Aa^v  (see  above,  1.  2).  It  further 

appears  to  require  two  syllables  (corresponding
  to  -fcoc,  which,  to  be  sure,  there  is  no  

proof  was  not 

scanned  as  a  single  long)  after  «S<f  c,  and  thi
s  requirement  is  also  implied  by  the  acute,  

which  must 

mark  either  the  last  syllable  of  a  barytone  word  f
ollowed  by  an  enclitic  or  the  ante-penultimate  

syllable 

5  a  proparoxytone  word,  if  the  penultimate  sy
llable  of  a  paroxytone  word  is  regarded  as  b

eing  ruled 

out  by  the  metre.  As  far  as  I  can  tell,  lv[a]^[cDr](i7
reSd[p]c!.pv  would  accord  with  the  external  co

nditions, 

though  the  four  dotted  letters  are  barely  represente
d  and  p  (which  is  at  a  joint)  must  be  supposed 

to  have  vanished  without  leaving  a  trace.  As  for  the  
sense,  though  Diodorus  says  (iv  15)  that  Heracles 

threw  Diomedes  himself  to  his  horses,  according  to  A
pollodorus  (11  5,  8)  Diomedes  was  killed  later  m 

an  attempt  to  recover  them,  and  since  in  Pindar’s  ac
count  here  the  events  seem  to  have  taken  place 

at  night  and  Diomedes  is  not  likely  to  have  slept  in  hi
s  stables,  it  is  fair  to  suppose  that  the  victim, 

whose  mauling  is  described  in  grisly  detail,  was  one
  of  the  grooms  (fitaedpev oc  rove  em  rate  <j>arvaie 

rwv  imrwv  vnapyovrac  Apollodorus). 

A a8d.v  .  .  .  ve&dpciov,  cf.  perapda  X-q<j>6elca  Eur.  IT  27,  Xafielv 
 aepSrqv  Aesch.  Again.  235. 

16  id-rva ic  ev  XAtvaie:  yaXxac  pev  $drva. c  elyov  .  .  .  aAticea  
Se  aSijpaic  .  .  .  iSecpevovro  Diod.  f.C. 

17  <j>pi[  seems  most  likely  to  be  tjipeva.  I  suppose  the  s
atisfaction  of  the  mares  is  alluded  to  but  1 

can  offer  no  suitable  supplement  to  fit  the  preceding  letters.
  pawop]evav  takes  no  account  of  the  super¬ 

script,  though  otherwise  tolerable,  as  far  as  I  can  judge
. 

18  1 uv  with  a  v.l.  viv.  The  same  uncertainty  is  reflected  throug
hout  the  medieval  MSS.  of  the 

Epinicians.  The  letter  before  £ov  is  extremely  dubious  but  a  ap
pears  to  be  ruled  out  so  that  none  of 

the  ordinary  verbs  meaning  ‘to  drag  about’  is  suitable  (nor  0oa£o>
,  of  which  Euripides  in  the  same 

connexion  exhibits  a  very  peculiar  use,  H.F.  382).  The  best  I  can  th
ink  of  is  Si^ov. 

19 1  see  no  room  for  doubt  that  8ta AeuK&w  was  intended,  but  the  accen
tuation  is  erroneous.  Head 

SiaAevVuiv.  The  word  is  hitherto  known  only  from  prose  of  a  considerably  la
ter  date. 

22  seqq.  It  appears  to  be  evident  that  these  verses  describe  part  of
  the  actions  of  Heracles  m 

getting  the  mares  away,  but  I  can  contribute  little  to  the  elucidation  of  the
  detail.  _ 

jVJAeierov . . .  yaXxiv . . .  aXvcuvrov  seems  to  me  an  acceptable  phrase  for  ‘chains  of  entwined  links
 

of  bronze’,  although  -nXeiceiv  seems  strictly  applicable  only  to  ropes,  not  chains. . 

Diodorus  (see  on  1. 16  above)  states  that  the  creatures  were  tied  up  with  iron  c
hains,  but  I  do 

not  think  that  this  precludes  the  possibility  that  Pindar  is  here  referring  to  the  chain
s  with  which 

they  were  tied  up.  Still,  it  may  be  relevant  to  point  out  that  Diodorus  says  t
hat  the  cj>drvai  were  of 

bronze  and,  though  Pindar  says  they  were  of  stone,  they  may  have  had  metal  fittin
gs  to  which  the 

above  words  were  apt. 

inepr)[,  ,].e  must  contain  the  verb,  I  have  looked  for  something  denoting  breaki
ng’  or  detach- 

2450.  PINDAR,  UNCERTAIN  CATEGORY  (?  Sidvparfoi) 

mg'  but  have  found  nothing  suitable  along  these  lines.  If  yoXxoc  refers  to  something  other  than  the 

head-ropes,  I  do  not  know  in  what  direction  to  look. 

rpairdav  npapdrcuv,  ‘the  cattle’s  board’.  So  Eur.  H.F.  385  calls  the  same  animals  Bvcrpdvet, 01. 

It  may  well  be  that  there  is  no  significance  in  the  fact  that  in  the  reference  to  this  passage  in  Eustath. 

II.  S77,  56  (=  Pind.  fr.  316)  rpd rre£av  is  found  in  the  singular :  ri ]v  tjidrvrjv  avriav  Xiywv  irpopdrwv  Tparrelav. 
But  in  view  of  the  obscurities  hereabouts  I  call  attention  to  it. 

St'  epKewv :  in  consonance  with  the  uses  in  which  fpxoc  is  normally  found,  ‘halters',  ‘stalls’,  the 

‘stables’  themselves,  and  no  doubt  other  things,  might  be  thought  of  as  possible  interpretations. 

But  I  find  the  preposition  so  difficult  to  give  an  account  of  that  I  have  been  led  to
  wonder  whether 

SupKe wv  (in  spite  of  the  lection  signs  of  the  manuscript  and  the  fact  that  nonsuch 
 word  is  known  to 

exist)  should  not  be  recognized.  SiepKrjc  might,  I  suppose,  mean  ‘having  partitions  
.  Ancient  mangers, 

like  modern,  had  a  separate  compartment  for  each  horse,  at  least  according  to  Veget.
  Mulom.  i  56, 

4  Gesn. 

re :  if  I  am  right  in  rejecting  the  idea  that  tills  connects  dft  (a  noun  which  I  cannot  gue
ss)  and 

IAektop  XoA™'v  and  if  it  is  impossible,  as  I  believe  it  is,  that  another  re  preceded  rp
arretfv,  I  see  no 

choice  but  to  accept  the  correspondence  re  ..  .  Se  (1.  24),  as  found  in  one  or  two^ot
her  passages  of 

Pindar,  e.g.  Pyih.  xi  29  tcyei  re  ydp  oXfioc  . . .  6  Se  yaprjXa  wvetav  . , .  fipepei,  Pyth.  iv  80  a  re  Mayvqreov  .  .  . dad 4  Se  rrapSaXeat.  .  ,  ,  ,  .  .  „ 

24  crepe  an  presents  another  problem  which  I  cannot  solve.  Though  
the  p  is  doubtful,  c-tXeiM,  the 

only  noun  of  approximately  the  same  form,  was  not  originally  wri
tten,  though  I  cannot^ say  for  cer¬ 

tain  that  A  was  not  written  by  way  of  correction  on  some  ot
her  letter.  But  vreAew  is  axe-handle 

not  ‘club’,  and,  besides,  Heracles  was  not,  presumably,  desirous  of
  damaging  the  horses  but  of  master¬ 

ing  them.  This  could  be  expressed  by,  e.g.,  erepewc  or  crepedu  
ppayiovi.  Euripides  in  a  similar  context 

has  \jtaXioic  iSdpa.ee,  H.F.  381,  and  this  might  lead  one  to 
 crepemi  crapLaii  here.  I  see  no  explanation 

that  does  not  involve  alteration  of  the  transmitted  text  in  on
e  way  or  another. 

26  As  I  find  no  example  of  adjectival  TTpvpvdc  accompanied 
 by  a  defining  genitive  (unlike  “yarroc 

in  the  case  of  which  there  present  themselves  examples
  of  the  type  of  icy^  ydovoc  Aesch.  FV. 

846),  I  take  rrpvpvdv  here  to  be  best  regarded  as  a  nou
n,  as  at  II.  5,  339  W0”  -  -  •  B‘vaP°c  and  m 

Pindar  himself,  in  the  plural,  rrpvpvalc  dyopac  em 
 Pyth.  v  93.  ‘Neck,  butt  of  the  head. 

27  There  are  sporadic  examples  of  the  mistaken  
spmtus  asper  on  08 a£  in  the  medieval  MSb.  also 

(for  instance,  in  two  consecutive  lines  of  Ven.  Marc.  474
  at  Aristoph.  I  esP-  lC4  seq.)._ 

28-34  Though  I  can  speak  with  no  certainty, 
 I  strongly  suspect  that  fr  2  contains  the  end 

these  lines  and  actually  touches  in  1.  28.  If  this 
 is  so,  they  should  take  the  following  form : 

p_pi[],o/xcoce[. 

m/tpoQ.7.  .Aayevayye[  ]v  [ taaeve  [  ]TUpaw[  ]  [ 

]ki..[  ]i<Aexe.[  ]8«A[ 
]>>Ka06.[  ]CP“.[ 

]iovKaK[ 

].pve[..1  ]QML 

If  I  am  right  I  should  guess  that  they  d
escribe  the  actions  of  some  person  not  ye

t  mentioned  amse- 

aat  news  of  Hides’  performance.  ™Pordr*v  *A dye,
  dyyeXlar,  1.  29  and  .0^  « c  A= 

iTre'SfeliAoc  1.  41  seem  to  me  reasonable
  enough  conjectures  to  serve  as  an  appro

ach  to  the  com 

Drehensionof  the  rest  L.  28  looks  to  m
e  like  a  qualification  of  the  subject  of  (

cAayev,  apparently 

female!  .  S’  W  .  .  .,  but  for  what  precedes  and  follows 
 I  have  no  satisfactory  suggestion 

to  offer.  ,  . 

(3 

‘^'^'o'-^a.^'presunMibiy'coiitains  a  reference  to  Diome
des,  but  neither  £a^CT.inorla^«.3o.  suffices  to fill  the  available  space,  and  iap-eveme  gives  no  clue  to  the  case  of  rvpawoc  d  2442  (Pae.) 

31  For  the  conjectured  supplement 
 cf.  Nem.  1  50  a««rAo c  opoveau  ano  

crpwpvac  and  ***  (  ) 

fr.  32,  14  seq.  oWAoc  Xeyemv
  veoroxoiv  .  .  .  Spovce. 
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Col  iii  i  It  was  said  at  ii  4  n.  that  there  might  be  some  evidence  in 
 this  column  that  Pindar 

knew  of  a  fixed  order  of  the  ‘labours’.  It  consists  in  no  more  than  the  possi
bilities  that  S>Wo[> 

should  be  recognized  at  the  end  of  1.  4)  clearly  referring  to  a  ‘labour’,  and  t
hat  it  was  preceded  by 

era.T[  at  the  beginning  of  1.  1.  But  the  reading  emr[  is  not  verifiable
  and  there  are  obvious  alterna¬ 

tives  to  S]eh-aro[p.  .  „  „  _  ,  .  .  „  , 

2  seqq.  There  is  no  doubt  about  the  interpretation  of  11.  5~7 :  Eurystheus
  sent  Heracles  on 

a  mission  on  which  Iolaus  was  not  allowed  to  accompany  him.  Which  of  th
e  labours  this  was  I 

should  expect  to  find  specified  in  the  preceding  verses  and  I  believe  it  is  there,  
but  I  cannot  identify 

it  and  find  considerable  difficulty  in  regard  to  some  of  the  detail.  . 

reraynevov  may  have  been  separated  by  a  stop  from  what  follow
s,  but  I  am  not  certain  of  this. 

The  adscript  em  is  ambiguous.  It  may  signify  that  the  writer  took  jeraypi 'vo
v  as  equivalent  to 

immaypivov  or  that  he  took  the  construction  to  be  such  that  tct aypi
vov  by  itself  had  the  value 

expressed  bv  em  rer  aypivov  .... 

Tourrf.f:  if  tout(o)  is  to  be  recognized,  there  is  a  slight  anomaly.  Most  elisions 
 are  indicated  and  it 

may  be  supposed  that  the  intention  was  to  indicate  all  (as  is  done  in  a  considerable  num
ber  of  papyri 

containing  lyrical  compositions  which  I  have  examined).  But  the  apostrophe  is  omitted
  in  this  piece 

at  ii  15  and  iii  10,  and  in  my  judgement  tout’  is  inescapable  here,  tovto.k[l  being  r
uled  out. 

Allowing  for  these  elements  of  doubt,  I  should  look  on  tout’  dp[a  .  .  .  S]eVnTo[v, 
 or  even  tout’ 

ag\_a  8u)8]eVaTo[v,  with  or  without  t£t aypivov,  as  a  respectable  guess  a
t  the  contents  of  this  line,  the 

construction  being  an  elaborate  specimen  of  what  is  seen  in  a  simple  form  in  toS’  Ikovid
  II.  xiv  309. 

‘So  on  this  tenth(?)  (twelfth(?))  (mission)  by  Hera’s  decree  the  son  of  Sthenelus  bade
  him  go 

alone  without  assistance’ ;  if  this  is  not  far  astray,  the  specification  should  be  recognizable  in  11.  2  seq. 

But  I  cannot  recognize  it  and  am  puzzled  by  the  genitive  'HpanXioc, — there  seems 
 to  be  nowhere 

room  for  pta,—- which  seems  to  rule  out  the  possibility  that  Heracles  was  the  subject  of  epoXe,  which 

I  suppose  is  the  only  word  that  could  have  stood  at  the  beginning  of  1.  2. 

According  to  the  mythographic  accounts  the  tenth  labour  was  ‘Geryones’,  the  twelfth  was 

either  ‘Hesperides’  or  ‘Cerberus’  (whichever  was  not  placed  twelfth  being  placed  eleventh).  I  see 
nothing  in  11.  2  seq.  particularly  to  suggest  any  of  these.  _  ... 

I  should  perhaps  mention  that  I  have  considered  e*:a.To[u  at  the  end  of  1.  4,  since  Pindar  is  said 

to  have  given  Cerberus  a  hundred  heads  (fr.  249).  But  if  S<oS]eVaTo[v  is  rejected,  there  is  no  special 
reason  to  consider  Cerberus  at  all. 

6  seqq.  I  have  not  found  recorded  elsewhere  that  Iolaus  was  prohibited  from  accompanying 

Heracles  on  any  of  his  expeditions  or  that  he  made  Amphitryon’s  grave. 

Pindar  himself  says,  Pytk.  ix  81  seq.,  that  Iolaus  was  buried  in  Amphitryon’s  tomb :  upvipav  ivepd’ 
vTTo  ydv  Ilji<f)tTpv(i}voc  cdp.a.TL  (cf.  schol.  01.  ix  98),  but  there  was  a  view  that  this  was  a 

cenotaph,  schol.  Nem.  iv  20  TO  tou  Hp(j>iTpvcovoc  pvfjpa,  evBa  <pad  Kal  tov  'IoXaov  KeKevoraipijcBai,  to  yap 
jcaT*  dA -qQeiav  avrov  pvppa  iv  Pap$ot  etvai.  I  should  have  supposed  the  note  against  1.  10  (which  seems 

to  guarantee  the  articulation  ini  di jkui  against,  e.g.,  ouSej/nai  S’  iniO-ijicai)  to  refer  to  this  but  for  the alteration  of  k€kP  to  kskt[_. 

II  KaXXiKepac  mg.  -pa K :  Bacchylides  has  KaXXlxipav  SapaXiv  xix  24,  tnfiiKipav  (- nepav  pap.)  Pavv  xvi 
22  (  )(  vi/iiKepara  nirpav  Find.  fr.  325  with  Aristoph.  Nub.  595 ;  nvpyoKipara  Bacch.  fr.  39),  but  Pindar 
himself  xpvcoxepojv  iXatfaov  BtfXeiav  01.  iii  29  seq.,  and  this  is  the  more  commonly  found  formation. 

It  does  not  seem  particularly  probable  that  at  this  point  there  was  a  mention  of  the  Cerynean 
hind,  but  I  cannot  follow  the  narration. 

12  jaStc :  an  adverb  of  the  form  of  xapaBic. 

2450.  PINDAR,  UNCERTAIN  CATEGORY  {?  BMpa^oCj 

Fr.  2  1  Against  the  right-hand  side  of  the 

upper  part  of  y  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  ascend¬ ing  to  right,  but  this,  as  well  as  the  upper  part  of 

v,  is  on  the  underlayer  and  the  ink  may  be  decep¬ 
tive  6  seq.  marg.  1  . .[,  perhaps  a  single 
letter  n  is  most  likely,  but  I  cannot  rule  out  yp, 

yip  2  ]. ,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  with a  short  tail  descending  from  about  the  middle; 

if  id,  anomalous 

Fr.  6  1  ],,  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a 

circle,  e.g.  o,  w  2  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of 
a  circle,  corn  suggested 

]oia/j(ar’ap.[ 
\^pLT£Kpi[ 

]oiovopptat[ 

] .  vhploc  _  A  j[ 

Fr.  7  5  ].,  the  top  of  a  circle?  Before  A the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  after  A  the 

middle  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

]..  ?T-[ 

LeVa.[ 

>F..[ 
].cm  [ 

][[yotcl 

].[ 
]y[ 
]eAd[ 

]».[ 

Fr.  8  2]  .perhaps  a  cancelled  A  3  For  Fr.  9  1  The  base  of  a  circle  pouching 

w  perhaps  J  ?  4  ]  ,  the  right-hand  end  o
f  a  the  right-hand  corner  of  *  the  lower  l

eft-hand 

cross-stroke  as  of  7  6  Elongated  dot  above  arc  of  a  circle  belongi
ng  to  an  interlinear  letter 

the  line  
4  .[,  an  upright  inclining  slightly  to  right 
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Fr.  10 

]eceov.  [ 

’jOvCCUCa-  _  [ 

><v>[  ].;[ 

]ojv[ 

5  W[ 

]ray[ 

'
 
 3T 

Fr.  10  2  a-  look  like  an  insertion,  a  being 

smaller  than  the  other  letters  and  unlike  the 

other  a’s,  but  room  must  have  been  left  for  it 

.[,  the  left-hand  part  of  0  or  perhaps  e  3 

perhaps  pa.  but  apparently  not  part  of  the 
text  6  Or  ]y? 

Fr.  13 

>P.[ 

]mj3c3[ 

]  1 ut/c[ >.[ 

Fr.  13  2  Of  v  only  the  right-hand  stroke,  y 

possible  3  ].»  an  upright  4  .[>  the 
upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  11 

>%[ 

>  [ 

Fr.  12 

’
 
 >[
 

]Aa/<at_[ ]otc  [ 

]oAAov-[ 5  ].[.M 

Fr.  12  2  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  de¬ 

scending  from  left,  a  or  A  .[,  the  lower  left- 
hand  part  of  a  circle,  e  rather  more  probable 

than  o  or  c  s  ].[,  the  top  right-hand  part  of 

a  circle  ]  i{,  or  ] .  i[ ;  there  are  traces  of  a  note 

to  right Fr.  14 

M 
]\>T€  _  [ 

].™[ 

Fr.  14  2  .[,  traces  suggesting  an  upright 

3  To  right  of  a  traces  of  ink  not  suggesting  a  stop 

but  perhaps  compatible  with  it 

2451.  COMMENTARY  ON  PINDAR,  ISTHMIANS,  ETC. 
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2451.  Commentary  on  Pindar,  Isthmians,  etc. 

Among  the  following  fragments  there  can  be  identified  with
  certainty  parts  of  a 

commentary  on  extant  Isthmians  of  Pindar  (A  frr.  1-4).  T
here  are  reasonable  grounds 

for  recognizing  in  B  fr.  14  another  part  of  the  sam
e  commentary  on  an  Isthmian 

which  has  not  survived,  like  others  of  which  the  loss  w
as  already  known.  B  fr.  17 

contains  part  of  a  commentary  on  an  dicxo^opisrov,  
which  I  suppose,  since  I  see  no 

obviously  more  appropriate  place  for  it  in  t
he  arrangement  in  seventeen  books  of 

Pindar’s  works,  might  have  been  appended  to  t
he  Isthmians  with  no  greater  incon¬ 

gruity  than  Nemean  xi  to  the  Nemeans.  I 
 have  identified  nothing  else  of  Pindar’s; 

but  that  the  scraps  may  be  spread  over  a  wid
e  field  is  perhaps  indicated  by  the  con¬ 

tents  of  B  fr.  1.  These  come,  to  ah  appearanc
es,  from  a  Life  of  Pindar  and  I  should 

judge  that  it  is  less  likely  that  this  would  be
  prefixed  to  a  commentary  on  the  Isthmians 

alone  than  to  one  on  ah  four  books  of  epin
icians  or  something  of  even  greater  com¬ 

pass.  A  consideration  of  the  writing  tends  
to  confirm  this  mew  (see  below) . 

To  judge  by  the  best-preserved  piece,  
A  fr.  1,  this  commentary  has  no  particul

ar 

resemblance  to  any  component  of  th
e  extant  collection  of  scholia.  In  one

  or  two 

places  (e.g.  col.  ii  1  seq.,  18  seqq., 
 28  seq.)  it  contains  information  no

t  to  be  found 

elsewhere.  Its  value  as  an  interpretat
ion  of  the  poetical  text  does  not  appea

r  to  be 

high  and  in  the  pieces  B  14-17.  wh
ere  the  poems  axe  otherwise  unkno

wn  and  e\en 

a  poor  interpretation  might  be  he
lpful,  it  is  too  discontinuous  to  thr

ow  very  much light  on  the  lemmata  it  preserves.  _ 

The  text  of  the  commentary  is  wr
itten,  in  the  broad  columns  which 

 are  a  con  - 

mon  feature  of  this  kind  of  composition
,  in  a  cursive  of  the  first  or  early  second _

  century 

on  the  back  of  what  appears,  whe
re  it  is  continuous  enough  to  mak

e  out,  to  be  an 

official  account  book  of  about  the
  middle  of  the  first  century.  Thou

gh  there  are  con¬ 

siderable  variations  in  its  appear
ance,  arising  from  differences  i

n  thickness  of  stroke 

and  size  of  letter  there  is,  as  well
  as  I  can  judge,  no  change,  certai

nly  no  reversal  m 

Sf Ze of ̂ iveness  between  A  frr.  1,  2,  3, 4.  B 
 fr.  14.  which  -.t  ̂   presumed  Jo 

have  occupied  successive  places
  in  the  roll,  nor  for  that  matter

  between  B  frr.  14  aod 

o  10  11  12  13  iS  16,  17,  of
  which  the  succession  is  inde

terminable.  Bfr.  i.on  th 

o’ther  hand 'is very  much  less  cu
rsive  than  A  fr.  1  i  and  since,  if 

 it  contained  a  Life 

prefixed  to  the  IsLians,  it 
 could  hardly  be  more  than  t

he  width  of  a  column  away 

the  natural  conclusion  is  that 
 more  than  that  space  must  h

ave  intervened  and,  if  any 

"heiTleast  enough  to
  accommodate  one  whole  sectio

n  of  those  rnto  winch 
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the  Pindaric  corpus  was  divided.  B  frr.  2,  3  will  have  occupied  positio
ns  in  it,  being 

slightly  more  cursive  than  B  fr.  1  but  still  much  less  than  A  fr.  1  
i,  and  perhaps, 

for  similar  reasons,  B  frr.  5,  6,  and  8.  The  argument  is  precarious, 
 depending  on 

a  number  of  assumptions  which  may  well  be  contested,  and  as  dete
rmination  of  the 

fact  appears  unlikely  to  be  of  practical  advantage,  it  is  unnecessar
y  to  waste  more 

words  on  it. 

A.  Commentary  on  Pind.  Isthmians  (i,  iv,  vi-viii) 

(a)  Col.  i ].  ,07jt in[  JdrjceajCfieTa 

javSpacrovcnepicivLV 

lOijtmXcapxaiovTivtco 

]  _  .  .  aBapavrocpa 

3  lpaye<f>eXi]vaipoui) 

]avTcoiopyAop.evT]€vt. 

].Dvcov ] 

]t7)I’e[  ''\ptvjieVT]p0&O 
10  }noiceypaifrev 

]TOua7roAA« 

]apaiTetTtuTO»p 

(6)  ].Se[  ][[€raletT€j 

]Ao.[  IxmTatu 

15  ]w70p.[  ]..UTiOC 

]. a...  .D. .[.].[  ]vpai8iKac 

]e.  .[  ̂  vTOKCwvayaQoLC 

’javrOLxapiToiyajv 

].[.].  t  eovxpyoacmSri 

20  ]pf[.]!r£P01TDT[.]cTJptUL 

]aJ3oiv:  p.aTf[.]efiaro 

]a/fata[, ,  ,]A[, ,] cvnep 

].□.[  Jvnpaypa 

JfPaiCf  XvliLal 

25  yAcpvaey.paiJiev; 

^Seipa&avqcoyapeyTiv 

]?v. . .  .noBaXaccqcnf 

]ci^  av[, .  Je^aiiracev  oi/iev 

]?Aeyj)[,  dyopevatflij^aiouc 

30  ]ctva[.],r[.]e^.i7acepaa)wa': 

IppTjpf  ]aiSa  ev 

1:Teyjjpv[  jjfaj'KWEC 

Fr.  r 

Col.  ii 

oyx’/cnatctprai'OPfca  v  ayopevovKa.[ 
ci8u}viaywv[ ,  ]yor)po8aTocifa\ .  [ 

XcuvaoLOavaahoiv:  yapvco  pg.i  TOiiSav[ 

ayaKXtaTavaaoTroSmpovnQT  ,p.[.  ]atcav[ 

^poSoro[ .  ’\acu)KaiT7]VT0VTT[ ,  ]t  pocayTOv[ 

.  .[.]n?aj[.  .]8topoceK7T6ccop[  ], ,  6-ql}a>v[ 

(([.] Ttp{cjjceyKaf[  ].f.?uaW0,,^[ 
p7roP))CacSepo<p[ 

woi'ijcTjranrpof  ]«p:  etSapfJjf  ]{(a[ 

opyavSanavanc[  ]votcj;p’i)pupeup[ 

yavapa.Kop.TToy[  ]epat  citjiepetvyva)[ 

eiSeijaperijKaTafcf  ]aTanavraTponov[ 

Kai7TOPoic86tr[  Jtceupf, .  ,]to  vp[ ,  ] .  avKopnoypt)(f>[ 

aXXavpveLV.  eir^LKOv<l>[_]5oci^ay[,]pLCO<j>u}iaVTtpLOx[ 

navro8ana>Vfi;oc€i.novT[  ~\v£vvovop6cocaiKa[ 
cnenjSwpeaToycorjiova^  ]<^ijECTtwcaio .  ,iyi?[ 

Tiyap7ToAA<uvK07rajvstT!-[  ]a0o}'€7roo<,ou'oi'aya  [ 
dovo)pdu>CEVoXriLTT]nTaTp , .[  ]pvt,xo^oyia[,]T°iTU)i  [ 

Taopvea.KvvqyovVTi-flTaii[  ].  .raue^oppf,  ,  Jpiap te[ 

opepa;i:KatoP7rop[  ]ToioaAtEuc7j[  ]f:ya[ 

CTpiSe7raCT4cap.UPa)i'A[  jreTaTpt  oct[  ],,.[ 

Tjjya.CTpijSo^SeiSiaTOj'f  ]..[  ]rarat[  ]vro  [ 

vmcepya^Tai:yLTovap(L^[  ]....[  jra^ 

(caicE0Epap.^tTpua)Pwa[]§[  ],[  jffa/c  [  ]7T£H  [ 

SacouKEirti'i/iiKAEtyapKat. , ,  ,6ta,[  j.vfiij  [ 

AaEjraoAatui.Kat'7pa«AEir[,].TppSeT[.])'[, .].  .vaiu[ 

[Bfre</iavaj57;]]6VtK5)cep:[.]P’'^a[.]w[.M. ]!'T[ 
<pc(caiEK€taywvocayop.[.])'oi»/xti'iia§e  t.  ,  ptp[ 

l/ai'E/EEtyapEKaTopjSptaayeTaiT'pt^pa:  wpcor  [ 

.  ]y8puiva.x<iiwvwocai ,  [  ]ef  iAaouEi'<^iiAaK'i)[ 
7 rpvfafl. , ,  EL77ei»f)<;Pytp[ 

].voc[.]toijpoSotoc[  ].[,]a(p[,]pfQrai^apv[ 
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Fr.  1  (o) + (6)  Col.  i  1  ] , , ,  Au  is  acceptable  as  a  reading,  but  see  comm.  4  Perhaps  ] .  .p,  though 

unusually  flat-topped.  Not  o  or  w  7  ].[,  if  the  left-hand  side  of  a  broad  letter,  e.g.  v,  no  whole 
letter  lost  before  y  12  tow.,  I  am  not  sure  that  the  letter  before  4  may  not  be  a  small  oj;  that 

after  it  is  presumably  0,  but  not  all  the  ink  is  accounted  for  13-17  The  beginnings  of  the  lines 
are  on  a  detached  scrap,  but  its  location  cannot  be  much  different  from  that  shown  13  ].,  a 

horizontal  stroke  touching  the  top  of  S  15  ]. .,  the  ink  is  clear  but  ambiguous  16  The  ink 

after  a  is  quite  clear  but  the  correct  combination  depends  on  recognition  of  the  requisite  sense 

17  kJeSpcov  is  expected  but  both  S  and  cu  seem  anomalously  formed  There  is  confused  ink  above 

80  and,  besides,  o  may  have  been  rewritten  19  Whether  parts  of  ipa,  to  cannot  be  verified 

23  p  represented  only  by  the  extreme  tip  of  the  tail  24  Of  x  only  the  tip  of  the  lower  right-hand 
branch  25  There  is  an  unexplained  stroke  like  a  grave  on  the  right-hand  side  of  <fi  26  The 
o  is  not  suspended  27  I  cannot  combine  the  traces  between  v  and  n ;  im  is  expected  but  I  should 

have  read  air  29  The  first  letter  is  represented  only  by  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level 
with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  above  which  is  a  bar  denoting  a  cipher.  No  doubt  the  sign  for  6,  though 
we  have  no  other  example  to  compare 

Col.  ii  1  .[,  a  stroke  starting  below  the  line  and  rising  to  right;  1  ligatured  to  a  acceptable,  but 
there  are  other  possibilities  2  After  A  traces  compatible  with  a  tall  upright,  presumably  1 

4  w  is  given  but  could  never  have  been  recognized  in  the  ink  There  is  a  trace  between  r  and  p  as  if 

rep  was  written  6  ] . . ,  I  cannot  interpret ;  perhaps  simply  v  retouched  9  I  should  judge  that 

t[q]  was  written,  since,  though  r[at]  need  take  no  more  room,  the  lower  end  of  i  might  be  expected  to 

show  16  There  is  above  the  last  o  what  looks  like  a  washed-out  grave  This  o  is  followed  by 

the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  presumably  A,  and  this  by  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  with  ink 

above  it,  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  and  touching  it  below;  I  think  whatever  was  written  must 

have  been  cancelled  17  oye  v  would  never  have  been  guessed,  being  represented  by  a  stroke, 

off  the  line,  rising  from  left  to  right  21  ]...[,  the  second  letter  might  be  1,  but  I  cannot  offer 

a  plausible  combination  23  the  traces  are  preserved  on  different  scraps  and  I  cannot 

guarantee  that  the  correspondence  of  those  on  the  upper  with  those  on  the  lower  has  been  rightly 

brought  off  24  ] .  [,  c  or  e  acceptable  and  apparently  in  about  the  right  position  25 1  cannot 

verify  ijpeikAei,  which  is  expected,  but  it  does  not  seem  to  be  ruled  out  After  a  the  star
t  of  a  stroke 

rising  to  right ;  touching  the  middle  of  v  the  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  coming  from  left 
 28 1  am 

very  doubtful  how  to  combine  the  signs.  7.  might  be  yA ;  after  this  is  what  resembles  the
  lower  right- 

hand  angle  of  8  continued  into  an  upright,  all  off  the  base  line  29  ] , ,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke 

sloping  slightly  to  right;  v  would  suffice;  if  i>,  there- might  be  a  letter  lost  before 
 it  31  ink 

resembling  the  overhang  of  e,  but  not  as  written  by  this  hand 
Fr.  1  i  1-7  ii rodecLC  'IcQptwv.  .  .  .1, 

The  extant  commentary  on  the  Isthmians  contains  two  accounts  of  the  ins
titution  of  the  isth- 

mia,  that  they  were  instituted  by  Sisyphus  to  commemorate  Melicertes  an
d  that  they  were  instituted 

by  Theseus  to  commemorate  Sinis,  the  two  being  combined  in  hyp.  d.  It  is 
 presumably  the  second 

(much  less  usual)  account  that  is  to  be  recognized  in  11.  x  seq.,  in  which  case]Au0i
j  (i.e.  ̂ TEjAuft?)  must 

be  supposed  illusory  and  ]te0i;  (i.e.  8ie]te0i;  or  the  like)  postulated.  
The  words  of  hyp.  b  are  T0V  ™v 

’IcBpiwv  aymva  ol  pev  ini  Civi  81  .  .  .  SiaBeivat  fn  tov  0i]da  av
eXovra  avTov  Sretrep  Kai  rove  aAAouc,  ktA., 

with  some  equivalent  of  which  what  survives  here  is  readily  reconciled.  
But  there  is  perhaps  just 

a  possibility  that  what  was  said  was  that  the  original  Isthmia  of  
Sisyphus  ‘came  to  an  end  and  were 

later  reinstituted  by  Theseus,  as  at  the  close  of  hyp.  d.  There  is,  as
  far  as  I  know,  no  account  of  the 

institution  of  the  Isthmia  which  makes  them  out  to  be  ini  AApx«h,
  and  I  should  judge  it :  more 

probable  that  the  text  exhibits  a  simple  confusion  of  Learchus  wi
th  his  brother  Melicertes  than  that  1 

preserves  a  third  version  of  their  institution.  The  rest,  with  the  ex
ception  of  1.  5.  is  reconcilable  with 

what  we  know  from  the  extant  commentary  and  a  number  of  o
ther  sources,  that  Athamas  was  sent 

mad  by  Hera,  annoyed  that  he  had  harboured  Dionysus,  
regular  constituents  of  the  account  ot  the 

institution  by  Sisyphus.  But  1.  5  presents  a  problem  of  w
hich  I  can  offer  no  solution.  Athamas  had 

a  wife  NeteXr,  but  she  is  not  concerned  in  this  part  of  his  story
 ;_  if  ve^V  is  the  common  noun  the 

letters  Ipa  ve^eAtiv  wpouo -  correspond  to  nothing  known  m  connexion  with  Athamas  but 
 immedia  y 

call  to  mind  the  story  of  Ixion  (cf.,  e.g.,  schol.  Pyth.  ii  40  tov 
 Ala  vefeX-qv  t  fji  Hpai . . .  atTunwcai  opoiav), 

nn.frtnfl.r  fltmn f  fKlC  rnrif PVT 
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ioseqq.,  ii  Commentary  on  Isthm.  i.  *ri  /  sv  \ 

q  seq.  What  is  lost  will  have  contained  something  like  1-171-  ohSijv  radj
-r-qv  <y]pa <pev  HpoSo(rav)  .  .. 

• IcBpia  viKrjcavTt  firjiroic;  probably  'HpoSorm  Q^aioii,  t
hough  the  extant  commentary  says,  Some 

seqcn  Too  much  is  lost  and  there  was  evidently  too  little  resem
blance  to  the  extant  commen¬ 

tary  to  make  any  attempt  at  reconstruction  advisable.  I  confine 
 myself  to  a  few  obvious  supplements 

and  annotations. 

11 1  suppose  refers  to  1.  6  <5  .MiroAAiuviac. 

12  ir]apaiTeiTai :  Pindar  ‘asks  to  be  excused’,  perhaps  corresponding  to  cvyyvwvai  irapa
/caAcov  ktA. 

14  seq.  i7!L<i\xyilrai  u[crepov  and  perhaps  naprlpeXrjpev-,  cf.  schol.  6a
,  9b. 

17  seq.  Isthm.  i  5  seq. 

19  seqq.  i  1.  Something  like  schol.  ia;  ‘he  has  transferred  to  the  city
  the  epithet  appropriate 

to  the  heroine’.  ,  ,  .  ...  , 

21  seqq.  i  1-3.  L.  22  gives  the  width  of  the  column,  37  letters ;  1.  18  probably  does  the  same. 

24  i  4.  I  must  remark  that  this  commentary  confirms  ev  Si  (as  I  should  exp
ect,  since  I  believe 

that  the  iv  av  of  Herwerden  and  Wilamowitz  is  a  solecism) . 

25  HirojAAtuva.  The  aorist  is  puzzling.  The  extant  scholia  would  lead 
 me  to  expect  the  future. 

26  i  9  vi)a><c>  presumably  refers  to  Kec m.  I  do  not  see  how  it  is  to  be  decide
d^  whether  the  next 

line  corresponds  to  (schol.  9b)  riji  exar epmBev  rrepippeopevqi  daXaccrji,  of  Ceos,  or  to  n
jv  .  .  .  vtto  BaXaccrjc 

irepiopijopewjv  r ov  ’IcBpov  e£oxv v- 
28  i  10  seq.  .  . 

28  seqq.  It  is  clear  that  there  is  at  least  a  partial  correspondence  of  sense  with  schol.  11  
but  it  is 

impossible  to  be  certain  with  which  part,  except  that  ha  iji  to  egdmacev  avrl  tov  wrracev  is  r
ecognizable 

as  what  schol.  11  ascribes  to  ol  Apicrapyeioi. 

3

1

 

 

i  12  
seq. 

31  seq.  ev  [at  schol.  13. 
32  i  13. 

33  Schol.  15a  contains  cvXXijrr tlkoc,  schol.  15b  irXt]dwTiKtoL.  I  cannot  verify  correspondence  with 

either  (or  neither)  of  these. 

Col.  ii  To  judge  by  the  lines  where  the  letters  can  be  counted  this  column  was  rather  wider 
thancol.  i.  , 

1  Isthm.  i  33  That  a  horse-race  was  held  at  Onchestus  had  been  inferred  from  Pind.  1  arth.  11 

(fr.  94b)  46,  but  the  extant  commentary  has  nothing  to  correspond  with  what  we  find  here  and  I  have 

got  no  light  from  Horn.  hy.  iii  231  seqq.  I  should  have  expected  dyopevov  yap  exel  ™i  IToaSdivi  iy&voc 

0  'HpoSoroc  appari  mVpcev  or  something  of  this  kind,  but  aymvoc  does  not  seem  to  have  been  written, 

and  whatever  the  precise  word  between  'HPoSotoc  and  eviKTjcev  its  apparently  genitival  form  is 
incongruous.  This  last  difficulty  persists,  though  the  others  may  be  removed  by  postulating 

’0.  a.  dyopevov.  KCII  [fc\'C~  yap  ayerai  ran  ITojaSeovt  dycvv,  [o]v  d  H.  ,  .  .  cvciKTjCev  or  Something  not 
much  different. 

2  seq.  i  33  By  its  interpretation  this  commentary  seems  to  imply  that  it  construes  ‘wrapping 
song  round  the  beaches’ ;  the  extant  commentary,  on  the  other  hand,  says  Bepanevcov  tov  vpvov  rovrecnv 
empeXelac  Km  cirouSijc  <i£iaiv.  The  second  is  certainly  more  in  accordance  with  the  usual  employment 

of  rrepicreXXeiv.  In  fact  I  find  no  parallel  to  aXovecci  rrepicreXXoiv  doiSav  in  the  sense  d'Cavac  nepicreXXwv aotSat. 

3  seq.  i  34  The  copyist  has  forgotten  to  write  a  paragraphus  below  the  beginning  of  this  line. 
5  Cf.  schol.  44b. 

5  seqq.  d  |  yap  AcanroSaipoc  eKnecwv  ino  BriPatuiv  seems  to  have  been  intended.  Then  no  doubt 

[ev  ’Opyopevcoi]  \  KaTt&iicqcev.  Cf.  schol.  52a. 
8  i  40. 

8  seq.  Apparently  to  the  effect:  A eyei  iav  «c]  irovpcqrai  rtpoprjBeiav  tf>epeiv,  not  a  very  helpful 
utterance. 

9  seqq.  i  41-45  (omitting  dp ijidrepov,  1.  42).  The  comment  seems  to  be  :  el  Sk 1)  aperi)  KaTaxenai  Kara 
rravra  rporrav  Sairdvatc  re  Kal  rrdvoic  Set  rote  evpovci  tov  peyav  Koprrov  pi]  (j>9ovetv  aAAa  vpvetv.  This  takes 
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no  note  of  the  variants  preserved  by  the  extant  commentary-,  dperai  (Aristarchus)  and  dperai.  and 

does  not  exactly  correspond  to  any  of  that  commentary’s  interpretations.  It  makes  no  attempt  to 
account  for  piv.  Cf.  schol.  58b,  60. 

14  seq.  i  45  seq. 
16  seqq.  ewe!  19  Stuped  tow  cooo  v  avSpoc  Kodtfrq  eertv  Kal  oAr/77.  dvr!  yap  woAAtuv  Komvv  elrrwv  ayaOov 

eiroc  koivov  dyaddv  dipdeacev  oAi/t  rfji  rrarplSi.  This  commits  itself  to  even  less  than  the  extant  scholia, 

one  of  which  interprets  cotjioc  as  o  rove  ayaBoiic  erra tveuv  (schol.  6la),  another  eiroc  ehtovr  dyadov  as 

erraivecavra  (schol.  6lb),  a  third  koivov  koXov  as  eiraivov  (schol.  61c). 

18  i  48  -Aoy-  for  -Aoy-  also  at  Plut.  Pyth.  or.  406  C,  (though  not  at  tranq.  an.  473  A).  The  first  inter¬ 
pretation  of  the  word  corresponds  to  the  only  one  given  by  schol.  67,  and  obviously  fowlers  are  more 

likely  associates  of  farmers  and  sailors  than  diviners,  the  third  interpretation  offered  here.  I  have 
found  nothing  elsewhere  which  enables  me  to  supply  the  missing  second. 

20  i  48  Cf.  schol.  67  Xpvcnnroc  tov  eprropov  AlSvpoc  Se  rov  aAie'a  <j>r]d. 
22  seq.  i  49  cw-  or  possibly  ev-rdvaic;  cf.  schol.  69a,  b. 

23  i  53  B'B  I  suppose  for  Or) flai  or  O-qflaXoi  in  some  case ;  the  sense  presumably  as  in  schol.  77. 24  i  55. 

24  seqq.  I  do  not  much  doubt  that  what  was  said  was :  ircuSac  is  incorrect  (ra-caic  i.  q.  xaraypp- 

ctikwc,  schol.  79a),  for  there  is  no  aytlv  in  Thebes  im  'hfuKXet  Kal  'HpanXet  but  sw!  'loXdm  (i.e.  
Amphi¬ 

tryon’s  grandson )  «a!  'HpanXet.  What  follows  must  have  meant  tovtov  Se  tov  aywva  &  'HpoSoroc 
eviKTjcev,  but  I  cannot  make  this  out  of  the  ink. 

2

7

 

 

i  56. 

27  seq.  i{dv  ’Opyopevov  to  be  supplied  from  schol.  79c.  The  aywv  celebrated  there  was  the  Mivveia, 
as  we  learn  from  schol.  11c. 

28  seq.  If  the  paragraphus  under  wc  is  not  a  mistake,  a  lemma  must  have  occupied  the  end  of  1. 28. 

There  can  have  been  very  little  room  for  it,  but  eu]|/3]oiav  would  have  been  acceptable,  if  it  were  not 

that  the  first  visible  letter  of  1.  29  is  represented  by  ink  that  is  irreconcilable  with  o.  If  /u]|v>tctv  (cf. 

01.  xiv  19)  is  postulated,  the  paragraphus  must  be  supposed  wrong.  I  do  not  know  that  'ExaToppoia 
(-flaw)  in  honour  of  Hera  are  attested  for  Orchomenus  (as  for  Argos  and  Aegina) ;  for  Eubo

ea  BaclXeia 

in  honour  of  Hades  are  reported  by  schol.  8id  on  the  authority-  of  Chrysippus  (cf.  schol.  11c). 

29  seq.  i  58  toe  Kal  II pojreciXdov  ev  0vXSkt]i  and  ayopevoc  ov  6  'HpoSoroc  evtVijcev  are  perhaps 

recognizable  by  comparison  with  schol.  83,  but  I  cannot  restore  the  exact  form  of  th
e  sentence.  I 

should  have  expected  a  genitive  absolute,  but  a|y]covoe  was  not  written. 

31  inlerl.  i  60  [egjeirrev  presumably  an  error,  not  a  genuinely  preserved  exampl
e  of  the  Done 

infinitive,  which  is  no  more  metrically  guaranteed  here  than  in  the  other  two  or  three  place
s  (e.g. 

01.  i  3)  where  it  is  offered  by  the  MS.  tradition. 

31  i  62  fiapv  for  Ppayo  a  scribal  error. 
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Fr.  2 

(a)  ]cuuxvt[ 

]  [ 
]ecoveKartiJLvpi  a[ 

]ci>v/?ouAop.eva)[ 

S  ]  Atcc[.  _  ]XXoTe&aXXoLocpvpo
cn[ 

]roXeyer]&T]cu ,  /ov)[ 

jaAAtjyopt/twcS'f Jiaecrep^/uevoif 

]voTjjLtaecre/nj.[ 

I0  ]  picrcu :avopea[ 

]/<Aeiatc  tt^c§/[ 
]p  X.LIPPWi 

]...[].[]..[ 

Fr.  2  (a),  (b)  It  is  obvious  that  these  two  come  from  the  same  ne
ighbourhood,  but  I  cannot  locate 

(b)  relatively  to  (a)  either  by  the  vertical  or  by  the  
horizontal  fibres.  I  should  guess  that  (4)  stood 

°PP°(a)  sV.ft  not  suggested,  though  I  cannot  rule  it  out  6  If  ktt)  is  rightly  read,  the  letter 

most  likely  to  precede  is  e.  I  cannot  rule  it  out  but  it  is  by  no  means  sugg
ested  9  .[,  a  dot  level 

with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  r  ?  10  ] . ,  a  vertical  trace  higher  than  the  tops  of  the  letters ;  com¬ 

patible  with  jS  12  After  x  a  stroke  ascending  to  right 

Fr.  2  (a),  (6)  On  Isthm.  iv  1-12.  .  . ,  ,  ,  ,  ....  aa, 

I  T&i  avTusi ;  the  extant  schoHa  introduce  Isthm.  111  with  the  words  y^pavrat  McMccan 

but  make  no  comparable  introductory  statement  about  iv,  written  in  hono
ur  of  the  same  person. 

3  seq.  detov  (Kan:  Beaiv  f}ov\op.eva>v. 

5  Probably  some  form  of  MeAiccoc,  though  the  trace  before  A  by  no  means  
suggests  e. 

alAAore  .  .  .  wfavrac,  11.  5  seq. 

6 1  find  nothing  corresponding  in  the  extant  scholia.  It  is  hard  to  see  how  
A eye  could  have  any 

relation  to  Ae'yovrai  though  i?8y  might  correspond  roughly  to  apxaBev.  , 

8  opAavoll,  I.  8,  av(rl  roti)  icnp-ppiv 01 :  the  extant  scholia  have,  among  other  things
,  to  Se  op<j>av 01 

olov  icrepwivoi  vppeioc.  It  seems  clear  that  { b )  3  is  part  of  this  note,  
but  it  is  to  be  observed  that  the 

extant  scholia,  though  they  refer  repeatedly  to  Trpoyavoi  of  Melissus,  do  not  speak  of  ‘
brothers  ,  which 

is  the  likeliest  interpretation  of  ]SeA#  in  (b)  2.  ,  ,  ,  ,0 

9  seq.  appear  to  be  merely  repetitive,  e.g.  vppewc  to  vorpia  icrep-qraL .  .  .  ovk  ovrec  v/Spicrai.. 

II  seq.  avopta[ic  . . .  'Hpa>A«W,  11. 11  seq.  I  suppose  the  interpretation  to  be  something  of  the 

nature  of  ri?c  8e  [avSpelac  avrwv  to  kAc'oc  So^pyero  pl%pi  t[ &v  'HpaKXeiuv  crqXo>v,  elements  of  which
  (or 

corresponding  to  which)  can  be  found  in  the  extant  scholia. 

>.[ ]8eX6[ 
]vM 

]..y[ 

Fr.  3  (a),  ( b ).  Though  there  is  no  mistaking  the  identity,  the  general  appearance  of  the  hand  has 
wholly  altered  from  that  of  fr.  2  (a),  ( b ),  the  writing  being  smaller  and  less  sprawling.  I  should  guess 

that  ( b )  stood  to  the  right  of  (a)  and  higher  in  the  column 

(a)  2  ]oj  and  o>[  not  verifiable  5  ].,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  but  too  low  for  o  or  p 
6  ] . ,  a  dot  above  the  general  level,  compatible  with  k 

(b)  The  surface  is  much  eaten  and  nearly  all  the  combinations  and  interpretations  of  the  ink 

given  above  might  be  made  in  alternative  ways 

Fr.  3  (a),  ( b )  On  Isthm.  iv  30-35. 
(a)  2  seq.  a yv]a>cToi  cLw[tral,  1. 30,  followed  by  a  comment  containing,  perhaps,  ayvoovvrax,  though 

I  cannot  verify  this  or  account  for  the  end  of  the  word  which  precedes  it. 

4  seq.  p.apvap.ev ]ojv,  vplv  T<r'Aoc[,  11.  31  seq.,  followed  by  a  comment  presumably  corresponding  to 
7rplv  .  .  .  irapayevecBai  of  the  extant  scholia. 6  KaTap.[ap\paLC  ,  1.  35. 

(a)  Col.  i 

Fr.  4 

Col.  ii  . 

(b)  . 

]  KaiTrep[ 

]8 06V 

x[ 

].TP\[ 

]..oc £°p.[ 

]airjvra _ [ _  _] , 

]pe/caiTO r  t 
]epK€(j>aXa[ 

JarveaiTe 

kA[ 

5 

5  , 

vc.[ 

].T9».[ 

]cat7pe#tcev : 

icAe_[ 

]p4[ ]croLcoiy 

in . 

^yovycj^rjCLv 

[ 

]ac :  ijsaXvyia 

[ 

10  ~\p'  evaOXrjTaicLV 
[ 

].<v  .[  ].*> 
[ 

>y.[  ] [ 
><*.[  ] 

[ 

B  8259 

M 
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Ft,  4  (a)  (b)  Though  there  is  still  no  doubt  about  the  ide
ntity  of  the  hand,  the  writing  has 

reverted  from  that  of  fr.  3  (a),  (b)  to  something  much  m
ore  nearly  resembling  fr.  1  n 

/a\  i  2  1  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  from  below
  the  line,  followed  by  r  or  pos¬ 

sibly  A  "  r  I  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  perhaps  w  After  1  possibly  pe  11  J  •.»  perhaps  the 

right-hand  edge  of  a  loop  as  of  P  y  anomalous,  but  I  think  likelier  than  any  alternative  cons
isting 

of  two  letters 

(b)  2 1  the  right-hand  stroke  of  w  or  perhaps  of  v  3  “.[»  a  1°°P  j  a>  e>  anc\  other  possibilities 

5  ].,  a  thick  stroke  rising  slightly  to  right  After  »  a  trace
  below  the  line  and  above  it  apparently 

a  suspended  letter,  confused  with  the  tail  of  <f> 

Fr.  4  (a)  i  On  Isthm.  vi.  .  .  .  ,  , 

The  first  certainly  recognizable  correspondence  of  commentary  and  Pind
aric  text  is  in  I.  6,  where 

fcrf&ccf  interprets  1.  50  fa**'*'  xdpcc.  From  here  it  is  easy  to  recognize  L  59  A-  f
ip*xQ "°‘c> 1  63 

vta|[8Sr,  1.  72  ivS]p  h  dBX ip-afav,  which  shows  that  the  comment  was 
 summary  and  compressed 

But  can  it  have  been  so  much  so  that  11.  4  seq.  ™iS]a  rdv  v<tc6t£|[>°1'  corres
pond  to  1.  6  dnXorarov  and 

11.  5  seqq.  K\<l>wv  awitpe|[-  to  1.  31  iri<j>vev  .  .  .  Mepomav  ?  ̂  , 

6  For  ripidicev  the  extant  scholia  have  Skeklvtjccv  and  iKevrpicev. 

7  seq.  ot  y(ap)  j  ApydoL  cvPTopoi]  or  the  like,  from  the  correspon
ding  extant  scholia. 

13  Possibly  Na£ia\v  dr(rl  tdu)  K[pi]nKpv,  but  not  verifiable. 

(a)  ii  1  seq.  Presumably  the  end  of  the  commentary  on  Isthm.  vii. 

4  seq.  The  heading  of  the  commentary  on  Isthm.  viii,  which  is  treated  as  being
  in  honour  of 

Nicocles,  the  dead  uncle  of  Kleandros,  as  well  as  of  Kleandros  himself. 

5  FAed^'Spojt,  beginning  of  first  lemma.  Alined  with  the  heading. 

(b)  On  Isthm.  viii.  (  , 

I  can  recognize  nothing  for  certain  except  the  lemma  in  1.  1  Ktunep  [aXvvp.evoc  and  in  I.  4  H<=p 

Ke<j>aXa[c  corresponding  to  11.  5  and  9  respectively.  If  ravr[  was  written  in 
 1.  6,  some  case  or  derivative 

of  TavraXoc,  1.  io,  is  obviously  a  likelihood. 

B.  Commentary  on  Pindar.  Unidentified  Texts 

].[  ].□.
[’ 

]ya/xcuAe<n[ 
]/cajyaKw[ 

]rojj.epa[ 

Fr.  1  2  seq.  Correspond  to  the  passage  near  the  beginning  of  the  Ambrosian  Life :  wc  XapaiX eW 

. .  .  irepl  tov  'EXiK&va  Brip&vrq  and  therefore  presumably  themselves  from  a  Life. 
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].epp[.!vrp‘[ 

]rjjuXXr][ 

]  tsks  tv[ 

5 

]_Teicat_[ 
]ptcro^e.[ 

]ivuac/ca[ 

] _  ovSea[ 

10  ]_  cf>acLv8[ 

].PevrF[ ].[Hp?[ 

]v9vl 

Fr.  2  2  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-bar,  as  of  y  p[  might  be  the  loop  of  a  .  5  L.  a 

curved  stroke  perhaps  compatible  with  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  8,  but  rather  
high  for  this  6 

]  ,  a  very  short  upright  at  mid-letter  .[,  a  dot  at  mid-letter,  perhap
s  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 

stroke  7  .[,  a  trace  compatible  with  the  foot  of  an  upright  9  ].,  either  t,  or  .1,  e.g.  <u
 

11  ] , ,  a  thick  concave  upright,  perhaps  to  13  .[j  t^e  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr  2  7  The  name  Apicrdgevoc  occurs  neither  in  the  text  of  Pindar  nor 
 in  the  extant  scholia.  No 

adjective  dpi crtfcwc  is  recorded.  The  letters  >cto£c.[  might  theoretica
lly  be  otherwise  articulated. 

8  If  M\ivia.c,  there  is  a  mention  of  Mivvat  in  schol.  01.  iv  29,  a  correspond
ence  with  which  1  cannot 

absolutely  rule  out.  Mentions  of  Mtvdai,  Mivvae  in  schol.  01.  xiv,  Pyt
h.xw  have  no  appearance  of 

corresponding,  that  in  schol.  Isthm.  i  79  is  provided  for  by  A  fr.  1
  (a)  11  27  seqq.,  with  which  this 

fragment  can  have  no  connexion. 

Fr.  3 

’].«.[ 

]a?T77t.[ 

]  _  l  c<f>ay[ Wwl 

5  foAeoi.f 

Fr.  3  Apparently  from  the  same  neighbourhood  as  fr.  2  a
nd  perhaps  vertically  below  it,  at  an indeterminable  interval,  in  the  same  column  ...  , ,  . .  r 

2  .[.perhaps  the  left-hand  loop  of*  3  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  theletters  4  .[.the 
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lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  5  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising
  to  right  6  . .[  per¬ 

haps  three  letters,  in  which  case  the  first  would  be  o,  the  second  r
epresented  by  an  almost 

horizontal  stroke,  just  off  the  line,  tapering  from  left  to  right,  the  third  
by  the  lower  part  of  an 

upright  descending  below  the  line 

Fr.  4 

’]..[ 

].*.[ 
].M 

]evoi[ 

5  jfcau.f 

]vH 

]  [ 

Lf'.t 

Fr.  4  Resembles  frr.  i  and  3  on  both  sides 

but  the  lines  are  closer  together  and  the  writing 
more  cursive 

2  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke 
as  of  y  .[,  an  angle  off  the  line,  perhaps  S 

S  .[,  perhaps  the  left-hand  parts  of  a  disjointed 
I*.,  but  anomalous  8  .[,  resembles  some  vs, 

but  may  be  the  left-hand  side  of  e,  c,  or  tt 

Fr.  5 

].WT7?.[ 

]vot8’[ 

]7}p<w[ ]eFv.[ 

5  ]k<w.[ 

].[ 

Fr.  5  r  ] . ,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descend¬ 
ing  from  left;  a,  A,  ft  possible  .[,  the  start  of 
a  stroke  rising  to  right  4  .[,  an  upright; 

7]  not  verifiable  5  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc 
of  a  circle  with  a  horizontal  stroke  going  to  right 

from  its  upper  end ;  e  not  particularly  suggested 

Fr.  6 

1 

]. 

]. 

].« 

S  ]c 

]. Fr.  6  3  ].,  an  upright  4  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  middle  of  e 

6  ],  perhaps  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  the  loop  of  p 
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Fr.  7 

(«)  . 

u 

]g«a[ ]0pa>7r[_]tc[ 

5  ]t reprrov[ ]auT7)tr;[ 

]tj  ovcd  [ 

(b)  .  "  . '  ’  . 

Yn[ 

]amav[ ] 
]cav[ 

Fr.  7  (a),  ( b ).  I  think  there  is  not  much  doubt  that  ( b )  continues  (0)  downwards,  standing  under 

its  right-hand  side,  but  I  cannot  determine  the  interval  between  them 

(а)  3  ].  ,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  from  below  the  line  followed  by  a  trace  on  t
he  line ; 

perhaps  only  one  letter  After  a  an  upright  sloping  to  right  with  a  trace  to  right  of  its  tip,  perhaps  A, 

t,  or  y  6  Of  6  only  a  loop,  open  to  right,  on  the  line,  with  a  dot  to  left  of  its  top  ] . ,  a  ligature 

as  of  a,  e.  Alternatively  ]8pi  may  be  possible  and  no  letter  missing  8  After  ij,  itself  anomalous, 

perhaps  k  or  p.,  but  either  anomalous 

(б )  3  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr.  7  (a)  6  This  line  cannot  contain  part  of  the  supplement  of  A  fr.  1  (a)  i  10. 
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Fr.  8 

]vyew[ 

]pecocn r[ 

]#a(.of?e[ 

].<m?c[ 

5  ].F°v[ 
]t?R[ 

Fr.  8  3  .[,  the  upper  and  lower  tips  of  an  upright,  ligatured  to  e  4  ]. ,  the  upper  part  of 

an  upright  6  .[,  the  top  left-hand  part  of  a  circle,  ligatured  to  e 

Fr.  9 

].M 

]cepv£av[ 

]t€cXov[ 

]'VT]Vo[ 

5  ] , . ,  Lan>[ 

]  _  ojcovk[ 

]vado[ 

]°P0V[ ]Sijv/c.[ 

ro  ]atU7r[ 

]ktov[ 

yjjipL,a[ 

3™.[ 

Fr.  9  i  The  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  is  ligatured  to  the  top  of  a  4  ].,  a  tall 
sinuous  stroke;  possibly  ligatured  at  5  Perhaps  ]y«A,  but  ̂   might  be  y,  in  which  case  the 
previous  signs  must  be  otherwise  combined  6  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  7  ].,  the  right- 
hand  edge  of  a  circle  ?  8  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  ligatured  to  the  top  of  o 
12  What  I  have  taken  for  the  top  of  the  upright  of  ip  might  belong  to  the  preceding  line;  then  iA 
would  be  y.  A,  or  t 

Ft.  9  2  seq.  epvgav  i.q.  K^recyov,  as,  e.g.,  in  schol.  T  Horn.  II.  iii  ir3,  Hesych.  in  epv£ac. 
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Col.  i  Col.  ii 

]  .[ 
]  [ 
]  L 

]  «.[ 
5  ]  -1 

]  tJ 

]  «p[ 

te  
.[ 

3™i  f o^[ 
10  ]  evy  _[ 

]  xa/HCMmcat[ 

]  [.j^acemrf 

i  emwor[ 

]  H9vapx[ 
15  ]  evTqie[']pTr)<f>po ' .[ 

j  7Tathaycoyovixoi[ 

]  .v. . .  .CTOUav.[ 

]  .[R.  _'/crv8[ 
]  T  _  pOKLvBwo\_ 

20  ]  T/OO.  .7JVpc[.].[ 

1  TOv9rjC€a[ 

j  rou_y fv..[ 

].'[
 .
 

Fr.  ix 

’]...[  ’ 

v.i 

].v.[ 

w 
5  ].Wf[ Rx[ 

]0epot[ 

].  .A 

10 

]#  .OCiSuof 

]  _  icaS&>v[ 

].«...  [JM 

UJpt . [ 
IS  ]l>TOV7Tpo[ 

]^i[_]c(9cu[ 

Fr.  11  2  .[,  a  stroke  about  mid-letter  and 
ascending  to  right,  perhaps  (ecn)  3  ].,  per¬ 

haps  v  .[,  suspended  0?  5 ].,  y,  A,  or  the 
like  ligatured  to  17  ij(£  should  perhaps  be 

taken  as  1  corrected  into  0  9  Before  t  per¬ 

haps  ec,  cc,  or  ce  10  ], ,,  perhaps  the  right- 
hand  angle  of  8  and  the  tail  of  p  11  01 

perhaps  possible  13  seq.  rubbed;  the  last two  letters  of  14  could  be  verified.  They  are 

prima  facie  ee 

Frr.  10  and  11  may  well  come  from  the  same 
column 

Fr.  10  Col.  ii  15  ..[,  vr  possible  17 

Perhaps  av  The  following  letters  rubbed 
.[,  what  looks  like  a  very  small  S  18  .[.], 
ink  consistent  with  y  ligatured  to  [e]  The 

following  letters  rubbed;  before  k  apparently  a 

suspended  c  20  Between  o  and  ij  perhaps  it,, 

but  too  much  rubbed  to  be  verifiable  22  Be¬ 
tween  v  and  y  apparently  the  head  of  p  .[, 

perhaps  c  23  Interlinear  ink :  the  tip  of  an 

upright  with  a  small  comma-like  sign  to  its  right 
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Fr.  12 

'].[ 

]rovxp[ 

]vCLKOlf>[ 

]ocaet,[ 

S  ].4  euy[ 

]e.ajnp[ 

]acyevg[ 

l.TOJi y[ 

]...wfp[ 
io  ]vrjrrjy[ 

Fr.  12  4  .  [,  c  possible  5  ] . ,  perhaps  the 

right-hand  stroke  of  v  6  seq.  very  cursively 
written.  The  combination  of  the  signs  in  6  is 

particularly  dubious  8  ] . ,  perhaps  the  right- 
hand  stroke  of  at  9  perhaps  cev  in¬ 
tended 

Fr.  13 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

]  [ JflTO.  [ 

]ccm  [ 

]..°#[ 

5  J.Saunj  i[ 

jToiei-v  t[ 

].[]’.*  s 
] .  99  tc[ >ov  s  .[ 

10  ]a<wv  7r[ 

]  P9V  T[ 

J.fcQ  oT 
]Xi8ojv  ay[ 

I  10  7!\[ 

]  r 
]  .[ 

FT.  13  Col.  i  4  ] , , ,  an  upright  curving  to  left 
at  the  foot,  followed  by  two  uprights  and  the  top 
of  a  third ;  perhaps  three  letters,  e.g.  vi,  5 

Above  tj  a  horizontal  stroke ;  what  I  have  taken 
for  the  lower  part  of  1  in  1.  4  may  be  part  of  a 
letter  to  right  of  this  8  ].,  the  lower  part  of 

a  stroke  descending  from  left  10  Between 

a  and  ai  perhaps  X  likeliest,  but  y  may  be  pos¬ sible 

169 
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Fr.  14 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

5 

IS 

35 

3° 

']..  .1’  ]..[' ]cji  fieyaptLCTahiu  v_/Lteu[]/a_[ 
]«xc  o\c>VTo8Lr}yr]i±aToy[  _  >  ]rrjc  _  _  [ 

]  vir  ̂ epetortSotwf  _  ]Ao7roc^>[ .  ] .  7 .  D .  [ . .  W 7 .  [ 

]  €KTicdr]TOV7Te\o7Toce[  _  ]epy7jcavT0cey  tc[ 

\p.ayocevT(M  j3  ram_[  _]uTOcyTov[ 

]  _  anaipoLuiiioc :  cvpcyytcot,  _  [  _  ]eerr[ _  _  [ 

]ar]8'8ca.vot,aw£firivo$'a\eg[ . ] . [ 

]vo7rat  cr\[7rp]\9pepLpuiTKoi['  _  J/fawoS'eppwjcf 

].8[.  .]vcu<piv7)  aKacKa  ro.[ _ ]yKa/c[.]. wot,  v~  [ ] ,ac, op.eve8epLC(j)a[ . Jwrayf.  _ ,]  [, ,  J.  [ 

]/cacToveA[ _ ]rov _  eti£ty[ 

]fCTO)tSfKaT£Ot[  t  ]T€LTTOpdrj  _  _ TTJVtAt[ 

]...[..] . [.]o^[.]oWTOl>[  3.p[.  .].[ 
]t>pavou:aAAr//Lta/c[JoTcpoyAca0eT>[  ]_[  ]  [ 

],  otcayeyetpe/xe  .  [ .  ]rrjyopLaveavr[ 

]TepovToep.f3o\avTT]cvea)C€7r ,  [ 

\ToccvpecopiOLcaaveyecpe  v  [ 

] t  pove(j>ov€CT7)K[ _  _ _  Jccyati^tayf 

^VKCLTTOTTLCrjCOVT _  ,  :cC(WtfVTf.[ 

[  JtewaT^tcatPTot/Stavotf, .].  ,v,[ 

]cetc[ ']imapa<cm6v  aXXrjyopeuu  ce, ,  [ 

] , hoKrjceicKaQaaTTOTO^oyfieXocp, .  ,a_[  Jt[ 

]8oc :  emepTj_ . . ,  ®  ,]v  ep,ae8v[ 

],  t vovo.7to # [ t  ,]yt\[ . ]a7ro8'veyLteac[ ]va[[«a  JtiA.,[ 

]  [ 

]way/cpaTtacTatceAwvtV[ 

]  S\[a7To~\\oLcdpocvrroaXaT  _  [  ]/ceSaqx[ 
] ,  eyovTiTTpoPuipiovalai , , ,  ct7r[  Jpou/Sf 

]epcovecu)  xePPov7]covX[  ]ayT??F[ 
]i fiev :  ev/HOcetypucetce7re<c[  ],.[].[ 

]Tona\T]Tr]L\aKe8cup[ _  ]vt[ 

A  few  letters  at  the  be¬ 

ginnings  of  lines  oppo¬ 
site  col.  i  10-16. 
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Fr.  14  2  I  am  not  sure  whether  ]w,  might  not  be  possible  for  ]oh  Between  v  and  p  presumably  o, 

but  this  not  suggested  by  the  two  traces  which  remain  The  last  three  letters  are  on  a  detach
ed 

scrap,  which  may  not  actually  touch  as  shown  .[,  a  stroke  rising  to  right  in  a  convex  curve  to 

touch  the  middle  part  of  an  upright  3  . . .  [,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  rising,  from  well  below  the 

line,  to  right,  e.g.  followed  by  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  and  an  upright  4  f  anomalous 

but  I  see  nothing  likelier  5  Between  v  and  1  the  left-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  touching  v 

and  the  middle  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  7  ] . ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  touching 

oj  at  the  bottom  1. [,  a  stroke  ascending  to  right ;  if  p,  no  letter  need  be  missing  before  e  Between 

7 r  and  t  a  loop  on  the  line  and  a  dot  above  and  to  right  of  it;  u  acceptable  .[,  perhaps  parts  of  two 

letters  xo  Between  -q  and  a  a  sinuous  short  upright;  presumably  the  ‘separator’,  usually,  as  in 

1.  7,  written  in  two  pieces  11  ].,  possibly  the  right-hand  tips  of  the  branches  of  k  ].i,  a  liga¬ 

tured  letter,  perhaps  e  12  A[.]ij,  of  A  only  the  lower  part  of  the  left-hand  stroke,  of  ij  only  the 
tail  Between  v  and  e  a  sign  consisting  of  a  small  loop,  open  to  right,  on  the  line  and  a  short  upright 
above  it ;  as  these  are  on  different  scraps  there  may  be  an  error  (though  it  cannot  be  great)  in  their 

relative  position  as  it  now  appears  13  Between  y  and  r  the  natural  reading  would  be  e[.]  but  a 

ligatured  ci  is  perhaps  acceptable  14  ]...[,  era  or  cm  one  possibility  ].....[>  appears 

to  be  a  possible  interpretation  i5T.[i  T  is  ligatured  to  a  slightly  convex  upright  16  ].,  a  hori¬ 
zontal  stroke  just  off  the  line,  p  acceptable  though  not  usually  written  with  such  an  extension 

v  and  perhaps  e  converted  currente  calamo  from  something  else  (A.)  18  Between  e  and  v  perhaps 

O  may  be  read  but  this  leaves  some  ink  between  it  and  e  unaccounted  for  19  ] , ,  a  or  e  is  possible 
but  some  other  ligatured  letter  could  be  substituted  20  Perhaps  rac :  but  there  remain  only  two 
dots  to  represent  the  last  letter  and  they  do  not  appear  to  suit  c  .[,  a  tall  stroke  rising  to  right ;  c 

not  particularly  suggested  22  . .[,  a  stroke  rising  to  right  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  and  the 

lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  a  little  below  the  line  23  ] . ,  a  short  upright  with  a  slight  slant 

to  right  a.,  rap  suggested  but  there  are  other  plausible  alternatives  24  r  is  ligatured  to 
what  seems  to  be  an  upright  turned  over  to  right  at  the  top  Between  1  and  6  I  think  tovic  could 

be  read,  but  co  is  represented  only  by  part  of  the  base  and  the  tip  of  the  right-hand  upright  and  v  is 
abnormally  shallow  After  8  an  angle  as  of  the  top  of  A  or  the  left-hand  side  of  p ;  if  pI_o],  no  other 
letter  is  wanted  25  ] . . ,  the  first  letter,  represented  by  the  upper  part  of  a  tall  upright,  swinging 
to  left  at  the  lower  end,  would  be  naturally  taken  as  <f>,  but  this  leaves  a  dot  to  its  right,  slightly 

higher  than  mid-letter,  unaccounted  for;  j>a  may  be  possible,  though  rather  crushed  27  seqq. 

Slightly  smaller  than  the  preceding  28  ],,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the 
tops  of  the  letters  29  ].,  a  stroke  descending  from  left  I  cannot  recognize  aiSovci,  though  I 
cannot  doubt  it  was  meant  30  pov,  p  written  on  another  letter,  possibly  c  31  ceic,  I  am  not 

sure  that  any  letter  is  intended  between  ce  and  c;  if  1,  it  is  abnormally  written,  if  9  (to  which  there  is 
another  objection),  even  more  so 

Fr.  14  Col.  i  2  The  only  epinician  of  Pindar  (or  Bacchylides)  so  far  known  in  honour  of  a 

Megarian. 
2  seqq.  I  should  suppose  that  there  must  be  some  relation  between  v,peu[  here  and  vopeve  in  1. 11 

but  I  can  contribute  nothing  to  the  understanding  of  the  substance  of  11.  4  seq.  Pelops  was  not 
connected  with  the  founding  of  the  Isthmia  and  his  only  relevant  connexion  with  Paris  seems  to  be 
that  his  descendants  destroyed  Troy,  the  destruction  of  which  is  mentioned  in  1. 13  below. 

4  n(apa)fapei  ‘adduces’,  of  the  poet  (for  which  I  believe  napaXapfaveiv  is  much  more  commonly 
used  in  the  extant  scholia)  or  of  a  commentator  (for  which  napartOecOai  seems  to  be  the  usual  word)  ? 

5  ‘was  instituted  by  the  efforts  of  Pelops’  ? 
6  seq.  As  a  very  long  shot  I  suggest  that  Callimachus  is  quoted  as  having  said  in  the  second  book 

of  the  Atria  that  somebody  begat  somebody  in  the  likeness  of  so-and-so  (or,  of  a  such-and-such). 
But  there  is  no  guarantee  that  the  two  lines  contain  the  same  sentence. 

7  cvpiyyec  ktX.  must  be  a  lemma  but  it  is  hard  to  see  the  grammar  of  it.  p[,  if  rightly  recognized, 

might  be  p,  i.e.  p(ev),  but  noip(ev)ec  (apart  from  the  fact  that  it  leaves  an  incomprehensible  cvpiyye) 
was  not  written. 

8  seqq.  A  welcome  oasis  of  comparative  intelligibility.  The  sense  is :  ‘It  was  night  and  Paris 
<was  playing  the  flute?),  his  flocks  having  gone  to  sleep,  and  Hermes  <brought  the  three  goddesses 
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to  Ida)  for  his  judgement’.  The  detail,  that  it  was  night,  is  I  think  new.  The  story  is  known  from 
Apollodorus  Epit.  iii  2  (Hyg.  92,  schol.  Lycoph.  93). 

ij  8e  8-drouj',  as  here,  schol.  01.  iv  7.  V  Se  oX-q  Siavoia  ovTiac  eyev  (cf.  oAov  to  di-pypua  toO[to,  1.  3 
above)  schol.  01.  ii  68,  and  similar  phrases  elsewhere  in  the  Pindar  scholia. 

jvoyaic :  vo.(.)ijc  might  be  preferred  as  a  reading  but  I  could  then  give  no  account  of  the  sign  or 
signs  between  0  and  ij.  If  cjpoirafc,  I  presume  of  the  sound  of  the  cvpiyyec  as  in  II.  x  13. 

I  think  there  is  not  room  for  8[edc  t]va  Kptvrj(C),  but  there  is  no  doubt  about  the  sense  required. 
10  aKacKa  is  quoted  as  a  Pindaric  word,  with  the  meaning  TjcvySic,  by  Eustathius  in  his  npiXoyoc 

(iii  294  Dr.)  and  has  been  assigned,  like  other  words  there  adduced,  to  the  Isthmians  (fr.  28).  [anac/ca 
Cratinus  126.  I  see  no  reason  for  accepting  d«ac«a  from  the  napdSoac  of  Eustathius]. 

What  follows,  which  may  certainly  be  recognized  as  r6v  pfaev  kokov  noiovma,  would  be  mysterious, 

if  Eustathius  had  not  added  (ibid.)  o8ev  tccoc  icai  6  •nap'  'Opqpcui  djcdiojTa,  for  this  is  the  regular  inter¬ 
pretation  of  that  Homeric  epithet  of  Hermes,  cf.  Apollon,  lex.  Horn.,  schol.  II.  xvi  185,  Hesych.  in  v. 

(where  correct  a  (roc  to  atnoc ).  Presumably,  therefore,  something  like :  ‘him  who  does  no  harm’ 
<Homer  calls  dKaicpra,  whence  perhaps  dnacKa  is  derived). 

ill  suppose  something  like  vopeve  S’  ipiafiapiyov  ftavXai  irarpoc,  Paris  was  pasturing  his  flocks  by 
the  design  of  Zeus. 

ipicfapayoc,  like  dh-acna,  is  quoted  as  Pindaric  by  Eustathius  in  his  npoXoyoc  (iii  291  Dr.)  and  has 
been  assigned  to  the  Isthmians  for  the  same  reason.  (It  is  also  Bacchylidean,  v.  20). 

12  'I?A[A]9ci7[ov]ror  and  Fuf<e)tv[  appear  probable,  but  I  can  give  no  account  of  the  sign  between 
them. 

13  k(cu)  ran  SencLTwi  [tjrer.  nopQ-qcfa'Xi  ri]v  "/Ai[op  presumably  of  Agamemnon. 
14  seq.  Possibly  a  note  on  the  equivalence  of  or  difference  between  “OXvpnoc  and  0 ipavdc. 
15  seqq.  The  likeliest  guess  I  should  judge  to  be  dAA’  4  paKporepov,  ‘but  truly  too  long’,  but  I 

cannot  see  that  a  question  could  be  ruled  out. 

Mole,  aviyeipi  pe — the  imperative,  not  the  indicative,  seems  to  be  implied  by  the  comment, 

though  I  cannot  make  sure  of  this— would  incline  one  to  suppose  that  the  word  after  panpirepov  must 

be  Ka0euS[ovra,  but  I  can  neither  make  this  out  of  the  signs  nor  relate  it  to  the  parts  of  a  ship  men¬ 
tioned  in  11.  17  and  19. 

Karqyoptav  ea.m[ov,  supply  rroietrai  or  the  like,  ‘he  (i.e.  the  poet)  blames  himself’ — for  what? 

Again  I  should  have  guessed  ‘for  sleeping  too  long’.  Cf.  Schol.  Pyth.  x  79b  irrmpdi  earn <Li  6  II., 

xi  58b. 
Two  alternative  guesses  have  occurred  to  me,  which  I  mention,  though  I  have  not  been  able  to 

make  any  progress  along  the  lines  they  suggest :  that  koBct-  is  a  plumb-line  (or  possibly  a  fishing-line), 

which  the  poet  reproaches  himself  for  letting  out  too  far,  or  that  he  reproaches  himself  for  ‘having 
made  the  beak  of  the  ship  too  long’,  paKpdjrepov  .  . .  eno[yqca,  -ce  . . .  rod  §€ov]toc.  Either  would  mean 

‘spending  too  long  over  the  introduction  of  his  poem’.  But  dviyeipe  could  hardly  mean  ‘make  me 
aware’  of  my  mistake,  and  there  is  still  no  explanation  of  the  reference  to  the  deck. 

to  epfioXov  rijc  pecuc :  in  Pylh.  iv  191  anchors  are  hung  ipfioXov  Snepdev,  where  the  scholiast  explains 

eppoXov  by  to S  £vX ov  etc  o  dva&ecpovct  -rqv  ayKvpav.  I  doubt  this  and  suppose  that  there  as  elsewhere 

epfioXav  (or  epfioXoc)  means  a  pointed  projecting  forepart  outside  the  hull  (metaphorically  of  a  pro¬ 

jecting  piece  of  land,  01.  vii  18  seq.).  But  what  relation  this  can  have  to  the  word  explained  by  if 

0J  icTTjKorec  vavpayovci  (with  negligible  variations  Hesychius’  interpretation  of  Karacrpwpara  ‘deck’), 
necessarily  an  inboard  part  of  the  ship,  I  cannot  guess,  (an  ipfaXov  .  .  .  npdc  Kv^epvqrqv  Hippon. 

fr.  49,  which  might  at  first  sight  be  taken  to  imply  that  there  was  an  inboard  part  of  the  ship  called 

ippoXov  (-oc),  need  mean  no  more  than  our  ‘from  stem  to  stem’,  the  whole  length  of  the  ship.) 
]tc/>op :  it  is  tempting  to  recognize  paKporepov  again. 

20  and  nicqc  opt- :  I  suppose  most  naturally  taken  as  ‘being  (a)  Pisatan’.  I  do  not  see  what  this  is 
doing  here,  but  there  is  a  certain  congruence  with  the  mention  of  Pelops  in  11.  4  seq. 

20  seqq.  The  metaphor  from  archery  is  a  favourite  of  Pindar’s.  Two  parallels  may  be  adduced, 
which  contain  most  of  the  words  found  in  this  place :  eXnopai . . .  ciconov  dvra  rvxctv  a>r  and  to£ou  leic 

Nem.  vi  26  seqq.,  to  which  may  be  annexed  a  similar  passage,  in  which  the  javelin  
takes  the  place  of 

the  arrow  :  ipe  S’  evddv  aKovrcav  lima  p npBov  napd.  cicondv  ov  Xpy  ra  7roAAa  fieXea  Kaprvveiv  yep QLV  01.  xiii 

93  seqq. 
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T7}i  iavrov  Biavolat  £in  his  own  imagination .  ,  ; 

Sojajcei C  ot  nip  ckottov:  the  poet  is  presumably  referring  to  himself,  as  e.g.  at  01.  i
x  12  nrepo^vra 

S’  Ui _ Hctov  ourot . .  .  c<j>a^ec u,  or  with  a  slight  difference  of  expression  to  his  6up.6c  or  the  like, 

as  at  01.  ii  89,  or  conceivably  to  his  chorus  (as  is  suggested  in  the  scholia  on 
 01.  ix  6). 

After  jSIAoe  I  believe  MeyaP[.]{  may  be  recognizable,  not,  I  think,  any  form  of 
 p.draioc.  The 

general  sense  is  apparently :  If  I  write  a  poem  for  this  Isthmian  victory,  it  will  not  be  thought  directed 

24  seq.  The  lemma,  though  it  seems  miswritten  in  part,  may  be  restored  with  rea
sonable  likeli¬ 

hood  as  et7 rep  rpiwv  ' IcSpIolj,  Nefieai  (Sc?)  8u[otv.  The  exposition  in  the  next  line  may  the
n  be  .  .  . 

cre\<jxivov,  a.™  p[l>  Tc[fyoO  t/hcDk]  d-no  81  Nefitac  [Suofr,  or  whatever 
 the  case  may  have  been. 

27  seqq.  It  is  to  be  presumed  that  this  addition  in  the  lower  margin  is  related  to  the  matter  in  the 

column  above  it.  It  need  not  be  presumed  to  be  related  to  the  part  that  has  
survived  but  there  is 

some  basis  for  the  conjecture  that  it  represents  an  omission  in  the  surviving  part.  The  argument  
is, 

that  ecu,  is  an  extremely  rare  word  in  Pindar,  occurring  otherwise  only  in  Pyth.  iv  135  (eicco) ;  that, 

therefore,  there  is  a  reasonable  chance  that  the  ecu,  of  1.  20  and  the  ecu,  of  1.  3°  are  
one  and  the  same ; 

and  that  xepcov  lew  Ur r-  ‘dispatching  within  the  Isthmus’,  comparable  with  lei  IJvdu>vd&'  (oicrov) 
01.  ix  12,  is  a  likely  enough  expression  for  Pindar  to  use  of  a  poem  composed  elsewhere  for  a  victor  

at 

the  Isthmia.  _  
... 

27  I  cannot  articulate  in  any  way  which  produces  a  tolerable  sense.  In  a  scholion  on  01.  xm  40 

'SUcuTm  (games  at  Corinth),  Aletes,  and  a  child  Xpvcfj  (cf.  1. 31  below)  are  exhibited  in  connexion,  but 
I  cannot  believe  that  this  has  any  relevance  to  what  is  found  here. 

28  The  vocalization  leads  one  to  suppose  that  Aletes,  who  appears  in  his  Attic  form  in  1.  32,  must 

have  been  mentioned  by  name  in  Pindar’s  text.  Though  he  was  a  Heraclid  and  a  Dorian  I  do  not 
know  that  he  is  elsewhere  called  a  Spartan  or  Spartan  leader,  so  that  in  spite  of  appearances  he  should 

perhaps  not  be  supposed  to  have  been  so  called  here. 

29  Xeyovn  ■npo^Uijiiov  dv(ri  rou)  diSovci  vpa  tov  fSiofiou. 

30  I  suppose  an  explanation  of  why  the  Isthmus  of  Corinth  is  called  a  ‘chersonese’,  although connected  with  land  at  both  ends. 

31  The  two  dots  (colon)  before  eipicKei  ktX.  show  this  to  be  a  lemma.  I  can  make  nothing  of  it. 
The  name  Xpvcij  (see  on  1.  27)  should  have  a  Doric  a,  if  part  of  the  text. 

32  The  connexion  of  Aletes  with  Megara  is  that  after  his  conquest  of  Corinth  he  marched  against 
Athens  and  took  Megara  from  the  Athenians  (Conon  26,  Paus.  i  39,  4). 

Fr.  15 

’].[ 

]tirA[ 

]/coc^[  .]7r. ,  ,evo[ 

].pouev^[].[].t/ct.[ 

5  ]cro£iSoc/cr>7WO .  [ 

]/x7jSe#o[]cyeiv€C#at .  [ 

]vovpavovKat, . [ 

jtcevf. .  ajc^eA”  iKav[ 
].KaAa>ca/coy[. 

Fr.  15  The  appearance  both  of  the  material  and  of  the  writing  front  and  back  suggests  a  position 
in  the  neighbourhood  of  fr.  14 
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3  Above  y,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right ;  more  likely,  I  think,  the  tail  of  a  letter  in  1.  2 

than  y  (for  yap)  If  three  letters  are  rightly  posited  between  tt  and  e,  the  second  seems  to  be  re¬ 
presented  by  a  tail  in  the  next  line  above  the  letter  or  letters  preceding  ik;  the  third  may  he  p  ?[ 
might  be  the  lower  part  of  the  loop  of  a  4  Before  ik  perhaps  w  likeliest  After , a  apparently  t 
made  with  a  finer  point  than  the  other  letters,  its  foot  passing  through  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  rising 
to  right  which  might  represent  A  or  ft  5  .[,  an  apex  as  of  8  6  .[,  perhaps  the  lower  loop  of  p 

7  I  can  find  no  satisfactory  combination  of  the  signs  at  the  end  of  the  line ;  after  1  is  a  zigzag  level 
with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  next  the  base  followed  by  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  what  seem  to  be 
circular  letters,  then  either  an  angular  e,  or  a  small  u  touching  a  short  upright  off  the  line,  followed 
by  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters;  ,irec[  might  be  one  possibility  8  Between  v  and  a, 

a  stained  patch;  1  seems  fairly  certain,  but  I  cannot  make  out  what  follows  and  possibly  .r  is  to  be 

substituted  for  ,  to  c<p  might  be  e<f>  At  does  not  account  for  all  the  ink,  but  I  see  nothing  else  as 

plausible  9  ] . ,  perhaps  the  right-hand  stroke  of  to  ]...[,  I  think  struck  out ;  perhaps  originally 
y  or  t  followed  by  10S 

5  ‘Outstanding  in  beauty  and  speed  of  foot’  ? 
6  seq.  Since  the  remembrance  of  Nem.  x  58  9edc  tppevai  oIkclv  t*  avpavun  or  01.  v  24  /n)  puTevcrp 

deoc  yeveedau  may  give  rise  to  the  suspicion  that  Be[o]c  should  be  recognized  here,  it  ought  to  be  said 

that  9e  was  certainly  not  written.  8q[o]c  seems  to  be  the  only  possibility,  since  any  letter  other  than  o, 
often  written  small  and  well  off  the  line,  would  have  left  a  visible  trace. 

7  seq.  I  can  offer  no  solution  of  the  problems  set  by  these  two  lines,  though  correct  combinations 
could  readily  be  verified. 
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Fr.  16 

(») 

]vheTOLOiKodeyapx  .{•,[.].[ 

(a)  ]  4  oLKiav  r/8iavoi,ae[ 

]  4  _  LXovayaOocgTrXtpy/iril 

]ajMei^ec6miir]TepaSeaKovTT[ 

5  ]  .p[.]vyiveTaiect)cvTTo8e£ajprai[ 

]  _  :  emKpavota,yapayKiovtov[ 

]yT<ucTCTv\iovKopycf)aicecT7]K[ 

]u :  apLCT  _  _  ovrayev  _  _  viai  _  act  _  [ 

J\ovcLaJTaTpvetvair]eopTr]CLpXPi-il 

io  ]icayevec[ ,]},[.  Jt[]apSom«>i.8aic[ 

]  _  ewaimvamroo'e/CT  _  [ ,  jeacat  _  [ 

pTrovSpeTTOurec  7?S<.av[ _  _ ]o.toto>[ 

]...-.[ 

]a)CTOVTT]Ci[  ], 

ape[ 

]crpar[ 
O 0 

]4piatctSe[ ]r€oy[ 

]yct.[  ]Ao7t_ [  ]repTToy[ 
R.[ 

:f  K°i[ ]pocvtjjr)[ 
]olS[ 

:n 
>SY[ 

R[ ]  _  Seitov  m  [ 

]R.[ 
]ywv[ .  {c)  . 

u 
] . . elv .  [  ] . .  ea.TOu[ 

]fajovr[  ]?}CTTeA[ 

J^poirriS  _  ceAmS[ 

5  ]crato^/oovTtcQKo07j[ 

]<raur[]  am-r^ojAi/af 

"
m
 

Fr.  16  (a)  is  a  small  detached  scrap  of  which  the  position  over  the  left-hand  side  of  ( b )  is  fixed  by 
two  strongly  marked  vertical  fibres.  There  is  no  guidance  to  be  had  from  the  horizontal  fibres  about 

its  level  relatively  to  the  first  four  lines  of  ( b )  and,  as  I  cannot  read  a  single  letter  with  certainty,  no 

guidance  from  the  sense  either,  (c)  is  clearly  the  continuation  downwards  of  the  right-hand  side  of  (/;), 
there  is  nothing  to  show  at  what  interval 

Fr.  16  (b)  i  suggested  rather  than  yai  2  Before  01  the  top  of  a  loop  or  small  circle  pre¬ 
ceded  by  the  tip  of  an  upright  5  Of  p  only  the  tail  8  Neither  ctqv  nor  ctcv  as  normally 
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written  I  cannot  interpret  the  signs  between  v  and  v;  the  first  might  be  0,  though  not  quite  nor¬ 
mal,  the  second,  apparently  the  base  of  a  circle  on  the  line,  does  not  appear  recognizably  elsewhere. 
It  should  be  observed  that  what  looks  like  part  of  it  is  the  tail  of  <j>  from  1.  7  After  cu  (of  which  the  1 
is  abnormally  short)  a  sharp  convex  loop,  about  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  with  a  dot  above  and 
to  right  Of  a  only  the  pointed  top  .  [,  A,  fi,  or  v  suggested  10  ]h,  only  the  lower  part ;  p 
may  be  an  alternative  u  ].,  y  acceptable  t .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  not  prima 
facie  to  be  combined  with  t  as  p  or  u  13  Before  ir  probably  e,  possibly  c  After  tt  what  re¬ 
sembles  a  reversed  p;  perhaps  a  small  e  off  the  line  ligatured  to  p  or  possibly  c  c.j,  the  start  of 
a  stroke  rising  to  right  ].,  a  dot  just  lower  than  the  tops  of  the  letters  with  a  short  horizontal 
stroke  to  right  of  it  at  a  slightly  higher  level  14].  A,  a  trace  not  ruling  out  o,  but  not  suggesting 
it  01. [,  an  upright  ].p,  apparently  a  letter  ligatured  to  the  top  of  a  p  to  which  a  new  loop  has 
been  added  above  the  original  15  « .  [,  possibly  v  but  perhaps  two  letters  represented  Or  lyo 
v.[,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  into  the  next  line  16  . .[,  o  or  the  loop  of  a,  followed 
by  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  to  right  18  ».[,  perhaps  7 r,  but  I  am  not  sure  that 
two  letters  are  not  represented  .[,  a  sinuous  upright  19  Or  ]t 

(c)  2  ]. . ,  perhaps  eX-  or  ey-tiv  4  Perhaps  Sec,  but  I  cannot  rule  out  Sac  5  An  1  ligatured 

to  the  preceding  ?  might  be  lost  between  this  and  t  6  ].,  a  thin  stroke  rising  to  right” higher than  the  tops  of  the  letters  7  Before  8  ligatured  ai  or  et,  after  8  ligatured  vl  followed  by  oc  seem 

possible 
Fr.  16  1  seq.  From  the  words  ij  Siavoia  and  the  blank  before  them  it  would  be  natural  to  infer  that 

oiKLav  was  the  last  word  of  a  lemma,  whether  the  same  as  that  in  the  first  line  or  one  beginning  in  the 
lost  parts  of  the  column.  But  o hda  is  hardly  in  poetical  use  and  certainly  occurs  nowhere  else  in 
Pindar,  and  though  compounds  of  it  are  found  in  poetry,  I  do  not  think  any  can  be  recognized  here. 
I  call  attention  to  the  problem  without  having  anything  to  contribute  to  its  solution. 

3  The  word  before  dyadic  is  perhaps  a  name  and  may  recur  at  the  end  of  1.  8,  wrhere  it  seems  that 
a  name  would  not  be  out  of  place. 

ottAojv  is  very  uncertain ;  the  signs  might  be  combined  and  interpreted  in  various  ways  but  I  find 
nothing  plausible. 

4  I  suppose  parcpa  aKovrcov  might  be  said  either  of  a  wood  or  of  a  single  kind  of  tree,  e.g.  o&a, 
p.e\la,  of  which  spear-shafts  were  made.  The  note  will  have  been :  he  (the  poet)  calls  (the) . . .  mother 

of  spears,  or  the  like. 

6  seq.  imKpdvoL «  yap  av  kiovwv,  explained  as  ‘stand  on  the  tops  of  the  pillars’.  In  Pind.  fr.  330= 
88  (2442  fr.  1  ii)  av  S’  imitpavoic  cye'ffov  irerpav  . . .  Kiovec  it  is  natural  but  not  necessary  to  posit  a  tmesis. 

8  apierevovTa  seems  hardly  open  to  doubt,  but  I  cannot  recognize  it  in  the  ink.  It  could  be  fol¬ 

lowed  by  ev  with  the  sphere  in  which  superiority  is  shown  (so  Nem.  xi  14  ev  r  de'fJAoiciv  apicraiwv),  or 
the  persons  among  whom  it  is  shown,  whether  as  a  simple  definition  of  place  (so  01.  xiii  43  ev  AeXfotoiv 

apicrevcare)  or  of  competitors  (as  e.g.  Nem.  iii  80  (Incite  ev  Troravo fc),  or  with  a  specification  of  time  or 

manner,  and  no  doubt  in  other  uses,  but  I  have  found  nothing  plausible  along  any  of  the  lines  I  have 
followed. 

9  Tr]Xovcui>Tarov. 10  seqq.  The  following  remarks  on  the  interpretation  of  the  words  from  apSavraoiSaic  to  S peiravrec 
are  to  be  received  with  the  reservation  in  mind,  that  there  is  no  guarantee  that  a  single  continuous 
lemma  is  represented. 

dpSovr  doiSaic :  besides  dpSov-a,  dpSovrat,  and  dpSovri  (3rd  pi.  pres,  ind.)  there  is  a  theoretical 

possibility  of  dpSov  t’.  At  Isthm.  vi  64  ndrpav  Xaplnav  dpSovn  . . .  8/jdcaii  is  said  of  the  victors,  but  ibid. 

21  vacov  paivip.ev  eiXaytaic  is  said  by  the  poet  of  himself.  ( Ppeyero ,  sc.  miyoc  Kpovov ,  vLpd'Si  is  taken  by the  scholiast  to  be  metaphorical  in  the  same  way,  01.  x  51  (62).) 

The  uses  of  aWoc  seem  to  make  it  possible  to  take  it  either  with  yewaiwv  ( Pyth .  iv  188)  or  with 

a  noun  qualified  by  ve/crapeac  meaning,  say,  song  (vcVrap  yvrov  .  ,  .  yXvKvv  xapnov  <j>pev6c  01.  vii  8). 

Alternatively  vexrapeac  and  its  noun  might  depend  on  tcapnov  and  the  plural  Spemvrec  might  be  ex¬ 

plicable  by  the  collective  sense  of  dwroc. 
vapnov  Sperrovrec :  Pind.  fr.  209  rove  (jtvcioXoyovvrac  ecfit]  (TJlvSapoc)  d-eX-rj  co^iac  tcap-ndv  Speireiv  (with 

variations),  but  Nem.  ii  9  S pevecBat  .  .  .  awTOV  {Pyth.  iv  130  seq.  Spairmv  .  .  .  evlolac  duirov). 
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12  t  Sidvoia'  to  tuiv  ktX.  In  the  extant  scholia  similar  asyn
detic  phrases,  o'  voSc-  01.  ix84a,  r6 

caj>ic-  ibid.  44a,  et  simm.,  but  they  are  not  
the  common  form  of  introduction. 

Tl  rftKWapeiac?  ..  .  ,. 

14  w/4(w)o,  is  a  likely  guess.  The  rarity  of  common  nouns  or  adj
ectives  endmg  m  -x»e 

might  make  the  occurrence  here  a  hopeful  clue,  if  the  possibi
lity  of  an  antistoechic  spellmg  did  not 

somewhat  diminish  its  value. 

(c)  4  foovriSec  interpreted  iXirlSec? 

6  ravnjc  wv  t Tje  -qXiKtac. 
Fr.  17 

Traces  of  c.  10  11. 

l.C.H 

]  :  wcot[ 

].picxt^a^[ 

]fpecTOivSioc[ 
5  t 

].,<U  CM  WCXO,[ 

j/lotjcaxmc ,[ 

]4  JLlOVlKOVcf)  X 
~\ivSapu)Lrt][ 

10  ]i8  rj/xait[ 

]8o?..[...>.Pov[.]fr?[ 

]  '  o  t  eAijAaratSupf 
,V,.l'|aiacoA.[ 

]pariya£yS,rot[  _  ]  yrr)c  _  [ 

JcOTOV  1T€TT0iriK[  _  ]yat  _  _  TOt[ 

1 5  ]e-7TejJLTT0VT0Krj  [ .  ]f[ .  ] .  evj[ 

]  _  wveoiCTac€c9r)Ta.caX\acj)[ 

]ma .  raa<v[  _  ]r£/>ora[ 

]..  .[].V60p7TJV.[ 
]tou . [  ]yocarp[ 

20  ]..[]ck#[.3A[  ]?ut[ 

]4.>roto[  ].[ 

].vTnwp[ 

U 

M 

>.[ 

2S 
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Ft.  17  Before  the  line  numbered  1  in  the  transcript  there  are  inconsiderable  remains  of  some 

ten  more  to  what  may  be  the  top  of  the  column,  though,  since  the  surface  is  stripped,  it  is  not  pos¬ 
sible  to  be  sure  of  this 

3  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  o  4  ].,  a  stroke  rising  from 
left  and  ligatured  to  p  5].?,  the  top  of  a  circle  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  6  . [,  the  lower  part 

of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  8  ]. .,  the  top  and  bottom  of  an  upright  followed  by 
what  is  naturally  read  as  o  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  11  c, .[, 

cit  or  cfjtr  is  one  possibility  Between  t  and  p  a  headless  upright  12  .1,  the  right-hand  end 
of  a  cross-stroke  ligatured  to  the  top  of  1  Between  1  and  e  an  upright  followed  at  an  interval  by 
the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  into  the  next  line  14  After  at  what  most  resembles  the 

back  of  e,  though  abnormal  for  this  hand,  followed  by  a  stroke  rising  to  right  into  the  left-hand 
stroke  of  t 

Fr.  17  3  seqq.  As  long  shots,  incapable  of  verification,  I  offer  rote  x(e)tpafopevotc,  denpec,  and 

tGsv  AiocKovpuiv,  '-EAeVrjc.  For  the  verbal  similarity  compare  schol.  Eur.  Or.  1637  on  xal  tj  ‘EXevij  -rote 
Xeifio.fop.evoL  c  Kara  BdXaccav  iiryxooc  icn  Kara  Evpivl ,  Srjvcectjpeiamu  ....  TloXepwv  8e  iv  toil  S  irpoc 

Ava£avSplSrfv  nr/v  pev  twv  Sikhv  dcrepwv  initfidveiav  twv  /hoocoupcuv  dvtopoXoyfjcBai,  ktX. 

6  There  can  be  little  doubt  that  a  new  piece  starts  here,  described  as  an  wcxo^opixov.  The 

wcxa<l‘6pta  were  an  Athenian  festival  and  y  can  be  accepted,  though  I  cannot  verify  the  v  of  A8}t)valwi 

here.  They  consisted  of  a  procession  and  a  race,  described  or  referred  to  by  various  ancient  writers, 
some  statements  of  whom  may  be  doubtfully  descried  in  the  little  that  remains  of  this  commentary. 

focvotl  o/JtK'oe :  d).  icrl  to  ypapouevov  etc  ABtjvalwv  fpBeovc  Spopov  aywvtfopivovc  kol  Kparovvrac 
KXdjpa  ftoTpva iv  TrXijpec,  o  KaXeiral  dcyoc.  Trotovvrai  Se  rov  Spopov  ix  too  Aiovvclov  etc  to  tt}c  ExLpdSoc 

AB-pvac  lep&v,  schol.  Dion.  Thr.  450,  21  Hilg. 

That  Pindar  composed  wexofyopued,  or  at  least  an  wcxo<j>opix6v,  might  be  inferred  from  Athenaeus’ 
quotation  (495e) :  ApicroS-qpoc  S’  ev  rplrwi  -nepl  LhvSdpav  toic  Exipoic  jnfc'tv  ABijvafo  dywva  imreXetcBai 
twv  itjvqficov  S popov.  Tpe'xetv  S’  avrovc  exovrac  apneXov  xXaSov  xaTdxapvov,  rov  xaXovpevov  wexov.  rpeyovet 

S’  ex  too  lepoC  too  Aiovvcov  pexpt  too  rijc  EiupdSoc  Adyvac  lepoC  ktX.  Whether  they,  or  it,  formed  part  of 
the  collection  of  Isthmia,  which  now  looks  more  likely  than  not,  cannot  be  determined  with  certainty 

by  any  evidence  I  see  in  these  fragments. 

7  ]/i(ev)ot  KOXWC. 
8  A  word  ending  in  piovixov  can  hardly  be  anything  but  ’IcBptovlxov,  but  that  was  certainly  not 

written,  nor,  I  think,  was  icptovLKov — I  do  not  know  whether  this  mistake  is  ever  found — though  I 
cannot  completely  rule  it  out.  A  possibility  which  occurs  to  me  is  that  pio  may  simply  have  been 
written  twice. 

9  rr\tvSdp<M. 
10  ]iS7j/icui  may  be  divided  or  may  contain  the  end  of  a  proper  name.  JlptcrjoS.  is  out  of  the  ques¬ 

tion,  which  I  mention  on  account  of  the  quotation  above  (1-  6  n.). 

11  It  is  tempting  to  recognize  to  tjjc  T<«pa]Soc  ABrjvac  lepov ,  but  I  am  bound  to  say,  I  cannot  make 
the  ink  after  Soe  naturally  into  any  part  of  the  beginning  of  MBrfvac. 

11  [,]cx7j[:  an  obvious  guess  is  [oJc^C,  a  form  found  in  a  number  of  lexical  entries,  as  well  as 

ocyoc  (and  corresponding  forms  beginning  with  to,  for  which  there  appears  to  be  no  room  here). 

So  Hesych.  in  die^o^d/Dur  .  .  .  <j>dpov rec  rac  dicyac  etc  to  tt/c ExipaSoc  Adtjvac  lepov,  Harpocr.  in  ocxotjtopor 

...  o  So  “IcTpoc  iv  T-fji  Ty  irept  Q-qcetoc  .  .  .  roiic  KaXovpevovc  dcxotjtopovc  KOTaXeyeiv  Suo  twv  yevet  Kai 
itXovtwi  irpovxdvrtov.  if  Se  oc^y  tcXifpd  icn  ktX.  But  another  possibility  perhaps  worth  considering  is 

[i]cxv[pa.Ticplvoi  ‘dressed  like’  sc.  girls,  corresponding  to  Proclus  (ap.  Phot.  bibl.  322)  Sdo  veaviat  koto. 

yvvaiKac  icToXicpevot,  Lex.  Seguer.  (Bekk.  An.  i  318)  ev  ywaixetaic  croXatc  Svo  veaviat,  Plut.  Thes.  23. 
12  Sdo :  presumably  the  two  oschophori. 

13  seqq.  Perhaps  something  like  ey  Se  Toiavnjcfolnac  . . .  ( Qijcia )  np^wrov  ireiravriKivai,  a  reference 

to  the  establishment  of  the  festival,  cf.  Procl.  ut  sup.  Aofoi  Se  <j>aci  npiurov  rov  Zpyov.  If  so,  ]eirepirovro 

is .  likely  to  refer  to  the  voyage  to  Crete  of  Theseus  and  his  companions  rather  than  to  the  mp.Trif, 

Trapavop-n-rj  (Plut.,  Proc.  ut  sup.)  of  the  commemoration,  and  similarly  vlotc  rdc  icBfjTac  to  the  original 

disguising  of  two  boys  as  girls,  not  to  the  costume  of  the  oschophori. 
17  avTac  K(al)  v(c)repov. 

21  ]l  S’  [e]«  TO io[dr-P 
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